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ORTARM2-A/IOU

T

he 60 mm Mortar, M2, is of French
origin, developed by the Edgar Brandt

Company,

but

manufactured

in

the

United
States under rights
from the Brandt organization.

purchased
Its design

has been altered and improved

to conform

to our standards. In addition to its normal
function, it is now utilized as a projector
for the illuminating

shell, M83, employed

to disclose aerial targets
Ml----The

MORTAR,

the barrel,

at night.
mortar

consists of

base cap and firing

base cap, ending in a spherical
which

fits into a socket in the base plate,

is screwed

to the

breech

smooth-bored

barrel.

in

cap,

the

base

threaded

Ma-The

bipod

the leg, elevating

traversing

mechanism

leg assembly

of the
pin fits

mount

and

com-

mechanism
assemblies.

The
steel

to

by a clevis joint

the elevating

attached

screw guide tube. Spread

of the legs is limited
is provided

by the clevis joint,

with a spring latch

the legs in the open position.

legs terminate

to
The

in spiked feet. The left leg

has a cross-leveling
of a sliding

and

consists of two tubular

legs connected

which

end

The firing

which is bored
to receive it.

axially

MOUNT,

prises

lock

pin. The
projection

mechanism

consisting

connected

by a link

bracket

to the elevating screw guide tube.
The elevating
mechanism
assembly
consists
which

mainly

of an elevating

moves vertically

on a screw within

a guide

tube,

the elevating

actuated

by a crank attached

end.
The traversing
a horizontal

screw nut

mechanism

screw operating

is clamped

means

of a clamping

consists

of

shock

absorbers

the mortar
The
steel

being

and mount

base plate
body

Projection

of

the

base

CaP

in

the

socket.

Sighting
Sight

(Collimator),

and Fire Controf
Equipment

and saddle,

and

propelling

charge

in one unit constituting

a complete

The shell is furnished

with stabilizing

are

round.
fins

WITH SHELL, M49A2

PRINCIPAL
MORTAR,
Weight
Weight
Overall
Diameter
Rate of
Rate of

MOUNT,

M4

Am munition
Projectile

POSITION,

M2

M2

.P9.P lb.
Weight of mount. ...................
.16.4 lb.
Weight of bipod ....................
.I%8 lb.
Weight of base plate. ...............
Elevations,
approximate.
.40” to 85”
...........
Mortar
clamp . oosition
A. ........
.40” to 65”
.
Mortar
clamp position B.. . . . . . . . . .45” to 70”
Mortar
clamp position C., . . . . . . . . .50” to 85”
Mcrximum traverse .ght . . . , . . , . , . . . . . . 70 milr
I
Maximum
traverse, left. . . . . . . . . ,. . . . .70 mils

and a nose fuze. Propelling
charges are
divided into parts to provide for zone

AMMUNlTtON

cluring firing,

firing.

Shell

of a pressed

are welded

a series

UNChASSlFlEn

REFERENCES-TM
23-85.

9-2005,

v.3;

FM

CHARACTERISTICS

of Mortar,
M4, and Mount, MP. .42.0 lb.
of mortar. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .lP.8 lb.
length of mortar.. . . . . . . . . . .P8.6 ins.
of bore. ...................
.2.36 ins.
fire, maximum .......
.30 to 35 rds./min.
fire, normal.
.18 rds./min.
.............

used to stabilize

consists

to which

Cal

flange and a

lever fastens the spheri-

in a yoke

to the bipod by

collar

socket. A locking

to its lower

in the yoke.

The barrel

of ribs and braces, a front

M2, IN FIRING

screw being

and actuated b y a traversing handwheel.
The sight bracket fits in a dovetail slot
provided

60 mm MORTAR,

HE.,

Runge,
M49AP..

llluminatinq , ~83
Training,

r;ib9

.

. . . . . . . .I00

Approxhde

to

1,985

yd5.

81 MM MORTARMI--MOUNT--STANDARD

D

uring the first World War, the standard mortar adopted by the U. S. Army
for infantry use as an indirect fire weapon
was the British 3” Stokes trench mortar,
Mk. I. Designs for a new mortar were
started in 1920, but were abandoned in
favor of attempts to improve bomb vanes
in an effort to attain greater accuracy.
While these tests were under way, the
French firm of Edgar Brandt succeeded
in developing
a refined version of the
together
with suitable
Stokes mortar,
ammunition,
which satisfied the requirements of the 17. S. War Department.
After tests of the Stokes-Brandt
mortar
and mount were completed successfully
by the Ordnance Department,
and the
rights were
using arms, manufacturing
purchased from the Brandt Company.
The 81 mm Mortar, Ml, has a heavier
barrel than the Stokes, Mk. 1, and a
heavier base plate of new design. It also
has a greater range and a higher rate of
fire.
MORTAR,
Ml-The
complete weapon
consists of a barrel, bipod and base plate.
The barrel is demountable
from the bipod to form one load, while the bipod and
base plate comprise two loads. Each load
is light enough to be carried by one man.
The smooth-bore
muzzle-loading
barrel
is a seamless drawn-steel
tube fitted at
the breech end with a base cap within
which is secured a firing pin protruding
into the barrel.

Am munition
Stabilization
in flight is obtained
by
fins on the shell which cause the projectile
to strike nose first. A pointdetonating
impact type of fuze is fitted
to the nose of the shell. The propelling
charge atlachcd to the base end of the
projectile consists of an ignition cartridge
increment.
The incrcan d propellant
ments
of the charge arc removable
to
provide for zone firing.
REFERENCES-TM
9-1260.
81 mm MORTAR, Ml, IN FIRING POSITION,
WITH SHELLS, M43 AND M56

mechanism,
supported
by a bracket
fitted into the mortar yoke, provides accurate laying for elevation and deflection.
Sight, M4, and Aiming Posts, M7, 118
and M9, are used with the 81 mm mortar.

The 81 mm mortar can be carried by
two men or can be transported
on Han2
Cart, MGAI. It is also part of the armament of the Half Track 81 mm Mortar
Carrier, M4.

TM

CHARACTERISTICS

of Mortar, Ml, and Mount, Ml .13&O lb.
of mortar.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .44.5 lb.
length of mortar, . . , . . * . . . . . .49.5 ins.
of bore.. . . . . . , . . . . , . . . . . . .3.2 ins.
fire, maximum.
, . . . , . .30 to 35 rds./min.
fire, normal.
. . . , , , . . . . , . .I 8 rds./min.

M1

Weight of mount. . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .91.5 lb.
Weight of bipod .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 46.5 lb.
Weight of base plate. . , . . . . . . . , , 1 . . . 45.0 lb.
Elevations,
approximate.
. . . . , . . . . . .40” to 85”
Mortar clamp position A. . . , . . .
.40” to 70”
Mortar clamp position B. .
.
.50” to 80”
Mortar clamp position C..
. . . . .55” to 85”
Maximum
traverse, right. . . . . . . . . . . . . .65 mils
Maximum
traverse, left.
.,., ....
. .65 mils

Ranges,

Approximate

H.E. shell, M43A1,
6.87 lb.. .lOO to 3,290
. . . . r . .300 to 2,558
M36, IO.62 lb,.
Chemical shell, M57,10.75
lb.. 300 to 2,470

yds.
yds.
yds.

HAND CART, M6A1
STANDARD
The Hand Cart, Al6A1, is a ut.ilit,y vehiclc which dialers from the basic Hand
Cart, ,M3A4, only in the addition of suitable brackets and straps to adapt it for
transport
of the 81 mm mortar. It can
also be used as an ammunition
cart for
the 37 mm Gun, M3A1, the 60 mm mortar, or the 81 mm mortar.

and Fire Control
Equipment

Each mortar is equipped with a sight
which includes a collimator,
elevating
and lateral dcflcction
mechanisms, and
longitudinal
and cross-levels. The sight

v.3;

Ml

AMMUNITION
Weight

Ml-The

Sighting

Weight
Weight
Overall
Diameter
Rate of
Rate of

MOUNT,

Transportation

mount consists of a
base plate and a tubular
steel bipod
formed by two legs attached to a center
trunnion
by means of a compass joint.
The left leg carries a cross-leveling mechanism which consists of a sliding bracket
connected with the guide tube by a connecting rod. The mortar clamp, in two
sections, clamps the barrel to the bipod
and can be adjusted to three positions on
the barrel.
The base plate is a rectangular pressedsteel body to which are welded a series of
ribs and braces, a front flange, three
loops, two handle plates and a socket for
the spherical end of the tube base cap.
MOUNT,

PRINCIPAL
MORTAR,

9-2005,

,
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HAND

CART, M6AI

CHARACTERISTICS
.69.5
Overall
length (including
pole). ......
Dimensions
of body. ... .24 ins. x 32 ins. x 5
.39.1
Overall
width. .....................
............................
70.8
Weight.
4 ins. x 12
Tire Size. ....................

ins.
ins.
ins.

lb.
ins.

e

MULTIPLE CAL. .50 MACHINE-GUN

M

CARRIAGEZI--STANDARD

l 50

CARRIAGE,

MS1 (MULTtPLE

obile and semi-mobile automatic weapons battalions armed
with the Caliber .50 Machine Gun, MZ, on the Mount, M3,
lacked firepower for effective action against enemy attack
aviation.
In order to provide an antiaircraft
weapon of concentrated firepower which could be used for convoy defense,
the Multiple
Caliber -50 Machine-Gun
Carriage, M51, was
designed and standardized.
The Multiple
Machine-Gun
Carriage, 11151, is composed of
the Multiple Caliber .50 Machine-Gun
Mount, M45, with four
Caliber .50 Browning Machine Guns, HB, M2, on the Mount,
Trailer, Ml7. The carriage is drawn by a prime mover.
The Mount, 3145, is a power-driven,
armored gun mount,
with a self-contained power unit. It can be traversed through
360”, and elevated from - 10” to +90”. Firing of the guns
and movement
of the mount are controlled
from a pair of
hand grips in front of the gunner’s seat within the mount.
All the rotatable elements of the mount are located in a
turret which rests on a welded steel base plate anchored to the
floor of the trailer. A centrally located gunner’s seat is situated
between two trunnion sectors which carry the guns and ammunition chests. A sight base-in
the center of which is the
Navy Reflector Sight, Mk. IX, the control handle, and the
firing switch-extends
over the gunner’s head from one trunnion
to the other and moves with the trunnions.
Two Caliber .50 Rrowning
JIachine
Guns,
HB,
M2, are
mounted outboard on each trunnion. An ammunition
Chest,
312, with a capacity of 200 rounds, is mounted outboard of
each gun. The guns are normally fired electrically
by solenoids,
but may be fired by a hand-firing mechanism on each gun in
the event of power failure.
A variable speed drive unit beneath the mount turntable
drives the mount in elevation and azimuth at speeds from
0” to 60” per second. The variable speed drive obtains its power
From two heavy-duty
6-volt storage batteries in the rear of the
mount. These batteries are charged by a 30@watt, 12-volt,
gasoline motor-driven
charger located beside the batteries.

CAL. .50 MACHINE-GUN

MOUNT,

M45, ON TRAILER

MOUNT,

M17)

PRINCIPAL
CHARACTERISTICS
OF MOUNT,
M45
Weight,
without armor, guns, ammunition
chests,
fuel, and operator.
.. .... ...........
.1,468 lb,
....................
Weight, fully equipped,
including gunner (approx.).
...........
.4,396 ib.
Weight of armor. ..........................................
.13P 16.
Overall
width. ...........................................
.791/’ ins.
Overall
height (guns level). ..............................
.4 ft., 7 ins.
Power drive. ..............
Maxson
Var. Speed Drive, Model
1 POA with
1 -hp., 1 P-volt, 90-amp.
electric motor
Weight of power drive. ....................................
.I39 lb.
Power charger
B riggs 8 Stratton,
...........
Model
304, type
85594,
driven by a l-cylinder,
4-cycle
gasoline
motor
Charger output ...................................
.300 watts, 15 volts
Weight of power charger
.75 ib.
....................................
Batteries, storage, lead, acid, 3-cell, f 7 plates per cell (6 volts each) .... .P
Cal. .50, HB, MP, Fixed B rowning Machine Guns, mounted
Armament,
outboard
on right and left trunnions.
.....
.4
........
......
........
Ammunition
Cal. .5?! 800 rounds (800 rounds each in Cal. .50
........
Ammunrtron
Chests, MP, mounted outboard
on guns)
Azimuth
speed. ........
.O” to 60” per sec.
..........................
Elevation
speed. ..................................
.O” to 60” per sec.

A removable shield of armor plate, with hinged doors on the
top, fits between the trunnion to provide protection
for the
gunner and the driving mechanisms.
The Trailer Mount, M17, is a short coupled, 4-wheel type
vehicle. It is a modification
of the General Trailer, 117, used to
transport Generating I-nit, 547, in Antiaircraft
Gun Battalions.
Jacks at each corner of the trailer allow it to be emplaced
firmly for firing.
~FERENCES-OClE
17969 ; 0C;M 18020; OCM 18845; OCM
18964; OCM 19140; T,lil 9-222.
..
. w,.
15 JANUARY 1944
153

T

he Multiple
Caliber .50 Machine-Gun
Trailer Mount, M55, was designed as
an antiaircraft
ground mount to be transported by airplane.
It consists of the
Multiple Caliber .50 Machine-Gun Mount,
M45C, mounted on the Trailer Mount,
M20.

controls the movement of the mount and
the firing of the guns through the medium
of a handlebar control.

Elevation is from -9” to +90”. A continuous traverse of 360’ is possible for the
power-operated
turret.
Power for the
elevating and traversing
mechanisms is
The Multiple
Caliber .50 Machine-Gun
supplied
by
two
truck
type
6-volt storage
Mount, M45C, is identical with the Mulbatteries
connected
in
series
to furnish
tiple Caliber .50 Machine-Gun
Mount,
12
volts
to
the
constant
speed
drive
&I45, used with the Multiple
Caliber .5O
each driven by
Machine-Gun
Carriage, M51, except for a motor. Two differentials,
two Reeves split pulley variable speed
special armor shield protecting the mechdrives, permit variation
in speed of the
anism and the gunner.
elevation and traverse gears. Deflection
Armament
consists of 4 Browning
of the handlebar
control governs the
Caliber .50 Machine Guns, HB, M2, with
of the
a rate of fire of 450 to 575 rounds per speed of the pulleys. Movement
output shaft of the differential is in prominute for each gun. Two guns with their
portion to the amount of speed change of
ammunition
chests are mounted outboard
of each trunnion. The gunner sits between
the pulleys. Rates of tracking
in both
the trunnions,
from which position he elevation and traverse are from a minimum

of x0 per second to a maximum
per second,

of 60”

The Trailer Mount, M20, is a portable
two-wheeled mount that may be moved
for short distances by hand or by a prime
mover. It is capable of stowage in a
CG4A
Glider or a C47 Transport
Airplane. The removable
pneumatic-tired
wheels are equipped with hydraulic brakes.
Mechanical jacks allow the mount to be
emplaced and leveled in firing position
when the wheels are removed. A steel
pole extends from the front of the mount
and ends in a lunette for attachment
to
the pintle of a prime mover. Tow ropes
are supplied for aid in manual manipulation of the mount.
REFERENCES-OCM
22521; OCM
22117; OCM 21716; OCM 20241; OCM
20025.
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20 mm AUTOMATIC

T

he 20 mm Automatic
Gun, Mk. IV,
for close-range, high-angle fire, is the
Swiss Oerlikon Gun as manufactured
in
England and adapted to American manufacturing limits.
The Mk. IV Oerlikon
will operate
automatically
so long as the trigger is
held back in the firing position or there is
a cartridge in the magazine. Ejection is
automatic, and the gun is furnished with
a safe-fire gear. The cyclic rate is approximately
450 rounds per minute.
The gun is composed of recoiling and
nonrecoiling
parts. The recoiling parts
comprise the breech bars and springs,
and the barrel spring with its casing. The
nonrecoiling
parts consist of the barrel,
mounted on the breech casing; the breech
casing; various stops; a locking gear, and
the trigger group.
The barrel is of forged steel, with fins
outside the outer section to support the
barrel spring and permit air circulation
for cooling. The first two inches of the
muzzle flare outward as a flash shield.
The barrel can be readily removed and
replaced by a new barrel.
A detachable drum-type magazine with
a capacity of 60 rounds is carried on top
of the breech casing.
The Oerlikon employs the force of the
explosion to check and reverse the movement of a relatively
heavy breechblock
that is never locked. This breechblock
recoils and counterrecoils
with a purely

-III

reciprocating
alone tends
closed.

GUN,

MK. IV (Oerlikon)

motion, The barrel spring
to keep the breechblock

Before opening fire, the breechblock is
pulled back until the sear is held by the
trigger
hook, compressing
the barrel
spring and causing a pull on the recoiling
parts. Pressure on the trigger releases the
breechblock,
which is then moved forward by the barrel spring. The forwardmoving breechblock
picks up a round
from the magazine and seats it in the
chamber. dust before the block reaches
its fully forward position the hammeroperated striker pin fires the round.
When the round is fired the gas pressure first absorbs the forward momentum
of the barrel and then blows it backward

PRINCIPAL
Weight
Weight
Rate of
Muzzle
Pressure

until the compressed barrel spring checks
its movement. At full recoil the barrel is
to the rear of the position at which it is
caught by the trigger hook. As each round
is fired the empty cartridge case is blown
from the chamber, upon which the case is
tipped out of the breech face by striking
against an ejector in the breech casing.
When all rearward momentum has been
absorbed the barrel is again brought forward by the counterrecoil
action of the
barrel spring. On its way forward the
breechblock picks up the next round from
the magazine.
AMMUNITION-Ammunition
is in the
form of complete fixed rounds. It consists
of Shell, HE., Mk. IV, with tracer, and
H.E., Mk. HI, without tracer.

CHARACTERISTICS

of gun ....................................................................
of tube .....................................................................
fire, rds./min ............................................
velocity.
...............................................................

.I47 lb.
.37 lb.
.390-500;
aver. 450 (approx.)
.P,725 F./s.
.48,160
lb./sq. in.
.................................................................
Length, overall.,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . , . . . _ . . . , , . , . . . . . . . , . 87 ins. w/o shq$der r$
-I 97 ins. with
Number of fands and grooves.
.9
...........................................................
Riling ...................................................................
..l in 36uniform
Length of rifling. ..............................................................
.48.798
ins.
Cooling system .......................................
, ...............................
.Air
Principle of operafion............................................................
.Blowback
Magazine.......................................................................6~roun
d
lb.
. . . . . H.E., Mk. IV, with tracer-.514
Weight of round.. . . . . .,. . . . . .
.. .. . ....., .. . ...
lb.
-I H.E., Mk. /II---.546
H.E.,
Mk.
IV,
with
tracer-.%81
lb.
Weight of projectile..
.. .. ... .. ... ., .....
.... .,.., ...
lb,
i H.E., Mk. Ill--.?2714
H.E., Mk. IV, with tracer--.060
lb,
Weight of charge. . . . . , . . . . , . , . , . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lb.
i H.E., Mk. Ill-.0646
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37 MM ANTITANK
GUNMSAl-CA

PRINCIPAL
GUN,

M3Aj

Weight .............................

191 lb.

(overall)
of gun. ........
of bore ..................
..................
velocity
Volume
of chamber. ...........
Travel of projectile
in bore. ..

.6 ft., IO’/2 ins.
.53.5 calibers
2,900 f./s.

Length
Length
Muzzle

.19.92 cu. ins.
......
.69.95 ins.

Ib./sq. in.
Maximum
powder pressure. .. .50,000
...............
Drop block
Type of mechanism.
........
.25 rds./min.
Rate of fire (approximate).
.12,850
yds.
Range ..........................
RECOIL
Type

MECHANISM

...........................

Weight
Normal

............................
recoil

(-

1 in. + l/z in.)

.Hydrospring
.771/2 lb.
.......
.20 ins.

M43# H.E.

AMMUNITION
Weight
Weight

of complete
of projectile

round. ............
(as fired). .........

T

Maximum
recoil..
. . . , . . . . . . . . . . 201/z ins.
Spring pressure (average).
. . . e . . . . . . .217 lb.
Maximum
piston-rod
pull. . . . . . . . . .6,000 lb.

CARRIAGE,

M4Al

Total weight without gun.
Height of lunette (limbered

. . . I.. . .
.721 lb.
position).
. .291/2 ins.

Length of carriage from muzzle
to lunette.
. .......
. . . , 154l/* ins.
Width over hub caps. . . . , . . . . . . . . .631/z ins.
Height

(traveling

position).

. . . . . _ . . .377,/g ins.

Trail spread (maximum)
(included
angle).
.60”
Elevation
(maximum),
carriage on wheels . . .15”
Depression (maximum),
carriage on wheels. - IO”
Traverse

(maximum,

right).

Traverse

(maximum,

left). . . . . . . . . . .

.. ..

.3.13 lb,
.I .61 lb.

156

~-4

A.P.C.

3.43 lb.

1.92

1.92

lb.

.30”

. . ,30”

3.14 lb.

lb.

.O lb.
53 lb.

.O lb.
..08 5 lb.
of bursting charge. .. .........
.32 lb.
.49 lb.
of powder charge ...............
..................
Fixed
Fixed
Type of ammunition.
.....................
2,900 f./s.
,2,600 t./s.
Muzzle velocity.
Armor penetration
homogeneous
plate
500 yds.. . . .
. . . . . , . . . , . . . . . . 1.4 ins.
20” from normal. . . + . . . . .I.0

...

MslB2,

M74, A.P.

Weight
Weight

~WO~~~L~ssiF,ED..

he 37 mm guns are the lightest weapons of the field-gun type used in the
U.S. Army. The original 37 mm gun supplied to the U.S. Army in 1917-18 was
the M1916, of French design. It was a
comparatively
low-velocity
weapon not
suited for antitank employment.

CHARACTERISTICS

Fixed

2,900 f./s.
2.4 ins.

in.

IIIIIII~l~~IiI~IlIIIilliIIIIIIIIIi~iII~tII~I~iIIIiIt~IIII~tIIIIIil~III~II!IIII~III~IiIIIIiIII~IlIII
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The 37 mm Gun, M1916, is classified as
Limited
Standard for manufacture,
but
.
as Standard for issue, with Its cradle,
as subcaliber equipment.
The Carriages,
M1916, M1916Al and M1916A2 are also
Limited Standard.

.

The desirability
of a light, highly mobile antitank
guu, using armor-piercing
and high-explosive
shells, resulted in the
production
of the 37 mm antitank
matbrie whose design features closely resemble the German Rheinmetall
weapon.
The 37 mm Antitank
Gun, .&IX, represents the most powerful piece that has
been manufactured
to weigh less than
in
1,000 pounds. Recent developments
ammunition
have increased the muzzle
velocity
from 2,600 feet per second to
2,900 feet per second, with consequently
greater armor penetration.
~~~l~~~~~~~~l~~~~I~l~~~I~~~~~~~~~l~~~I~I~IlIliIIIIlIIllllllllllllllll~llllilllll~ll~llllllllI~llIlI~I~II~~~~IIIII~I
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1

GUN, MS--The rifled barrel is a onepiece forging threaded to screw into a
breech ring recessed for a vertically sliding
block which is operated manually,
The
recoil system is of the hydraspring
type,
including a buffer mechanism which prevents possible damage to the weapon due
to sudden stopping of the recoiling parts,
The estimated life of the gun at normal
pressure is approximately
2,500 rounds.
GUN,
M>Al--Addition
of gas deflectors to the M3 gun changed its designation to M3Al.
These gas deflectors
were subsequently
removed, but all 37
mm, M3, guns with muzzles threaded for
gas deflectors are now designated M3Al.
CARRIAGE,
M-This
carriage has a
split trail and pneumatic tires. It can be
towed by a prime mover on roads or across
country, and by its crew. Elevating
and
traversing
mechanisms are attached to
the mount. Adjustments
in traverse are
normally made by the use of the traversing handwheel, although a traversing release handle allows rapid changes in
traverse through free movement of the
gun. The handle must be held in position
during free traverse, for on release of the
handle the gun is automatically
locked to
the traversing mechanism.

In order to increase stability of the gun
during firing, wheel segments which swing
on the axle raise the tires off the ground.
The segments are locked in both travel
and firing positions by a handle-actuated
plunger.
The Telescope, M6, is held in position
by the Telescope Mount, M19, which is
attached to the gun carriage by means of
a bracket, assuring movement of the sight
with the gun during traverse.
While a 37 mm gun squad consists of
six men, the Carriage, M4, is designed for
one-man control
of aiming, elevating,
traversing and firing.
Carriage,
Standard.

B

M4,

is classified

as Limited

Sighting

and Fire Control
Equipment

On Carriage
Telescope,
Telescope

Off

Equipment

M4
Mount,

Carriage

Lensatic

Ml 9

Equipmenf

compass

Bore sight

Ammunifion
Ammunition
for the 37 mm gun is in
the form of fixed rounds. It consists of
A.P.C. Shot, M51B1, with tracer; H.E.
Shell, M63, with B.D. fuze, M58; canister,
M2; A.P. Shot, M74, with tracer; T.P.
Shot, M51, with tracer, and Drill Cartridge, M13.

CARRIAGE,
MdA+--This
carriage
is
identical with the Carriage, M4, except
that for quick adjustment
of the gun in
traverse a release mechanism permits traverse to be effected by pressure of the
right shoulder and arm against the shoulder traversing bar so long as the traversing release handle is locked to the rear.
With the traversing release handle in its
forward position, the gun may be traversed
by use of a traversing knob.

Subcaliber equipment for 37 mm guns
comprises the rifle, subcaliber,
ca1. .22,
M2Af, and the rifle, subcaliber, Cal. .30,
M1903A2, both minus the stock and front
and rear sights, together with mount,
subcaliber,
Cal. .22-.30, M6. Rifles and
mount are classified as Standard.

The classification
Standard.

REFERENCES-FM
v.3.

BREECH VIEW OF 37 mm OUN. M3A1, Showing
(4) Trigger-actuating

uNC&ASSISIED

(Continued)

of this

carriage

is

Trainers

(1) Elevating
Wheel; (2) Traversing
Wheel; (3) Traversing
Handle; (5) Shoulder and Arm Traversing
Bar
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57 MM ANTITANK
GUN

57 mm ANTITANK

GUN, Ml, ON CARRIAGE,

Ml,

IN FIRING POSITION;

B

ritish battle experience indicated the
need for a light gun more powerful
than the Z-pounder (37 mm) which could
be employed as an antitank
weapon or
be mounted in a tank or gun motor carriage. This requirement
was met by the
g-pounder gun, standardized
in America
for Lend-Lease
manufacture
as the 57
mm Gun, Ml.
O.C.M.
16489, dated
20 February
1941, authorized the preparation of drawings of the British 6-pounder gun, carriage
and on-carriage
fire control equipment
converted to American gears, threads and
tolerances. On 15 May 1941, O.C.M.
16722 recommended
standardization
of
the British-American
57 mm matkriel as
Gun, Ml, Carriage, Nil, Telescope, MN,
and ‘l’clcscope Mount, M24.
Modifications
were made to the Ml
Carriage which culminated in the present
Carriage, IUIlA3.
These changes included
substitution
of free traverse for gear
traverse, and new lunette, drawbar, and
trail lock assemblies.

Ammunition
for the 57 mm, Ml, Gun is
in the form of fixed rounds. It consists of
A.Y. Project&,
M70.

MIA31

PRINCIPAL
GUN,

Ml

Weight

of gun .......................

Overall
Muzzle

.755

Volume
Travel

in bore.

powder

pressure.

Breech mechanism.

......

Rifling.

..........

Range.

.........................

............
...

.96 ins.

.46,000

Normal

recoil

Maximum

(-1

.10,260

Total

weight

WITH MINOR

Traverse

(maximum,

right).

Traverse

(maximum,

left). .................

Width

of tread (c/l-c/l

-45”

................
of wheels).

,450
...

-57.7

ins.

. .12.56

Ib.

.6.28

Ib.

.. .!I.25

lb.

AMMUNITION
Weight

of complete

round A.P.,

Weight of projectile
or armor piercing}.

M70.

(target practice
................

Weight of powder charge
(approximate).
.................
Type of ammunition
....................

Fixed

Armor penetration-homogeneous
plate
20” from normal500 yds .........
1,000 yds. ........
2,000 yds .........

.373

.3.4 ins.
.2.7 ins.
.1.9 ins.

Ib.

.3l l/z ins.

Sighting

and Fire Control
Equipment

MlAO
without

gun.

.1,945

...........

of lunette (limbered

position).

of carriage

to tunette).

(muzzle

....

position).

(maximum)

Elevation
(maximum),
carriage
firing position. ........................
Depression (maximum),
carriage
firing position. ........................

angle).

.
On

carriage

Equipmen’

ins.

Telescope,

Ml B

.75 ins.

Telescope

Mount,

,50 ins.

............

(included

Ib.

.2X ins.

.2OOl/,

over hub caps. .................
(traveling

MODIFICATIONS

.!293/ ins.

in. + l/2 in.). .....

Length

Trail spread

Ml,

Hydrospring
.................

Height
Width

yds.

Ml

recoil ....................

CARRIAGE,

wedge

1 turn in 30 cats.

Type. ...........................
with slipper.

in.

.30 rds./min.

Right-hand;

Weight,

fb./sq.

sliding

........

MECHANISM,

f./o.

.lOO cu. ins.

.Vertical

Rate of fire (approximate).

RECOIL

.P,700

.............

of proiectile

Maximum

.50cals.

...................

of chamber.

Ib.

-1 I7 ins.

......................

velocity

1s CARRIAGE,

CHARACTERISTICS

length ......................

Lengthofbore

Height

Am munition

CARRIAGE,

...

.90”

Off

Carriage

Gunner’s

in

M24Al

Equipment

Quadrant,

Mi

.15”
I~EFICRICNCXS-~~TVI

in
-5”

9-2005,

v. 5; ‘JY31

g-303.
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75 MM PACKHOWITZER
MlAl-CARRIAGES
Ml, M8-STANDARD

71 mm PACK HOWITZER,

T

he 75 mm pack hr)wifmr wns originri:ly

d~~ignrd for park t r:~r1s~)~,rt, 1111irn:kl
draft, and I~w-s~wv~ ton-irlg.
;Znitrl;il
draft has twen clisc’rrrlfirl~tr~~i
:krirI
tflc
Jll;lrit’
cb&tt..
In
special wwwrri~~
modifbi
form it IMP IMWI ;tkptl~l
for
many uses,
ZhTlojJtllrwt

Ckf

tI1r*

\\ WJI<JI1,

fJf’#lfl

tilt’

primay

(!f’4igh:If
IlH‘

(Jf

ifJz9
till-

(if

11

fltsultr.4~r

1 .I

1.

Caliber.
.
.
_.
. ..
, 75 mm
Weight
.
.
.341 Ib.
Overall
length .
.
.
~ 5P ins.
Length of bore
15.93 CcJh.
MurxI*
velocity
‘loo, 310, 950, 1,950 f./s,
Volume of chamber
57.3 Cu. ins.
Travel of projectile
in bore
39.2894
ins.
Maximum
powder prcrsrure
96,000 Ib./sq, in.
Typo of bfock machonitm
Sliding block
Rate of fire
6 rds./min,
Range, Shell, M41 Al
9,760 yd,.

‘j’)tt.
ftJr

Ili~~tilil:tirit~tl~
l~.t-r;(3~1. \YrlIi
the r0littrI
ll,E; . .\.‘l‘.,
Jlt;1\,
tIII* J1 l.iI
:ItlIit;irrk
howitzer
i% c*il]~lItl~* t*f t.rr~::~~in$

O[wrattclfl

in

tuqqbt*, 21%ttlv pf-r~jwl~l~ n III Irt-itt-lr;kf(. :I
inc~tws of ;krrilf6 pl;~t<* :tt tio\s itxc+r r:rrigca.
HOWITZER,

Ml

‘Iha

i IfJWif

Zt’r,

11

RECOlL

MECHANISM

TYPO
Weight

I,

ctrn\ists elf 8

ilfl9cL
;k-~‘IflI9l?*
;lncl
;i I)rt.t,(*fl
nltdlani~fn,
jrtiriwl
tfy ifll~*rrlli~tr*rl
tllrt2irIz
for
r;~l~i~i
:1~~(.111lkI?. ;Ll~f
4li-.iiz%c,rr,l,ly.
l’llr
tjr(y-tdi t ~l~w~l; I \ IIf ttiv ll;lflrl-c,JJt’r:It(~~~,
slitlijtg-u+dp*
t>.Ikt,. i*‘tririg
iz ;lc.(.c,lltIlli,flc’tl
tJv :l c~rfltiritit,tl~-I,~~~~
IIl4~~*I~~tlll-l~~ I\llC,\C I& ii*
firilig
I.cxCk. 31 !:I. ‘l’tlc* ttlt)** ;tIicf lirct>c>tl
~11~~1~2itiisfrt (‘(IliI~JrW
ttvo
irrmls
for traris-

Ml

HOWltZER

in

n;t\

ON CARRIAOC,

PRINCIPAL
CHARACTERISTICS
HOWITZER,
MlAl,
AND

1920, ci1lmin;itc*ct III ~t;ltl~l:lr,ll%:\ttc,t~ of
the 111 in 19X. Stigtit (*ti:i~~gt~ ill ttrrh )I I
3llCi t tw 11(‘\V Il,cHl(‘l
\VtfC IllCl~lc lilttar,
giv(‘ll

MlAl,

,

Hydtopneumatic
~ . ..fll
lb,

AMMUNITION
Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight
Type of

OF 75 mm PACK
CARRIAGE,
Ml

Normal recoil. .....................
Maximum
recoil, .. ............
Maximum
piston-rod putI. .........

CARRIAGE,

Ml

Total weigh) without howitzer
. .9P7 lb.
Length of carriage (muzzle to spade).
i 44 ins.
Width OYO~hub CUPS
,. ... .....
47 ins.
Maximum
height at 0’“.
.35 Ins.
Type box traII
t j . . I Axle ttavrrse
Elevation (maximum)
.I .
. . . .4!5”
Deprasrlon (muximum)
.... .
.
. -5”
Travsrso (right)
,
... . .
.3”
Traverse (left)
, ..
. . .3”
Total weight of howitzer, recoil mechanism,
and carriage in firing position
. .I ,P69 Ib.

M41A1

of complete
of proiectils
of proiecctils
of propelling
ammunition

rounds
sxplorive
charge
. .

.

.

M48

. _.
.17.3P Ib.
I . . . 13.76 lb.
1.11 lb.
..
.

.
charge.

.3P Ins.
.33.65 inr.
.5,188 Ib.

,

H.E., A.T., M&6
16.3 lb.
13227 ib.

18.12 lb.
14.60 Ib.
1.47 lb.
.9P Ib.
,

, .

1 lb.

.41 Ib.
.. ,

. ,remi-Axad

port.
HQWfTZER,
fprs

frfbI]i

tilt*

tions trf tttc- lnwtl

It ha, iL hy~lroprrc~u-

‘I’tris Itcl\vitzt*r tjtf-

Mt At
.\f I rrillt’

rifti:

bl,,&.
‘l*twhc+ Iart:trc
at>lc in till* t\$lJ illtblI(*f<,

irl .sli~:tlt

flll,,Jifi~;l:~till Itrc t)rt-t-cblliif,t
irlttdtitrtgta-

liiitt

its

rwJi/

%~?t(‘fll

c’fJT~f]JOw’ll

(Jf

It

rC.(‘CJi/

~*yI:riclc~r ;tII~I 11
cvtirlclcr c’orlrw-tt-cl wil tk thtl t9clttrtttl J&h
u]*ip}~
frjrrrts
:L sC;tt ffjr ttw ttcnVitzc*r artcl nl:hirlt:tin\ 4irwrkwlit elf ttw twits ti11rl hrt*c*rtl
rWll~Ji~rittcJr

PAC:K HOWITZER
CARRIAGE,
Ml-q-his carriaggu is SC~)lLKltc(l irlto six &&

Stt’igfl.

Slt’lJs

OII

thVt9Ot

tOtI

Skigh

iirt’

fit&j

to ways c9r1ttw wacII~*, ;tlltl the rwoit-cylillctc~r pi\torl rr~f is corlri(~(:tui to tllc cradle
t,y Irlt’ittlii
of t.l~: Ijisl0ti
ro(l
latch. In
rtwA iLIlt c.c,llrlt(‘rrc~~clil, ttw cylinders and
tJtJtt(JIrl

shigh

‘l’ravcrse

fh(JVC

is alotlg

With

thC

howitZCr,

the uxle,

accom-
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75 MM PACK HOWITZERMlAl-CARRIAGES
Ml,
plished by a traversing gut operated by
a hawlwheel.
which pivot
on trunnion
Rockers,
pins, are located on either side of the
cradle.
The box trail is divided into two groups,
the front trail and the rear trail, I’astenecl
together by fittings
strong enough to
withstand
firing stress. The elevating
mechanism,
rockcrs, and equilibrators
are assembled to the front trail and arc
carried with it in the pack. The wheels
are of wood Lvith steel tires.
AMMUNITION-i~mmurlition
for the
75 mm Pack IIolvitztr,
111~11, is in the
form of semi-fixed rounds. It consists of
H.E. Shell, M41,21, with P.D. Fuzc, 1148;
H.E. Shell, 1138, with P.1). Fuxc, _Irtx,
and ‘I’. Cy: S.Q. Fuzt~, 3154; and II.IS.,
AT. Shell, JIGG, with U.1,). FUZ:C, 1162.

Sighting
On Carriage
Panoramic
Telescope

and Fire Control
Equipment
Equipment

Telescope,
Ml
Mount,
M3

UNCLASSIFIED
16 0

Rv

Off Carriage

M8 (Continued)
pracratt>

Equipment

Bore Sight
Gunner’s Quadrant,
Ml
Aiming
Circle, Ml
Compass, MP
1 -Meter-Base
Range Finder, M7 or Ml 916
B.C. Telescope,
M65 or Ml 915Al

Trainer
The 37 mm $;ubcalibr*r (;un, JIltIlf.3,
and Sul)calibor AIount, 115, arc rlsctl for
practice in layiug and firing the 75 mm
Pack Ilon-itzers, 111 and _1f1;11.
l~~~,:ltr;.Nc:rss---r~~~
Y-320;
‘I‘Jr
9-1320.

9 2005,

s.3;

anal clroppftl by pnra:tirphIie iI1 fiiglit. JYlwn
t hC JMlYl(‘IYlt
C’S readl th
ground the
indivitl~~al loacls arc u~lpac~k&l ancl. the
howit zcr a11rl carriage are asst~mbled for
;lCtioIl.
‘I’hc stanclard 73 mm l’ack Hon-itzer,
11 IA I, is niourilt~(t 011 the (‘arriage, 318.
‘i’his carriage is icleutical to the 75 mm
Pack I iowitzcr C’arriage, 111, except for
the substitlltioIl
of SW disk and rim
tyJ,e
\~lwc~ls ccluipped \+bitll 6.00 X 1G
pncutnatic
Iires ill place of the 29 inch
wooclm wliccls used on the 111 carriage.

chutci:

TX

Ids,

frorii

ltEFErIESCES-O(~‘~l20196;

(AIRBORNE),
Ms---‘l’he 75
l’kack Ilowitzcr
(‘arriagc,
318, was
developed to ~~roside airborne troops with
a light, ~~~wcrful weny~on which coultl be
transported as a unit to the combat area
by glirlcr or airplane. IThen the airplane
lauds at its destination the howitzer and
carriage can be unloaded anti ma~~euvcred.
into position by hand or bc towed by a
prime mover. The howitzer and carriage
can also be disassembletf,
packed in
CARRIAGE

Sighting

Ii/hit.‘IlliIMi~l~~l!li~l~Ili~~‘!~il~lili~~l~~ii~l,!,l~l”lili~ii;li;tiii::ll
i;:liliiiiilj~iiiiiilll0 E’Fi C E C HI E F

Ma, FOR AIRBORNE

‘1’319-319.

and Fire Control
Equipment

mm

75 mm PACK HOWlffER,

311

On Carriage

Equipment

Telescope Mount, M3
Telescope Adapter,
M9
Elbow Telescope,
M64

Off Carriage

Equipment

Gunner’s Quadrant,
Ml
Aiming
Circle, Ml
Hand Fuze Setter, Ml 91 PA4,

Ml 5, or Ml 6

USE

0 F 0 K I) jj A NC E lI~iIliI~t~iI~~‘~l~I;Il;liI~ll~l~~ll~llllil~~l~l~i~i!liiIl~IilI~l~I~~~~i:~~~It~~ilIl~lli~~~~i~~llilllllli~l~l
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PARACRATES
Ml,

PARACRATE,

Ml

M3, M4, M5, M6, M7,:%i-M8,~fskN
M9

M2,

(FRONT TRAIL),

CRATE SUSPENDED

I

n order that the disassembled 75 mm
Pack Howitzer, MIAl,
and Carriage,
R/18, together with fire control instruments, and accessories, could be safely
delivered by parachute from an airplane
in flight, a series of containers known as
paracrates, parachcst, and paracaisson,
were evolved to hold the nine loads to bc
dropped. Fabrication of these containers
was begun in September, 1942, and they
were standardized
in RIay, 1943, as
Paracratcs, Ml to M7, Parachest, IIS,
and Paracaisson, 119.
Paracratcs, RI1 to 317, are constructctl
each paracratc bcbing dcof plywood,
signed to accommodate a specific loatl.
When the load is packed it is sceurcd to

PARACRATE,

M4 (CRADLE

AND

PARACRATE,

M2 (REAR TRAIL AND

bomb shackle and parachu tc harnesses
by means of a quick-release fastening. A
standard
24foot
cargo parachute
is
attached to each load, the parachutes
being colored to differentiate between the
loads and hasten identification.

AXLE),

CRATE LOADED

assembly, together with a canvas paracrate
cover with
parachute
harness
attached. When packed it holds the front
trail and a lifting bar.

Paracrate Loads, Ml to MS,” together
with Paracrate Load, M9, are fastened to
and dropped from parachute pack racks
beneath the airplane. Paracrate Loads,
316 and M8, are carried as a daisy-chain
load inside the fuselage, from which they
arc pushed out through the doorway of
the airplane.

PARACRATE,
MI -Paracrate,
M2, includes a canvas cover with parachute
harness attached, wooden supports, and
a wooden hexagonal reinforcing housing.
The load comprises the howitzer
rear
trail, axle and traversing
mechanism
assembly, trail handspike, sponge staff,
aiming post sleeves, and a box containing
spare parts and tools.

PARACRATE,
Ml -This
paracratc consists of front anal rear rcinforccs auf1 a
woo&!11
I brace for the howitzer front trail

PARACRATE,
M3--This
paracrate
is
in the form of a plywood box with pentagonal ends and a hinged cover. The load

TOP SLEIGH), CRATE LOADED

PARACRATE,

MS (TUBE), CRATE SUSPENDED

utW6SlFIED
w

~ifi~~~~~~it~i~iii~t~tt~~~~~~l~~~~t~~~~~lllUlUUllli~~liU~
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M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, PARACHESTM8, f’ARMAISSQN@htinued)

PARACRATES
Ml,

consists of the howitzer bottom sleigh
and recoil mechanism, a lifting bar, an
aiming circle with case, circular wooden
supports, a shock block, and a shock pad.
PARACRATE,
M&--Paracrate,
M4, is
similar in shape to Paracrate, M3. The
load is made up of the t,op cradle and
sleigh of the howitzer, a shock block, and
a shock pad. Paracrates, M3 through M6,
have the bomb shackle and parachute
harnesses separated from the paracrates.
PARACRATE,
W-This
paracrate is a
rectangular
plywood box with a hinged
lid. Its load is composed of the howitzer
tube, a muzzle cover, a tube thread cover,
a lifting
bar, lifting
straps, a shock
block, and a shock pad.
i
* ,;a

II .

PARACRATE,

h46 (BREECHBLOCK
CRATE LOADED

r .“&”+

AND

SIGHT),

5.’ ’

PARACRATE,

MI

(WHEELS), CRATE SUSPENDED

I@--=--

PARACRATE,
Ml-Paracrate,
M7,
consists of a square wooden frame, the
inner sides of which are beveled. The
to the
parachute
harness is attached
frame. The load is composed of the
howitzer wheels and hub plugs.

p,2iti .$...j\
I

“1
i

>j;

PARACHEST,
M8-This
parachest
is
made of plywood, and consists of a large
section to which a slightly smaller section
is added as a continuation.
The cross section of each portion is six-sided, in the
form of a square on which is imposed a
truncated triangle. The front end of the
large section is hinged, so that it can be
opened for loading. The parachute harness is separate and when assembled 011
the parachest has skids lashed to it to
facilitate landing. The load is composed
of ten complete rounds of 75 mm howitzer
ammunition,
each of which is packed in
a fiber container.

.,
-_,

PARACHEST,
- _-

PARACRATE,
Me&--Paracrate,
M6, is
a rectangular plywood box with a detachable padded lid. The load consists of the
howitzer
breech mechanism,
the hub
caps, the panoramic telescope and telescope mount in a special container, the
telescope mount support, and a lifting
strap.

M8, (AMMUNITION),

CRATE COMPONENTS

UNCLASSIFIED
..,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,...,,
--rrrCIP
"TTfy-F
& n IT r-, D ,-,\I

PARACAISSON,
M9-Parrcaisson,
M9, is a manually
drawn, knockdown
cart with a plywood body of hexagonal
cross section, demountable
steel wheels,
and an axle assembly, drawbar, tongue,

a M p F ~l~~~~~~~~~~~~l~~l~~~~~~~~~~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~~~~~~ll~~~~~~~~~~~
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PARACRATES
Ml, M2,

M3, MJ,

MS, M6, M7, PARACHESY
M8, PARACAISSONM9

PARACAISSON,

and drawlines, all of which can be
in the body when the paracaisson
assembled for transport. A wheel
a brace support, a drawbar tray,
tray,

tray

si&

braces,

antf

tray

packed
is disspacer,
an axfc

toP

braces

are utilized in packing the components
of the paracaisson. The bomb shackle
and parachute harness are serjarate.
The paracaisson is used to transport
eight complete rounds in
ammunition,
individual fiber containers constituting
a
full load. JYhen assembled, the paracaisson is normally pulled by two men who
grasp the drawbar at the free end of the
tongue. Khen it is necessary for four
men to tow the cart two drawlines
are attached to the axle by means of
drawline

hooks

which

llook

through

holes

in the axle.

The

componeI1t

parts

of

loads and the equiPme”t
required
assembling them areUNCI;ASS,F,ED
as follows:
-

CART),

these
for

CART

ASSEMBLED

Paracrate Load, AUI
Front trail .............................
.236 lb.
Paracrate, MI, including cover, front reinforce, rear reinforce and wooden brace. ... .58 lb.
Lifting lar ...............................
.9 lb.
Parachute.
...
. ...........
..........
.23 lb,
‘l’otd weight. ....
.....................
.3Z6 lb,

I+z~~~~~~~~
Loud,
Ilcnr trail .......

.....................

,95 lb.

Axle .......................
..........
.65 lb.
.........................
Trail handspike.
.7 lb.
Sponge staff. ............................
.6 lb.
SI)arc l)Rrtaand tool box. ................
.40 lb.
Pnracrate, M2, including cover, wooden supports, and wooden hexagonal housing. ... .38 lb,
......................
Parachute.
.....
.23 lb.
Total weight ..........................
.274 lb.

I’aracrate ~,oa~~,
~3
Ijottom
sleigh and recoil mechanism.
Aiming circle with case ..................
hr:lcrate,
T3. .........................
Liftingbar
...............................

.....

,203 lb.
.l$ lb.
.73 lb.
,9lb.
23 lb.

‘rota’wcight............................326ib.
Puracrate

Total

Load, M6
.221 lb.
.49 lb.
.9 lb.
,302 lb,

Load, M6

Breech assembly. .......................
Parscrate,
M6. .........................
Telescope panoramic
w/mount.
.............................
Parachute.
Total weight ...........................
Paracrate

...........

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

Load, M7

.........................
Parscrate,
M7. .........................
............................
Parachute.
Total weight. ..........................
Wheels

.121
.I3
.45
.23
.20!!

(two).

Paracrate
Ammunition,
P’arachcst,
Parachute.

.180 lb.
.14 lb.
.23 lb.
,217 lb,

Load, M8
10 rounds in indiv.
M8 ........................
...........................

fiber cant . . 220 lb.
.47 lb.
.23 lb.

.......................

‘&()tb.

‘rota] W&&t..

Load, Mb

Cradle ................................
‘JJLJ,p,;~,“a.,;
.: I . :. ..................
Parachutk.

Paracrate

Tube. ................................
Paracrate, M5. .........................
Lifting bar, .............................
Parachute...............................23lb.
Total weight ...........................
Paracrate

itlg

Parachute. ..............................

The hoTvitzcr,
caisson and cart, with
ammunition, are packed in nine paracrate
loads havirlg
a total weight of 2,571
pounds.

M9 (AMMUNITION

(Continued)

......

.lOOIb.
: XI: itb.

.I . : : : 1: : : : 1: ] : : : : : : 1: ] . .23 lb:

weight ...........................

~igiiiUUitUlliilllllllil~llilll~~Ui~i~llllllllll~~lllllllU~l~ll~li~~~~~~lU~~~~~~l~~l~!~ll~~~
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.331 lb.

Paracrate

Loud, M9

.105 lb.
Paracrate cart ........
:. ................
Ammunition,
8 rounds m indrv. fiber cant .. .176 lb.
.............................
Parachute.
.23 lb.
Total weight ...........................
.304 lb.
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3A2,
HOWITZER
MlAl-CARRDAGES

M3A3

(continued)

he 75 mm field howitzer is a light artillery piece used by horse artillery
and
iS
similar to the 75 mm pack howitzer
except
for the carriage. With the shell,
a-E.,
A.T., M66, it can be employed as
al>
antitank
weapon at normal battle
ranges.

Trainer

e--------l 5.2y--..---CARRIAGE,
MBA+-Designed
for towing
at high speed, this carriage is a redesign
of
the Pack Howitzer Carriage, Ml. The
m1
recoil mechanism,
top and bottom
sleighs
are utilized,
A split trail and
Pneumatic-tired
wheels mounted on spindles
which can be rotated, permit the
carriage
to rest on a firing base and the
trails.
This three-point
suspension gives
great
stability
during firing. Internalexpanding
brakes are used on this carriage,
The M3A1 carriage is now classified
as Limited Standard.
CARRIAGE,
MOAB-Addition
of shields
to
Carriage, M3AI,
in accordance with
0 - C.M. 17990 changes the model designation
of the carriage to M3A2. It is now
classified
as Standard.

Sighting
On Carriage

b---68”-

and Fire Control
Equipment
Equipmenf

Panoramic
Telescope,
Ml
Telescope Mount, Ml 6
Range Quadrant,
M3
Elbow Telescope,
M5

Off Carriage

Equipment

Bore Sight
Gunner’s Quadrant,
Ml
Aiming
Circle, Ml
Compass, MP
i-Meter-Base
Range Finder, MY or Ml916
B. C. Telescope,
M65 or Ml 915Al
Bracket Fuze Setter, Ml 916AB
Hand Fuze Setter, Ml 5 or Ml 6

Ammunition
CARRIAGE,
M3A3-When
Carriages,
M3Al
or M3A2, are equipped with combat
tires and wheels with divided rims,
the
designation of either carriage becomes
m3A3
(O.C.M. 18154). This carriage is
classified
as Standard.

LIGHT LIMBER, M4, AND

LlGHt

Ammunition
for the 75 mm Field Howitzer, Ml, is in the form of semi-fixed
rounds. It consists of H.E. Shell, M41A1,
with P.D. Fuze, M48, and T.-S.&. Fuze,
M54; H.E. Shell, M41, with P.D. Fuze,
M48; H.E. Shell, M48, with P.D. Fuze,
1148, and T.-&Q. Fuze, M54.

CAISSON,

UNCLASSIFIED

M2, WITH EXPERIMENTAL

The 37 mm Gun, M1916, with Mount
M5, is used for training
in laying and
firing the 75 mm IIowitzer,
MIAl.
The
37 mm Gun, M1916, and its recoil mechanism are fastened to the 37 mm Subcaliber
Mount, M5, which is in turn fastened to
the bottom sleigh after removal of the
top sleigh for training purposes.

Light

Limber,

M2

This is a two-wheeled vehicle to which
the trail of the howitzer carriage is connected to form a four-wheeled unit when
traveling. It is equipped with pneumatictired disk and rim type wheels for highspeed transport.
The limber chest has a
capacity
of 22 rounds of ammunition.
The weight of the limber is 770 pounds
when empty and 1,245 pbunds with full
ammunition
load. Classification
of this
limber is Limited Standard. The model
h14 is Standard.

Light

Caisson,

AAI

Designed primarily
to carry ammunition, this is a two-wheeled vehicle equipped
with pneumatic tires and standard automobile
internal-expanding
brakes.
It
weighs 860 pounds when empty and 1,965
pounds with 52 rounds of ammunition
in the caisson chest. It is now classified
as Substitute
Standard. The model M2
is Standard.

REFERENCES--TM

g-2005, v.3; TM

g-320; TM g-1320; Fh!l6-110;

COUPLER, FOR 75 mm HOWITZER

TRANSPORT

FM 6-70.

75 MM GUNSM897A2, M1897A-CARRIAGEii2

-STANDARD

T

hese weapons are modernizations
of the
75 mm Gun, M1897. The Ml89782
is standard for the manufacture
of the
complete gun, while the M1897A4 is standard for conversion of existing Ml897 guns
(O.C.M. 14510).
In 1917 the A.E.F. in France and certain regiments in the United States were
equipped with the French 75 mm Ml897
gun as the standard for light field artillery mat6riel. The performance
of this
gun in battle was such that it was considered the most effective light field gun used
in World War I. A considerable number
of these guns were purchased from France,
while similar guns were manufactured
in
the United States. The parts of the American and French manufactured
guns are
identical and interchangeable,
As mounted on modernized carriages
which may be towed at any speed, the
75 mm gun is today a far more formidable
weapon than was its counterpart
in the
last war. New ammunition,
including
armor-piercing
projectiles,
has been developed to give greatly increased range.
These guns are now being withdrawn from
service to be placed on self-propelled
mounts. No further production
of these
guns has been undertaken.

75 mm GUN,

PRINCIPAL

M1897A2,

ON CARRIAGE,

CHARACTERISTICS

MZA3,

IN FIRING

GUN, A&897-This
gun and its variations are of built-up
construction
with
breechblocks of the cylindrical
Nordenfeld eccentric screw type threaded on the
exterior to fit the breech recess. The breechblock is opened by rotating 120” around
its axis and automatically
ejects the empty

POSITfON

OF 75 mm GUN,

M1897A2,

GUN,Ml897AP

CARRIAGE,

Caliber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .+..,,
. . . . . . . . 75mm
Weight.
... ,...
. . . . . . . . . . , . . .I,026
lb.
Overall
length. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .107.125
ins.
Length of bore. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .34.5 cals.
Muzzle velocity.
. . . .I ,778, 1,950, 2,000 f./s.
Volume
of chamber (M61, A.P.C.). 88.05 cu. ins.
Travel of projectile
in bore
(AM,
A.P.C.).
. . . . . (. . I,. . . . . . .88.99 ins.
Maximum
powder pressure
(M61, A.P.C.).
, . . . . . . . . . .38,000
Ib,/sq. in.
Type of block mechanism. Nordenfeld
screw block
Rate of fire. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f . . I . .6 rds./min.
Range (M61,
A.P.C.).
, . . . . . . . . . . .13,870
yds.

Total weight without gun. ...........
.2,338
Height of lunette (limbered
position).
... .29
Length of carriage (muzzle to lunetfe). .220.5
Width over hub cups. .................
.80
Tread width (c/-c/
of wheels). ........
.70
Height in traveling
position.
...........
.56

RECOfL

MECHANfSM

Type. . , . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Hydropneumatic
Weight.
. . . . . .* .*. . . . . . . . ., ,. . . . .237.21
lb.
Normal recoil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .44.9 ins.
Maximum
recoil.. . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . .48 ins.
Maximum
piston-rod
pull. . . . . . . . . . .11,250
lb,

MIA3

round. ...................
.........................
explosive
charge. ............
charge. ..................
.........................

Armor penetration-homogeneous
plate
20” from normal500 yds.
..............................
1,000 yds .................................
2,OOOyds.. ...............................

VLI
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CARRIAGE,

M2A3

Trail spread (included angle). .......
, + ... .60”
Elevation
(maximum)
(on wheels). ......
.45”30’
Depression (maximum)
(on wheels). .....
- 9”14’
Traverse (maximum,
right) (on wheels). .... .30”9’
Traverse (maximum,
feft) (on wheels). .... .30”15’
Total weight of gun, mechanism,
and
carriage .........................
.3,400 lb.

M48, H.E.

AMMUNlTfON
Weight of complete
Weight of projectile.
Weight of projectile
Weight of propelling
Type of ammunition.

UNCLASSIFIED
16 6

lb.
ins.
ins.
ins.
ins.
ins.

AND

.19.49 lb.
f 4.60 lb.
f .47 lb.
.I .93 lb.
.Fixed

M72, A.P.

M61, A.P. C.

18.80
13.93

19.98
14.92
.I7

lb.
lb.

1.90 lb.
Fixed

.3.2 ins,
.2.7 ins,
.2.1 ins.

2.16

lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.

Fixed

2.8 ins.
2.5 ins.
2.1 ins.

0 F 0 RDN A N C E llllllllllllllllllllilllllllillllllllllll~llllllllllllllllllliil~lllllllllllllllllllllll~l~~t~~~~~~~~~~t~~~~~~~~~l~
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75 MMGUNS M1897A2,M1897A4(continued)
cartridge case. The normal life of the gun
is approximately
10,000 rounds.

GUN, Ml WIAd-Rollers,
sweeperplates
with felt pads and part of the jacket are
removed from the SI1897 gun and replaced by steel rails and bronze strips
attached to supports on the gun.
GUN, M1897An-This
gun is identical
with the 511897.44 and is standard for
new manufacture.
Ml897-About
2,800 of
the French-manufactured
Ml897
carriages were purchased. They were issued
and stored without distinction as to their
SOUW~. The gun slides on a steel-forged
cradle trunnioned on a rocker assembly
enabling changes of elevation to be made
without disturbing the angle-of-site setting. The rocker is trunnioned on a single
trail supported by the axle housing. The
hydropneumatic
(Puteaux) recoil system
assures constant recoil. The carriage has
steel-tired wheels and is equipped with a
combination road brake and firing support.
CARRIAGE,

CARRIAGE,
Ml897Ml-This
is the
American manufactured
version of Carriage, M1897, differing from the Ml897
in the recuperator system which has a
respirator assembly instead of a front plug,
shields, lunette, wheels, wheel guards,
spares and accessories. Parts of this carriage are not interchangeable
with those
of the $11897.
CARRIAGE,Ml897A!&----\‘C’hcn
equipped
with a handspike, the %I1897 takes the
designation RI 1897A2.
CARRIAGE,

M1897MlA2-‘I’his

M 1897X41 cquippcd

is the

with a handspikc.

CARRIAGE,
Ml89fA4--Fitting
highspeed adapters to the 311897, I\11897A2,
M1897Jf I and ~11897N lA2 changes the
model clesignation of any of these carriages to M1897A4. The modification consists essentially of a high-speed adapter,
the substitution of pneumatic tires on disk
and rim wheels in place of steel- or rubbertired wheels and the replacement of the
former brake system by one using internalexpanding brakes.

All modifications of the ;cX1897 carriage
through lll897A4
posscsscd the inhcrcnt
disadvantages
of limited elevation and
traverse, with a maximum normal gun
range of only 6,930 yards. By burying the
trail, it was possible to obtain a range of
9,200 yards. It was, thcreforc, considered
essential to design a new carriage to mount
the &IlS97 gun which would overcome
these handicaps. This was done in 1933,
1 Iv-l
iw!F!ED
1-J

~~~~}~l~~~l~i$~~~Ulliiiii8;!iiil!iii~

M2, combines the cradle, recoil and recuperator cylinders which check movement in recoil and counter recoil gradually
to prevent displacement of the carriage.

- ~~
*c/yJ(y
h-80’2

$----2

Sighting
Equipment

2Q5’.-----4

when the first of a new M2 series was
originated.
CARRIAGE&

M4Al

AND

M4A4-A

CARRIAGE,
MsA3-The
carriage is a
modification of the Carriage, M2. It is of
the split trail type, equipped with a drawbar for use with a motorized unit. The
lower part of the top carriage is modified
to provide clearance for the pivoted axle.
The trails and spades are 19 inches shorter
than those of the M2. The firing jack is
replaced by segments, and the carriage
has a pivoted axle which automatically
adjusts itself to permit laying the piece
with the wheels at an angle of up to lo0
to the horizontal. The Recoil Mechanism,

Comparison
Weight of gun and carriage complete (in pounds).
Length

of recoil

{in inches)

Height of axis from
ground (in inches).

,

MS

Equipment

Aiming
Post, Ml
Gunner’s Quadrant,
Ml
Rare sight
Aiming
Circle, Ml
Compass, MP
1-Meter-Bare
Range Finder, M7 or Ml916
B. C. Telescope,
M65 or Ml 915Al

Ammunition
Ammunition
for the 75 mm Guns,
Ml897*42 anti h~189784,
is in the form
of fixed rounds. It consists of I-I&E. Shell,
Blk. I, with P.D. Fuzes, M46 and M47;
H.E.Shcll, M48, with I’D, Fuze, M48,and
T.-S.Q. Fuze, M54; chemical Shell, Mk. II,
with I’D. FUZC, M46; Shrapnel, Mk. I,
with 21-second Combination Fuze, ‘07M;
A.P. Shot, M21, and semi-A.P, Shot, M72.

Trainer
For training purposes only, the 37 mm
Subcaliber Gun, M1916, is used to provide
practice in laying and firing the 75 mm
materiel. The 37 mm Subcaliber Mount,
M2,isuscdon75mmGunCarriage,~M1897,
only. The 37 mm Subcaliber Mount, M8,
is used on Carriages, M1897MlA2
and
M 1897A4. The 37 mm Subcaliber Mount,
M7, is used on 75 mm Gun Carriages, &X2,
M2hl, M2A2 and M2A3.
Rmwrt~~~rw--T~f
9-1305.

O-2005,

v.3 ; TM

9,657

A2

Ml897A4

MnAi

MaAn

MaA

9,657

3,007

3,675

3,675

3,400

44.9

44.9

41.546

41.5
46

44.9

47

44.4

47

47

19”

46”

46”

49”30’

. . , , . IO”

IO”

10”

10

10”

9”15’

, .3”

3

3”

45”

45”

30”9’

left, , . , .3”

3”

3”

40

40”

30”15’

.I,955

1,955

1,955

1,955

1,955

1,778
1,950
4,000

. .9,POO

9,400

9,200

14,780

i 4,780

13,950

depression,

Maximum

traverse,

right.

Maximum

traverse,

range

Mount,

40.4

Maximum

Maximum

Telescope

19”

elevation.

velocity

Quadrant,

Off Carriage

Ml 4, on

on TeleFcope

. . . . .19”

Maximum

Muzzle

Ml897Ml

, .40.4

Mount, MPP
Elbi;3Telexope,

of Gun Carriages

Ml897

.44.9

On Carriage
Equipmcnf
Panoramic
Telescope, Ml 4A1,

Range

distinguishing
feature of these carriages
is the split trail which permits an elevation of +45O, resulting in approximately
39% greater range than that obtained in
earlier models with a solid trail. For highspeed transport, the carriages are equipped
with pneumatic-tired
disk and rim wheels
with internal-expanding
brakes. Equilibrators neutralize unbalanced weight in
the gun and recoil system. Traverse is increased to 85”. In firing position with the
trails spread, an adjustable jack may be
used to support the carriage weight, thus
forming a three-point
support consisting
of the jack and spades. On level ground
the gun may be fired safely from the
wheels with the trails in either of the
spread positions.

and Fire Control
for Carriage, M2A3

(I./s.).

_

(in yards).
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10s MM HOWITZER
MZAI-CARRIAE2k&--sTAN~

T

hc major development
in 105 mm
howitzer matGel has been in carriage
design. The present Carriage,
M2A2,
capable of transport
at speeds up to
thirty-five
miles an hour, is a modification of the Carriage, Ml, designed for
draft by horses or slow tractors.
The 105 mm Howitzer, M2AI, is also
mounted
on the self-propelled
motor
carliage, M7, and the medium tanks, M4
and M4A3.
HOWITZERS,
M2 AND M2A1 -Possession of the same general characteristics
makes these howitzers interchangeable.
The only difference between the two
models is in the design of their breech
rings. A sliding-type
breechblock is use,d
with either howitzer. The piece is fired by
a lanyard attached to a firing mechanism
on the cradle.

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
HOWITZER,

M2Al

Caliber..
, . . . . . . _. . . , . . , . . . . . . . . .-. .105 mm
Weight.
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . . 1,080 lb.
Overall
length. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . .101.35
ins.
Length of bore. . . + .
. . . . . . . . , . . .22.5 cals.
Muzzle velocity..
.......
. . . . . . .I,550
f./s.
Volume
of chamber..
. . . . . . . . . . . .I 53 cu. ins.
Travel of projectile
in bore.
..
. . . .81.67 ins.
Maximum
powder pressure., , . .28,000
Ib./sq. in.
Type of breech mechanism.
, . , . . . . + . . . Sliding
Rate of fire. . . . . . . . . . , . . . , . I . . , . . . .4 rds./min.
Range.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , a . , . . . . . .12,500
yds.

RECOfL

MECHANISM,

M2A1

Hydropneumatic
Type. .......................
.457 lb.
Weight. ............................
.42 ins.
Normal recoil. .......................
.44 ins.
Maximum
recoil ......................
.12,980
lb.
Maximum
pistpn-rod
pull. ..........

CARRIAGE,

M2A2

Total weight (with howitzer and
...............
recoil mechanism).

Sighting
On Carriage

.4,970

and Fire Control
Equipment
Equipment

Panoramic
Telescope,
Ml 2A2
Telescope Mount, M2I
Range Quadrant,
M4
Telescope Mount, M23
Elbow Telescope,
Ml 6

Off

Carriage

Equipment

Aiming
Circle, Ml
Compass, MP
i-Meter-Base
Range Finder, M7
.
B. C. Telescope,
M65
Hand Fuze Setter, Ml 7
Graphical
Firing Table, M4

or Ml916

lb.

Height of lunette (limbered
position).
. . .I8 ins.
Length of carriage (muzzle to lunette)
.236 ins.
Width over hub caps. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .82 ins.
Tread width (c/l-c/l).
. . . . . , . . . . . . .70 ins.
Height in traveling
position.
.
, .65.75 ins.
Trail spread (included
angle). .28’ left, 29” right
Elevation (maximum)
on wheels.. . . , . . . . . .65’
Depression (maximum).
. . . . . . . . . . . - 5’
Traverse (maximum,
right). . .
.
.23”
Traverse (maximum,
left). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .23”
Total weight of gun, mechanism, and
carriage..
. . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4,260 lb.

AMMUNITION
Weight of complete round (with
Ml H.E. shell). . . . . . . .
. .41 lb.,12
oz.
Weight of proiectile.
.
,
.33 lb.
Weight of projectile
explosive charge, Ml .4.8 lb.
Weight of propelling
charge
(approximate).
. . . . . . . . . . . . .2.94 lb.
Type of ammunition..
. ..
. . . , . . Semi-fixed

Am munition
Ammunition
for the 105 mm Howitzer,
M2Al, is in the form of fixed and semifixed rounds. It consists of 1I.I.E. Shell,
Ml, with P.D. Fuze, M48, and T.-S.Q.
Fuze, M54; Chemical Shell, b160, with
P.D. Fuze, XI57; Smoke Shell, B.E., M84,
with Fuze, T.-S.Q. M54, and 11X., A.T.
Shell, $167, with B.D. Fuze, h462.
PREFERENCES-'r&l 9,2005, v.3; TM
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CARRIAGE,
MS-The
M2 carriage has
a split trail, pneumatic-tired
disk and rim
wheels, and brakes operated from the
driver’s seat of the prime mover.

The unbalanced weight of the howitzer
is neutralized
by a single-unit,
springThe elevating
arcs
type equilibrator.
serve as a seat for the trunnioas of the
mechanism
on
carriage. The elevating
the cradle may be operated from either
side of the carriage. The axle and the
support are designed to compensate for
irregularities
of the terrain
when the
howitzer is in firing position.
The M2Al hydropncumatic
recoil mechanism is of the constant-length
type. The
howitzer and recoil system are attached
to a sleigh. The piston rod is attached to
the cradle and remains stationary during
recoil and count.er recoil.
CARRIAGE,
)uBnA2-The 105 mm Howitzer Carriage, B12A2, is the M2Al Carriage with newly designed shields which
give considerably
more protection
than
did the shields used on the M2Al.

The Carriage,
Standard.

lVl2A2,

is classified

as
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BWITZER
~3-CARRIAGE

I-STANDARD

CHARACTERISTICS
.I05 mm
caliber
of howitzer ...................
.955 lb.
Weight
of howitzer ...................
Weight
of ptoiectile
..3 3 lb.
H.E.,Ml.....
....................
..P91b.
HE., A.T.,M67
...................
Muzzle
velocity. ..................
.1,040 f./s.
Uniform, right-hand
Twist of rifling. .............
1 turn in 20 cals.
.............
,I6 cals.
Length of bore (approx.).
.7,250 yds.
Maximum
range, 30”. .............
CARRIAGE,

M3Al

Weight
of howitzer and carriage
.9,495 lb.
without accessories. ...............
Length, overall (traveling
position).
.... .155 ins.
Width, over hub caps. ..............
.67s/,, ins.
Tread width (c/l-c/l).
.56*1/l/16 ins.
.............
Height,
overall .....................
.493/d ins.
.341/s ins.
Height
to center of bore. ............
Height of lunette (limbered
position).
.... .P9 ins.
Elevation.
.30”
..............................
Depression.
-9”
.............................
Traverse right or left from center line. ... .%I” 30’
Size of combat tires ................
.7.50 x 16
Type of recoil mechanism. ......
Hydropneumatic
.P7 ins.
Normal
recoil at 0” elevation ...........
-30 ins.
at 30” elevation ....................
Equilibrators..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . , .Spring
Weight of recoil mechanism and cradle. . ,379 lb.

T

he 105 mm Howitzer, M3, on Carriage,
M3A1, was developed to provide a
weapon for direct or indirect fire against
combat vehicles. It was made sufficiently
compact and light in weight for transport
by air. Development
of this howitzer and
carriage,
then designated
as 105 mm
Howitzer,
T7, a.nd 105 mm Howitzer
Carriage,
T6, was initiated
by O.C.M.
17261, dated 25 September 1941. O.C.M.
19910, dated 3 March 1943, standardized
the Howitzer, T7, as M3; the Carriage,
T6, as M3Al; the Recoil Mechanism, Tl3,
as Ml3; the modified Range Quadrant,
M3, as M8, and the modified Elbow Telescope, M5, as M61.
HOWITZER,
Ma-This
howitzer
consists of the tube, the breech ring assembly
screwed to the tube and locked in place,
and the breech mechanism. The rectangular, horizontal-sliding
breechblock,
operated by a lever, contains a firing-lock
recess for the Firing Lock, M13.
CARRIAGE,
MaAl--This
carriage was
especially designed for high-speed travel.
lt is of the split-trail type with pneumatictired wheels. Its component parts are the
sleigh, recoil mechanism, cradle, top and
bottom carriages, elevating and traversing

UNCLASSIFIED
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105 mm HOWITZER,

mechanism, equilibrators,
and wheels.

M3, ON CARRIAGE,

firing base, trails

The hydropneumatic
recoil mechanism
is housed in a recoil cylinder and a counterrecoil cylinder fixed underneath the bottom sleigh. Slides on the bottom sleigh
are fitted to ways on the cradle. Trunnion
bearings at the top of the top carriage
support the cradle, while bearings at the
bottom support the lower ends of two
spring-type
equilibrators.
The elevating
gear case is fitted to the top carriage.
Elevation is accomplished by a handwheel
located on the right side of the carriage.
The bottom carriage is fitted with a
pintle bearing, trail brackets, trail lock
pin bracket, firing base hinge brackets,
traveling lock stops and a traversing rack.
A handwheel on the left side of the carriage operates the traversing mechanism.
A combined firing-base and traveling
lock can be lowered to provide a base for
the howitzer during firing. Wheel carriers
facilitate changing the’ carriage from the
firing to the traveling
position, or from
the traveling to the firing position.
The wheels are of the divided rim type,
with pneumatic <combat tires equipped
with bead locks and combat inner tubes.

M3A1

The internal-expanding
parking
brakes
are actuated by handbrake levers.

Sighting
On Carriage

and Fire Control
Equipment
Equipment

Telescope Mount,
Telescope Adapter,
Elbow Telescope,
Range Quadrant,
Elbow Telescope,

Ml 6
M9
M6P
M8
M61

Ammunition
Ammunition
is in the form of semi-fixed
rounds. It consists of H.E. Shell, Ml, with
P.D. Fuze, M48, and H.E., A.T. Shell,
M67, with B.D. Fuze, M62. The powder
charges are made up in five zones for H.E.
shell with muzzle velocities corresponding to Zones I to V for the 105 mm Howitzer, M2Al.
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4.5 INCHGUNIVll-MARRIAGEMM--STANDARD

4.5 INCH

GUN,

Ml,

ON CARRIAGE,

PRINCIPAL
GUN,

IN FIRING

of block

.4.5 ins,
.4,400 lb.
.193.69
ins.
.44 cals.
and 8,875 f./s.
.531 cu. ins.

in bore. .........
pressure. .. .40,000

mechanism.

162.16
Ib./sq.

ins.
in.

, Stepped-thread
interrupted screw
.4 rds./min.

Rate of fire .......................
...............
Range (maximum).

.41 ,I 45 yds.

Weight

of complete

Weight
Weight
Weight
Type of

of projectile.
of projectile
of propelling
ammunition..

Sighting
On Carriage
Panoramic
Telescope

MECHANISM,

Hydropneumatic

..........................
recoil,

Maximum

variable.

weight

Length
Overall

-43

of lunette

...........

Total

(maximum,
(maximum,

weight

carriage

position).
...........
.............

lb,

. ,318 ins,
.951/z ins.
.81 l/x ins.
, , , .S!9 ins.
.831/2 ins.
.60”

(firing base). .........
.65”
(firing base). .........
.O”
.P6”30’
right). .............
.P6”30’
left). ..............

of gun, mechanism,
(limbered).

....

of wheels).

(limbered

Elevation
(maximum)
Depression
(maximum)

.8,P70

to lunette).

Overall
height (traveling).
Trail spread (included
angle).

Traverse
Traverse

lb.

.............

and
.12,455

lb.

round (M65,

r6E.i $llt63
lb.,
.
.
, , . , . , + , . , . + . . . .54.90 lb.
explosive
charge. . .4.49 lb.
charge. 7.063 lb., 11.415 lb.
. . . . . . . . .Separate
loading

and Fire Control
Equipment

JACK

Equipment

Aiming
Circle, Ml
Compass, M4
l-meter-base
Range Finder, M7 or Ml 916
B. C. Telescope,
M65 or M1915Al
Hand Fuze Setter, M4l
Graphical
Firing Table,
Ml 3 (short range),
MS0 (long range)

he 4.5 inch medium field gun, Ml, is a
corps weapon of very modern design
based on that of the British gun of the
same caliber. While weighing little more
than half as much as the 155 mm G.P.F.
gun standard as a corps weapon in the
last war, the 4.5 inch Gun, Ml, has nearly
3,000 yards greater range.
GUN, MI--The
barrel is equipped
a stepped-thread,
interrupted
screw
breechblock. The recoil mechanism
the hydropneumatic
(Filloux)
type.
unbalanced weight of the gun and
system is neutralized
by spring
librators.

Equipment

or

Ammunition
for the 4.5 inch Gun, Ml, is
in the form of separate loading rounds.
It consists of H.E. Shell, M65, with P.D.
Fuze, M55Al.

Trainer
The 37 mm Subcaliber Gun, Ml3, with
37 mm Subcaliber Gun Mount, M12, is
standard for training in laying and firing
the 4.5 inch Gun, Ml.
REFEREIKES-OC14/1
16644, 23 April
1941; OCM
21769, 7 Oct. 1943; TM
g-2005, v.3; TM 9-328.
OFFI C E C HI EF

RESTING ON THE FIRING

T

Ammunition
gun.

of tread {C/--C/

Height

.48,000

Ml
without

of carriage (muzzle
width. .....................

Width

.1,671 lb.
ins. at 0” to 49 ins,
at 65”

pull. ..........

piston-rod

CARRIAGE,
Total

M5

.......................

Weight.
Normal

THE CARRIAGE

Telescope,
Ml 2
Mount, MP5

Off Carriage
Type.

AT 0’ ELEVATION,

AMMUNITION

Travel of projectile
Maximum
powder

RECOIL

POSITION

CHARACTERISTICS

M1

Caliber. ............................
..........................
Weight.
Overall
length. ..................
Length of bore .....................
.........
Muzzle velocity
.1,840
.............
Volume
of chamber.

Type

MlAl,

with
type
is of
The
recoil
equi-

CARRIAGE,
Ml-The
Carriage,
Ml,
identical in design with the 155 mm Howitzer Carriage, Ml, has a split trail and is
of unsprung, ball-bearing design. When in
a firing position, the weight of the gun
and carriage is supported on a mechanically operated firing jack and on the trails.
Elevation
is from 0” to 65”, while total
traverse is 53”. Pneumatic combat tires
and air brakes which can be operated from
a prime mover enable the weapon to be
towed at high speed.
CARRIAGE,
MIA1 -When
electric
brakes are substituted
for air brakes on
the Carriage, Ml, the modified carriage is
designated 4.5 inch Gun Carriage, MlAl.
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155 MM HOWITZER
M~CARRIAGE
Ml-STANDARD
155 MM HOWITZER
#!1918--CARRlAGE
M1918A3-:ZKE
PRlNCiPA t CHAR ACTERISTJCS
OF 155 mm HOWCTEER,
Ml, AND CARRIAGE, Ml
HOWITZER, Ml
Cal&t..
. ~ .
Weight.
I
.
Ovcwalllsngh
lenarh
cd bar-a
Mu&

,

f

___. .155 mm
.

rslocify

.

680, 770,

.

.3P,fNM

Fire
(maximum)

RECOIC

lb./w.
in.
fed screw
f rd¶./min,
‘I 6,000
ydt.

Infetru

Rate of

MECNANISM

rypfi
Weigh+.
Not&l

. .

8SO,l,OPO,
1,990,
1,590, 1,850 f,/r.
_ * 795 cu. ins.
.
1 P0.675 ins.

Volume of rhombef
Travel of rrtoicclile
in bor8
Maximum
pdwdw
OMuto
Type
of block
met Ronism
Rango

. .3,8PS
lb,
. ..15Oint.
I PO talc.

‘.:::.:::

Hydropnoumafk
~.
recoil

..,.
.
voriobla

(tupwchcwge,

tone

I

:.

VII)

L 58 ins. ot 0” to

41

M;$mp\yl

TP

,.I,576Ib.

ins.

a+ 45”

pirton-

64,000

lb.

l levcrtion

at 65’

tfl)

CARRIAGE,
Total

weight

mm

HOWITZER,

MtPlI,

ON CARRlAole,

M1918A43

Ml
wi+hou+

howitzer

I

, 8,141
99

Height of lunyt+a (limbered posifion)
,
4
Ofgipge
(overall)
r
W
Trail spread (included
angle)
Elemtion
(maximum)
(on firing base) ”
Depression
Ttavorso (ma&u&
right)’ (on f&g
Ixrw)’
Traverse
(maximum,
I&)
(on
Total
weight
wi+h weapon
(without
cover
or accessories)

AMMUNITION
of completr
round,
.
wiYtf. *I Ml07
of projec+ile
c:g: of projec+ils explosive
of propelting
Weight
Type of ammuni?ion

charge
.

firing

has*)

Ib.
ins.

.6S”
0”
P6”30’
PU30’

. 11,966

lb.

108.44

lb.

95 lb.
15.87 lb,

chargo

13.44
Separate

ib.

loading

155 mm HOWITZER, Ml91 8, AND
CARRIAGE, M 1910A3
HOWITZER,
-- -

Ml918
f

Weight.
of barrel
Length
Lmgth
of bore
Travel
of projeclife
Vofume
ol chamber
Maximum
pressure
Maximum
range

CARRIAGE,

8 .P,740
,

91.81

13.64 cals.
69.88 ins.
425 cu. ins.
46,500 lb./q
in.
lP,4OO
ydr.

MrPtsAl

863
Weight
of sleigh
and recoil
mechanism
Weight
of howi+:&
and carriage
in
8,184
firing
position
Total
weight,
motiriel
in traveling
9,518
position, complete
Height
above
ground,
highest
pain+,
.
77.36
+op of shield
0” to t4P’
Range
of eieva+ion
Traverse
to right
or leh
bVidth of trd
TirM,

pricurnaflc

lb.
ins.

75’iz

13.00x44

lb.

15s mm HOWITZER,

T

I .. S. .irnry
\vtLr(+ tt~ III 10 17 8114
AI 19i7,\ I, ctc*)rigric~cf
ilrltl
frlilrlilr~lc~t~lrccfitr
rltrrirtg
Fri%lIW
l)y tlIc* Sic’tlrlYi~iCf
(‘(rIrll)ilIly
ttW

f;tit

lb.

31 lSfY,

lb.

Uil5

%‘iir.

3’
ins.

‘i’tWW

Wl’rC’

Sl~(TW(~t*4~

1,)’

I :‘,‘i

155

mm

IfIt

irt

hOM’it%Cf

HOWITZERS,

AllIt-f’iPiL,

mlt,~-rid.

Ml917

AND

-‘l’hc
arc short, hcnvy can1101~with hlilt-up
t,arrc.ls, iJh-IY+tCdM1917Al-

ON CARRIAGE,

Mt

sc’rcw, c~rtrric~r-sutr~,artccI brctchbhxks
of
the ltbver-pill
typs: anti ctorltinuulls-i,uH,
vertical-sli(lirq
firing mccharkisms. ThCHC
wcrll”‘r~~ur~cl;issificctas
l,ilnitctfStun<~urtl.

th’

which
irl llrrll .sll~)(.r3(‘(t(Y~t>y ttlk‘ IIt 1 $15thr:
~~~~~lSt~ll~~l4~~l

Stahttmi

ins.
40’

Mt,

t3S mm HOWITZER,

Ml918--‘k~f.~~~8

howitxtir is similar in t>uitrl, wt+trt., rlirne-rebns and Mtistics to the M 1917 Und
31 ICIf 7X 1. The firing
muc:hunism is of the
scrrvw-type, provided with a block-lutch
a.ssctnXAy as a safety muasure. This howitzer is clussified as Substitute Standard.

UNCLiiSlFIIED
.~~~~~~~~
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155 MM HOWITZERML--CARRIAGE

Ml

155 MM HOWITZERMI918-CARRIAGE

M1918A3(Continued)

155 mm HOWITZER,
Ml-The
barrel of
this howitzer is of monobloc construction.
It is considerably longer and heavier than
the barrels in previous models, and is
equipped
with
an interrupted-thread,
screw-type
breechblock.
The range is
nearly 4,000 yards greater than that of
the Ml918. This howitzer was classified
as Standard
in O.C.M.
16724 dated
X5 May 1941.

155 mm CARRIAGE,
M19lfA3-This
is
the Ml917 carriage with the addition of
a high-speed axle, wheels with pneumatic
tires, a drawbar and a cradle traveling
lock. This carriage is classified as Limited
Standard.

155 mm CARRIAGE,
M1917---This is a
French manufactured
carriage with a box
trail, steel-tired wood wheels and a curved
shield. Recoil and counter recoil of the
howitzer on its recoil are regulated by a
hydropneumatic
recoil system, housed in
a sleigh to which the howitzer
is connected. The trail flasks contain bearings
in which the cradle trunnions are seated.
This carriage
is classified as Limited
Standard.

155 mm CARRIAGE,
Ml918-In
its
main constructional
details this carriage
is similar to the Ml917. The wheels have
rubber tires, and the shield consists of
right and left shield plates suitably tied
together. A panoramic-sight
case is attached to the left shield plate. This carriage is classified as Limited Standard.

M1917Al-This
is
Ml917,
with a straight
the carriage,
shield, a sight port, rubber-tired
wheels
for Quadrant
Sight,
and provision
M1917A1, and Panoramic Sight, Ml917.
This carriage
is classified as Limited
Standard.
155 mm CARRIAGE,

Ml917A2--When
the M1917Al carriage is furnished with a
cradle lock and drswbar for motor draft,
it is designated Carriage, 32191782. These
modifications
eliminate
the need for a
limber.
This carriage
is classified as
Limited Standard.
155 mm CARRIAGE,

ad-

155 mm CARRfAGE,Ml9l;rA&--The

ditionoftoryuerodstoCarriage,Ml917A2,
changes
the
model
designation
M1917A4.

to

155 mm CARRIAGE,
M1918Al--Experiments begun by the Ordnance Dept. in
1933 for the purpose of adapting 155 mm
howitzer materiel to high-speed transport
resulted in connecting the carriage to the
prime mover by means of a drawbar and
in new bearings designed to reduce friction. In 1934 the M1918E4
was produced with pneumatic-tired
wheels possessing lubricant-retaining
features in the
bearings. Improvements
in these modifications were incorporated
in the Ml918E5,
standardizedinl936asCarriageJ~l918Al.

MI918A3--This
is
the Carriage, Ml9 18A1, when equipped
with torque rods. This carriage is classified as Substitute Standard.
155 mm CARRIAGE,

155 mm CARRIAGE, Ml---This carriage
is interchangeable
with the Carriage, M2,
used for the 4.5” Gun, Ml. The recoil
mechanism is of the hydropneumatic
type,
Length of recoil varies automatically
with
the elevation and the zone of fire. Equilibrators of the spring type neutralize the
unbalanced weight of the gun. The carriage has a split trail, pneumatic tires with
self-sealing inner tubes and air brakes
controlled
by the driver of the prime
mover. This carriage was classified as
Standard by O.C.M. 16724 dated 15 May
1941.
REFERENCES-TM
g-2005, v-3;
9430; TM 9-331; TM 9-1331.

Sighting

and Fire Control
Equipment

On Carrieage
Panoramic

Off

Equipmenf

Telescope,

Telescope

Mount,

Carriage

Gunner’s
Aiming

TM

Ml P

MS!5

Equipmenf

Quadrant,
Circle,

Ml

Ml

Bore Sight
1 -meter-base
Hand

Range

B. C. Telescope,
Hand

Finder,

M7

or Ml 916

Fuze Setter, Ml 913Al
M65

or Ml 915Al

Fuze Setter, MPl

Graphical
Ml 918

Firing Table,
matkriel)

Graphical

Firing

Table,

M5 (with
MIP

Ml917

(with

Ml

and
matkiel)

.

155 mm HOWITZER,

1 74

BD

UNCLASSIFIED

Ml,

IN TRAVELING

POSITION

I 5 JA N U ARY 19 4 4 !
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155 MM GUNMl9’18M1-cARR~AGE
M3--SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD

155 mm GUN, M1918M1,

T

he 155 rnm Gun, 51 I!,Js>I 1, is of
French &sign , sinrilar fib 111~l;i;‘i mm

C;UIl,

Si 1917,

‘(i.I’.F.,

ijt~trl~tr;lctllrr~rl

ilr

Frarlce and iiwrl 113’ t 11~ .\lllc*ri~;kn
kkpcclitionary F,,rcv in I!)1 7 IS. Only slig:llt
v:Uiat.ions vsist bdwctq the Jjztsic’t ;. I’. F.
arid the gun l1.srndificd or rc)nstrlivl(vj ill
the I’nitd
Statvs. In :ul~lition to their
use 3s ficlrl J&t*.*, dI mc~(l~‘Isof t hc+I ;. 1’. 1;.
are

11o\v

Motor

Inr~~ntd

C’arriap,

011

the

I;?,?

IlffJl

(;I111

?+tl12.

‘1‘1~~cliffercnccs hctwc~i these n~od(~ls Jxrv suJ)c’rficial, nnrl the brccdl n~cd~.znisrns :lr(b
intcrchangcal)l~,. ‘H~c II J9 17 is 111~tl’rcbnch
manufacturctl
1% mm (;.P.l”., numlx>rs
of which WTC Jx~rchastd 1)s thrb I‘rlitd
States, while the If J!)I,YJl I i: of .\mc~rican
manufacturck.
Ixlrrd ha< ;t
The built-uJ>, alloy-stwl
breech ring scrcwctf OII to ~JICjackclt. :t
intcrrnJ)t~cl-tl~rc~;l(l
tyJ)ta
cylindrical,
breechblock contains a Frrnch ~rc~v-tyJ~
firing mechanism. This gnn i.5 rlu~sific~l :I?;
Substitute St~antid.
GUNS,

Ml917

AND

MvB~MI---

GUN,
M1917Al---\!‘brl
a11 .\rrwri~atr
manufacturd
brr~hldoc*k is il~d:iIh+~I in
the French 155 mm gun, the MYYLJKH~
I:tkt~,
SI 1!~17,~ 1. ‘I’llis ~IIII is
the
tlrsignation
classifictl as I,imitcvl St:lIl(IiLrfI.

CARRIAGES,

Ml917 AND

ON CARRIAGE,

CARRIAGE,

CARRIAGE,

tion
v

cnrriagc

bearings,
D

-Th

Mwf7A1
c’(lriijqwc1

solid
~::;~Eg#:~

n-it11

rubber

i s is t }I c
alIti-frictires,
artcl

UNCLASSIFIED
.:.:~:;b:l:,,~;!,~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

M1918Al

---- \\‘hcrl

t hcb

31 1!)18 c3rrixgcb is rnotlificti
for high-sJ)d
tr:lnsport
in ~Iw same m:~nnt~r ILs the
11 I!) 1i.1 1, i I t akcs the dr~signat ion
\I l!)JS.lJ. ‘I’lris varri:jgc is classifictl as
l,irtlilt~cl Stanilitrtl.
CARRIAGES,
M9 AND Ma--‘l’hc
addition of J)neutnatic tires ant1 air brakes to
t IIc C’arriagc, \I I!) 17, ch:rngcs its clcsignntion to LIZ. \\‘llcrl
sirniktr moriifications
;trc rnat1(~ on the* (‘arri:tgc’, 1I 19 18, it, bcr0rncs tllc >I:<. ‘l’lrt3c carriages iire clussi&I ns Substitritc Stantlarcl.
LIMBER, M3---This
limhtLr was sJ~cif~vally &4gnd
fc~r
high-sJ)cd transport.
‘1’1~ de is a sl.cd forging. ‘1%~ aslc body
ill form, tcrnrirlatinji
in
is I-swt iod
right.-iUl~IC
1Xllltl.s
\vi th JlC)SSPllClS horixontall,y I)orc*tl for s~~i~icih.
Semi-rblliJ)lic:
hr typ(- springs arc &mpd
t0 1.h~ ash?
1)~ sJ>ring diJ).s. Front itntl rear mcrnbc~rs
:Lrv \vc4rI~l :lritl rivrttcvl to the sJ,rirq
llr;lcmkvts ;1n(1 t11~ fifth ~hd ~WW. I\. fifth\vl1wl
:lsscwt)ly
prnlits
t.11~ lilnlwr
to
fbii’r)t uirr1r.r t.1~ front cncI of Ihct trails to
fdlow t 11~rnovc~rnc~r~tof the rIrtLtvb,rs.

Sighting
and Fire
Control Equipment

carriages

&I1917

POSITtON

clri\.cr-oJ’(‘r:ltc(~ power brakvs for highs~wrl
Ir:\t1~J)c~rt. This carriqc is clnssifitd
dl.s I,irnitca(I Stzkrlclartl.

M1918---‘l‘itc~~

arc idcritical. ‘I’hrby ;lrl’ of tllp
t()J) c;Lrsplit-trail
types, ivith it C’XS;1-Sl(Y~l
on t ht!
t cd anrl t nlvvrsiflg
riage 1130u31
chassis section of thv I)oltorn carriage
assembly. ‘l’hc clc\vating itlirl
tmversing
mechanisms
arc affisc.(l to the toJ> c:&
riage. A hyriroJxlcurnat iv, \~;lriablc rcbcoil,
siy3tcbrn wit)1 ;L
independent
tyJ)c’ red
supfloating
piston
1s liousr~l in :I c*r;iciIv
portc(f
by trunltions
resting iit t)cb:rrirrg.\ irl
the top carriap. ‘1’hP lH,t tom C;lrri;lgc: is ;1
large
steel casting whicti, \vllvn in travelfWll1
th.h
;LY&
ing position, iS SUSJWIK~V~
by a multiple
Ic;if sJ,ring. ‘l’htw
carri;igvs
are &&fled
8s l,iniitcti Standard.

M3, IN TRAVELING

On Carriage
Panoramic
Instrument
Quadrant

Off Carriage

Equipment
Telescope,
M6
Light, M9
Sight, Ml 918Al

or MI 918

Ammunition
Ammunitir~n is of the separate loading
type. It consists; d l’rojectilc, A.P., Ml12
with Puzc, 13.1)., 3160; Shall, gas, persistent, IK, MJO‘I, unfuzed, adaJ>ted for
Fuze, P.D., 1151, with tioostcr 3121, or
c E

c H I EF

OF

M3

lkw, P.D., 115 JAl, with 13oostcr, N21AX ;
Shell, gas, Jxdstvnt,
H.S., blk. VIIAl,
IInfllzd,
aclaJ)tcd for Fuze, P.l)., M51,
\\;itll I3oostcr hl%l, or t(‘uxc, 1’.1)., MSliil,
with 1<00.5tcv,3121Al; Shell, Il.I’,., hlIO1,
IItIrlIxcd, ~Ld~Llhd for Frlzc, 1~1~ h151,
~~~itl~l~oostcr,~1’21or~151~Z.1,~~it~l~~~oost~r,
1\I’Llill, or l~uzc, time, mechanical, BIB7,
with Booster. M21Al;
Shell, IE.E., Mk.
III, with I$Izc’, [‘.I)., >I46 or 3147; Shell,
II.E., Iilk. IllAl,
with Fuzc, Rlf>lAl,
with Uoostcr, M2lill,
or Fuzc, time,
mc~r~h:~nir:d, 3167, tvith Hoostcr, M21 Al;
Shell, Srnok~, IS, Rlk. VlIAl,
with E‘uze,
I’.l).,
h151A1, with IlOOStCr, R421Al;
Shc4, Smoke, Jd~osJ,horous, \VP, hiI104,
with FIMP, 3151,;\1, with l30aster, hT21Al.

Trainer
The 37 mm Gun, 311916, on Subcaliber
i\lount, 311, is used for practice in laying
and firing the 155 mm Guns, 841917,
31 1917i~l~ ant1 R/11918?cll.
ltrsr~~:r~~ruc-:~s-‘~~~ 9-2005, v.3 ; TM
g--345; ‘I’Sl 9-1345; 1% 6-90.

PRINCf PAL CHARACTERISTICS
155 mm Gun, Ml918Ml
.8,715 lb.
Weight, complete. ................
.232.87
ins.
Length. ....................
: i ,329 cu. ins.
Chamber volume ..............
Travel of proiectile
in bore. ......
.I85 ins.
.3j ;500 p.a.i.
Maximum
pressure. ............
Muzzle velocity
(projectile,
A-P.,
MllP).
. .....
.2,3&O f./S.
Maximum
range (wirh’suderchb;se’shetl,
.20,100
yds.
NE., MlOi).
...........
.... .4 rds./min.
Rate of fire (with supercharge).

Carriage,

Equipment

Aiming
Post, Ml
Aiming
Post Light, Ml4
Gunner’s Quadrant,
Ml or Ml 918
Graphical
Firing Table, M6 (short range)
and Ml 5 (long range)
B.C. Telescope, M65 or Ml 915 Al
Bore Sight

OJqq

WITH LIMBER,

M3
mechanism.

hydropneumatic,
variable
recoil
.3,114 lb.
Weight OC recoil mechanism. .......
Total weight (less gun and limber) . .14,587
lb.
.2,630 lb.
Weight of limber. ................
Length overall, traveling
position,
3146 ft.
gun, carriage and limber., ........
.106 ins.
Width (outer walls of tires)
Height, extreme (traveling
po&i&
: :743/a ins.
.601/a Zt.
Diameter of turning circle. .. .......
Road clearance
,I2 l/2 ins.
Carriage. ......................
.9lh ins.
Limber. ........................
.o” to 35”
Elevation .......................
.30”
Traverse (maximum
right), ..............
.30”
Traverse (maximum
left). ...............
Recoil

..........
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GUNM~A~~A~RIA~
Ml--STANDARD*

155

1;.17io
?‘cw4% tWflgc
4ff tlw ‘tl lI,f7 ‘llw 1:h7
lw FL5 mm t;trt1, !tt 1 1 I, am1 f ‘arrtn$y*
\f F 11‘ r*n f ‘:rrtt;rgc . 11 1. IS
trt nlral ftltlL
T 51 I, rrar ikr wwf 1* taf Rfl rtrrkm.q
Fwatr et orcajbm ft*r atniy asmry
wtlfr 12 RIIO litllll”r~l #t a frG.LIl ‘It fr fl”f’ t\c”;;j,rtll.
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MM GUN MlAl-CARRIAGE

Ml (continued)

CdUtRlAGE,
Ml-This
carriage is able
to
mount the 155 mm Gun, MIAl.
It
Consists
mainly
of the bogie, bottom
Ca~Fiisge,
top carriage,
cradle,
recoil
mechanism,
equilibrators,
and trails. The
F”n
is supported in a cradle trunnioned
xc
bearings
in the top carriage.
Two
Pneumatic
type equilibrators,
one on each
Sidc
of the carriage,
neutralize
the
Unbalanced
weight of the gun. The Recoil
mechanism,
M3, is of the hydropneumatic,
variable recoil type, assembled and
attached
to the cradle. The top carriage,
which
supports the tipping
parts and
m-‘Unts
the elevating
and traversing
mechanisms,
pivots about a vertical axis
the chassis section of the bottom caron
riage.
When the bogie wheels are raised,
the
bottom carriage rests on the ground
and,
together
with the spread trails,
provides
a three-point
suspension. Air
brakes,
equalized on each of the four rear
b-&e
wheels, are controlled
from the
driver’s
seat of the prime mover. Two
harrdbrake
levers are also provided
to
operate
the brakes on the two front bogie
wheels
and for use when parking or in
case
of an emergency. All bogie wheels
have
pneumatic tires.
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For travel,
the gun is disconnected
from the recoil mechanism by removing
the piston-rod nuts, and retracted until
the weight of the breech end is supported
by the traveling lock. When it is desired
to go into firing position,
the gun is
pulled into, battery by the prime mover,
the piston-rod nuts are replaced and the
traveling lock is removed. The trails are
then lowered to the ground by a screw
mechanism on the limber and the limber
is removed.
Two jacks on the bogie
lower the mount until the bottom carriage rests on the ground. Further rotation of the jacks raises the bogie clear of
the ground.
This carriage is classified as Standard.
LIMBER,

HEAVY

CARRIAGE,

Mz-

This limber is a two-wheeled, pneumatictired vehicle with a limber-lifting
mechanism which holds the spade ends of the
trails when the gun and carriage are in
traveling
position.
The limber
weighs
1,975 pounds, and its wheels are interchangeable with those on the bogie of the
carriage. When the gun is truck drawn
the limber is not needed.

Sighting

and Fire Control
Equipment

On Carriage

Equipment

Telescope
Quadrant
Panoramic

Mount, Ml 8A1
Mount, Ml
Tefescope,
Ml P

Off Carriage

Equipment

Aiming
Circle, Ml
B.C., Telescope,
Mt55 or Ml 915Al
Aiming
Post, Ml
Gunner’s Quadrant,
Ml

Ammunition
Ammunition
for the 155 mm Gun,
MlAl,
is of the separate-loading
type, the
propellant
being ignited by a percussion
primer. The standard projectiles for the
gun are H.E. Shell, MlOl,
with either
point-detonating
Fuze, M51A1, or mechanical time Fuze, M67; armor-piercing
Shell, M112B1,
with
base-detonating
Fuze, M60, and chemical Shell, Ml04,
with point-detonating
Fuze, MSlAl.

Trainer
The 37 mm Gun, M1916, on Subcaliber
Mount, MlO, is used for practice in laying and firing the 155 mm Gun, MlAl.
g-2005,
v.3; TM
REFERENCES-TM
9-345; TM 9-1345; TM
9-350; TM
g-1350; FM 6-90.
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8 INCHHOWITZER
MI-CARRIAGEMl-STANDARD

B INCH HOWITZER, Ml,

PRINCIPAL
HOWITZER,

..............................

Weight.

.........................
of bore.

Muzzle

velocity

Volume

.10,240

.......

powder

of block

Rateof

fire.,

.820,900,
1,000, 1,150,
1,380, 1,640, 1,950 f./s.
.1,527

mechanism.

Type.
Normal

WITH LOADING

TRAY AND

Height

of lunette

Length

of carriage

(limbered

position).

(muzzle

. . . .27 ins.

to lunette).

. . . .40 ft.

Width

over hub caps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .953/4 ins.

Width

overall

Tread width
Height

of bogie..
(c/-c/

in traveling

Trail spread (included
Elevation

(maximum)

Depression

(maximum)

.3,890

lb.

63 ins. at 0” to 32 ins. at 64

. . . . . . . . . . . , .987/

of wheels)
position
angle).
(firing
(firing

(limber).

ins.

83’/2

ins.

. . . , . . . . .1021/d

ins.

. . . , . . . . . . . . . .60”
base). . . . . . , . . .64”
base). . . . . .

. .O”

Traverse

(firing

base) (right).

. . . . . . . . . . . . .30”

Traverse

(firing

base) (left).

. . , . . . , + , . . . . .30”

Total weight of gun, mechanism
and carriage..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . .31,700

lb.

recoil ......................

Maximum

piston-rod

pull at 65”: ...

of complete

round,

. . .

.213.96
228.75

.70 ins.
.139,850

lb.

Ml

Total weight of carriage and limber
without howitzer .................

AMMUNI’IION
Weight

.21,460

lb.

Weight

of projectile

shell, M106.

Weight

of projectile

explosive

Weight

of propelling

charge.

Type of ammunition..

HEAVY

LIMBER, M2

T

Hydropneumatic

Maximum

CARRIAGE,

yds.

M4

..........................
....

2 mins.

.18,510

MECHANISM,

recoil.

in.
type

. rd.in

..................

ins.

Ib./sq.

. Interrupted-screw

.......................

Weight.

cu. ins.

.173.83

pressure. ... .33,000

Range ..........................

RECOIL

ins.

.25 cals.

in bore .........

of projectile

Maximum

lb.

.209.59

............

of chamber.

Travel
Type

.8 ins.

length ....................
.....................

Overall
Length

POSITION,

CHARACTERISTICS

Ml

Caliber.

IN FIRING

. . . . .POO lb.

charge.
.10.75

lb.
lb.

. . .29.6

lb.

lb. (approx.)

. . , . . . .Separate

loading

he present 8” howitzer used by the
U. S. Army is the Ml, a development
from the Ho”witzers, Mk. VI, Mk. VII
and Mk. VIII-g
issued to the A.E.F. during the first World War. These howitzers
were manufactured
in both England and
the United States. While they differ in
certain respects, they have the same types
of breechblocks and firing mechanisms.
8 INCH HOWITZER,
MK.
VI -This
howitzer is mounted on the Mk. VI carriage. The barrel is of built-up construction, consisting of a jacket shrunk on over
a tube. A shrunk-on breech ring carries a
lug for connecting the gun to the recoil
mechanism. A breech bushing is provided
for reception of a lever-operated
breechblock of the interrupted-screw
type having an asbestos obturator
pad in the
mushroom head. Two types of nonintcrchangeable firing mechanisms are utilized.
In one a T-tube friction primer inserted
in the breech is fired by means of a lanyard pulling a friction wire out of the
tube. The other type is of the percussion
variety, in which a percussion primer fitting into the breechblock
is fired by a
lanyard-operated
hammer striking a firing
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8 INCHGUNMl-CARRIAGEikkSTANDARD

8 INCH

GUN, Ml,

CARRIAGE,

T

he 8” Gun, Ml, on the Carriage, M2,
was designed for use as a G.H.Q. reserve artillery
weapon. The Caliber
Board report of 5 May 1919, recommended the construction
of an 8” field
gun, but all development
work on this
mat&iel was suspended by O.C.M. 4110,
dated 8 September
1924. The project
was formally resumed in 1939. O.C.M.
15791, dated 9 May 1940, approved the
military characteristics of the 8” Gun, T2,
and the 8” Gun Carriage, T2, and O.C.M.
17053, dated 31 July 1941, approved the
design of the pilot materiel. O.C.M. 17241,
dated 18 September 1941, approved the
nomenclature
of the 8” gun mat&&l,
when eventually standardized, as 8” Gun,
Ml, 8” Gun Carriage, M2, Recoil Mechanism, M7, Cannon Transport
Wagon,
Ml, and Carriage Transport Wagon, M3.

M2, IN FfRiNG POSITION,

PRINCIPAL

AT 10’ ELEVATION

CHARACTERISTICS

GUN
Weight..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .29,800
lb.
Overall
length. . . . , , , . . . . , . . , . , . , , .409.5 ins.
Length of bore. . . . , , , . . . . , . , + . , . .50 calibers
Muzzle velocity.
. , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,950 f-/s.
Volume
of chamber. . . . . . . . . . . . . .5,156 cu. ins.
Travel of projectile
in bore.. . . . . . . . .338.58
ins.
Maximum
powder pressure. . . . .38,000 lb./q.
in.
Type of block mechanism. . . Rotating drop type
breechbfock
Rate of fire. . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .I rd./min.
Range-maximum
(approx.).
. . . . .35,000
yds.
Range-minimum
(upprox.).
. . . . . . . .22,000
yds.

RECOIL MECHANISM,
(Including
Cradle)

M7

Type. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Hydropneumatic
Weight..
. . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7,021 lb.
Recoil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*. . . . . . . 5Oins.at50”
47 ins. at IO”

CARRIAGE

Ml-The
gun consists of
a cold-worked
tube with a shrunk-on
jacket. ‘l’he jacket contains a keyway to
guide it in the recoil mechanism. The
breech mechanism, with an interrupted
step thread, rotating drop type breechblock, is interchangeable
with that of the
240 mm 1Iowitzcr, ,Ml.
8 INCH

GUN,

Weight without gun. . . . . . . , . , . . , . . .39,300
Trail spread (included angle). . . . . . , . . . . _ . .
Elevation
(maximum).
.,. . .. .. ... .. ... .. . .
Elevation (minimum).
. ........,. ,.. ..
Traverse (maximum,
right). . . . . . . , . . , . . . , ,
Traverse (maximum,
left). . . . . . , . . . , . , . , . .
Total weight of gun, mechanism and
carriage.
.. .,.
. . . . . . , . . . , , . .69,300

CANNON

A&---The carriage is similar to that. for the 240 mm Howitzer, MI,
with the exception that it has a minimum
elevation of 10” and a maximum clevation of SO”, and such other modifications
as arc’ ncccssary to adapt it to the longer,
heavier 8” gun. The Recoil Mechanism,
M7, is of the hydropneumatic
type, the
recoil and counter-recoil
rod and the recoil control rod being longer than those
CARRIAGE,

180

R-D

Weight
Weight

TRANSPORT

WAGON,

lb.
.45”
.50°
.lO”
.15”
.15”
lb.

Ml

(loaded).
. . . . . . . . . . I . . . . , . .49,400
under front tires (loaded).
. . . .15,200

lb.
lb.

in the 240 mm howitzer recoil system.
The gun is dismounted from the carriage
for transport and loaded on the Cannon
Transport
Wagon, Ml. The carriage is
transported
on the Carriage Transport
Wagon, M3. Dismounting and assembling
of the gun and carriage arc accomplished
OFF1C E CHIEF 8

....
Weight under rear tires (loaded).
Overall
length (loaded). .............
..............
Overaff
height (loaded).
Overall
width. ....................
Wheel tread .........................
Wheet base. .......................

CARRIAGE

TRANSPORT

Weight (loaded).
.................
Weight under front tires (loaded).
Weight under rear tires (loaded).
Overall
length (loaded).
...........
...........
Overall
height (loaded).
Overall
width. ...................
Wheel tread. ........................
Wheel base. .......................

TRUCK

MOUNTED

CRANE,

Gross weight. ....................
Wheel base. .....................
Overall
length (without boom).
Overall
height. ...................
Overall
width. .....................

.34,000
.501
.84
.111 l/z
.92
.192

WAGON,
...
....

lb.
ins.
ins.
ins.
ins.
ins,

M3

.46,900
,14,360
.32,540
.4291/z
.1281/d
.I1 1 l/2
.92
.264

lb.
lb.
lb.
ins.
ins.
ins.
ins.
ins.

.53,000
,1681/2
.298*/z
.1301/2
,108

lb.
ins.
ins.
ins.
ins.

MP

.....

AMMUNITION
.H.E., Ml03
Type of shell. ...................
.347,24
lb.
Weight of compfete round. .........
.240.37
lb.
Weight of shelf as fired .............
Weight of charge, propelling,
NH
.106.77
lb.
powder. .......................
.20.90 lb.
Weight of charge, bursting, TNT. .....
Weight of primer, percussion, electric,
Navy, Mk. XIMI..
, , . . . . . . . . , . . , . . . .lO lb.

by the Truck Mounted Crane, M2, or by
winches and cables on the tractors.
CANNON

TRANSPORT

WAGON,

Ml

-This
is a 6 wheel wagon with a steel
chassis, designed to transport the 8” Ml
gun and recoil mechanism. It is equipped

OF ORD NAN c E 1lllllllllllllllllllliiiillli111ll1~11lllllllllllll11111111llllllllllllll11l1llll~111111111~i11111111111111111
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8 INCH GUN IW-CARRIAGE

M2 (Continwd)

8 INCH GUN, Ml,

CARRIAGE,

with wheels having divided rims and combat tires and tubes. Air brakes are supplied for control of the vehicle.
M3
CARRIAGE
TRANSPORT
WAGON,
-This
wagon is of the same general type
as the Cannon Transport
Wagon, Ml,
with such modifications
as are required
for securing and transporting
the 8”
Carriage, M2.

UNCLASSIFIED
-D

MZ. GUN AND

RECOIL MECHANISM

SUPPORTED JN AIR BY CRANE,

TRUCK MOUNTED
CRANE, MS-This
vehicle comprises a steel boom, rigging,
and crane-operating
cab and machinery
mounted on a 6 wheel motor truck.

Ammunition
Ammunition
for the 8” Gun, Ml, is of
the separate-loading
type. It consists of
H.E. shell, M103, weighing 240 lb., with
P.D. fuze, M51Al.

LORAIN

TRUCK MOUNTED

CRANE,

Sighting
On Carriage
Panoramic
Telescope
Elevation

M2

and Fire Control
Equipment
Equipment

Telescope,
Ml P
Mount, M30
Quadrant,
Ml

Quadrant Adapferj M’o
Off Carriage

Equipment

~&~$$r~~~~$,1915A’~
Graphical

Fir&

Table,

Or M65
MP4

M2
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LtMtTED
STANDARD

240 MM HOWITZER
M~~~~M~A~-~ARRIA~E

240 MM HOWITZER,

PRINCIPAL

Total weight of howitzer and carriage
in Firing position.
...............

.41,P96

lb.

Weight

of howitzer.

.lO,790

Ib.

Weight

of proiectile.

Weight

of powder

Length

of howitzer.

Travel

of projectile.

Length

of recoil,

Diameter
Maximum
Maximum
Loading
Maximum

.199.6

................

.164

..................
normal.

.44.83

...........

.9.45

of bore. ...................
elevation.

traverse,

Maximum

range,
velocity,

ins.
ins.

.15”

left or right.

...........

.lO”

....

.16,400

yds.

.1,700

f./s.

.84

......................
approximate.
.................
.........

ins.
ins.

,l”

.....................

angle ..........................
of grooves.

lb.

.60”

....................

depression.

.33,000

Ib./sq.

in.

Maximum

pressure.

Maximum

rate of fire. .....

.l round

in 4 minutes

.....

.I round

in 5 minutes

Sustained

1$ 2

rate of fire.

Cm-D

lllUllUHl

Ml918,

IN FIRING

he 240 mm howitzer is a heavy weapon
for army artillery. Although the A.E.F.
did not possess such matbriel, its desirability
was apparent,
resulting
in the
American
manufacture
of 330 of the
French designed howitzers and carriages.

.34 lb.

.............

charge.

Number
Muzzle

.345

.................

ON CARRIAGE,

T

CHARACTERISTICS
...............

M1918MlA1,

240 mm HOWITZER,
A&1918-A total of
182 of these weapons were fabricated at
the Watervliet
Arsenal. All 240 mm howitzers are of built-up construction.
They
consist of a tube, a jacket and a hoop with
front and rear rollers for mounting. The
breechblock
is of the interrupted-screw
type, hand operated by a lever which
swings with the block and its carrier. As
the howitzer uses sepamtc-loading
ammunition,
a De Bange type obturator
with a plastic gas-check pad is employed.
The screw type firing mechanism is similar to that on the 155 mm Bowitzer,
M1918; the 155 mm Gun, M1918Mf,
and
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POSITION

the 8” Howitzers, Mks. VI and VIII-S.
The 240 mm Howitzer, M1918, is classified
as Limited Standard.
240 mm HOWITZER,
Ml918Ai-This
howitzer
is identical
with the Ml918
except for a change in the rifling. It is
classified as Limited Standard.
240 mm HOWITZER,
M1918Ml -These
howitzers,
numbered
183 to 330 inclusive, were also built at Watervliet.
They differ from the Ml918 only in having a greater exterior diameter in the tapered portion of the barrel forward of the
hoop. This necessitates the use of different
front roller spindles and front roller fastening screws. The 240 mm Howitzer,
M1918M1,
is classified
as Limited
Standard.
240

The

mm

HOWITZER,

M191SMl

takes

Ml918MlAl-

the

designation
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240 MM HOWITZERM~~~~M~A~--~ARRIAGE
Mf918JllXl
when rifled in the same
manner as the >1l!JlSAl. It is classified as
Limited Standard.
240 mm HOWITZER

CARRIAGE,

Ml918

-The
main components of the carriage
are the platform, top carriage, cradle and
sleigh, A hydropncumatic
recoil system
housed in the sleigh interlocks with the
howitzer when in firing position. The recoil and counter-recoil
piston rods are
fastened to the front of the cradle. The
cradle also carries the elevating mechanism, a firing rod and a trunnion band
which supports the cradle in the trunnion
bearings in the top carriage. Since the
weapon must be elevated to an angle of
9.25” for loading, a quick-return
mechanism is located on the cradle.
The top carriage is formed by two steel
flasks united by cross transoms and end
plates, At the rear end are brackets which
support the loading platform and crane.
Because of their great weight, the howitzer and carriage cannot be transported
as a unit, but must be disassembled and
divided into four loads consisting of the
howitzer, the cradle with sleigh attached,
the top carriage and the platform. Each
load requires its own transport wagon and
limber which are equipped with hand
brakes and solid rubber tires. An erecting
frame of structural steel is used for mounting and dismounting the platform and top
carriage, while the cradle and howitzer are
drawn into place by a cable attached to a

CANNON

TRANSPORT

M1918A2(Conti~u=')
CARRIAGE TRANSPORT
WAGON,
M5
-This
wagon is used to transport
the
240 mm Howitzer Carriage, M1918A2. Its
brakes, tires and towing speed are the
same as those of the Cannon Transport
Wagon, M4. This carriage is classified as
Substitute Standard.

tractor, or by a windlass fastened to the
forward part of the top carriage. An ammunition attachment fitted to the erecting frame is used for lifting and placing
projectiles on the shot trucks which run
back and forth on tracks between the ammunition supply point and the howitzer.
Each truck carries two projectiles.
Carriage, M1918, is classiGed as Limited
Standard.
240 mm
M1918A2 -

HOWITZER

Sighting

CARRIAGE,

Conversion
of all matkriel
for high-speed transport
resulted in the
development of a new Carriage, M1918A2,
for the 240 mm
Howitzers,
M1918,
M1918A1, M1918Ml
and M1918MIAl.
This new carriage differs from earlier
models in that it has a loading angle of
15’ and can be loaded by hand instead of
by a rammer. It is broken down into two
loads instead of four, a truck-mounted
crane being employed to manipulate
the
parts, thus eliminating the erecting frame,
loading crane and Ioading platform formerly needed. This carriage is classified
as Limited Standard.
CANNON

TRANSPORT

WAGON,

On Carriage
Quadrant
Panoramic

Off

M4, WITH BARREL of

Sight, Ml 918Al
Telescope,
M6

Carriage

Equipment

and

Ammunition

M4

EXPERIMENTAL

Equipmen)

Aiming
Post, Ml
Gunner’s Quadrant,
Ml
Bore Sight
Aiming
Circle, Ml
B. C. Telescope, M65 or Ml 915Al
Hand Fuze Setter, MS!1
Graphical
Firing Tables, Ml 4 (short range)
Ml 8 (long range)

-This
wagon, developed by the BucyrusErie Co., is used for carrying the howitzer
section of the 240 mm howitzer
when
mounted on Carriage, M1918A2. It has air
brakes and heavy-duty
13 x 24 bus and
truck tires with self-sealing, bullet-proof
tubes. Together with its load, it can be
towed at a speed of 35 miles an hour. It
is classified as Substitute Standard,

WAGON,

and Fire Control
Equipment

Ammunition
is in the form of separateloading
rounds, the propelling
charge
being assembled to provide six zones of
fire, The projectile
is H.E. chell, Mk.
IIIAl,
with either PD. fuze, M51A1, or
M.T. fuze, M67.
REFERENCES-TM
g-340; TM g-1340.

240 MM

HOWITZER,

g-2005,

v.3;

TM

Ml
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240 MM HOWITZER
MI--CARRIAGE

PRINCIPAL
HOWITZER,

Ml

Total weight-howitzer,
mechanism
and carriage ....................

HOWITZER

Type. .......................
Weight (including
cradle).
..............................
Recoil.

CARRIAGE,
Total

MS
..........

Hydropneumatic
.6,980 lb.
60 ins.

Ml

weight without howitzer.
......
.39,425
16.
(including
cradle and recoil mechanism)
Trail spread (included
angle). .............
.45”
Elevation
(maximum).
...................
.65”
Ele;ation
(minimum).
....................
.I 5”
Traverse (maximum).
...................
.221/z’
Traverse (minimum).
...................
.22$$’

1

84

‘2-r’-!

TRANSPORT

.64,525

WAGON,

lb.

M2

Weight under front tires (loaded).
.... i 8,595
Weight under rear tires (loaded).
.... .21,100
Overalf
length (loaded).
............
.398
Overall
height (loaded).
..............
.84
Overall
width ....................
.1075/8
Wheel tread. ........................
.80
Wheel base. .......................
.I92

CARRIAGE
MECHANISM,

I

CHARACTERISTICS

Weight.
.........................
.25,100
lb.
Overall
length. ....................
.336 ins.
Length of bore. ..................
.34 calibers
Muzzle velocity ...................
.2,300 f./s.
Volume
of chamber. ............
.4,430 cu. ins.
Travel of projectile
in bore. ........
,268.16
ins.
Majcimum
powder pressure. ... .36,000
Ib./sq. in.
Type of block mechanism.
. Interrupted
step thread
Rate of fire .......................
.l rd./min.
Range (maximum).
...............
.25,255 yds.
Range (minimum).
...............
.12,000
yds.

RECOIL

I-STANDARD

TRANSPORT

WAGON,

Weight under front tires (loaded).
...
Weight under rear fires (loaded).
....
Overall
length (loaded)
.............
Overall
height {loaded)
.............
Overall
width (loaded)
..............
Wheel tread .........................
Wheel base. .......................

lb.
Ib.
ins.
ins.
ins.
ins.
ins,

M3

.16,740
.25,440
.370
.I20
,114
.80
.240

lb.
lb.
ins.
ins.
ins.
ins.
ins.

AMMUNITION
Weight
Weight
Type of
Weight
Weight

of projectile (H.E. shell, Ml 14).
,360 Ib.
of projectile
explosive
charge. ... .54 lb.
loading.
.Separate
...................
of propellant
powder. .....
.78 Ib., 8 oz.
of complete round. ......
.438 lb., 8 oz.

OFFICE

CHIEF

n 1919 the Caliber Board recommended
the development of a new 240 mm howitzer for the Field Army. This howitzer
was to be more powerful than the 240 mm
Howitzer, M1918, and have a maximum
range of 25,000 yards. Preliminary
studies
were made in 1920 and 1921, but the
project was suspended in 1924, being held
in abeyance until it was formally resumed
by the Ordnance Department
in Decembcr, 1939.
O.C.M. 15791, dated 9 May 1940,
approved the military
characteristics
of
the Howitzer, Tl, Carriage, Tl, Heavy
Carriage Limber, T4, and Howitzer Transport Wagon, T2. O.C.M. 16362, dated
27 December 1940, approved the design
of the pilot matkriel. O.C.M. 17240, dated
18 September
1941, approved the nomenclature
of these items, for future
standardization,
as 240 mm Howitzer,
Ml, with Recoil Mechanism, MB; 240 mm
Howitzer Carriage, Ml; Cannon Transport Wagon, M2, and Carriage Transport
Wagon, M3. It also approved the Panoramic Telescope, M 12, the Telescope
Mount, 1&X30, and the Elevation
Quad-
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8 INCH GUN

MK. VI, MOD, 3A2-RArlWAY

and a steel plate breech platform extends
rearward
from the breech end of the
cradle. The traversing
and elevating
mechanisms are of the regular barbette
type design, employing
worm and spur
gears operated by handwheels. The recoil
mechanism is of the hydraulic type, while
the recuperator
is of the pneumatic
variety.
A heavy counterweight
at the breech
end enables the gun to be mounted weli
toward the front, making the use of cyuilibrators
unnecessa,ry.
Projcctilcs
and
powder are transferred from the ammunition car to the mount car by means of an
overhead trolley and hoist. Two cranes at
the rear corners of the main platform
then lift the projectiles
to a loading
trough wit.h an angle of -5’ down which
they are slid by hand into the breech of
the gun.
Eight
tubular
steel outriggers
with
floats act as supports to prevent the
mount from tipping or sliding when fired.
Four lifting jacks in the corners of the
base plate raise the mount for insertion
of eight firing pedestals under the base
plate. The weapon may be emplaced for
all-round fire within a few hours of reaching its destination.
The 8” Gun Railway

18

8

RL-D

MOUNT

MlAl

(Continued)

Mount, MlAl,
is classified as Standard.
The 8” railway mat&e1 is accompanied
by a modified commercial steel box car for
ammunition,
a Fire Control Car, M2,
and a Machine Shop Car, Ml, equipped
for making necessary repairs to the gun
and mount in the field. These cars are all
classified as Standard. When traveling a
gondola or flat car is required at the front
end of the mount.

Data Transmission System, M9, of which Azimuth
Indicator,
M5, and Elevation
Indicator,
M5, are
on carriage.
The other elements are in the Fire
Control Car.
Plotting

and Relocating

Spotting

Corrector,

Set-forward

Rule, Type

Prediction

On Carriage
Telescope
Elevation
Panoramic

Off

and Fire Control
Equipment
Equipment

Mount, MI0
Quadrant,
Ml
Telescope,
MS

Carriage

Sighting

Equipment

Clinometer,
Ml 912Al
Gunner’s Quadrant,
Ml
Bore Sight

Equipment

in Fire Control

Car

Mf

Scale,

Ml
B

Ml

Unit, Ml

Ammunition
Ammunition
is in the form of separate
loading rounds. The standard service projectiles are A.P. shell, 260 lb; (Navy),
Mk. XX, with U.D. fuze, Mk. X, and
R-E. shell, 240 lb., M103, with P.D.
fuze, M51A1, Model 1, with booster,
M21Al.

Subcaliber

Fire Adjustment
Board, Ml
Range Correction
Board, Ml Al
Deflection
Board, Ml

J~lllll~~l~~~~~~~ 111
El&in
1 111 MMM 0 FFI C E C HI EF 8

Board,

M3

Percentage

Generating

Sighting

Board,

Gun

For practice in laying and firing the
8” gun a 75 mm subcaliber gun is mounted
in the bore of the larger gun.

REFERENCES-TM
9463;

g-2005,

~7.4;

TM

TM 4-210.
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f FOR155 M MOBILEGUNS-PANAMAMOUNT

PANAMA

MOUNT

FOR SEACOAST

EMPLACEMENT

T

he 155 mm field guns are the only mobile weapons regularly used as seacoast
artillery.
Since the 60” traverse of the 155
mm
gun is insufficient for harbor dcfcnse,
the
gun is mounted on a concrete emplacement
designed by the Corps of Engineers.
The emplacement,
known as the
LsPanama Mount,”
consists of a centrally
Located, round base, raised above a semicircular
rim. The gun carriage rests on the
base,
the altitude of which provides a recoil
pit and allows the gun to be fired at
a greater elevation than would be possible

UNCLASSIFIED
QE

I)

PANAMA

OF 155 mm MOBILE

GUNS,

WITH 155 mm GUN,

otherwise. The spade plates are removed
from the ends of the trails and are replaced by plates which fit a curved rail
embedded in the semicircuIar rim of the
emplacement.
This permits the carriage
to be rotated 180”. The additional
60”
traverse of the gun thus makes a 240*
field of fire practicable.

Sighting

WITHOUT

RECOIL PIT OR ELEVATION

lllllillllllllilllllllllllllllllltIlillllllllllilIttllllllIlillltllllllllltillilllllillllll~llllllllltttllltltlll~llllllllllllllillllllllllllll~
OFFICE
C H 1EF %

0 F 0 RD N AN C E

ON GUN CARRIAGE,

and fire control
I” Panamcr
Telescope
Panoramic
Telescope,

Outside

equipment

Ml918

is employed.

Mount, M4
Tefescope,
M3Al
Ml 909Al

Panama

Telescope
Panoramic
Telescope,

Fufure

and Fire Control
Equipment

Mount, M6
Telescope,
M4
Ml 909Al

Installafions

Telescope
Panoramic

When the 155 mm gun is used as coast
artillery
materiel, the following sighting

MOUNT

M1918M1,

Mount, M6Al
Telescope,
M8

REFERENCES-TM 4-2 10 ; TM g-2005,
v.4.

PLATFORM

15
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b INCHBARBETTE
CARRIAGEI-STANDARD

T

hc 6” Barbctte Carriage, MI, is a modernization of earlier types of seacoast
for the purweapons. It was instituted
pose of supplying the Vnited States with
coast defcnsc guns and carriages capable
of protecting
bases and harbors against
cruisers and destroyers. hlilitary
characteristics of the carriage were approved in
O.C.M. 15930, dated 5 July 1940, and
standardization
was approved in O.C.M.
17748 of 5 February 1942.
The T3arbTtte Carriage, Ml, was design& to utilize 6” Guns, Ml903 and
M1905, on hand in considerable numbers.
Since either gun can be fired at the rate
of six rounds a minute, it has the speed
of service posscsscd by a light gun in
combination
with a destructive
power
approaching
that of the larger calibers.
It may be used effectively
against ships
moving at 27 knots within 3,000 yards of
the emplacement,
or at a maximum range
of 25,000 yards.
GUN,
M1903---7’he gun is of built-up
construction
{vi thout a replaceable
liner.
When it is no longer accurate, a similar
new gun of monobloc construction can be
19 0

substituted
for it. A breechblock
of the
interrupted thread variety is supplied with
a firing mechanism for both percussion
and electric mimers.
Ma&---The
main difference betwccn this gun and the Ml903 is in the
location of the center of gravity. This is
compensated for by adjustable stops on
the cradles.
BARBETTE
CARRIAGE,
W--The
carriage is designed for 360” traverse at a
rate of not less than lye:,” a second. A
hydrospring
recoil mechanism
is employcd. Elevation
is accomplished
by
hydraulic power drive. In order to afford
protection to the crew and carriage from
bombing and shell fire, a deep shield of
6” armor plate is placed ovcrheatf,
in
front and on bot,h sides. The shield is open
in the rear to permit service of the piccc.
GUN,

Sighting

and Fire Control
Equipment

Sighting equipment
consisting of the Telescope,
M31, and Mount,
M35,
is provided
for Case II
pointing.
On carriage
data receivers are provided
for Case III pointing.
Off carriage equipment varies
with different gun batteries.

OFFICE

CHI EF

%

PR]NClPAL
Cl-lARACTERlSTlCS OF
6 INCH BARBETTE CARRIAGE,
Ml ~

WITH GUN, Ml905
Weight OF gun, carriage, shield, and
base ring.
. . , . , . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . 176,000
length
Number

of grooves

50 cals,

Maximum

.................

range.

Maximum

powder

Maximum

elevation

.76

.45 cals.

.............
of A. P. projectile.
velocity. ...................

Muzzle

lb,

in barrel ................

Twist, one turn in. ....................
Weight

lb _

22,000

of gun .....................
of bore. .......................

Weight

105 lb,
2,800

f./s

27,500

pressure. ... ,38,000
.......................

Ib./sq.

in c
470

.....................
elevation.
Traverse ...............................
Normal recoil. .......................

-5”

Minimum

Type of breechblock
Type

of recoil

...........

mechanism.

.360”
.19
interrupted

..........

I

yds,

ins,

screw

h ydrooprin

9

Ammunition
Ammunition
is in the form of separate
loading rounds. It consists of A.P. Shell,
Mk. XXXITT,
and R.P. Shell, >I1911 1
both furnished with H.D. fuze, M60; I-I.E> _
Shell, ;11[1911, with R.D. fuzc, M60, an<%
H.E. Shell, Mk, II, with P.D. fuze, M4’Z,

0 F 0 R DNA N C E llllllllllillillllllllllllllllll~lllll~~llll~lllllllll~llllllllllllllllllllillllllll~lllllllll~llllllllllllllllllllU
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GUNMKJ&

o~A~--BAI~E~TE
CARRIAGE
Ml-STANDARD

T

he 8” Gun, M1888, on Barbette Carriage, M1892, was the only .8” mat&iel
emplaced
on fixed mounts
until the
adoption
of the 8” Gun, Mk. VI, Mod.
3A2, mounted on Barbette Carriage, Ml.
This latter combination
of gun and carriage permits fire at a maximum
range
more than twice that of the earlier weapon.
8 INCH GUN, MK. VI, MOD. 3A2-This
is the same gun used with the 8” Railway
Mount,
MIAI.
8 INCH BARBETTE
CARRIAGE,
MlThe
barbette carriage consists of a base

ring bolted to a concrete emplacement,
a
traversing
roller system, and a gun-supporting
structure.
A tubular cradle containing
the recoil
and
recuperator
cylinders, the elevating
rack,
a liquid pump, air-pressure gage,
air-charging
and maneuvering
valve and
the breech platform is supported by trunnions in the side frames of the top carriage.
The
cradle serves to guide the gun in
recoil and counter recoil.
The top carriage consists of the racer,
the
side frames, the front and rear transoms, the main platforms for securing the
piece, dust guards and the racer clips.
The hydraulic
recoil system is composed of a long and a short recoil cylinder.
The
recuperator system is pneumatically
operated
and consists of a cylinder and a
plunger.
An intensifier and air-charging
mechanism
is used to maintain pressure
on the liquid seal in the stuffing box around
the
recuperator
plunger and facilitates
charging
the recuperator.
The elevating mechanism is mounted
on the right side frame of the top carriage. Emergency elevation and depression
stops are provided.
The traversing mechanism is placed on
the right side of the mount. An azimuth
indicator
d rive mechanism pinion meshes
with
the data receiver drive rack on the
base ring. An azimuth index plate graduated in tenths and fifteenths of a degree
is mounted on the main platform.
A loading stand and trough facilitate
Ioading
of th e gun and the ramming of
projectiles.
The gun may bc fired electrically
by a
firing
pistol used in conjunction
with a
gun commander’s push button. The gun
cannot
be fired unt,il a complete circuit
has been established. Current for the fir-

THREE-QUARTER

REAR VIEW OF 8 INCH

PRINCIPAL

GUN,

3A2,

ON BARBETTE CARRIAGE,

ingcircuit is furnished by a storage battery.
Certain Ml carriages (Nos. 1 to 4 inclusive) are fitted with a counterweight
on
top of the cradle over the trunnions, carriages Nos. 5 and upward do not have this
counterweight,
the trunnions being placed
lower on the cradle than is the case with
the lower numbered carriages.
Carriages Nos. 1 to 4 inclusive have a
simple elevation disk for showing elevation of the gun, and a similar azimuth
disk. On carriage No. Yj and upward, the
finished surface of a lug on the upper right
side of the cradle is not level and is not intended as a seat for the gunner’s quadrant.

Gun

For practice in laying and firing the 8”
gun a 75 mm gun is mounted in the bore
of the larger gun.

Muzzle energy (A.P. 260 lb. shell). 15,300 ft.-tons
Rate of fire, approximate.
. . . . . . . . . _ .2 rds./min.
Construction
of gun.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Built-up

RECOIL
Distance . . . . . . . . . . ,,..,..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 27ins.
Mechanism
type..
. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . Hydraulic
Number of cylinders.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2

COUNTER

RECOIL

Mechanism
type.. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pneumatic
Number of cylinders..
. . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . .l

Sighting

and Fire Control
Equipment

On Carriage
Telescope

Equipment

Mount,

Off Carriage

M35;

Telescope,

M31

Equipment

Off carriage fire control equipment
is of the usual
seacoast
artillery
type,
the instruments
for the
individual
position being determined
by the local
coast-defense
commander
according
to the nature
of the fire control system used in that area.

Ammunition
Ammunition
loading rounds.
jectiles are R.P.
XX, with B.D.
shell, 240 lb,,
M51A1, Model

is in the form of separate
The standard service proshell, 260 lb. (Navy}, Mk.
fuze, Mk. X, and H.E.
M103, with PD.
fuze,
1, with Booster, M21A1.

REFERENCES-TM

g-2005,

v.4;

0 F 0 R D N ANCE
0 FFI C E C HI EF
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TM

4-210.

uNCLASSIF\ED
-ED

MI

CHARACTERISTICS

Total weight of gun and carriage..
. .103,000
lb.
Weight of gun and band..
. . . . . . . . . .55,000
lb.
Weight of carriage.
. . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .103,000
lb.
Overall
length of gun. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . .369 ins.
Length of barrel I . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . 45 cals.
Number of grooves in barrel..
. . . . , . . . .,. , . . .64
Rifling, uniform R.H., one turn in. , . . . . . .25 cals.
Muzzle
velocity
(260 lb. shell). . . . . . .2,750 f./s.
Total traverse. . . , . . . . . . . .
.
. , . . ,360”
Depression,
maximum (loading
angle).
. . . - 5”
Elevation,
maximum..
.. .. ... ..
. . . . . .45”
Maximum
range, A.P. 260 lb. projectile
32,980 yds.
Maximum
range, H.E. 240 lb. proiectile
35,635 yds.

Subcaliber

MK. VI, MOD.

1 5 JAN TJARY 1 9 4 4
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12 INCHGUNS
MlUY~A;h,Ml~Y~A~~Ml~Y~Ml

BARBETTE
CARRIAGE
M1917--SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD

T

he 12” Guns, M1895A2,
M1895A3,
M1895MIA2
and M1895MIA3,
on
Barbette Carriage, M1917, are classified
as Substitute
Standard.
There is no
Standard
12” weapon
in service,
although a new model barbette carriage
to meet modern requirements
is under
development. All older models are classified as Limited Standard.
12 INCH GUNS OF 1895 TYPE-The
se
guns are of built-up
construction,
with
variable rifling, The breechblock
is of
the Stockett, three-cycle, tray-supported
type, consisting of a cylindrical,
singlethread, slotted block operated by hand.
A seacoast firing mechanism, M1903, is
housed in a seat on the rear end of the
obturator
spindle, and is designed for
firing primers electrically.
12 INCH BARBETTE

CARRIAGE,

Ml917

-The
Barbette
Carriage, M1917, was
developed f rom 1917 to 1922 without
parapets or shields. Casemates are now
being built over all carriages. The mount
is constructed in the usual manner for a
barbette carriage. The gun is carried in
a cradle which contains the recoil and
counter-recoil
system. The hydraulic recoil mechanism permits a 30 inch recoil.
Counter recoil is accomplished
by a 4
cylinder, spring-type
recuperator asscmbly. f-leturn of the gun to battery is eased
by a plug-type counter-recoil buffer.
The elevating mechanism, of the screw
type, is motor driven, but in case of power
failure the gun can be elevated by hand.
Traversing
is by handpower
only, the
mechanism consisting of a spur gear meshing with a circular rack inside and concentric with the base ring. The top carriage is bolted to a racer which rides on
rollers between it and the base ring and
rotates with the racer when the traversing handwheel is turned to operate the
spur gear.
An azimuth circle and index are employed in laying the piece for direction.
The azimuth and clcvation setters work
below the ground level.
Ammunition
is served to the gun on
shot trucks and powder trays operating
on the surface of the ground. .Loading is
by hand, but experiments are under way
to develop a suitable electric rammer for
this weapon.

12 INCH GUN,

PRINCIPAL

CARRIAGE,

Al917

CHARACTERISTICS
Recoil

Telescope Mount, Ml 91 PMl,
3”
Telescope, Ml 912, 3”
Six carriages have Tl 1 Data receivers. Receivers
Ml0
Data Transmission
System to be applied
other carriages.

Breechblock

O# Carriage

Type. ...........................
.Stockett
Single or step cut ...................
.Single
Operating
handles. .....................
.I
Operation
......................
Hand only
Firing mechanism, .........
.Seacoast, Ml 903

GUN, M1895,

Distance..
. . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . .30 ins.
Mechanism
type. . . . . . . , . . Hydraulic
(grooves)
Number of cylinders.
. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .l

Counter

recoil

Mechanism
type.
. . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . .Spring
Number of cylinders.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Buffer type. . . . . . . . . . . . . .Hydraulic
plug type
Primers. . . . . . . Combination
electric and friction

Sighting and Fire Control Equipment
On Carriage

Equipment

for
to

Equipment

Off carriage
fire control
equipment
is of the
usual seacoast artillery
type, the instruments for
the individual
position
being determined
by the
local coast defense commander
according
to the
nature of the fire control system used in that area.

ON BARSETTE CARRIAGE,

Ml917

fun

Subcaliber
equipment
for these 12”
Guns comprises the 75 mm Gun, which
is mounted in the bore of the larger
weapon.

192

ON BARBEtTE

Total weight of gun and carriage.
.. .406,700
lb.
Weight of gun and band. .........
.I 18,200 lb.
Overart length of barrel. .............
.36.9 ft.
Length of barrel ....................
.35 cats.
Rifling ....................
.twist l-50 to l-25
Number of grooves .......................
.72
Muzzle velocity
(1,070 Ib. proi.) .... .4,250 f./s.
Total traverse in caiemate...............
.145”
Depression,
maximum .....................
.O”
Elevation,
maximum.
....................
.35”
Maximum
range, 1,070 Ib. proiectite.
27,600 yds.
Maximum
range, 975 Ib. projectile.
.30,100
yds.
Maximum
range 900 Ib. projectile.
.29,200
yds.
CU. ins.
Volume
of powder chamber. .... .12,403
Maximum
powder pressure. . _ . .38,000
Ib./sq. in.
Life (full charge). .................
.350 rounds
Rate of fire. ....................
‘I 1/3 rds./min.
Construction
of gun. ..................
Built-up
Muzzle energy ............
.36,754
ft. long tons

REAR VIEW OF 12 INCH

Subcaliber

M1895,

Ammunition
Service ammunition
for the 12” Gun,
M1895RII1, is in the form of separate loading rounds. It consists of A.P. ShelI, Mk.

VI, with B.D. Fuze, Mk, X, and H.E.
Shell, Mk. X, with P.D. Fuzes,-M46 and
Ri147;

.

REFERENCES-TM
g-2400; FM 4-60.

g-2005,

v.4;

TM

UNCLASSIFIED
B
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16

e I-BARBETTECARRIAGE
MS--STANDARD

16 INCH GUN, MK. II, MOD. 1, ON CARRIAGE,

T

he 16 inch gun is the largest and most
powerful
American
coast defense
weapon. The Mk. II, Mod. I, gun with its
recoil mechanism and cradle, is of Navy
design. The Barbette Carriage, M4, was
designed by the Army as a modification
of the earlier 16 inch Barbette Carriage,
M1919. The gun is mounted in a casemate
type of emplacement.
16 INCH GUN, MK. fl, MOD.
is of built-up construction, It
tube, liner, jacket, hoops,
band and a breech mechanism

l-This
gun
consists of a
rings, recoil
with closing

PRINCIPAL
16 INCH

GUN,

AM.

II, MODEL

MS

cylinders and gas-ejector systems. Rotation of the gun during recoil and counter
recoil is prevented
by a stake-in key.
Automatic
elevating
stops confine elevation or depression within prescribed
limits.
The breechblock
is of interruptedthread design, dropping. on hydraulic buffers when opened. It is opened by hand,
but is closed by a piston actuated by compressed air. The Firing Lock, Mk. I,
resembles the firing lock on all Navy
cannon employing
separate-loading
ammunition. It uses a combination
electric-

percussion primer which may be fired by
electricity
or by lanyard,
After each round, the bore of the gun is
blown free of gases by a jet of compressed
air.
BARBETTE
CARRIAGE,
M&--The main
structure of the carriage consists of two
side frames which support the tipping
parts and provide trunnion bearings for
the cradle; a front transom tying together
the side frames; floor beams to support
the floor of the mount and stiffen the
racer; a cast-steel racer bolted to the side
frames and riding on conical rollers rest-

CHARACTERISTICS
1

Weight of gun with band
.307,185
lb.
Weight of gun without band.
.P87,050 lb.
Caliber . ... .... .... .. ..................................................................................................................................
.16 ins.
...................................................
Lengthofbore..
::::5Ocals.
Length (muzzle to rear face of breech ring). ...............................
.821 ins.
Mk. XII A.P ..
.2 440 lb.
Weight of projectile
Mk. Ii, k2, A.P::.‘:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.2’lOOIb
(for both Mk XII and Mk II, MP, full charge) .....
. .‘67P ib:
Chamber pressure. .... .... .. . . ...
.......
.38,000
Ib./sq. in.
Mk. XII projectile.
...........
............. ..............
............
.......................
.!2,650 I./s.
Mk.II,MZ
projectile..
..........
::I:.
.2,75Of./s.
Mk. XII projectile
.45,100
yds.
Range (46” elevation)
yds.
Mk. II, MO projectile
: : .44,670
ins.
Travel of projectile
in barrel. ... . ... ................................................................................
. .... .681.68
.30,000
cu. ins.
E;fly;;ity
of powder chamber. .....................................
.
:
.675.992
ins.
, ................................
Length ........................
Number of grooves ........................
... ...........
... ..
.......
s.96
Twist .....................................
.Right-hand
uniform, 1 turn in ‘in cals.

16 fNCH

BARBETTE

CARRfAGE,

M4

Weight of carriage without shield, gun and band..
. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .665 315 lb
Total dead load on emplacement
including
shield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , e1,172:500
lb:
Weight of recoiling
parts including
gun and band.. .
.316 853 lb.
Weight of tipping parts including
gun and band.
. . : : 1: : : : : 1 : : : : : : : : : : : .385’377
lb
Weight of tipping parts not including
gun and band.
. .78’f92
lb’
Weightofbaseringandstationarvparts
. . . . . . . . . . . ::::::::::::::::::::.186’426Ib’
Weight of traversing parts including
shield
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .986’074
lb:
Weight of air compressor..
.. ... ... ... . .,...
. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . , . .4:200 lb.
Traverse. . . . . I . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + , . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . ,145”
Maximum
elevation..
.... ... ,.. .. . . ... ..,..
..... ....... ... .
. . . . , .46”
Maximum
depression..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . , . . Depend; bn location
Normal recoil.. . , . . . . . . . .
48 ins
Maximum
recoil. . . . . . . . . . ., ‘. 1; 1: 1’. : 1’. ‘. 1’. 1: 1: ‘. 1: 1: 1: 1: : : 1: : 1: 1: 1: 1: 1: 1: 1149 ins:

UNCkASSIFIED

*

REAR VIEW OF 16 INCH GUN, MK. II, MOD. 1 WITH GUN
ELEVATED, SHOWING RECUPERATOR CYLINDERS

16 INCH GUN MK II, MWD. I-BARBETTE CARRIAGENl3

(Continued)

ing on the upper surface of the base ring;
a base ring of four sections bolted together
and anchored in a concrete foundation,
and a traversing rack bolted to the outside of the base ring.

ring. Friction handbrakes arc included in
the mechanism. ‘Elevation is normally effected by electric motor through the speed
gear, but there are handcranks for manual
operation in case of power failure.

The gun is supported in a cradle of
gridiron design with trunnions so located
in relation to the center of gravity of the
tipping parts that there is a slight breech
preponderance when the gun is loaded and
a muzzle preponderance
when it is unloaded. This feature, together with antifriction bearings at the trunnions,
permits the gun, after it is fired, to be dropped
smoothly to loading position by a spin of
the handwheel.

An elevation data receiver, part of the
Data Transmission System, M5, gives the
correct elevation for the gun and makes
unnecessary the range disk used in earlier
16 inch barbette carriages.

The recoil mechanism consists of a single recoil cylinder and three recuperator
cylinders. The recoil cylinder is located on
the under side of the cradle, while the recuperator cylinders are assembled at the
top. Recoil is controlled
hydraulically,
but recuperation
is accomplished by the
method. Buffer action
hydropneumatic
for counter recoil is obtained by means of
a bu$er plunger functioning
in a cavity
in the recoil cylinder head.

An azimuth data indicator is located
near the left traversing
handwheel
for
tracking in azimuth with off carriage fire
control equipment
which transmits
azimuths mechanically
to one of the dials of
the indicator.

The elevating
mechanism
comprises
two spur-gear racks mountecl on either
side of the cradle, the anti-friction
mechanism incorporated
in the trunnion bearings, a Waterbury
hydraulic
speed gear,
shafts, trains of gears leading to the handwheel and the elevating motor. A buffer
in each side frame stops the gun at either
extreme of elevation without serious jar-

The carriage can be traversed either by
hand through a train of bevel and spur
gears leading from the slow- and highspeed handwheels to the traversing
rack
on the base ring, or by an electric motor
through a Waterbury
speed gear.

The carriage is mounted in a circular
pit so that all mechanism is below the
ground level. Additional
protection is afforded by an armored shield 4 inches thick
with side walls 12 feet high.
Ammunition
trucks are loaded at the
magazines, pushed to the carriage by
hand and unloaded onto parking tables in
rear of the mount whence it is rolled onto
the rammer. A power rammer operated
by an electric motor through a hydraulic
speed gear is utilized to increase rapidity
of fire and to insure uniform seating of

the heavy projectile,
In case of power
failure, manual loading may be accomplished by two handcranks each manned
by four men.
Electric power for operating the various
mechanisms of the carriage is produced by
a Diesel engine generator located in the
An overhead
trolley
is
emplacement.
provided as an alternate means of transporting projectiles, The M4 Carriage is
now Substitute Standard.
BARBETTE CARRIAGE,
MS--The
chief
differences between Carriages, M4 and
M5, are that in the M5 roller bearings
replace the trunnion anti-friction
device
of the M4; the air compressor, compressor
motor, and air tanks arc removed from
a redesigned
traversin Q
the carriage;
mechanism with a motor of greater horsepower raises the traversing
rate to 3.Y
per second, and a new type of hydraulic
speed gear is employed. Increased power
of the rammer motor is also a factor in
faster operating speed of the Carriage,
M5.

Compressed air for scavenging and for
closing the breechblock
of the M5 is
brought through piping from the power
room to the carriage.

Sighting

and Fire Control
Equipment

On Carriage
Telescope
Telescope,

Off

Equipment

Mount,
M31

Carriage

M35

Equipment

This may vary depending
upon the system of posi tion finding and the type of plotting
room equipment used.

Ammunition
^-I
*

, . y-q.
~&“~“~,~7~-~-*

‘-..

-.

j A...-z...,

Ammunition
for the 16 inch gun, Mk,
II, Ml, is in the form of separate loading
rounds. It consists of A. P. shell, Mk. XI1 L
with B.D. fuze, Mk. X, and A. P. shell,
Mk. II, M2, with B.D. fuze, Mk. X.

Subcaliber

Gun

Subcaliber equipment
for the 16 inch
Gun, Mk. II, Ml, consists of a 75 rn~
gun for mounting in the bore of the larger
gun.
REFERENCES-TM
16 INCH GUN, MK. It, MOD. 1, QN MOUNT,

M4, MOUNTED

UNCLASSIFIED

IN A CASEMATE

9-471.

g-2005,

v.4;

Tkt

TANKARMAMENT

37 mm TANK GUN, Mb. RIGHT-SIDE VIEW WITH
BREECH-OPERATING
MECHANISM
ASSEMBLED

T

he 37 mm tank guns were developed
from the 37 mm Antitank
Gun, M3,
the first model being the 37 mm Tank
Gun, M5. Addition of an automatically
opened breechblock
changed the designation
to the M6, standardized
by
O.C.M. 16279 dated 14 Nov. 1940. The
M5 barrel is shorter by about 5 inches
than the barrels of the other guns.

The 37 mm Gun, M6, is standard for
use on Light Tanks, M3R1, M3A3, M5
and M5Al;
on Medium Tank, M3, and
its variations,
and on the 37 mm Light
Armored Car, M8. The gun is carried on
the M23, M24 or M44 Mount.
The barrel is a one-piece forging or
casting with a rifled bore, threaded to
screw into the breech ring. Two bearings
support the barrel and align it in the yoke
of the sleigh. Keys are employed to prevent rotation of the barrel.

PRINCIPAL

CHARACTERISTICS

Weight oF gun .......................
.I90 lb.
Totaf weight of gun and mount. ........
,700 lb.
Length of barrel. .....................
.78 ins.
Overall
length of gun ...............
.8P.5 ins.
Diameter
of bore ...................
.1.457 ins.
Rifling, uniform R.H ...........
.I turn in 25 cals.
Weight of powder charge .......
.8 oz. (approx.)
Volume
of powder chamber. .....
.19.92 cu. ins.
Maximum
powder pressure (Rated for
A.P.C. Shot, M51 Be). .....
.50,000
IbJsq. in.
Maximum
rate of fire. ............
.30 rds./min.
Maximum
rate of fire, aimed.
.. .15-PO rds./min.

ARMORf$E.‘RATKBN

Homo.
jaoards

A.P.C.

Shot, MSlBP,

Supercharge..

. . .P.4

ins.

Muzzle vel., A.P.C. Shot, M5lB2.
.. .2,900 f./s.
Muzzfe vel., H.E. Shell, MK. II. .... .S!,750 f./s.
Muzzle vet., H.E. Shell, M63 .......
.2,600 F./o.
Maximum
range (M5lBP).
........
.12,850
yds.
Weight of H.E. projectile.
.1.61 fb.
............
Weight of A.P.C. Shot, MS1 B4 ........
.I .9P lb.
Weight of recoil mechanism.
.77.5 lb.
..........
Length of recoil .....................
.6-S ins.
Maximum
elevation .....................
f40”
Minimum
elevation .....................
-10”
Maximum
traverse (manually
operated
turret). .........
10" in each direction

Plate
1,000 ycrrd;

---F;;;i,H”‘d.

2.1 ins.

2.1 ins.

Plate-,
1,000 yards
1.8 ins.

The breech ring is broached to receive
the drop-type
breechblock.
A breechoperating
mechanism
is bolted to the
recoil cylinder. Recoil of the gun automatically
opens the breechblock, extracts
the empty cartridge case, locks the breech
in an open position and cocks the gun.
Rounds
are inserted into the breech
manually.
The recoil cylinder is assembled with
the trunnion pins mounted in the trunnions
of the yoke. It is provided with rails to
guide
the sleigh and contains a recoil
mechanism
of the hydrospring
type, the
counter-recoil
spring, and a buffer mechanism.
In tanks with power traverse the gun
is fired by a solenoid-firing
device connected
with the trigger. In other cases
-t;he hand-operated trigger actuator causes
the firing process to start.
The gun may be elevated by a handwheel, but a throw-out lever permits free
movement
of the weapon.
Tra.verse of guns mounted in tanks with
power-traversing
mechanisms is obtained
by power-drive
rotation of the turret. In
tanks
equipped with manually
operated
-t;urrets only, the gun can be traversed
+ 0” right or left by means of a traversing
&nob. When greater traverse is necessary
e.he turret must be rotated or the tank
curned
in direction.
A shield is attached to the yoke and
recoil
cylinder by bolts, or, in some tanks,
direct
to the turret,

37 mm GUN, M6, MOUNTED

IN COMBfNATlON

A traveling
lock inside the turret is
utilized to prevent undue wear on the
elevating mechanism.
A spent-cast deflector is bolted to the
recoil cylinder and has suspended from it
a bag to receive the ejected cartridge
cases.

Ammunition
Ammunition
is in the form of
rounds, It consists of a Canister,
H. E. Shell, M63> with B.D. Fuze,
H. E. Shell, Mk. II, with B. D.
M38A1,
and A.P.C. Shot, M5!B2,
&W.-l
.-.*t.

UNCLASSIFIED-'

fixed
M2,
M58;
Fuze,
with

MOUNT,

Sighting

M23, IN TURRET OF LIGHT TANK,

MB

Equipment

Sighting equipment varies with the tank in which
the gun is mounted. The foflowing
table designates
the sighting equipment
used with each tank.

Tank

Telescope

Light
Light
Light

Armored
Car, M8 + . . , . .M70D
Tanks, M3A1,
M3AP.
M40A4
Tanks, M3A3,
M5Al
. .M70D,
M40A2
Light Tank, M5. . . . . . . . . .M40AP
Medium
Tank, M3, and
variations..
. . , . . . . . . . . . M19Al
Heavy Tanks, M6, M6Al*
. . . Ml 5,
M39AP
*?.Cy.
Horn

19199~specifles that all 37
hewv

tanks.

mm guns

ahall be

Periscope
-M4Al
M4Al
M4A1
MP
M8Al
removed

75 MM HOWITZER
MS-MOUNT
M7-STARIDA

,
.I

75 mm HOWITZER,

T

he decision to adapt the Pack Howitzer,
M1 or MIAI,
for use in the Howitzer
Motor Carriage, MS, necessitated
spot
welding and keying a tube mounting
support in place over the howitzer tube.
This mounting
support
increased the
outside diameter of the tube to Gt the
central bore of the cradle. Pack howitzer
tubes modified
in this manner
were
designated Howitzers, M2. They are now
classified as Substitute Standard.
Since there were insufficient M2 tubes
to supply the required number of howitzer
motor carriages, new tubes were made
with the howitzer
mounting
support
integral with the tube. These tubes were
given the designation of 75 mm Howitzer,
M3, and classified as Standard.
Howitzers, M2 and M3, are manually
by
loaded weapons fired electrically
means of a solenoid, or manually
by a
hand firing mechanism handle. The tube
assembly differs from that of the Ml or
MlAl
Howitzers only in the hoop at the
rear end of the mounting support on the
M2 and in the flash detector which is
integral with the howitzer shield in both
the M2 and M3 models.
The tube is screwed into a breech
ring containing
a breechblock
of the
horizontal
sliding wedge type. A recoil
tube retainer, which provides the means
of attaching
the two recoil cylinder
assemblies
to the tube assembly,
is
bolted to a breech yoke support on the
tube.
The tube assembly is supported and
alined in a cradle which is a part of the
mount assembly. The tube mounting
support, which is finish-ground,
rides in
liners inside the cradle.
The Firing Lock, Ml3, fits into an
axial hole in the breechblock.
It is of
the continuous-pull,
self-cocking
type,
and is retained in position by sector lugs
on its exterior which engage with lugs in
the breechblock.
recoil
mechanism
The hydrospring
consists of two recoil cylinders, one on
each side of the howitzer, which are held
and located in the cradle. A counter1 96
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M3

recoil buffer is attached
to the front
cover of each cylinder.
Howitzers, M2 and M3, are mounted in
75 mm Howitzer Mount, Mi’, which rests
on trunnions in the turret of the Howitzer
Motor Carriage, M8. The mount assembly is composed of a cradle with two
recoil cylinders, a firing mechanism, and
a recoil guard. The shield is attached to
the forward end of the cradle and is
elevated and depressed with it. Rotation
of the howitzer is prevented by a key in
the cradle which rides in a groove in the
howitzer tube mounting support.
The firing mechanism is mounted on
the rear end of the recoil guard. An clcctrical system is provided for primary use,
with current
supplied by the vehicle
battery. The system operates electrically
from a firing button, activating
the electro-magnetic solenoid, and then through a
mechanical series of linkages to a trigger
chain hooked directly to the trigger, A
h%nd firing system, which may be employed in case of failure of the elevation
system, is operated by the hand firing
mechanism handle and utilizes the mechanical linkage of the electrical firing
system.
A recoil guard of tubular framework
with right and left shields surrounds the
breech. It is attached to the cradle and
acts as a support for the electrical firing
mechanism.
Elevation is accomplished by means of
an elevating mechanism mounted on the
right rear wall of the turret. A train of
gears inside the elevating
mechanism
case connects with a pinion that meshes
with the elevating quadrant rack on the
howitzer cradle. The elevating mechanism is operated by a handwheel which
may be engaged with or disengaged from
the gear train by means of a shifter lever
and a sliding gear.
Traverse is obtained by rotating the
turret. A handwheel operates a gear train
and a pinion meshed with the traversing
rack bolted to the under side of the turret
roof. A traversing
lock is provided to
lock the turret in traveling position.
OFFICE

C HI EF $

Sighting

and Fire Control
Equipment

Telescope,
M7OC
Telescope Mount, M44,
Telescope, Ml 2A5
Gunner’s Quadrant,
Ml

with Panoramic

Ammunition
Ammunition
is in the form of fuzed,
fixed and semifixed complete rounds. It
consists of Shell, fixed, H-E., A.T., M66,
with Fuze, RD.,
M62; Shell, fixed,
H.E., A.T., M66, steel case, with Fuze,
B.D.,
M62;
Shell,
semifixed,
H.E.,
M41A1, with Fuze, P.D., M48, M48A1,
or M48A2; Shell, semifixed, H-E., M41A1,
with Fuze, P.D., M54; Shell, semifixed,
H.E., M48, with Fuze, P.D., M48, M48A1,
M48A2 or M54; Shell, semifixed, H.E.,
M48, steel case, with Fuze, P.D., M48,
M4881, M48,42, or M54; Shell, semifixed,
gas, persistent, H, M64, with Fuze, P.D.,
M57; Shell, semifixed, gas, persistent,
H, M64, steel case, with Fuze, P.D.,
M57; Shell, semifixed, smoke, FS, M64,
with Fuze, P.D., M57; Shell, semifixed,
smoke, phosphorous,
WP, M64, with
Fuze, P.D., M57; Shell, semifixed, smoke,
phosphorous, WP, M64, Steel case, with
Fuze, P.D., M57.
REFEEENCES -- OCM
21025; OCM
21293; TM 9-318.

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight
Weight
Length
Length

of 75 mm Howitzer,
of 75 mm Howitzer,
of bore. ...................
overall. ....................

M2 ........
M3 ........

.318 lb.
,421 lb.
.35.91
ins.
.54.18 ins.

, . .40”
Maximum
elevation ....................
-20”
Maximum
depression. ...................
Traverse of turret (with howitzer).
.........
.360”
.11&P ins.
Normal recoil. ....................
Hydrospring
.........
Type of recoil mechanism.
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75 MM GUNMa-ST

75 mm GUN, M3, SHOWING

D FORTANKS

TUBE BREECH RING, COCKING

he 75 mm Gun, M3, a development
from the Tank Gun, M2, was standardized
by O.C.M. 17018, dated 24 July
1L941. The M2 gun is now designated as
Limited
Standard.
1

The M3’gun
is a single-shot, flat-trajectory
weapon differing
from the M2
only
in having the tube lengthened by
26.6”, with a higher muzzle velocity and
greater
range as a result, It is equipped
with
a drop-type
breechblock automatically
opened. This weapon is mounted in
lMedium
Tanks,
M4, M4A1,
M4A2,
Wr4A3, M4A4, and in Medium Tank, M7,
using
Mounts, M34, M34Al and M47.
The alloy steel tube screws into the
breech
ring, where it is locked into position
with a key. The breech ring contains
the vert,ical sliding breechblock assembly
and
the principal
operating parts of the
gun.
The breech mechanism is composed
of the breechblock assembly, firing mecharlism,
extractors,
spline shaft, breechbXock
crank, operating
crank, closing
mechanism
and related parts. A hole
bored
through the center of the breechblock
houses the percussion mechanism.

LEVER, CLOSING

CYLINDER

The breech may be opened by means of
an operating handle secured to the spline
shaft.
Manual loading of each round automatically
closes the block. The gun can
be fired either manually or by means of
a solenoid. During
counterrecoil
after
firing, the gun is cocked, the block is
opened, the cartridge case is extracted
and the breechblock is locked in an open
position for insertion of the next round.
The gun recoils in the mount, which
consists of a horizontal rotor upon which
is mounted the elevating mechanism and
traversing mechanism; the hydraulic
recoil mechanism, supported by trunnions
which rotate in the trunnion seats of the
horizontal
rotor;
an elevating
shield,
bolted to the trunnions
of the recoil
mechanism
and projecting
through an
opening in the rotor; two recoil cylinders,
held by the cradle and trunnion assembly
upon which are mounted the solenoid, firing lever link, and firing lever of the firing
mechanism; and a shoulder guard, bolted
to the cradle, covering the firing mechanism and extending beyond the rear face
of the breech.

BREECH END OF 75 mm GUN, M3, WiTH RECOIL MECHANISM

W,bASSlFIED

SPRING

AND

AND

OPERATfNG

HANDLE

CHARACTERlSTlCS
Weight of gun, recoil mechanism
and
elevating
shield at trunnion..
. . . I . . . .I,763
lb.
Weight of gun .......................
.910 lb.
Length of gun ....................
.118.38
ins.
Muzzle velocity,
A.P. shell
(weight 14.92 tb.). ..............
.P,O30 F./s.
Muzzle velocity,
H.E. shell
(weight 14.60 lb.). ..............
.I,515
C./s.
Maximum
powder pressure ... -38,000
Ib./sq. in.
Rateoffire
.......................
eOrds./min.
Maximum
range, A.P. shell. ......
.l4,000
yds.
Maximum
elevation ...................
.19”14’
Maximum
depression ...................
.7”48’
Traverse, left. ...........................
.14”
Traverse, right ...........................
.14*

Sighting

Equipment

Periscope,
MlO, or M4Al
Telescape,
M38Al
Azimuth
Indicator,
Ml 9

Ammunition
Ammunition
is in the form of complete,
fixed rounds. It consists of A.P.C. shell,
M61, with tracer, and B.D. fuze, M66A1;
H.E. shell, M48, normal charge, with P.D.
fuze, M48.
REFERENCES-FM
23-95; TM 9-307;
TM g-2005, v.5; Oldsmobile
Training
Manual, 75 mm, M3, Tank Gun.

SHOULDER

GUARD

76 MM TANKGUNN(IA2--STANDARD

76 MM TANK GUN, MlAl.
THE MIA2
DIFFERS FROM THE MlAl
ONLY IN HAVING
OF A MUZZLE BRAKE
THE MUZZLE END THREADED FOR ATTACHMENT

T

he 76 mm Gun, MlA2, is a modification of the Ml
Gun of the same
caliber. The original 76 mm Gun, Ml,
was designed to provide tank weapons of
greater power and armor penetration than
were possible with 75 mm armament.
76 mm GUN, M+-This
gun was designed to use the 3” H.E. Shell or A.P.C.
Projectile with a different cartridge case.
The gun tube and extractors were constructed to accommodate the redesigned
cartridge, but the breech ring and breech
mechanism were similar to those used on
the 75 mm Gun, M3. This 76 mm Gun,
Ml, is now Limited Standard.
76 mm GUN, MlAI-h
order to better
adapt the Ml Gun to USC with various
tanks and gun motor carriages, the contour of the tube was changed, and the
recoil slide surface on the tube was

lengthened
12 inches, thus permitting
the trunnion position to be set farther
forward to obtain better balance. The
Ml gun with these modifications
was
designated 76 mm Gun, MlAl,
and is
classified as Limited Standard.
76 mm GUN,
MlAI-In
the 76 mm
Gun, MlA2, the rifling twist is one turn
in 32 calibers instead of one turn in 40
calibers as in the Ml and MIA1 Guns.
All tubes are threaded at the muzzle to
allow assembly of a muzzle brake, and a
ring is provided to cover the threaded
portion of the tube when the muzzle
brake is not in place. This gun is classified
as Standard.

Sighting
Telescope,
Periscope,

Equipment

M47 A2
M4Al

Am munition
Ammunition
is in the form of complete
fixed rounds. It consists of Shell, H.E., 3
Inch, M42A1, with Fuze, P.D., M48Al;
Projectile,
76 mm, A.P.C., M62, with
Fuze, B.D., M66A1, and Shell, Smoke,
M88.

CHARACTERBTICS
Diameter of bore..
. . . , . . . . I , .7&P mm (3 ins.)
Length of bore..,..,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..52 cais.
Overall
length of gun,
. . . . . . . . . . .167.75
ins.
Weight of gun.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,404 lb.
Weight of tube. . . . . ,. . . . . . . . .
,940 lb.
Capacity
of chamber. . . . . . . . . . . .142.6 cu. ins.
Muzzle velocity (H.E. Shell, M42Ai).
2,800 f./s.
Rated maximum powder pressure.. . .43,000
p.s.i.
Maximum
range (H.E. Shell,
M42Al).
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + . . -14,780
yds.
Type of breechblock.
. . . . . . . . . . semi-automatic,
vertical drop

3 INCHTANKGUNMhTANDARD
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3 INCH TANK

1 ‘he

3” Gun, M7, was designed for use
1 in Heavy Tanks, M6 and M6Al. It
was also adopted as standard armament
for the 3” Gun Motor Carriage, lMIO.
Ammunition
for this weapon is the same
as that for the 3” antitank and antiaircraft guns.
O.C.M. 16200, dated 24 October 1940,
initiated
the development
of a 3” gun
similar to 3” Gun, T9, for the Heavy
Tank, Tl. It was designated 3” Gun, Tl2,
with interior dimensions and ballistics
practically
identical with those of the 3”
Antiaircraft
Gun, M3, and the 3” Antitank Gun, M5. After firing tests, the T12
was standardized
as 3” Gun, JiI7, by
O.C.M. 18467, dated 9 July 1942.
The 3” Gun, M7, is a high-velocity,
manually
loaded weapon employing
a
semi-automatic
breech mechanism with a

,98 ppql

GUN, M7

vertical drop-type breechblock. The general functioning of the gun is very similar
to that of the 75 mm Gun, M3. A solcnoidactuated mechanism is used for firing the
gun. The recoil mechanism and mount
for this gun are supplied along with the
vchiclc .

Ammunition
Ammunition
is in the form of complete
fixed rounds. It consists of A.P.C. projectile, M62, with 13.D. fuze, M66Al; R.P.
with
shot, M79, and H.E. shell, ll/r42Al,
M.T. fuze, M43.
SIGHTING
of vehicle

EQUIPMENT-Sighting
in which the gun is installed.

Tank or
Armored
MlO, MIOAI
M6, M6Al

UNCLASSIFIED

Car

equipment

Telescope
M70G

Telescope
Mount
M30

M39Al

-
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OF ORDNANCE

CHARACTERISTICS
Diameter of bore.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3 ins.
Length of bore. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , 50 cals.
Overall
length of gun. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .158.1 ins.
Travel of projectile. , . . . . , . . . . . . + . . .128.49
ins.
Weight of gun only.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,99O lb.
Capacity
of chamber (with A.P.C., M62)
205.58 cu. ins.
Maximum
powder pressure. . . . .38,000
Ib./sq. in.
Muzzle velocity (A.P.C.,
M62).
. . . . .2,600 f./s.
(H.E., M42Al).
. . . .2,800 f./s.
Maximum
range (A.P.C.,
M62). . . . .l6,100
yds.
drop block
Breech mechanism. . . semi-automatic
Recoil mechanism.
. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .hydraulic
for the 3” Gun,

M7,

varies

according

Panoramic
Telescope

Azimuth
Indicator

Ml 2A4

Ml8

to the type

Periscope
ZAl
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90 MM GUNM3-STANDARD

PO mm TANK
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Ammunition
is in the form of fuzed,
complctc, fixed rounds. It consists of Shell,
IZ.)(:., r\Z58, with Fuze, time, mechanical,
icIIX2; Shell, 1I.E. (Ammonal),
M58, with
FUZC, time, mechanical, M43; Shell, H.E.,
h171, with Fuze, time, mechanical, M43;
Shell, II.E,, RI7X, with FUZC, time, mechnnical,
M43; Shell, H.E., M71, with
Fuzt, P-D., M48; Shell, W.E., M71, with
FUZC, P.I3., M48Al;
Projectile,
A.P.C.,
M82, with Fuze, B.D., M68, and Tracer;
Shot, A.P., M77, with Tracer; Ammunition, BIsnk, 90 mm Gun, Ml, and Cartridgc, drill, M12, with Fuze, dummy,
M44A2.
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105 MM HOWITZER
ii&COMBlNATION GUNMOUNT

105 mm

T

he 105 mm Howitzer,
M4, was developed following reports from battle
fronts which indicated
that there was
definite
need for a 105 mm howitzer
mounted
in a medium tank. In the
Medium
Tanks,
M4 and M4A3,
the
howitzer can now be carried in the most
forward
combat areas with less danger
of being neutralized
by small arms and
light cannon fire than the lightly armored
105 mm Howitzer Motor Carriage, M7.
The M4 Howitzer
consists of a tube
screwed into a breech ring, where it is
locked in place by a locking screw. Rotation of the tube in the mount is prevented
by engagement of a key in the bottom of
the breech ring with a groove in the
cradle.
The breech mechanism is of the horizontal
sliding
wedge type,
manually
operated. A percussion firing mechanism
in the breechblock
is actuated
either
electrically
or manually. A separate firing
mechanism located on the under side of
the cradle yoke provides a means of
releasing the percussion mechanism that
fires the howitzer.
It is operated by a
firing pedal connected to a solenoid with
a plunger that pushes the firing trigger
plunger
and results in release of the
percussion firing mechanism.
The M4 Howitzer is mounted in the
Combination
Gun Mount,
M52. This
mount is fastened to the turret of the
tank by trunnions
around which the
howitzer
and mount are elevated and
depressed.
The mount
consists of a
cradle, two recoil cylinders, an elevating
mechanism,
a firing mechanism,
a coaxial machine-gun mount, and a shield.

200 R-D

HOWITZER, M4, AND

COMBINATION

GUN MOUNT,

The howitzer is supported in a central
longitudinal
hole in the cradle, with the
two recoil cylinders in smaller holes on
each side of the howitzer tube. Bronze
liners in the howitzer
hole provide a
bearing surface for the tube. A yoke
welded to the front end of the cradle
extends rearward from the bottom of the
cradle. A groove machined in the top
surface of the yoke engages a key on the
bottom of the breech ring and guides the
howitzer during recoil and counterrecoil.
The recoil mechanism is of the hydrospring type. Counterrecoil
is controlled
by two large counterrecoil
springs. A
counterrecoil buffer is located in the front
of each recoil cylinder.
Elevation is accomplished by means of
an elevating
mechanism located under
the telescope mount on the right side of
the turret and fastened directly to the
right trunnion.
The elevating
rack is
secured to the right side of the cradle
beneath
the trunnion.
The elevating
mechanism is operated by a handwheel
connected to a system of gears which
moves the elevating rack pinion up or
down and transmits this movement to the
cradle.
The coaxial
machine-gun
mount is
fastened to the left trunnion cap. It is
formed by two side rails separated and
secured to a pintle support and pintle
bearing.
A freely revolving
pintle to
which the machine gun is fastened by a
fastening pin enables the gun to be elevated or depressed around the pin and
to traverse with the pintle. An elevation
clamp is fastened between the mount
sides on the rear end. Elevation
and
depression of the machine gun are caused

~~~~~~~~~~ED
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M52

by an elevation screw, and traverse is
accomplished by means of a traversing
screw and wedge.
The shield is a large rectangular
steel
piece curved to close the opening in the
front of the turret. It is pierced for the
howitzer,
machine
gun, and sighting
telescope.

Sighting
ON

and Fire Control

CARRIAGE

Telescope,
Telescope

Mount,

Instrument

Light,

Azimuth

EQUIPMENT

T92 EP
M56,

Indicator,

Elevation

Ml 9

Quadrant,

instrument
Periscope,

Light,
M6

Periscope,

M8,

M9

M30
with telescope

PRINCIPAL
Length

and headrest

M33

of bore.

CHARACTERISTICS
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PP.5 cals,

Muzzle velocity..
. , , . , . . , . . . , , + . . . .1,550 f./s _
Twist of rifling..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .l turn in PO cals,
Volume
Weight

of chamber..

. . . . , . . . . . . . . .153

cu. ins,

of proiectile

H.E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . ..33

lb,

H.k.,

lb,

Weight

A.T..

. . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . .P9.24

of charge

H.E.. . . . . . . . . . , . , . , . . . . . . . , _ _ . _ . . .3.04

lb,

H.E.,

lb,

Weight

A.T..

. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . .I.60

of complete

round

H-E.. . . . . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . , . . .491.07 lb,
H.E., A.T.. . , . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . , . , .36.85
Travel of proiectite
in tube.. . . . . . . , . . .81.67
Maximum
Muzzle

powder
energy.

pressure. . . . .P8,000
.

. . . . . . . ( . . . . . .549.6

Ib./sq.

lb,
ins,
in 1

ft.-tons

Type of recoil mechanism.
. . . . . . . . . Hydrosprina
Recoil length.. . . . . _ . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .14’/8 ins,
Maximum
Maximum
Traverse.

elevation..

. . . . . . . . . . . . + . . . . . +35”

depression. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 10”
. . . . , . , . . . . .360° cont., hand or power
operated
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2 INCHMORTAR
M3 (BRITISH
BOMBTHROWER,
2 INCH,MK.

2 INCH MORTAR,

T

he Mortar,
2 Inch, M3, is identical
with the BritishBomb
Thrower, 2 Inch,
Mk.
I, and is used for projecting
smoke
bo rnbs from tanks. By this means retreating
tanks can form protective
smoke
concealing
their
movements.
SC3333lS
Mounted
on the tank turret at a fixed
elevation,
the mortar can be traversed
through
360” by rotation of the turret.
lt is very effective in throwing smoke
bombs
at ranges of 35, 75 and 150 yards.
The
variation
in range is obtained by
the
use of a gas regulator on the mortar
which
governs the escape of the propellant
gases. The Smoke bomb, Mk. I/L,
fired
from the 15113Mortar,
begins to
produce
smoke while in flight and ejects
&m
effective screen in from five to eight
seconds
after it strikes the ground. This
Screen
will last approximately
70 seconds
5T1 an eight mile per hour wind. As a
result
of its superiority
over the Hand
Grenade,
Smoke, M15, and its ability to
i;hyow
bombs without
the necessity of

UNCLASSIFIED

I)-STANDARD

M3

opening the tank hatch, the Mortar,
2
Inch, M3, was standardized
2 September
1943.
The chief components of the Mortar,
2 Inch, M3, arc the barrel, barrel clamp,
clamp carrier, breech tube, gas regulator
and trigger housing. When the barrel
clamp is unlocked, the mortar can be
opened and pivoted on the locking pin,
enabling the operator to load a bomb
through the opening in the barrel clamp.
The bomb is chambered in the breech
tube, which is locked to the trigger
housing by a screw. This screw prevents
vibrations from loosening the tube.
The gas regulator,
which adjusts the
range of the mortar by controlling
the
escape of propellant
gases, may be
mounted either on the left or right side
of the breech tube. Similarly,
the gas
regulator nut can be attached either to
t,he top or bottom end of the gas regulator
body. This is determined by the type of
installation.

The firing mechanism, of the continuous hull type, is contained in the trigger
housing.
The mechanism of the safety
rod, safety crank and safety link, is so
designed that the trigger will not operate
when the mortar is open.
When the bomb is fired, the propellant
gases tend to escape through the gas
regulator body, which contains the valve.
When most of these gases escape, the
range will be very short. As the valve is
rotated clockwise, and holes in the valve
no longer are aligned with the escape
hole, the rate of gas escape is reduced
and consequently
the range is increased.

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight
Weight

of mortar ......................
of bomb.......................4

Controllable
ranges
Short. ...................
.................
Medium.
Long. ..................

.18 lb.
.I lb.
.35 yds. (approx.)
75 yds. (approx.)
.i50 yds. (approx.)

s
-=!
3
rz
Eiz
ZE
2

e

3

PRlNCiPAL
Weight

of gun and carriage,

Weight

of carriage,

Weight

of gun, complete.

Weightoftube
Type
F?ecoil

w/o

complete.

.4,144

lb.

Number

lb.

Maximum

.............

.365

of breechblock.
mechanism

..........

.Vertical

................

of proiectile,

Weight

of powder

............

Overall
length of vehicle
position.
.........................

.6.00

oz.

in barrel.

elevation..

, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I2

. . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .90”

Minimum

elevation.

Traverse..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .360”

. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 5”

Maximum

vertical

I 6,200

yds.

Maximum
horizontal
range (H.E.
shell). a . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . .8,875

yds.

Muzzle

J./s.

velocity.

Rated maximum
Volume
M54

range

(H.E.

shell).

. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P,600
powder

pressure.

30,000

of powder chamber for
shell.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .17.80

Maximum
ins.

approximate.

.69.5

ins.

.78.2

ins.

.I.457

......

ins.

.10.75

ins.

.68.35

ins.

lb./sq.

in.

cu. ins.

rate of fire. . . . . . . . . . . . .I PO rds./min.

.7P ins.

bore ...................

of rifling,

lb.

of grooves

in traveling

Maximum
length of recoil at
egevation
On-85”. ................
Length

lb.

.1.34

,941

of tube ......................
Of

UP

in traveling

Overall
height of gun in fraveling
position.
..........................
Overall
width of vehicle
position ..........................

sliding

.Hydrospring

H.E ..............
charge,

lb.

.1191b.

......................

Weight

Diameter

CHARACTERISTICS

gun and tube . .5,759

Weight
of complete
round of H.E.
ammunition,
M54 ...................

-Length

-CARRIAGEbI!3&:;:;;:“,‘5

ANTIAIRC

T

he 37 mm Antiaircraft
Gun, M1A2, is
a fully automatic,
air-cooled weapon
which may be employed against both airplanes and tanks. It fires high-explosive
and armor-piercing
shells at a cyclic rate
of 120 rounds per minute. When mounted
on the Carriage, M3A1, it can be towed at
the speed of 50 miles an hour on good
roads.
37 mm GUN, MlAP---The
tube for this
gun is one-piece
forging
or casting,
threaded at its breech end to screw into
the tube extension
The tube extension
houses the breechblock
with firing pin,
cartridge extractor, carrier cam and front
bracket supports for the driving spring
tubes. It is fitted with bronze bearing
strips which slide between the top and
bottom sides of the gun casing. The recuperator piston rod is attached to the
bottom side of the tube extension.
The gun casing is attached to the trunnion block which also supports the rccu-

T5”Ts.y”&f
36($;,
\1;)
I *p,”----J r----,;j
’2’
/-5’9%:
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37 MM ANTIAIRCRAFTGUN MIAP-CARRIAGE

lr(13A1 (Continued)

force and to enable it to be lifted to traveling position by one man at each wheel.
Rotation of the axles lowers the chassis
into firing position on the ground, the
wheels being lifted from the ground at the
same time.
A single spring equilibrator
is utilized
to counterbalance
the muzzle preponderCARRIAGE,
hOAl---The
carriage is of ancc of the gun. It is attached to the cradle
by means of a rod and a chain.
the two-axle
trailer type, with wheels
Hand- and power-operated
traversing
mounted on spindles offset from the longiand elevating mechanisms are attached
tudinal axis of the axles. A leveling mechanism permits
tilting
of the carriage
to the carriage.
Two outriggers, pivoted about brackets,
through a range of 10’.
are attached to the side members of the
The trunnion block, containing the gun
chassis; when rotated to the ground they
and recuperator cylinder, slides in a cradle
give stability
to the carriage when it is
of frame construction
with top, bottom
and front removable covers, The cradle is in firing position. They are rotated to and
secured in a vertical position for traveling.
supported in the top carriage by trunnions,
the top carriage in turn rotating on a
Adjustment
is provided for semi-automatic or automatic firing; firing is conpintle, integral with the bottom carriage.
trolled by a lever and cable arrangement
Twin spring action counterpoise
assemoperated by two foot pedals.
blies are contained in cylinders at either
end of both axles to allow the carriage to be
Disk and lever type electric brakes oplowered to firing position without undue
erated from the prime mover are on all

per&or cylinder. The feed box is fastened
to the top flange of the side plates at a
point just to the rear of the breech end of
the tube. Ammunition
is fed to the gun
from feeders or clips holding 10 rounds
each. The recuperator mechanism is of the
hydrospring
type.

>.

.

4 wheels. Handbrakes
on the rear wheels.

Sighting
On Carriage

are also installed

and Fire Control
Equipment
Equipment

Remote Control System, MO
Sighting System, MS
Tefescope,
M7 (azimuth),
M64

Off Carriage

(elevation)

Equipment

Cable System, M8
Director, M5
Generating
Unit, Ml 7
Gunnet’s Quadrant,
Ml

Ammunition
Ammunition
is in the form of complete
fixed rounds. It consists of A.P. Shot, M74,
with tracer; A.P.C. Shot, M59, with tracer;
H.E. Shell, M54, with SD tracer and P.D.
Fuze, M56, and Practice Shell, M55A1,
with tracer and Dummy Fuze, M50.

REFERENCES-TM g-2005, v. 6 ; TM
9-235; TM 9-1235; FM 4-140.
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37 mm A.A.

GUN,

MlA2,

ON CARRIAGE,
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M5 (AIRBORNE)-STANDARD
40 MM GUNCARRIAGE

T

for

1W rwcd
anti

gun

ntl

mcNrnt

ic

au tomat
that

nrr t i;iiWrilft

COllM

h>

trans-

port4
1,~ air for use ns an arrtitnnk or
untiaircr:ift
hat talion
w~:~pon
G-it bin the
Airhornc~ ISvision rvsultccl in the thdopmeut
of the
A 40 mm

40 mm (hn
slount,
GINI* 11 I, a11d the

SI.5.

(.‘arringt,
MS, comprise a mohilc unit dcsigncrl for
delivery to its clcstination by Trsnqx)rt
Planes C-46, (‘46.4, (‘-17 or (‘5-C. It can be
unloaded from the $mr and movccI by
manpobx-er for short distances, or lx%toWcci
by any prime mover. Care must hc taken
that spcctis on rough roads A not rsccccl
five miles per hour in order to xv&cl tire
and Wheel failures. Thrcr men can cmplace the carriage in approsimntcIy
five
minutes amt raise it from firing position
to traveling
position in :tlq)rc>simntcly
eight minutw
7%~ tttt, carriage of tlli* (“:rrri;rgv, IIS. is
similar to that 6f the 40 mm C;~II (‘z&rGage, Af2X1, cscept for minor rnotlifirations to the pt~tfornt an<! foot r&s which
reduce the lvidth of the mount suflicicntly
to permit its passage through the rlcM”svny
of the plane.
The chassis consists of a ccntcr bnsc
40 mm GUN CARRIAQE, M5, IN FIRING POSITION
with one I)crmancnt!y nttachtvl outrigger
and three removable outriggers
which
may tx* fastened to the mount by hrackcts
CHARACTERISTICS
and taped
edges. Each out rlggcr hti~ a
Ie&irlg
jack. In traveling
position the
Overail
width, traveling
position.
. . , . . . .56 ins.
Weight overall, maneuvering
position. . 4,495 Ib.
side outriggers are rctnovc(l ancl hung by
Weight overall, traveling
position.
.
3,480 Ib.
Overall
height, maneuvering
position. , ,753/ ins.
steel straps to the rear outrigger or arc
(detachable
outriggers and barrel removed)
Overall
height,
traveling
position
. . . . .753/a, . ins.
carried scparz~tv~v. Iucliviclual right ant1 Weight overall, traveling position,
Turning radius when towed by
left ~hccl as.semGlics for rn:~ncuvcrirrg the
tube installed, . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .3,375 lb.
1 l/z-ton truck. . . . . . . . . , . . . .
. POP ins.
mount are attachrcl to cnch siclc c)f the Overall length, maneuvering position. .1941/z ins.
base in place of the outriggers.
Etevatian.
. . . . * . 9 s . . . - + + 1 + . . . . . -5” to +90°
Overail
length, traveling Do&ion , . . , ,I1 73/ ins.
The ~h~ls are of the airplane ty1~ with
Traverse.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .360”
Overall
width, maneuve%g
position..
. .683h ins.
7.25 x 11.50 plain trczul :Lirpl:tnc tires
inflated to 50 poun(la ~xcssurc. .So systchm
of sprijlg s~~~pc~ision is utiliztvl. ;Iirpltmv
type n~cchi~llical l>r;ikcs opvrntc~~l l)y 8
lcvcr :ulcl Cill)lC ;irc fittcbtl to <‘tl<‘h \VllC~C*l.
ljcforv Ioutlirlg Ihcs c*arriagfc* illto ;l pf;mv
it is ticc~3sary to rcmovc t hv gutI lxrrrct
antI the tlctachahlt* out riggrhrs. \\‘hvrl thtt
C;trriilgc- is t 0 t,c tr;msportcvl in ( ‘47 or (‘;?*I
Io;icIr~r :ltl(l tllc
airplillll*~
t 11<&:IIItOITlilti(B
1

(‘ompu

tilq

Sight,

317, 3IlllSt ills0 I)0 t;lkcbrl

off the nlollnt .
I’ou-cr c>pcriltiokl
of tllc c:irriHg:c, iclcbnticnl to that Of tllC -10 lllR1 (it111 (‘ilrrilige,
3I2A1, is <!ifCCtC(f l)y IllCi1I1S Of tllC i<CIIIOtck
1I5, anal IIirvctctr,
Control
System,
315AlEI.

Sighting

and Fire Control
Equipment

Director, MSAt
El
Remote Control System,
Generating
Unit, M5
Computing
Sight, M7

M5

REFEWZXCEW-OI~~~ 18883, 20 August
1942; OCSI 21099, 20 June 1943; O(.‘)I
21280, 9 ,Au,qust 194:3; o(‘>I
2IS‘ffj,
9 September I&.

40 mm
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GUN CARRIAUE, M5, IN TRAVELING POSITION, WITH GUN AND OUTRIGGERS
FOR tdADlNG
IN AN AIRPLANE OR TOWING WtTH A LIGHT VEHICLE
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3 INCHANTIAIRCRAFT
GUMM3--MOUNT ii%!-STANDARD
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3 INCH ANTIAIRCRAFT

GUN AND

MOUNT,

Ml918

CHARACTERISTICS OF 3 INCH A.A. GUNS, Ml, M3, AND
MOUNTS, MlAl, MlA2, M2A1, M2A2
W;e$~Jlt of gun, M3, and mount, MBA2,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,800 lb.
Weight of gun, complete.
. . . , . , . , . . . .2,302 lb.
Weight of liner.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .538 lb.
Weight of complete
round of ammunition
(M42A1,
H.E.).
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .24.6 lb.
Weight of projectile
(M42A1,
H.E.). . . .12.8 lb.
Overall
length of vehicle.
. . . . . . . , , .300 ins.
Overall
height of vehicle, with gun in
traveling
position.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I 13 ins.
Overall
width of vehicle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .83 ins.
Overall
length of gun, muzzle to rear face
of breech ring. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .158.2 ins.
Caliber of bore. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . .3 ins.
Length of bore. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 cab.
Maximum
length of recoil at 85”
elevation.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .32 ins.
Maximum
length of recoil at 0”
elevation
. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .23.5 ins.

Length of rifling. . , . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .125.83
ins.
Number of grooves in barrel..
. . . . . . . . . . . . .28
Rifling, uniform R.H., one turn in. , , , , . . .40 cals.
Travel of projectile
in bore of gun
(M4PA1,
H.E.). . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .127.73
ins.
Maximum
elevation.
. . . , . . . . . , . . . . . . . .80”
Maximum
depression. _ . . . . . . . e . . . . . . . . . . .-lo
Traverse. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . .360”
Maximum
range, at 85” elevation.
. .10,400
yds.
Maximum
range, at 45” elevation
(M42A1,
H.E.). . , . . . . . . . . . . .14,780
yds.
Muzzle velocity
(M42A1,
H.E.) . . . . ,2,800 f./s.
Maximum
powder pressure
(M42A1,
H.E.). . . . . . . . 1 . -36,000
lb./sq. in.
(M62,
A.P.C.). . . . . . . . . . .38,000
Ib./sq. in.
Volume
of powder chamber
(M42A1,
H.E.). . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,035 cu. ins.
Maximum
rate of fire. . . . . . . . .25 to 30 rds./min.

he development
of medium
caliber
mobile antiaircraft
artillery
for the
U. S. Army was initiated when a 75 mm
Gun, M1916, was placed on a Truck
Mount, M1917, during the First World
War. Shortly thereafter,
the caliber of
antiaircraft
guns was fixed at 3 inches,
the cartridge case then employed in the
3” (15 pdr.) Gun, M1898, being adopted
as standard for antiaircraft
use.
The first mobile antiaircraft
gun and
mount of 3” caliber to be designed and
manufactured
in the United States was
the 3” Gun, M1918, and the Mount,
M1918. This mount was standard for
issue until replaced by the Mount, M2.
Postwar development
continued
in an
endeavor to increase muzzle energy and
rate of fire for antiaircraft
guns, to improve road performance and stability
of
carriages and to produce more efhcient
fire control systems. A 3” pilot mount, Tl,
was built and tested in 1927. Tests continued throughout
1928 and 1929 on the
Mounts, Ml and M2, the latter being
standardized
to replace
the Mount,
M1918. Development
of mounts progressed thereafter
until the present 3”
Mount,
M2A2,
was standardized
in
O.C.M. 14339, dated 24 Feb. 1938. While
this mount is still standard, further procurement will be made only upon specific
authority
of the Secretary of War.
A new 3” Gun, Ml,
with removable
liner and ballistic
qualities
superior to
those of the M1918, was the first gun in a
series that culminated in the 3” Gun, M3,
classified as Standard by O.C.M. 7186,
dated 30 August 1928.
GUNS, Ml918, M~918Mi---The construction of these guns was similar to that of
the Ml917 series antiaircraft
guns defor
signed for use on fixed mounts
harbor defense. The only difference in
these guns is in the greater length of the
breech ring of the M1918Ml
gun. The
gun is built up of alloy steel, with the
tube shrunk in place in the jacket. The
breech end of the jacket is threaded to
receive the breech ring which is screwed
and shrunk on the jacket and held by a
lock screw. The breech mechanism is of
the hand-operated drop block type. Originally, rifling for this weapon had an increasing twist, from 1 turn in 50 to 1 turn
in 25 calibers.
GUNS,

3 INCH

ANTIAIRCRAFT

I lfilni
2 () 8

qI.2

GUN, M3, ON MOUNT,

M2A2,

IN TRAVELING

POSlTlON

Mi918A1,

M%mMlAl--Guns

with rifling having a uniform twist
in 25 were designated as M1918Al
M1918MlAl.
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3 INCH ANTIAIRCRAFTGUN

M$+vIOUNT M2A2 (Continued)
.

! .,<,,~,
I_j ,:.s:,

80"
3" Gun, A43

.4
$

\

3 INCH ANTIAIRCRAFT

GUN, Ma-This
gun is similar to the
Ml
except that the diameter of the removable
liner for the M3 is greater than
that of the Ml. The autofrettage
method
is used for the manufacture
of the liner,
the interior of the tube being taper
bored
for the removable
liner,
The
exterior
of the tube is threaded at the
breech
end for attachment
of the breech
ring.
The rectangular breechblock, of the
vertical
sliding type, moves up and down
in its recess in the breech ring. It may be
operated
either semi-automatically
or
nlanually.
In semi-automatic
operation
the
breechblock
is opened, as the gun
returns
to battery,
by means of a cam
mounted
on the cradle. Upon insertion of
a round in the chamber the extractors are
tripped
by the rim of the cartridge case
and
the breechblock
closes automatically.
A breech-operating
handle is used
for
manual opening of the breechblock
and
for closing it when firing is discontinued.
A Firing
Lock, M14, of the
continuous
pull type is housed in the
breechblock.
The gun is fired by means
&
a lanyard attached to the trigger shaft.
MaA+-This
mount differs
the Mounts, M2A1, MlA2, MIAI,
and THAI, primarily
in the com&brake system, the fabricated
and method of carrying the spare

MOUNT,

from
~1A2
-ercial
-arts

GUN, M3, ON MOUNT,

M2A2,

IN FIRING

tires. These models derive from the Tl.
The Mount, M2A2, is of the trailer
type, possessing a mobility
that permits
it to be drawn at high speeds over good
roads and at medium speed over irregular
terrain. It is of the variety
familiarly
known as a spider mount, with folding
perforated
platforms
and four folding
outriggers fastened to the undercarriage.
These outriggers, when folded, form the
chassis. For transport
the chassis rests
on the front and rear pneumatic-tired
bogies, secured in place by clamp screws
and equipped with four-wheel
electric
brakes operated from the prime mover.
The gun is mounted in a cradle which *is
supported on its trunnions in antifriction
bearings on the arms of the pivot yoke in
the top carriage. The top carriage, which
supports the cradle, elevating and traversing
mechanisms
and the recoil
mechanism, is in turn mounted on the
undercarriage.
The top carriage is supported on a spherical bearing; at the lower
end is the leveling mechanism mounted
in the pedestal. The leveling mechanism
permits adjustment of the axis of the top
carriage to a vertical position when the
ground on which the mount is placed is
not level. Two level vials, set at right
angles to each other, are attached to the
top carriage for the guidance of the operator in leveling the mount.

. ' rF
'"p;r?+J
,'&
p
t$;
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POSITION

Sighting and Fire Control
Equipment
for 3 Inch A.A. Gun,
M3, on Mount, M2A2
On Carriuge

Equipment

Elbow Telescope,
Telescope Mount,
Bore Sight

Off Carriage

M94, Ml5
M46,

MB7

Equipment

Height Finder, Ml Al or MPAl
Director,
M7 (Standard),
or Ml, Ml Al,
MP, M3, M4AI
04, M4Al
BP, M7A1,
or M7AI
B4
B.C. Observation
instrument (A.A.),
Ml
Data Transmission System, M4
Gunner’s Quadrant,
Ml 918
Generating
Unit, M6 (Standard)
or M4
(Limited
Standard)
Slide Rute, Ml
Fure Setter, M8
Flank Spotting Instrument, Ml

Ammunition
Ammunition
is in the form of complete
fixed rounds. It consists of A.P. Projectile,
M79; H.E. Shell, Mk. IX, with M.T.
Fuze, M43, and modifications; H.E. Shell,
M42AI, with M.T. Fuze, M43, and modifications, or P.D. Fuze, M48, and modifiand A.P.C.,
Projectile,
M62,
cations;
with B.D. Fuze, M66Al.

REFERENCES-TM

9-2005, v.6; TM

g-360; TM g-1360; FM 4-125.
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90 MM GUNSMl, MlAl-ANTIAIRCRAIT MOUNTMl

A

v&ion
progress, especially in the field
of high-altitude
bombing, demanded
reconsideration
of requirements
for mobile antiaircraft
artillery.
In order to
cope with rapidly maneuvering
bombers
flying at modern speeds at extreme heights,
it was essential to have guns with longer
range, greater muzzle velocity,
and a
larger effective shell-burst area than those
previously
considered satisfactory.
The
desired increase in firepower which could
be obtained from guns of larger calibers
than 3 inch dictated the adoption of a 90
mm antiaircraft
weapon by the U. S.
Army.
Development
of 90 mm antiaircraft
matbrie was instituted by O.C.M. 14531,
dated 9 June 1938, for the 90 mm Gun,
T2, and O.C.M. 14633, dated 18 August
1938, for the 90 mm Mount, Tl, approving military
characteristics
of the gun
and mcunt.
O.C.M. 15688, dated 21 March 1940,
recorded standardization
of the 2‘2 gun
as 90 mm Gun, Ml, the Tl mount as 90
mm Gun Mount, Ml, and the recoil mechanism for the mount as 90 mm Recoil
Mechanism, Ml.
O.C.M. 16755, dated 22 May 1941, approved standardization
of the 90 mm Gun
Mount, MlAl,
and reclassification
of 90

PRINCIPAL
Gunc Ml,

CHARACTERISTICS

MlA1

Total weight of gun and mount, Ml Al .19,000
lb.
Weight of gun, complete.
. . . . . . . . . . . .P,445 lb.
Weight of gun tube.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,465 lb.
Weight of recoil mechanism..
. . . . . . . . .1,740 lb.
Length of bore.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 cab.
Length (muzzle to rear face of
breech ring). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .186.51
ins.

Weight of rojectile (M7l
H.E.,
M77 A!.).
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .43.4 lb.
Ch;rt;r;@ty
(cartridge
case)
. . . . . . . + .*.....,...*
298.04 cu. ins.
Maximum
powder pressure, . . . .38,000
Ib./sq. in.

mm Gun Mount, Ml, as Limited Standard.
O.C.M.
19946, dated
15 January
1943, approved
model designations
of
components of 90 mm A.A. Gun Mount,
MlAl,
as 90 mm Gun, MlAl,
Recoil
Mechanism, MlAl,
Spring Rammer, M8,
and Fuze Setter, Ml3.
GUN, kill--The
tube for this gun is of
monobloc construction and cold worked.
The tube, which screws into the breech
ring, is readily removed for replacement
or repair. A locking key prevents rota-

UNCLASSIFIED

Length overall in traveling
Height overall in traveling
Width overall in traveling
Weight of rammer. . . . . . .

position.
. . . . $250 ins.
position.
. . . .f 14 ins.
position, . . .1007/8 ins.
, . . . .500 lb. (approx.)

Elevation
Maximum.............................BO”
Minimum
(without depression stops). . . . , . . . .O”
Minimum
(with depression stops). . . , . , , .BBl/z”
Traverse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .360” cont.
Maximum
slope on which mount
can be leveled..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ . .4’
Diameter of circle of emplacement..
. . . . . . .35 ft.
Distance from center to center of
outside wheel treads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .877/i
ins.
Tire size and type..
. . . . . . . .lO.OO x BP, combat
or bus balloon
Type of brakes.. . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . , , , . . Electric

tion of the tube in the breech ring. The
tube and breech mechanism
are supported and guided in recoil and counter-recoil by recoil slide rails fastened to
the breech ring and front tube supports.
A cam in the right side rail prevents opening the breech by hand when the gun’is
out of battery.
The breech mechanism employs a vertical sliding breechblock
that may be
opened either manually or automatically.
It is closed automatically
when a cartridge is rammed in the chamber. Extraction is automatic or by hand.

9oIwu14

Ml, MlAlr> hfcT* rd thr !l~&wpltrlnkati~ rrcnil
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90 MM GUNM~-M~IJIU

M3 (ANTI-MOTOR-TORPEDO-BOA
anchor bolts to a prepoured
concrete
base which incorporates an ammunition
storage place below the ground level. A
manhole gives accessibility to the stored
ammunition.

Sighting

and Fire Control
Equipment

On Carriage
Elbow Telescope,
Telescope Mount,

M6Al
M5PC

Elbow Telescope,
Telescope Mount,
Elbow Telescope,
Telescope Mount,

MP4AI
M47
M26Ai
M46

Remote

Off

Control

System,

Case It Firing
‘)
Direct

Firing

Ml 3

Carriage

Cable System, Ml 0
Director, M7Al
Bl, M9, or M9Al
Height Finder, Ml Al, or MPAl
Antiaircraft
B.C. Observation
Instrument,
Gunner’s Quadrant,
Ml, Ml 918
Slide Rule, Ml
Fuze Setter, Ml 3

Ml

Ammunition
90 mm GUN MOUNT,

I

M3 (ANTI-MOTOR-TORPEDO-BOAfl

n 1941 it was decided to construct a
fixed mount for the 90 mm, Ml, Gun
that would permit it to be used effectively
as an anti-motor-torpedo-boat
weapon.
The resultant
Mount,
M3, permits
direct fire against water, land, and air
targets. It may be controlled
either
manually or automatically
through the
medium of a remote control system. A
gun depression of -8” allows fire against
enemy boats, while the elevation of +SO”
makes it practicable for antiaircraft
use.
The principal components of the 90 mm
Gun Mount, M3, are the pedestal, base
ring, top carriage, traversing mechanism,
elevating mechanism, equilibrator,
cradle,
recoil mechanism, and shield and platform
assembly.
The cradle, in which the gun is
mounted, is composed of a body, yoke,
two trunnions, and a hydropneumatic
recoil mechanism
consisting
of a recoil
cylinder, a floating piston cylinder, and a
gas cylinder. The recoil piston rod screws
into a threaded hole in the front under
surface of the breech ring. A counterrecoil buffer on top of the cradle eases the
gun back into battery during the last 7
inches of counterrecoil.
A spring type equilibrator
is mounted
on the left front of the top carriage and
connected to the cradle equilibrator
arm
by a chain.
Gears which can be operated manually
by handwheels
or automatically
by re-

mote control
comprise
the elevating
mechanism located on the right side of
the top carriage. A transfer valve enables
to change from remote
the operator
control to manual operation.
The traversing mechanism is also capable of operation by hand or by remote
control. The traversing
mechanism
is
located on the left side of the top carriage.
The top carriage supports the gun and
all parts of the mount above the base
ring, including the shield assembly and
platform. The cradle trunnions are seated
in bearings on the top of the top carriage
side frames. The circular base of the top
carriage traverses through 360’ on the
bearing surface of the base ring. The
shield assembly encloses the gun except
in the rear, where an opening permits
entrance of the crew and the passing of
ammunition.
The shield is in two main
sections, with an opening between them
that enables the gun to be elevated and
depressed. The shield provides full overhead protection
and includes a sliding
shield which moves on rollers as the gun
is elevated or depressed.
The base ring is a steel casting with
machined top and bottom surfaces. While
the top surface supports the top carriage,
the bottom surface rests on the top surface of the pedestal.
The cast steel pedestal, to which the
base ring is secured, is fastened by
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Ammunition
is in the form of fuzed,.
complete, fixed rounds. It consists of
Shell, H.E.,
M58, with Fuze, time,
mechanical, M43; Shell, H.E. (Ammonal),
M58, with Fuze, time, mechanical, M43;
Shell, H.E.,
M71, with Fuze, time,
mechanical, M43; Shell, H.E., M71, with
Fuze, time, mechanical, M43; Shell, H.E.,
M71, with Fuze, P.D., M48; Shell, H.E.,
M71, with Fuze, P.D., M48Al; Projectile,
A.P.C., M82, with Fuze, RD., M68, and
Tracer; Shot, A.P., M77, with Tracer;
Ammunition,
Blank, 90 mm Gun, Ml,
and Cartridge,
drill, M12, with Fuse,
dummy, M44A2.

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
Caliber ..............................
.90 rnti
Lengthofbore
......................
.50calr,
Lengthofguntube..
..........
..+..18&15ins,
Weight ............................
.1,465 lb,
Maximum
powder pressure .... .38,000
Ib./sq. in _
Muzzle velocity ...................
.P,700 f./s,
Maximum
range (vertical).
........
.13,170
yds,
Maximum
range (horizontal).
......
.18,960
yds,
Recoil mechanism .............
Hydropneumatic
Elevation .......................
-8” to 3-80”
Traverse. ..............................
.36O”
Weight of recoil mechanism and cradle. 1,740 lbWeight of base ring .................
.l,lO9
lb.
Weight of pedestal .................
.l,P50
lb,
Height (base of pedestal to top of shield). .103 ins -

REFERENCES- OCM
15688; OCm
17537; OCM 17609; OCM 18632; SCl&
20674; OCM 21065; OCM 22029; TM 9.
373.
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90 MM ANTIAIRCRAFT
G N Mz-M()uNT MZ-STANDARD

I

n July, 1941, it was decided that all
mobile
antiaircraft
guns should be
dual-purpose
weapons that
could be
fired
against both aerial and ground
targets
when the mount was on wheels.
This
was impossible
with the MlAI.
mount,
since it was necessary to remove
the wheeled bogie and emplace the mount
on its pedestal base with outriggers extended
before opening fire. It was also
desired
that the 90 mm gun should be
capable
of use against motor torpedo
boats
and other small craft, a function
-that required a greater depression than
-the 0” which was the minimum
of the
-&Xount,
MlAl.
In order to fill the need for a 90 mm
dual-purpose
gun, a project to design
and
manufacture
such a weapon and its
mount
was initiated
on 11 September
1941.
On 13 May 1943 the gun was
standardized
as M2, the Mount
as
m2,
the recoil mechanism as M17, and
the
combination
fuze setter-rammer
as
M20.
GUN, W-The
gun assembly of the
M2
consist.s of the gun tube, recoil slide
rails,
breech mechanism, and firing mcchanism.
The tube, manufactured
by the
a,utofrettage
method,
is in one piece.
1~. is attached
to the breech ring by
1 ntemptd
threads. Rotation of the tube

in the breech ring is prevented
by a
locking key. A tube support fastened to
the recoil slide rails supports the muzzle
end of the tube.
The breech mechanism uses a vertical
sliding block which opens and closes
automatically
when a round is fired and a
cartridge is rammed home in the chamber
of the gun. The breech must be opened
manually
for insertion
of the initial
round.
Downward
movement
of the
breechblock
cocks the percussion firing
mechanism through the medium of the
automatic
cocking lever. In case of a
misfire, the percussion mechanism
can
be recockcd with the breech closcdC by
depressing the hand cocking lever handle.
COMBINATION
MER, h&o-The

FUZE

SETTELRAM-

purpose of the combination fuze setter-rammer,
which is operated
automatically
and is controlled
by a
director
through remote control, is to
shorten
and hold constant
the time
interval between setting a time fuze and
firing the round, and to facilitate loading
cartridges into the gun. The fuze setter is
normally
used only with
time-fuzed
ammunition
for antiaircraft
fire. A selective control lever makes the fuze setter
inoperative
when armor-piercing,
pointdetonating,
or base-detonating
ammunition is employed
against
mechanized

targets. The power rammer is used in
both instances.
In the event of power failure, malfunctioning
of the fuze setter-rammer,
or for emergency firing from the wheels
of the mount, the gun can be loaded
manually and fuzes set by means of the
manual Fuze Setter, M13.
The nonrecoiling
parts of the fuze
setter-rammer
are mounted on the recoil
mechanism
cradle, while the recoiling
parts are attached
to the gun breech
ring. The complete unit consists of a
3 hp., IlO-volt,
3-phase, 60-cycle induction motor for driving the fuze setterrammer; a transmission
which transmits
power to the ramming and fuze setting
mechanisms; a ramming mechanism which
drives and opens and closes the rubber
ramming rolls; a fuze setter mechanism
which rotates the fuze setter jaws for
setting the fuze and provides a means
of opening and closing the jaws, and a
fuze setter torque amplifier servo mechanism which receives the fuze setter time
signal from the remote control director
and’converts
it into power for setting the
fuze setting mechanism.
In operating the fuze setter a round of
ammunition
is loaded into the slowly
rotating ramming rolls which draw the
round into the fuze setter jaws, where it
is stopped and held stationary.
The jaws
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90 MM ANTIAIRCRAFTGUN
MS-MOUNTM2 (Continued)
when it is fired at different elevations,
Shortening the recoil at higher elevations
permits the use of a lower, more compact
top carriage and prevents the possibility
of the gun assembly striking the oper-,
ator’s platform.
Longer recoil at nearhorizontal elevations enables greater shock
absorption to be employed. Movement of
the gun assembly in recoil and counterrecoil is utilized
to change operating
speeds of the fuze setter-rammer
and to
open the breech after firing.

COMBINATION

FUZE SETTER- RAMMER,

M20

then rotate the fuze to the position signaled by the remotely located director,
following which the jaws open and the
round is rammed by the ramming rolls
into the open breech. The breech closes
and the round is fired. As the gun recoils,
the fuze setter jaws and the ramming rolls
open to allow ejection of the cartridge
case, and the ramming
roll rotational
speed is changed from high to low. During
counterrecoil
the breech is opened automatically,
the ramming rolls and fuze
setter jaws are closed, and the fuze
setter-rammer
is ready for loading the
next round.
When the fuze setter is inoperative
the
fuze setter jaws are open, the ramming
rolls are driven at high speed, and the
round is rammed without interruption.
RECOIL MECHANISM,
MIT-This
recoil mechanism is of the hydropneumatic
type, with variable recoil to compensate
for change in weight transfer of the gun

PRINCIPAL

CHARACTERISTICS

............................
Caliber.
Length of bore. ......................
Length of tube ...................
Weight of tube .....................
Maximum
powder pressure .... .38,000
......
Muzzle velocity
(H.E., M71).
“;l,i’;ump;;;’
(vertical)
.. .................
. .I
M;r;;i;umM;r;ge
(horizontal)
... ......
. ‘I
............
Weight of projectile
(H.E., M71).
..........
Weight of fuze setter-rammer.

2 14

B

.90 mm
50 cab.
.I8615
ins.
.I ,465 lb.
lb./sq. in.
.2,700 f./s.
13,170

yds.

19,500 yds.
. .23.40 lb.
.975 lb.

The recoil cylinder, containing a recoil
piston connected to the breech ring, is
between the floating piston cylinder on
its left and the gas cylinder on its right.
The three cylinders, mounted under the
gun, are held in place by cylinder supports. The recoil and floating
piston
cylinders are screwed into the cradle yoke
which contains the stuffing box for the
recoil piston rod and valves for controlling the recoil of the gun. The floating
piston cylinder contains both recoil oil
and nitrogen under a normal operating
pressure of 1,000 pounds. The gas and
oil are separated by the floating piston.
A gas bypass connection
provides
a
passage for gas between the floating
piston cylinder and the gas cylinder. In
effect, the gas cylinder is an extension of
the floating piston cylinder. It contains
only gas under pressure.

MOUNT,
MI-The
mount is composed
of the cradle; equilibrators;
elevating,
traversing, and leveling mechanism; top
carriage; pedestal, and outriggers. It is
supported in the traveling position by two
unsprung two-wheeled
bogies equipped
with 14 x 24 inch balloon tires. In the
theaters of operations
combat balloon
tires with bullet-resisting
inner tubes are
used.

The cradle, which is mounted on antifriction
bearings on the top carriage,
contains all the tipping parts of the gun,
the combination
fuze setter-rammer,
the
recoil mechanism, and the counterrecoil
buffer.

The yoke not only provides support for
the recoil cylinders, but also serves as a
crosstie for the cradle side frames. It
contains the oil filling valve, throttling
valve, counterrecoil
valve, and passages
for recoil oil between the floating piston
cylinder and recoil cylinder.

The top carriage carries all the traversing parts of the mount, the cradle, the
equilibrator
mechanism,
the elevating,
traversing, and leveling mechanisms, and
the on-carriage elements of the remote
control system. The elevating mechanism
and elevation
indicator-regulator
and
power unit of the remote control system
are mounted on the right side of the gun,
while the traversing mechanism, azimuth
indicator,
and the azimuth power unit
are on the left side. The firing platform
sections, held in the raised traveling position by swiveled rods, are also mounted
on the top carriage. Chains attached to
the side frames hold the platforms in the
slightly raised position necessary when
the gun is fired from the wheels. A signal
light for manual firing indicates to the
gunner that the gun is on the target,
Folding shields, with sight openings and
covers to provide access to the remote
control power units, are secured to each
side of the top carriage.

After firing, the gun is eased back into
battery
by the action of a hydraulic
counterrecoil
buffer located on the front
end of the cradle. The buffer in recoil and
counterrecoil
also changes the operating
speeds of the rammer rolls of the fuze
setter-rammer.

Two spring - type equilibrators
are
mounted horizontally
between the side
frames of the top carriage. Chains from
the equilibrator
spring piston rods pass
over chain wheels at the front end of the
top carriage and are attached to arms
on the under side of the cradle.

Aver, Firing cycle-max.
fuze setting.. . .2.6 sees.
Aver. firing cycle-min.
fuze setting. . . .2.1 sets.
Aver. firing cycle -selective
control
lever set. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.0 sets.
Recoil mechanism..
. . . . . . . . . . . Hydropneumatic
Recoil length.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Variable
Normal recoil at 0” elevation.
. .44 to 46 ins.
Normal recoil at 80” elevation.
. .28 to 31 ins.
Traverse, continuous.
...
. . . . . . . . . , . .360”
Elevation..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - lo” to +80”
Equilibrators.
. . . . . . . . , . . . . .Spring, adiustable
Wheel base. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . .‘I64 ins,
Length (lunette to gun mwzzle). . . , . . .355.15
ins.
Max. height (traveling
position).
. , . . . . .121 ins.

Weight of complete gun and mount
(approx.)
e . 1 . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . .32,300
lb.
Weight of front bogie.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,250 lb.
Tread, front bogie. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , -72 ins.
Tires, regular or combat. . . . . . . I . . . .14 x 24 ins.
Turning angle.. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35”
Weight of rear bogie
.. .
. . . . . . . . .3,200 lb.
Brakes, electric, compownd..
. . . . . . . . -16 x 5 ins.
Length across side outriggers,
gun
emplaced.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . .380 ins.
Rated capacity
of hydraulic
iacks. . 10 tons each
Prime mover. . . . . . . . . . .Medium
Tractor, M4
speed on good roads;
Towing speed. . Moderate
approx. 20 m.p.h. on sec. roads
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90 MM ANTIAIRCRAFTGUN MZ-MOUNT
The elevating mechanism may be operated either manually or by remote control. The traversing mechanism comprises
upper and lower housing units, the remote
control power unit, and the azimuth indicator. The carriage is rotated by a series
of spur and bevel gears on vertical shafts
which drives a pinion meshed with the
traversing gear rack fixed to the stationary leveling socket.
A leveling mechanism, consisting of the
leveling
socket and bearing and four
locking screws, enables the top carriage
to be leveled when the gun is to be fired
from the ground. Spirit level vials are
mounted
near each of the leveling
screws.
The gun, cradle, top carriage and all
mechanisms are supported on the pedestal.
The pedestal forms the base of the mount
and functions as a chassis for the bogies
when the gun and mount are in traveling
position. A front, rear, and two side outriggers attached
to the pedestal
are
extended and rigidly locked by means of
wedge keys when the gun is fired from the
ground. The folders and locked outriggers
are fastened
to the side frames for
traveling.
The pedestal lower base plate, prevented from slipping
when in firing
position by vertical spade plates welded
to the bottom, forms the ground base of
the mount. Two hydraulic jacks are used
for raising and lowering the mount so

~t++iCLASSlFlED 90
-I3

that Lhe bogies may be removed
or
placed in traveling position.
When traveling,
the mount rests on
front and rear bogies. The front bogie
is connected by a draft spindle pin to a
draft spindle at the front of the pedestal
chassis, while the rear bogie is attached
to a groove in the rear of the pedestal.
The front bogie is equipped with single
wheels which, with the electric brakes
mechanism, are mounted on the spindles
of a box-section axle. The drawbar is a
three-member
pipe section hinged to the
bogie when traveling
and keyed to the
bogie so that it may be used for maneuvering when detached from the pedestal.
A standard Ml lunette is provided for
coupling
the bogie to the Medium
Tractor, M4, which is used as a prime
mover. The turning angle of the bogie
is limited to 35’. A break-away
switch
sets the electric brakes in the event that
the mount becomes accidentally separated
from the prime mover.
The rear bogie is similar in construction
to the front bogie. It has a box section
axle to which a maneuvering
bar is
rigidly fixed for ease of handling when the
bogie is detached from the mount. The
electric brakes are energized from the
prime mover, and a hand-operated
parking brake is provided for each wheel.

REFERENCES- OCM
20401; TM 9-372.

mm GUN,

M2, ON MOUNT,
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M2, IN ORAVELING

Sighting

and Fire Control
.
Equipment
-

On Carriage
Sighting System,
Torque Amplifier,
Cable

System,

M7
Ml

or T5

Mi

Bore Sight

Off Carriage
Director, M7Al
Remote

Control

Height

Finder,

Generating

Bl , M9 or M9AI
System, Ml2
Ml Al

Unit,

or MPAI

Ml 8

Fuze Setter, Ml 3
Antiaircraft
B.C. Observation
Gunner’s
Slide

Quadrant,

Instrument,

Mf

Ml

Rule, Ml

Ammunition
Shell, fixed, IKE., M58, with Fuze,
M.T.,
M43 (all modifications) ; Shell,
fixed, H.E. (ammonal), M58, with Fuze,
M.T.,
M43 (all modifications);
Shell,
fixed, H.E., M71, with Fuze, M.T., M43
(all modifications) ; Shell, fixed, H.E.,
M71, with Fuze, P.D., M48Al;
Shell,
fixed, M71, with Fuze, P.D., M48Al;
Projectile, fixed, A.P.C., M82, with Fuze,
B.D., M68, and Tracer; Shot, fixed, A.P.,
M77, with Tracer; Shell, fixed, Practice,
inert loaded, M71, with Fuze, inert or
dummy; Ammunition,
Blank; Cartridge,
Drill, M12, with Fuze, Dummy, M44k2.
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120 MM GUNMl-120 MM ANTIAIRCRAFT
MOUNTIVM-

120 MM

PRINCIPAL

MI,

ON ANTIAIRCRAFT

MOUNT,

Ml,

IN FIRING

Weight (complete).
. . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .10,675
lb.
Weight of projectile..
. . . . . . . . . . . . , . . .50 lb.
Weight of powder charge.. . . . . . . . . . . + .P4 lb.
Dimensions
(..................
60 cab.
Length of bore.
Length (Muzzle
to rear face of
breech ring). . . , . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . .991 ins.
Caliber..
. . . . . _ _ . . . , . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . .4.7 ins.
Travel of projectile
in barrel. . . . . .448.35 ins.
Chamber capacity.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .I,046
cu. ins.
Muzzle velocity.
. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . .3,100 f./s.
Maximum
powder pressure.. . . .38,000
lb./sq. in.
Rate of Firing . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .lO rds./min.
Type of breechblock..
. . . . . . . . . .Vettical
sliding
Type of recoil mechanism. . . Hydropneumatic
with
variable
recoil

Dimensions
Overall

Maximum

of Mount, Traveling
length lunette to rear muzzle.

.369

ins.

height. . . . . . . . . _ . . _ . . . . . ,144 ins.

Maximum
width..
. . . . . . . , . . . . , . , ,143.S ins.
Wheelbase.
. , . + . . . . + . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I86 ins.
Center road clearance
under spade. . . . .I 5 ins.

Size of tires (duals). . . . . . . . . . . . . .13 x 24 ins.
Dimensions
of Mount, Emplaced
Height of trunnions above ground. . . . . .79 ins.
Height of platform above ground. . . . . .36 ins.
Diagonal
of spread outriggers. .33 ft. (approx.)
Maneuvering
Maximum
Maximum
Leveling

Data
elevation.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -1-80”
depression..
. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 5”
adjustment

POSITION

D

CHARACTERISTICS

GUN, Ml

MOUNT,

GUN,

(each

way).

. . . . . . . . . .4”

Traverse..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . .360”

Capacity

of hydraulic

iacks.

. . . . .I5

tons each

Ml

Type,

, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P bogie, 8 wheel trailer,
portable
in one load
Weight (Gun and mount complete,
traveling
position).
. . . . . . , . . . . . . . .61,500
lb.
Rear bogie. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . .4,lOO lb.

of 120 mm antiaircraft
evelopment
materiel for the U.S. Army began with
the 120 mm Antiaircraft
Gun, M1918, designed and built at the request of General
weapon
Pershing
for an antiaircraft
more powerful than those in service during the first World War. The pilot model,
tested in October, 1918, was found unsatisfactory.
Development
work on this
gun was under way until 1921, when the
project was discontinued.
The fact that bombing altitudes had
increased to over 30,000 feet, and the
need for a heavy antiaircraft
gun for the
defense of large area targets, resulted in
the approval of military
characteristics
and the development
of a 120 mm antiaircraft
gun and mount
by O.C.M.
15059, dated 1 June 1939, and supplemented by O.C.M. 15126, dated 22 June
1939; O.C.M. 15725, dated 8 April 1940;
and O.C.M. 16220, dated 10 Oct. 1940.
120 mm GUN,
Ml-This
gun consists of a l-piece cold-worked tube screwed
into the rectangular breech ring. It is supported and aligned in the cradle by gun

Frontbogie
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..3.85Olb.
Mount in firing position.
. , . . . . . . . .48,800
lb.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Ii?0 MM GUN MI-120

MM ANTIAIRCRAFTMOlbiT MI (Continued)

rails attached to the breech ring at the
rear and the tube support in front. A
locking key prevents rotation of the tube
in the breech ring. The breech mechanism
employs a vertical sliding type breechblock opened automatically
during counterrecoil
and closed automatically
by
insertion of the cartridge.
A percussion type firing mechanism is
contained in the breechblock. The gun is
fired by means of a firing lever located
on the cradle.
MOUNT,
Ml-The
mount is of the
spider type, supported on two dual-wheel
bogies when in the traveling position. It
consists basically of the cradle supporting
the gun, hydropneumatic
recoil mechanism, and the power rammer; the top
carriage,
trunnioning
the cradle and
forming a structure for the attachment of
the elevating and traversing mechanisms,
remote-control
power apparatus,
equilibrator cylinders and pressure tank, working platforms and data receivers, and the
pedestal, which serves as the base of the
mount and functions as a chassis to which
the bogies are connected when the mount
is prepared for travel. Four outriggers are
attached
to the pedestal. The two side

120
UNCLASSIFIED
VD

MM

outriggers
house hydraulic
jacks which
are used when lowering and raising the
mount for firing and traveling positions.
Spade plates on the bottom of the pedestal dig into the ground and give additional
stability to the emplaced matkriel.
Elevation
and traverse
are accomplished either mechanically
by means
of hydraulic
force supplied by electric
motor driven pumps and controlled by
the remote control system, or by manually operated handwheels.
The Power Rammer, M9, is a camdriven, arm type rammer, bolted to the
rammer mounting pads on the left side of
the cradle. It is supplied with a tray
hinged above and to the left of the breech
which carries both projectile
and cartridge case. An automatic
fuze setter is
geared to the rammer; both are operated
by an electric motor.
The bogies have dual wheels equipped
with standard 13 x 24 bus balloon tires,
and are furnished with Warner-electric
brakes operated from the prime mover. A
handbrake
lever for parking
or emergency use is provided on each of the rear
bogie brakes. The electric brakes are
automatically
applied in the event that

ANTIAIRCRAFT

GUN,

Ml,

ON MOUNt,

Ml,

IN TRAVELING

~~~ll~~~~tlllllllllllillllllllllllllllll~l~Ul~ll~illUllllll~~llllllllllllllllll~llllllllllllll~~llllllllll~~~~~ll~J~~~l~~
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the mount becomes separated
prime mover during transport.

Sighting
On Carriage
Remote

the

and Fire Control
Equipment
Equipment

Control

Off Carriage

from

System,

M6

Equipment

Cable System, M3
Director
Ml 0
Height kinder, MIA1
or MPAI
A.A.
Battery
Commander’s
Observation
strument, Ml
Gunner’s Quadrant,
Ml
Generating
Unit, Ml 8
Slide Rute, Ml
Graphical
Firing Table, M!Z
Powder Temperature
Indicators,
Ml 8, M3

In-

Ammunition
The ammunition
is of the separateloading type and consists of a projectile
and a brass cartridge case containing the
propelling charge. A Palmatex plug serves
as a cushion between the cartridge case
and the projectile and as a seal to keep
the charge in the case. The projectile is
designated
as H.E. Shell, M73, with
M.T. Fuze, M61, and the cartridge case
is designated
as M24.
REFEIZENCES-TM g-2005, v.6; TM
9-380.
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CALIBER
RIFLE,
CAL.o

SUBCALIBER

T

he Subcaliber
Rifle, cal. .22, M2A1, is
standard
subcaliber
equipment
for
mounting
in the 37 mm Antitank
Gun,
b13Al. ‘l’he interior mount used with the

RIFLE, CAL, .22, M2Al

rifle is the Subcaliber Mount, cal. .22.30, M6.
This rifle is the cal. .22 11. S. Rifle, M2,
with the stock and the sights removed.

A bronze bushing, designed to fit readily
into the mount, is fitted on the front end
of the barrel.

SUBCALIBER
RIFLE,
CAL..22, MS-STANDARD

Sub-

T

his weapon supersedes the Cal. 22
caliber Rifle, M2A1, the cal. .3O Subcaliber Rifle, &I19O3142, and the subcaliber
mount,
Cd. .22-.30, MG, for use in the
37 rm-n Tank Guns, RI5 and M6. It was
ytandardized
by O.C.M.
18169, dated
5 3Ia.y 1942.
The Subcaliber Rifle, M5, comprises a

SUBCALIBER

RIFLE, CAL. .22, M!i

short commercial
type, cal. .22, M2,
rifle barrel mounted in a bronze casting
similar in form to a 37 mm complete
round in such a way that, when inserted
in the chamber of the 37 mm gun, the
center firing pin of the cannon can strike
the rim of the cal. .22 cartridge.
The
casting has a steel flange which engages

the extractors
of the tank gun. The
11115rifle is loaded before insertion in
the barrel of the 37 mm weapon. After
firing, the breech mechanism
of the
larger gun is opened, extracting
the
subcahber rifle. The empty cal. .22 cartridge is then removed by the use of a
rod or a hand extractor.

SUBCALIBER
RIFLE,
CAL..30,1(1119~3&&-STANDARD

SUBCALIBER

his l~eapon is the cal. .30 1,:. S. Rifle,
1~ 1903, from which the stock and front
T
si~,rllt have been removed. The front end
of t,lle rifle is fitted with a bronze bushing
w~~ic~~ has a diameter equal to the bore
uNCLASS\FIED

RIFLE, CAL. 30,

Mlm3A2

of the gun in which the subcaliber rifle
is to be mounted. The rifle is 32 inches
long and weighs 4Fi pounds. It may
be used interchangeably
with the Subcaliber Rifle, cal. -22, M2A1,
in the
x

Subcaliber
>\Iount, Cal. .22-.30, M6,
which fits in the bore of the 37 mm Antitank Guns, Yr3 and 113L$1. The standard
cartridge, Tracer, cal. JO, ~1, is used
for training.

SUBCALIBER
MOUNT,CAL.,22-,30, &STANDARD
SUBCALIBER
MOUNT,CAL..22-.30, MI$--STANDARD

SUBCALIBER

T

he Mount, 3426, consists of a rifle tube
extending the length of the 37 mm gun
tube, a firing-support
assembly fastened
to the rear end of the rifle for the support
of the receiver and firing mechanism of

MOUNT,

CAL

.22-.30,

M6

the rifle, and a firing mechanism assembly
fastened to the left side of the firing support and connected with the firing mechanism of the 37 mm gun. Cocking of the
rifle must be done by hand. It is used with

Subcaliber Rifle, cal. 22, M2A1, and Subcaliber Rifle, cal, .3O, M1903A2,
The Mount, M14, is the Mount,
modified to fit the 57 mm Gun.

M6,

SUBCALIBER
MOUNT,CAL..30, M&STANDARD
rREAR

SUPPORT PIN
-REAR
SUPPORT
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‘ySUPPORT BRACKET SCREW
REAR SUPPORT

T

his Mount is for use with the Browning
Subcaliber
Machine
Gun, cal. -30,
M1917A1, on the 37 mm Gun, M1A2, on
the Carriage, M3. It was standardized by
O.C.Yl. 16696, dated 8 May 1941.
The mount, which is bolted to the right
side of the 37 mm gun cradle, consists of
front and rear supports. The front support
is a triangular
bracket holding the III iLIPI ACClClcn

2

I
I
*’

BRACKET

SUBCALIBER

l
J’ ’
$ ;
) I
2

MOUNT,

CAL. 30,

M8

shaped yoke which surrounds a portion of
the subcaliber gun. Adjusting nuts which
secure the yoke to the bracket may be
tightened
or loosened to effect slight
changes in elevation
of the subcaliber
weapon. The rear bracket holds the rear
support consisting
of a T-shaped
rectangular block with its projection toward
the center of the carriage. This bracket

SUBCALIBER FIRING MECHANISM,
MOUNT, MB

contains a slot in which the support slides
horizontally
for adjustments in azimuth.
In making such adjustments
the nut on
the front support serves as a pivot. During adjustments in elevation, the rear end
of the gun pivots vertically
in the rear
support pin.

REFERENCE-TM 9-235.

I%STANDARD

SUB(ALIBER
MOUNTS,
C

CALIBER .50 SUBCALIBER

MOUNT,

M12,

ON 3” GUN CARRIAGE,

Ml,

WITH BROWNING

ubcaliber Mounts, Cal. 50, M9, MlO,
and M12, were developed in order to
subcaliber training equipment for
tank
destroyer guns where range facilities
arc not available for firing service ammunition.
They are to be used in training
gunners
in firing at moving targets.

mount and top bracket are universal, and
the steel securing straps vary for each
type of gun for which the mount is intended. These straps are so constructed
that they
removable, permitting
them
to be stowed in the smallest possible
space.

The mounts are designed to support the
Browning
Machine Gun, Cal. 50, HB
(flex.),
M2, and to fit all guns assigned
to
the Tank Destroyer
Battalion.
The

The proper firing solenoid is furnished
for attachment
to the Browning Machine
Gun, Cal. .5O, together with sufficient electric cable to connect the solenoid with

provide

UNCLASSIFIED

are

MACHINE

GUN, CAL. .50, HB, M2

the solenoid switch in the motor carriage.
When it is desired to fire the Cal. .5O
machine gun as a single-shot weapon, using
a lanyard,
it is necessary to install a
trigger motor on the machine gun casing,
together with a rocker arm to reverse the
direction of pull and a cable fastened to
the firing mechanism of the major caliber
weapon.
REFEIZENCES-OCM
21024; OCM
21244.

37 i’Mi SUBCALIBER
GUNMl916STAtJDARD-SUB(ALIBEl?
MOUNTS
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GUN,
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UNDERSUBC

I-POUNDER

(1.457

INCH)

SUBCALIBER

T

he l-pounder
subcaliber
gun is used
with the 6inchguns,Ml897Ml,Ml900,
&I 1903, M 1905, M 1908, M 1908M1,
M 1908M2; 8 inch guns, Ml888 and modifications;
10 inch guns, Ml888, M1895,
MI 900, and modifications, and with 14
inch guns,M1907, M1907MI, and Ml909.

GUN,

WITH FRONT AND

REAR ADAPTERS

FOR WEAPONS

The l-pounder
subcaliber
gun is inserted in the chamber of the larger cannon where it is held in place by means of
adapters screwed over the muzzle and
breech of the smaller weapon. When the
subcaliber gun is inserted the adapters are
expanded to hold it firmly in position. A

center
middle
insure
The
anism
supply
means

OF VARYING

CALIBER

support screws on threads near the
of the l-pounder tube in order to
rigidity of the gun.
round is fired by the firing mechof the major weapon, and the
cartridge
case is removed
by
of a hand extrattor.

GUN-STANDARD
2.95 INCHSUBCALIBER

FRONT

ADAPTER
LOCATING

2.95

hc 2.95” subcaliber gun is used in conwith all models of 12” seajunction
coast
mortars. The gun is supplied with
rear and front adapters screwed over the
subcaliber
tube at the breech and muzzle.
T_CIlese adapt,ers permit the subcaliber gun
to be inserted in the bore of the mortar,
where
the rear adapter is expanded until
it
is wedged against the walls of the
&-ramber.
The round is fired by the mortar
firing
mechanism,
and the empty cartridge
case is extracted
by means of a
hand
extractor.

?

llNCbASS\F\ED

INCH

SUBCALIBER

GUN,

PLATE
GAGE

ASSEMBLED
ASSEMBLE

0 /’

WITH ADAPTERS

Ammunition
for the 2.95” subcaliber
gun is in the form of a complete fixed
round with a solid steel or cast-iron projectile weighing 18 pounds. Three distinct
rounds are furnished with a diRerent propelling charge in each round to provide
for zone 1, 2 and 3 firing. Muzzle velocity
for zone 1 is 550 feet per second; for zoue
2, 625 feet per second, and for zone 3, 700
feet per second.

REFERENCES-TM

9456;

TM 9-458.
A

TM

9457;

CHARACTERISTICS
PP4 lb.
Weight of subcaliber tube ...............
.P.953 ins.
Caliber ...........................
.31.6 ins.
Length of bore, including
chamber .....
.24.33 ins.
Length of rifled portion of bore. .....
.l turn in P5 cals.
Rifling, uniform R.H. twist .....
.30
Rifling, number of grooves. ................
.34.9 cu. ins.
.....
Capacity
of powder chamber.
.18 lb.
...................
Weight of projectile.
.1.45 lb.
Weisht
of cartridge case ..............
Muzzle velocity:
. . . . ,550, 645, 700 f./s.
three zones
.
Maximum
chamber oressure.
. .18,000
Ib./sq. in.
: .. .4,14P yds.
Maximum
range. ..............
...................
.I,975
ydr.
Minimum
range

SUBCALIBER
KITSAND5Rkl CAR
(IKPDR.) GUNSMl902, M~~~~-STAMDARD
r CHAMBER B RIFLING STANDARD FOR
- I.30 CALIBER SUBCALIBER AMMUNITON
r SUBCALIBER

,-.-BASE

CARTRIDGE

CASE

,r. DRILL
i’

SET SCREW

CARTRIDGE

CASE

’ BASE
SUBCALIBER

AND

s

ubcaliber
equipment
for the 3 inch
(15pdr.) Guns, Ml902 and M1903, is
stored in a subcaliber and drill cartridge
kit which contains: 1 cleaning brush, 3
drill cartridges,
1 subcaliber cartridge, 1
extension piece, 1 cleaning rod, 2 flathead
special screws, 1 slotted tip, I extra base
and 1 storage chest.
DRILL CARTRIDGE-This
is a dummy
cartridge for use in drilling cannoneers in
the service and loading of the gun. It is
a bronze casting of the shape and dimen-

DRILL CARTRIDGES

sions of the
ammunition.

FOR 3 iNCH

service

(15 PDR.) GUNS, M1902,

round

of fixed

SUBCALIBER
CARTRIDGE-The
subcaliber cartridge
consists of a .cal. .3O
rifle barrel mounted axially in a bronze
subcaliber cartridge case, and is of the
same weight and exterior dimensions as
the cartridge case for the service ammunition. The vbreech end of the rifle screws
into the base of the subcaliber cartridge,
while the muzzle end is threaded to take
the ogival-shaped
bronze head, which

Ml903

accurately fits the bore of the 3 inch gun
at the front end of the subcaliber case,
and is capable of longitudinal
motion to
allow for expansion of the barrel when it
becomes heated. Two extractor
springs
are provided for extracting the subcaliber
ammunition from the cal. .30 barrel. They
are secured to the base of the 3 inch subcaliber cartridge by two flathead special
screws so that the springs catch the rim
of the cal. .30 subcaliber cartridge as it is
inserted into the Cal. .30 barrel.

75 MM SUBCALIBER
GUNM~~~M~I#--STANDARII

75 mm SUfKAllSER

The
75 mm Subcaliber
Gun,
is used as subcalibe’r ma,&U916MIIAl,
t&rid with the 14 Inch Gun,
%l1910>11,

i1Mr.lmmm

GUN,

M1916MllAl

on 14 Inch
Disappearing
Carriage,
MlQO6Ml.
No mount is used with this
gun, the tube being fitted with front and

I

rear adapters which permit it to be inserted in the chamber of the 14 inch
weapon.

._

^_

-_

-

2, i/is, M&STANDARD

25 MM GUN

73 MM SUBCALIBER

1

he 75 mm Gun, M1916, is used as subcaliber equipment with 75 mm Subcaliber Mount, &/II, for the 12 inch Barbette
C: arriage, M’1917; with Mount, M2, for 16
irzch
Barbette
Carriage,
M1919; with
Mount,
&l3, for 16 inch Howitzer Carriage,
M1920; and with Mount, M4, for
16 inch Barbette Carriage, Ml919.
The 75 mm Cun, M1916, is a built-up
weapon
of alloy-steel forgings. It consists
of
a tube, jacket breech hoop and clip.
The
clip has two lugs on the under side to

75 MM

uNci.,.ASSlFIED
---

MOUNT,

M3, ON

16 INCH HOWITZER

CARRIAGE,

guide the gun in the carriage. The breech
mechanism is of the semi-automatic
dropblock type, closing automatically
when a
round is inserted in the chamber. Manual
opening of the breechblock
extracts the
empty cartridge case. The firing mechanism is of the continuous pull type. The recoil mechanism
is of the hydrospring
design.
The Mounts, Ml, M2, M3, and M4,
vary only in minor details. They are attached to the cradle of the major caliber

SUBCALIBER

MOUNT,

M2, ON 16 lNCH

.,...~,,,1.1...,,.....,,.,,,.,,,,,,.,,,,,,,.,,,,,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
API-TrsF
f-7fTrl-P

&

A

F.

n

weapon and support the 75 mm Gun,
M1916, together with its recoil mechanism.

CHARACTERISTICS
Total weight of gun.. . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . , .749 lb.
Overall
length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . , . .90.9 ins.
Length of bore, , + , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P8.4 cals.
Muzzle velocity..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,780 f./s.
Maxp;;”
range (with H.E. Shell,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,780 yds.
Type of breech mechanism.
. . . . I .semi-automatic
vertical sliding wedge block
pull
Firing mechanism.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . continuous
variable
recoil
Recoil mechanism.
. . . hydrorpring,

BARBETTE CARRIAGE,

n ~XT

A XT n

P

Ml920

Ml919
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HARBORDEFENSE
BY CONTROLLED
MINES

on trolled submarine millrs arc 11t ilizrtl
with othcbr tlcfenstb
in conjunction
measures employed for thtk protcctic~n of
important harbors. The tact icul r~pt~rtititrn
Of
controlletl S~ll~~n:~ri1l~~
nlit1C CYltli~‘merit is ti functioii of tlic (‘tr;lst .\rtillcry
(‘orps.
(‘Orltr~rllWl fllillc~ fichl(lS arc ~~lilIlt~‘4l tt)
cffvct the cl~*Strltdiorl or 4iRfllil~C’ Of hrxit il(s
~cssds ntt~~tnptitig to (lntcr such prtions
Of Il:LTI)t>r
VI1 t rUllC’f’S
ii.5 ft’:l<t
t0 CIt~lIlrlC*fS
usccl by fric*ndly shippinfi. ‘f’hc fields itrf
normttlly limited to clistanccs of 10,000
yards from shore and to natcr not over
300 feet tltYp
h mine f%ld consists of front two ttt
four parallcl lines of mints. Intlivitlual
lirles are compsd
of groups, each af
which contains rrinctccn buoyant mint*.%
or thirteen ground mines. This arrarlgeC

ii11

mtxrtt insnres the prnld~ili ty of n vcsscl
passing ot’cr tit Ivast one mine and probably scvcrxl other mines. Alines within u
group are stptrutccl by 100 fout intervals
in the c8.s~’ctf buoyant mirtcs and by 150
foot in ttarvrtls in tlic (WC of ground mines.
‘1’1~ rtpl)r0aA of :i hostilc~ ~c3s~l to thr*
nlin(* fidtl lJlily I,(. tlt~ktcYl
by Vi.Wd Ol)5l*rx’Rtioti, 1,~ iLt1 11n(iio rr*cq,t.ion ,qytitcrn
fw 1by a signal light
ori thcb mine
cmt rol
pfmvl \vhidr fi2tshc.son wlicri tt ship strikes
in hunyant rnincx or COI~L’Swithin uctuating
~iistfitiw of an irrfurne~~-oper~te{l ground
rc1ir1c.

Observation and co~nmentI
stations are
located II: specitrlly protected shore installations. Observers in the shore stations
cornmnriiccLte to the casemate plotting
room the azimuth, spccrl antI c0llrsC of rtn

npprrx~cl~ing cncrny vcsscl which they can
see. ‘i’hcsc data cnablc the plotting board
operators to clctcrminc the mine which
shvultt 1~ tircci in orclcr to destroy or put
the hoxtilc v~sscl out of tlction. Commands are corntnrlnicutcti to the casemate
dectrician to firt* 111~mint by closing the
prol)c~r group firing switch.
The shore invtdlations
for controlled
mine harbor dcft?nse consist of the mine
cal.remlttc, housing the power and contra1
equipment; a mine storehouse; a loading
room; II cable tank for storage of cable;
a mine wharf and derricks; trackage or
roads to connect the various structures;
a. mine group commander’s station; base
end stations; a plotting room, and cdde
terminal huts. There are also boathouseS
and anchvru~es fur the mine yawls d
DIU boats.
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SUBMARINE
MINEFLOTIEb

U. S. ARMY

MINE PLANTER MAYBACK, USED FOR LOCATING,
REPAIRlNG AND CLEARING MINE FIELDS

PLANTING,

DISTRIBUTION BOX BOAT, USED TO ASSIST THE OPERATIONS
OF THE MINE PLANTER AND AS A PATROL BOAT

AUDIO
RECEPTION
SYSTEM
Ml-STANDARD

AUDIO

RECEPTION

SYSTEM, Ml,

SHOWING

T

he :1udio Reception System, J$I, was
developed as a result of a request from
the Commanding
Officer of Fort -Irills,
Corrogiclor, Y-I., for some method of dctermining the tM’ercnce between bomb or
shell bursts and an apyroaching
hostile
vessel when mines in a ckfcnse
field were
armed. f$s designed, the system will distinguish between mines being armed by
the explosion
of depth
bombs, aerial
bombs, and shells, by wave action, arlci
by the approach of a vessel.
The distinctive
sounds of an approaching vessel are audible at distances of from
500 to 3,500 yards, depending on hyciroz3’d

m

HYDROPHONES

MOUNTS,

MAIN

AMPLIFIER,

graphic condit,ions, The audible sounds
are picked up and translated to a visual
signal as thr> \~~scl comes closer to the
hydrophonw.
Experienced operators can
oftell itlcntify the nature of a vessel as it
passes over the line by the character of its
signature and sound 011tput.
The auclio reception system is composed
of untlm-wter
and show equipment,. The
untlcrwater
components
consist of two
hydrophones connected together and to
the shore equipment by single-conductor
submarine mine cable. ‘l’he shore equipmen t comprises a preamplifier installed in
an I\‘11 selector box buried in the beach

UNCLASSIFIED
~~t~UlUl~~~Ul~U~UU~ltU~tl~t~~

AND
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PREAMPLIFIER

AND

SOUND

RECORDER

where the cable comes ashore; a main
amplifier, including a loud speaker, which
is connected to the preamplifier;
and a.
sound recorder which is a standard 5 milliampere, direct current, recording milliammeter. The sound recorder graphically
translates sound reception in a series of
lines varying in length and character according to the nature and volume of the
originating sounds.
-Coast
Artillery
Training
REFERENCE
Bulletin, Vol. I, No. 14, “Audio Reception System, M-l.”
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SUBMARINE

SUBMARINE MtNE SYSTEM, M3
(BUOYANT)

T

he

Submarine

cornpxd
units. The
&a

*,f

3fine

Sy.itcm,

of untfcrwntclr anti
utdcrw*atc*r t<ltlipnlerlt

loadwj

mints,

cti~triI>utiruJ

is
stlrrrc
ONI-

313,

I-wsw

and .wlrTtt~P
containing
st*ltTtrS hws
nlcn)rittg anrl
as~3+1~biit~4, rnillc cnbh,
rL’liSillg r<Jp,
rixldlt)rs, tkfld fbtlf>ys, ‘1‘h’
stwrc tquiprnc-nt rr~n~priwu &~~tric~ ptrwu
ontrd pwwls bituikt(+(l in t h
phnts mri CT
~~~~~w~~ft~

Xl]i~l~d* ad

for

t~ltvlricdly

cortlrolfiri~

t hv

hnci C’d1II”S f<lr &~triruli*v

unclassified

MINE

SYSTEM, M4

connecting
the control
panels to the
Specifically,
the Innd
grotlps of minclr.
eab1r.q catal)lisli electrical connection betwccn the cnx*mate and the terminal
huts near the watcr’nS edge.
CASEMATE COWTROL SYSTEM, lab-This systt~~t is ct3m~)o.ced of & series of
~mr~c~lsfrwi which roll pli~ntctl mints arc
firrtl, ~‘l~~~wv~j,or tc.utd, lhch group of
l~llth!i-WL~~~~
show

S~l~~~Jl;kt-ilit*
ddttr

~f8KYOll

Vc~iJi~)JJWJlt

cquiprJJcJJt
WltJb
as>~t’d,ty

i,Y ~!Ol~JW~td

fi)y

a

\+‘hit:h
to

ta?ik~kh
th

to

th

sirJfilcI-coJJduc:tclr

.qtltjre

BOXES, M4 AND M4Al-CLOSED

frfjfn
dh,

the
‘ih

AND

shore control equipment
requires a permanent casemate installation.
SELECTOR ASSEMBLY,. m--The
selector assembly in the planted distribntion
box provides n means for electrically
selecting, testing, or firing any mine in
the group whicii it controls.
SELECTOR BOXES, MI AND M4AlT~OSCR,M4 and M4Af, providc watertight.,
shockproof
containers
for the! sclcvtor u~scrnt~ly ;md n mc‘an.9 for
diw-tb
caklc
anti
mine
~WJitcTtiJJg
the
c1&lc5i to their corrqxxlding
leads in the
yclcctor nsscmbly.

‘I’hc S&ctor

OPENED
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ARMY CONTROLLED
SUBMARbiEMINES(Continued)

DISTRIBUTION

DlSTRlBUTlON
BOXES, Me AND M2B1
-the Distribution
Boxes, M2 and 3X2131,
provide a rigid clamp for holding the
ends of the shore and the mine cables to
give mechanical protection to the selector
box.
MINE CABLE, MI-This
cable has a
7-strand,
soft-drawn,
annealed
copper
conductor, covered by a & inch layer of
insulating
compound
containing
5Oy4,
crude rubber
or Buna S by weight.
Number 12 galvanized steel armor wire
provides
a protective
cover for the
insulation.
BUOYANT
MINE CASE, Mn-The
Mine Case, 312, has a qylindrical
center
section with flanged, curved end sections.
It contains a firing dcvicc, R14h1, which

BOXES, M2Bl

AND

MP-CLOSED

2 54

B

DiSTRIBUTION

OPENED

is actuated by impact of a vessel. It is
loaded with from 300 to 500 pounds of
granulated
TNT
depending
on hydrographic conditions.
In the M3 system
the mines may be fired by manual control from shore, in con junction
with
observation
fire, or automatically
when
the mine is struck by a vessel. The mine
will not fire when struck unless the firing
power switch is closed.
CAST-IRON
MINE ANCHORS--Rnchars of 1,000, 2,000, or 3,000 pounds are
supplied,
the size depending
upon the
weight necessary to hold the buoyant
mine case at the proper submergence and
in its proper location under all conditions
of weather, title, and firing of adjacent
mines.

1
:&

UNCLASSIFIED

AND

BOX RELEASE BUOY

OFFICE
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MINE BUOY, WOODEN BLOCK TYPE
-These
buoys are used to mark the
positions of mines during planting operations.
STEEL MARKING
BUOYS-These
buoys are used to mark the position of
the distribution
box and the line of mines
prior to and during planting.

SUBMARINE MINE SYSTEM, M4
(GROUND)
This system differs from the M3 in that
the mine employed rests on the floor of
the ocean and is influence operated. It
is, therefore, spoken of as a ground mine.
The magnetic field of an approaching

BUOYANT MINE CASE, M2, ATTACHED TO A CASTIRON ANCHOR. THIS MiNE CASE IS USED WITH
SUBMARINE MJNE SYSTEM, M3

1 5 JAN U.ARY 19 4 4
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tessd
irltlucvs
a miilule
current in the
Windings
of a coil rod. This current
Uxn
causes a series of relays to operate
*esulting
in the mine control system
sdccting
the mint. Growd
mines ma-y
b c set for fire a.utomatically
when infiring
upon
-fi Ilen red, or for manual
pcceipt
of a signal in the casemate.
Observation
firing may be employed
fX%rn data transmitted
from the shore
stations
to the plotting
room. The
ground
mine will not fire unless the firing
lX3wer
switch is closed.

GROUND
MINE CASES, MI3 AND M3Al
----The
Ground Mine Cases, &I3 and
mESAI,
are similar except for the manner
ilz
which they are reinforced and a provision
on the case, M3A1, for fead or
iron
loading to give additional
weight
rYhcre
hydrographic
conditions so ncccssitate.
Both cases are welded steel containers
designed to hold 3,000 pounds of
granular
TNT. The base of either case is
flstt
to permit resting on the bottom of the
scat.
The firing device, 315, is located in
t;hc
lower part of the case. The booster
charge,
electrically
connected
to the
in the
f% ring
device, is approximately
center
of the mine, close to the bottom.
‘The
loaded case weighs approximately
5,800
pounds.
EMERGENCY

MINE

CONTROL,

M4-

7hc
Emergency Mine Control, M4, is a
compact
and readily portable
unit for
tile
control of 10 groups of buoyant or
ground
mines. It is designed for either
izldcpendent
or parallel operation
with
the
standard
Mine Control,
M-3. For
carrying,
it is broken down into three
c ornponents
: the operating
panel-19”
25!/;” wide, and 20” deep, weighing
high
75 pounds; a power pack-16”
high, 2,5%”
wide,
and 19” deep, weighing 104 pounds;
arid
the power plant- composed of a
generator
rated at 233 I<tivA, 130 volts,
60
cycle AC, driven by a 6.5 hp. single
cyI
in&r, 4-cycle gasoline engine, Signal
corps
type YE-75, weighing 324 pounds.
T_i’hc M4 control may be installed and
ox>eratecl
in submarine mine casematcs,
0r+
L-boats,
mine planters,
or in any
e nl crgcncy
shelter as required
by the
tactical
situation.
‘rwo
power plants are provided
foi
,&h
IO-group control so that plants can
by
serviced without interruption
of mine
Pr0
tection.
i%ny power source capable of supplying
at
least 2% IiT’A of llO-volt,
GO-cycle
&
ectric
power
may
tw used
instead
of the
gs* -0line driven plant where installation
cloes
not require portnbility.

marine mine cable. The use of mcchanical power to rotate the reels cuts to a
minimum
the time and manpower
required, The cable reeler can be used for
all types of cable reeling work such as rereeling, repairing
cable, unreeling
for
figure tights, and measuring cable lengths.
The crew required to reel cable from
one reel to another after setting up the
equipment
is three men instead of the
eight, men needed formerly.
10,000 feet
of cable can be rewound in 2% hours’
operation.
Use of the &II reeler also
tends to eliminate
hand injuries which
arc frcqucnt
when cables are reeled
manually.
The variable
speeds of the machine
allow the operator to select the most
practical
speed to make smooth and
uniform lays.
More cable will be reeled per hour with
steady operation at medium speeds than
with
intermittent
operation
at high
speeds.
The power unit of the portable cable
reeler is a 6.5 hp. single cylinder, 4-cycle,
air-cooled
gasoline engine running
at
2,700 r.p.m. This engine is identical with
the engine used in Power IJnit, PE-75-5,
procured
by the Signal Corps, IJ. S.
Army. The power is taken off by a quadruple “V”
belt driving
an expanding
type clutch.
.$ -2g

The operation of the clutch is accomplished by remote control through the
medium of a vacuum cylinder controlled
by a solenoid that derives its power from
a G-volt battery.
Functioning
of the
solenoid is eflected by a foot pedal. Hand
operation of the clut.ch is provided for in
ease of failure of the vacuum control
system.
Selection of three forward speeds of 4,
8, and 15 r-p-m. and one rcversc speed of
3 r.p.m:
is by an automobile
truck
transmission.
Reduction of output of the transmission to three forward and one reverse
speeds is by a 32 to 1 worm gear speed
reducer.
The battery is kept in fully charged
condition
by a generator connected to
the transmission
drive shaft. Charging
rate is controlled
automatically
by a
voltage regulator.
Reels weighing not more than 6 tons
can be used on this cable reeling machine
by properly connecting the output end
of the driving arm to the driven reel.
The cable reeler is built on a four leg
platform
and can be moved about by
means of a Wzchanical Lift Truck, Submarine Mine Depot, No. 5395.

REFERENCES-
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PORTABLE
CABLE REELER, Ml-‘T’hc
,crrtable
cable reeler is a rnc&;~r~ical
z r2 it dcsigncrl to rwl aud unreel sub-
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ttrrt~kting

\.ivw

\vhilv

p&m3

in

thck mtaattng iw.lrJ ar-rt~JIWN~~ it~surv avt rrr>str+nrrcJvrwt iriwgvs
at &Jf n~tmrrfir~. ‘f’la* r<,t:tttt~rr IhI tJw t-Jr*\.af~~igf)tivllt as)rJ tJw (l<)\t*
+r11 is ftPwllifllfstl4~j try ;t \‘Ct3rw 1twr‘tlrklllsrll \\ ill1 :a Xhl%W,lJf
ririicY= k*r f%JHd Cftml~t~* irr ;rrirrrs&.
At pwwrtt, thrw I(fc* WVI‘Pd *tJl?Ptl;lFrl piamtT;ktII14’tt~ll~a~r)jrt’.%,
Ml rrrtttarn hrwir-rrlly th r wkrrlt” /ml”fu nrscl Ir;ro*l~ttw Irlrl~r ~cwr:rl
App2uxfrm.

'I‘lwy

diflvr

e4 tte 4 y

tf‘t ttptkti

c'hSr;Ll'tc-ristic.~,

irt

ttw

Ytlafksrtp rtf tftrh ret i&, irk ttw r&t~rrtf 0f t tw trtvd 10 t tw r>yt-piwv, PiPrlrfin nlinttr nunttvn fdTtr*t brrg 4mJy t/w ~~fqwrrrmttu~<aItliv
inatmtncY~t.

At
which

tlw
lhc

top

nf

the*

i~~rt~~nwnt

pairamtnir
iw vlc~vntvri

trbwt~~
trr

(9 ntr
rIqrw~~71

&'\.:~tirm
t0

~ivl-

k~vrh
tlw

t,y

tmqp+-r
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PANORAMICTELESCOPES
FORUSEWITH MOBllE ARTIUERY(Continued)
OptiCd

back to 0. An azimuth micrometer covers
100 mils at 1-mil intervals. Open sights
are provided on each telescope.
Retitles and scales of panoramic telescopes are illuminated
by self-contained
instrument lights.

line of sight. Zero graduations
and
&LCcompanying indexes on the elevation knob
and on the rotating
head below are
matched to set the instrument
for a
horizontal line of sight.
The azimuth scale is graduated in lOOmil intervals from 0 to 32 and from 32

Characteristics
Telescope,

Of

Panoramic

M-l

Magnification
Field
Diameter

.3 power

of view
of exit

12”
pupil.

.

Effective

focal

length

of

Effective

focal

length

of eyepiece.

objective.

,

.

12’

0.15”
2.362”
.0.78#

it
distinguishing
point of this telescope
is that the eyepiece slants upward at an
angle of 25”; in other standard panoramic
telescopes, the eyepiece is horizontal.

JVhere Panoramic
Telescope, B/l 1, is
not available,
Elbow Telescope, M62,
and Telescope Bdapter,
hZ9, with a
l-inch filler, can be used as a substitut,e
for the panoramic telescope.

M I2

TELESCOPE MOUNT,
MS-This
mount
supports the Panoramic Telescope, M-1,
on the cradle of the 75 mm pack howitzer.
It is mounted on a socket which is supported on a central pivot. The latter is
aligned to the bore of the weapon. It
automatically
applies to the azimuth and
the angle of elevation any necessary correction for trunnion cant.

Ml2At

This mount completes the sighting
equipment for the 75 mm pack howitzer,
containing
within itself leveling, crossleveling,
angle-of-site,
and elevation
mechanisms.
An elevating knob operates an elevation scale which is graduated in 100-mil
intervals
and an elevation
micrometer
which is graduated in I-mil intervals. The
elevating
knob is attached to a range
drum which is scaled in yards.

Mt2A2

Mt2A3

RETICLE PATTERNS

FOR THE Ml2

SERIES OF PANORAMIC

PANORAMIC

TELESCOPE,

Panoramic
Telescope

Telescope
Mount

lnrtrument
Light

Gun Carriage

Ml

M3Al

Ml3

75

C

mm

Pack

Carriages,
Ml

Ml

6Al

MPO

75

mm

Howitzer
Ml,

TELESCOPES

Ml
status of
Carriage

Additional
on-carriage equipment
for this mat6riel

Standard

None

Standard

Range

M8

Howitzer

Carriages,

Ml

6Al

MPO

75

mm

Howitzer

Carriages,
M3,
Ml

M16Al

M/O

105

Ml6

MI0

105

mm

mm

Carriage,

2 7 6

,

Telescope,

Limited

Range

Quadrant,

Standard

Instrument
Elbow

Howitzer

Standard

M3Al
Howitzer

Light,

Elbow

M3Al

Carriage,
Ml

M2Al

Quadrant,

Instrument

M3A2,

M3A3
Ml

The angle-of-site
mechanism consists
of an angle-of-site level vial and a 600-mil
scale and associated micrometer
scale,
operated by the angle-of-site micrometer
knob.
Telescope Mount,
113 has been reclassified as Limited Standard. All mounts
are to be modified to M3AlC status.

Standard

M3Al

OFFj CE C H 1EF

Light,
Telescope,

Range

Quadrant,

Elbow

Telescope,

Range

Quadrant,

Elbow

Telescope,

M3
Ml

8

M5
M3
Ml

8
M5
MS

M61
M8
M6I

TELESCOPE
MOUNT,
MAlC-This
telescope mount, now standard in place
of the M3, consists of Telescope Mount,
3x3, modified to permit its use at elevations up to 65”. Telescope Mount, M3,
can indicate a maximum
elevation
Of
only 45”.
TELESCOPE MOUNT,
Ml6 -This mount
supports the Panoramic Telescope, Ml,
on the 7.3 mm field howitzer carriage. It
con taius leveling and cross-leveling mechThe gun is laid in elevation by
anisms.
means of the range quadrant, which is
mounted 011 the right side of the carriage.
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TELESCOPE MOUNT,

M3, WITH INSTRUMENT

LIGHT, Ml3

TELESCOPE
MOUNT,
Ml6 has been re&\11mounts
classified as Ih-GLetl Standard.
are to he modified to Nll~L11 status.
TELESCOPE
MOUNT,
Ml6Al
-This
for use on
telescope
n-lou~~t is stsndartl

75 mm howitzer carriages in place of the
MlG. It is an Rllfi
telesc0T~e
mount modified to permit its use at elevations up
to 65”.
Optical
Power.
Field
Diameter

Characteristics
Telescope,
.

of view.
of exit

.

.
. . .

.

of Panoramic
M6

.
. ,

.

.4

.

.

.

pupil

TELESCOPE MOUNT,

PANORAMIC
_
b
Panoramic
Telescope

I
Instrument
Light

M6

focal

length

of objective.

Effective

focal

length

of eyepiece.

.

.

TELESCOPE,

TELESCOPE, Ml

M6

Status of
Carriage

Additional
equipment
matkriel

M9

75 mm
MI916,
MI916M1,

Gun
Carriages,
MlPIbAI,
MI916MIAl

Limited
Standard

Sight,

Mb

M9

75 mm
MI917,

Gun
Carriages
MI917AI

Limited
Standard

Rocking

M6

M9

2.95”
V.M.
Carriage

Limited
Standard

Sight,

Gun

I _.j

.

MI

on-carriage
for this
916

Bar
MI

(L.S.)

Sight

912

(L.S.)

(L.S.)

M6

M9

155 mm
Carriage,

Gun
M3

Substitute
Standard

Quadrant

Sight,

Ml

9I8Al

M6

M9

I55
mm
MI917,
MI918,

Gun
Carriages,
MI917A1,
M1918A1,
MI

Limited
Standard

Quadrant
& MI 918

Sight,
(L.S.)

Ml

918AI

Mb

M9

155 mm
MI918AI

Howitzer

Carriages,

Substitute
Standard

Quadrant

Sight,

MI

918AI

Mb

M9

155 mm Howitzer
,riages
MI 917,
Ml91
7A3

Car918,

Limited
Standard

Quadrant
(L.S.)

Sight,

MI

918

IO”
3.135”

WITH PANORAMIC

Gun Carriuge

.I .66”

Effective

M16,

0.788”

MI

This instrtlment,
ilselP stanclard,
is
used only on certain 1imiLed standard and

M6

M9

substitute
slanclurd
matkriel.
It has a
reticle
with a vert,ical and a horizontal

8” Howitzer
Carriage,.
MI 917,
U.S.

Limited
Standard

Rocking
Type
A

Mb

M9

8&Hi;it;erSCarriage,
. .

Limited
Standard

Rocking
Bar
Type
B (L.S.)

M6

M9

.240 mm
Carriage,

Howitzer
Ml 918A2

Substitute
Standard

Quadrant

Sight,

M6

M9

155 mm
Carriage,

Gun
MI

Standard

Quadrant
Telescope,
Telescope

Sight,
Ml 918
M53Al
Mount,
M40

crossline. The latter is graduatecl in mils
to indicate tleviatiolk+ from tile central
position. An open si.ght on the side of the
rotating
head permits rapid approximate
ztiming.

Motor
2

Bar Sight,
(L.S.)
Sight,
Ml91

8Al
(L.S.)

UNCLASSIFIED
7

Illliiillllillllllllllllilli
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PANORAMICTELESCOPES
FOR USE WtTH MOBttE ARTttlERY (Continued)

TELESCOPE MOUNT,
(WITH SUBSTITUTE STANDARD

PANORAMK

PANORAMIC
Panoramic
Telescope

Telescope

Ml2

Mount

Gun
Carriage

Ml

Ml9

155 mm
Carriage,

8Al

Ml9

Ml8Al

Ml2

TELESCOPES,

Instrument
Light

Ml2

M30

MI2
i M35

Ml2

M25

M34

Ml2

M25

M34

Ml2Al

MPP

Ml9

Ml

MI1

2A2

IA2

MI1

M21

M12A3

Al(S)

Ml

Ml

Standard

75 mm
105 mm
Carriage,

Ml9

Al

Standard

4.5’

Gun

105
i;t,sr

mm

SERIES

Standard

Standard

155 mm
Carriage,

Ml9

Al

Gun
Ml

240 mm Howitzer
Carriage,
Ml,
and
8” Gun
Carriage,
MP

Carriage,

Ml

Ml2

Carriage,

Ml

Howitzer
Ml
Gun
MP

Mount,
Light,

Quadrant
Instrument

Mount,
Light,

Elevation

Quadrant,

Quadrant

Adapter,

Howitzer
MB series

2

78

v

A2

no separalc mount being rcquirccl. Tnstead, there is u T-lug on the telescope
shank which fits into a corrcsponcling T-

Ml
Ml

2
Ml

Ml

shank which is in most cases lowted on
the second item of sighting equipment.

2
Ml
Ml

0

Characteristics
TeIescope,

--I-_

Standard

Elbow
Telescope,
Range
Quadrant,
Telescope
Mount,

Ml 4Al*
M5
MB3

Standard

Range
Quadrant,
Telescope
Mount,
Elbow
Telescope,

M4
M23
Ml 6Al

D*

Range
Quadrant,
Telescope
Mount,
Elbow
Telescope,

M4
M42
Ml 6Al

C*

Standard
M7,

instrllmcnt

Optical

Standard

A3

Howitzer
Carriage,

Quadrant
Instrument

9

or
M45

The m:tin clistinguishing
point of this
is in its mct,hod of mounting,

Status of Other sighting
Carriage
equipment
used
with this materiel

8’ Howitzer
Carriage,

MZlAl

TELESCOPE, M5A5)

(L.S.)

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlillllllllllllllttiltltllllllllltllltllillllll~ttllllttltlttlttllttlllllillllllllU
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Power

.. ..

Field

of view.

Diameter

.

of exit

. .. .
..

. .. ..,
.

pupil..

.

.

of Panoramic
Ml

2

. .. ... .
,

.. . .. .

Effective

focal

length

of obiective

Effective

focal

length

of eyepiece.

.. . . . . ..

.4

. . . . . . . . . . . . 10”
. .. .. .
,

. ..

. . . .

The four standard panoramic

. . .0.165”
.4.004”

. .. ... .I ’

telescopes

of the AI12 series we iderltical csccpt for
the p;Ltterns of the rcticles. In appearance
and optical chrtrlccteristics,
lar to the 346.

they are simi-
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(WITH SUBSTITUTE STANDARD

PANORAMIC

PANORAMIC

TELESCOPE,

TELESCOPE, M5A4)

Ml!! -The

reticle has :t horizontal mcl ;L vcrticttl lint
interscctirrg at right angles. The hr,rizontal line is graduated at 5-mil irrtervals,
indicating 100 mils to the right arrcl to the
left of the center.
PANORAMIC
Ml2A2,
Mi2A3----ln

TELESCOPES,

M92A1,

addition to the CMtral vertical and Imrizorltal crosslinc’s, the
retitles of these telescopes have p:trallcl
horizontal
and vcrticxl
lines bcIow the
central horizontal crosslirrc to irrdica te t hc
elevations for various ranges. The lines
are spaced differently in each of the four
models in order to apply to a specific
weapon and ammunition.
‘I’he number of
the firing table from which the rarlgcelevation data for graduating
the reticle
was taken is engra\.ed at the bottom of
each reticle.
Direct laying of these guns in lath
azimuth and eIevation is therefore possi-

blc with

the irse of the p:rnoramic

sco],c cmcl rrlo~rllt

only.

\~‘ll~wc\‘cy-

telc-

possil,lc,

liow’evw, the pairorumic tc~lcscopc is ~rsd
only for irrdircct laying of the gun in
clircction.
MOUNTS
FOR PANORAMIC
TELE=
SCOPES, Ml2 SERIES---‘l’hcsr~
mourlts ({if-

fcr iri the w\-ny irr \Vhiclr thc*y art’ affisl~cl to
thck gurr cilrrkgc~.
-111 of thcrn Ir;~I~c lc~~clilig, cross-lcvcling,
and ;tzimrrtll-~omI,crrsatirig mccharrisms, arrtl a socket iri t 0
which tlicb panoramic L~~lcs~~p~ is insertetf
and firmly held irr place.
TELESCOPE
MOUNT,
Ml8Ai
- This
mount has a housing which is firmly
txJtcd to the left sicle of Llw carriage. The
mount clots not elcvutc with tlic gurr.
TELESCOPE
MOUNT,
M21--This
morrnt has a bracket which fits over the
left cntdl~~ frurlrriorr, beilrg attxehc~d to tlrcb
cratIle. ‘I’he mourrt t~lcw~cs lvvith the gun.

TELESCOPE
MOUNT,
M21Ai ---This
consists of Telescope IlIorrrrt, 11121, with
a lockirrg clc~ice added to the fore and
aft leveling worms. It is standard for use
on 3 inch matbrie and on the 105 mm
TIowitzcr Carrisgc, M2, and the 105 mm
IIowi tzcr ATotor C‘arriagc, 117.
TELESCOPE
MOUNT,
A422 -“i’his
morult is l~rwkctcc~ to the upper crossnrm ou the gun cracik md is ccwtcrcd on
a pwlorlgutron
ot the left trunnion estending into the actuatirrg
arm of the
mount. It thcrcfore rotates in elevation
with the gun.
TELESCOPE

MOUNT,

M25 -This

mount, with the Pzlrroramic Telescope,
1112, constitutes
the complete sighting
equipmcn t for the 4.5” Gurr Carriage, Ml,
and the 155 mm Howitzer Carriage, Ml.
In additiorr to forming the support for
the panoramic telescope, the mount has

PANORAMIC

TELESCOPES

FUR

USE

WITH

MClBlLh

ARTILLERY

(Continued)

TELESCOPE MOUNT, M41 Al, WITH PANORAMIC
TELESCOPE,
MlZA3,
AND DIRECT SIGHTING TELESCOPE

incorporated
into it mechanisms for laying the weapon in elevation.
Attached to the mount are an actuating
arm bracket and another bracket which
is attached to the gun carriage. Both
brackets are bolted to a third bracket
which is, in turn, bolted to the end of the
left trunnion.
The actuating
arm bracket supports
the pivot for the cross-leveling
mechanism. The actuating arm itself acts as a
pivot for elevating the longitudinal
leveling mechanism.
The elevating mechanism is actuated
by the elevating worm which causes the
body assembly and the rocker to rotate
about the actuating arm. The elevation
scale is graduated at lOO-mil intervals,
from 0 to 1,100 mils with the 0 graduation
indicating normal. An elevation micrometer covers 100 mils at I-mil intervals.

TELESCOPE

MOUNT,

M3O -This

mount, follows the gcncral pattern
of
mounts for the JI 12 series F):tnoramic
tclescq~cs, and since it is ncvcr LISC~ for
laying the gurl in elevation, it is mounted
so that it does not elevate with the gun.
TELESCOPE
MOUNTS,
M4lAl
M41A2 - LIMITED
STANDARD
-

and

‘I’eltscope nhlnt,
11141~11, was formerly
s tan&ml for use on ;3-inch anti tank gws.
It was tle~ig~~tl t0 mom
hth
kt 3r 12,13
panoramic tclcscopc and a straight Telescope, M41. The latter was used for direct
laying in a one-man, one-sight system.
This mount was originally developed by
modifying Telescope llount, 1121, by the
addition of a11 S irlch filler l>iccc and a
new actuating arm which had an extension and bracket on the outer end to support the straight t&scope.

With the standardization
of Trlcscope,
R479C, and Telescope MOUH~, MT>lhl, in
place of Telescope, R14 I, thcrc was no
longer any requircmen t for a panoramic
telescope mount with additional facilities
for the mounting of a straight telescope.
Tclcscope Mount, MilAl,
has therefore
been reduced to limited standard, and the
M21Al is standard. All M4lAI
mounts
are to be made similar to the standard
mount, M21A1, by modification to II44 IA2
status. This requires the removal of the
8 inch filler piece and the straight telescope holder and the addition of a locking device to the fore and aft leveling
worms.
REFEHENCES--OS
Y-16; TM 9-305;
TM g-15-45; TM 9-1548; mu g-1551;
TYi 9-1552; TM Y-1553; TM g-1583;
TM 9-158-4; TR4 9-2005, v.5; TM 9-2674.

LJMCbASSlt-IED
2 8 0
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SPANDAWRANGE

STANDARD

Range

~.

. .75

t
M4.

.

105

M5..

..,.

M8.

.

MlOC

.3

I.11
,105
inch

LIMITED

STANDARD

QUADRANTS

Quadrant

IgAl

M3

Gwn Carriage
mm Howitzer
M3,
M3A1,
mm
MlAl,

Carriages,
M3A2,

Howitzer
M2A2

.75

mm

mm

Howitzer

Gun

Gun

Carriages,

MZAt
M3A3

Carriages,
Carriage,
Carriage,
Ml

AI

,
M2,

M2A3
M3Al
and

M6

A range quadrant
is Ustd for laying :I
gun or howitzer in clcv;ttion, for indirect
fire. It is mounted on the right-hand side
of the carriage so that ttuy movement of
the gun in elevation is imptlrtetl
to the
instrument.
The five
st:dartl
moclcls of range
quttdrants arc essentially the s;tme, having the same gcncral appt‘arar~~e, anal
performing the same frrnclk~ris+
lb&
instrument has a cross-le\velillg mechanism,
arid a range-elevation
mechanism which
contains rtinge und clcv:~ti0n sc;tlus. In
addition, it has an angle-of-site lcvol vid.

An elevation mechanism, which is contained in the elevating-worm
housing,
consists of an elevating-worm
knob itnd
accompanying
mechanism, an elevation
scale graduated into lCWmi1 int,ervals, an
elevation micromctcr covering 100 rriils at
l-mil intervals, and a range drum,

RANGE

QUADRANT,

M3 (ME is similar

except

for change

of range

scales)

The angle-of-site
se&, gduatcd
in
increments of 100 mils, represents u total
of GO0 mils. ‘l’hc normal angle of site is
represented by the graduation
“3.” The
angle-of-site micrometer is grdudccl
into
100 equal spaces, each representing 1 mil.
The centering of the longitutlind
level
vial indicates that the gun has been clcvated to an angle equal to the angles
shown on the scales. The angle-of-site
mechanism
is gesred to the elevation
mechanism, so that the angle of site and
the angle of elevation are mechanically
added together.
Each range drum is scaled for ii specific
weapon and a particular type of ammunition and powder charge. The clrum is
revolved until the index, which moves in
a helical groove, is positioned at the clesired range. At this time the correct
elevation
will he indicated
by the elcvatiori scale ant1 micrometer,
RANGE
QUADRANT,
MS---This
instrument is inserted in 11 socket in the
sight bracket on the right side of the
cradle. The Elbow r~~l~s~ope, 315, is
clamped into a socket in the upper put
of the range quadrant. The range quadrant has a lateral tlcfkction meclxmism for
use with this telescope in direct fire only.

w

RANGE

0 FFI C E C H I EF

%

QUADRANT,

M4
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RANGEQUADRANTSMSAK,

Md, #6, /vi I MloC (Continued)
Illuniir~alion
I’Or the>
l<>VChls1~1111
ritngc’ drunl is pro\-irl(brI 1)~ mc’;ujs of Instrumcut Ligltt, 3118.
S('itlt‘3,

Ihnp
QLldrf1lIt)
113, Il?lS 1,cTn Ix’ducecl in classification to 1,imitecl Standard. iill instruments will be motlificd to
;cI:-Lll(: status.
RANGE QUADRANT,

MSAlC--lhqy

consists of Range
Quadrant, -3I3, modified to permit its use
with the howitzer cIevated up to 65”.

Quadrant,

M3A

1 c:,

RANGE QUADRANT,
M---This
range
quadrant is mounted on a pad on the
right side of the howitzer cratllc. On a
bracket in the upper part of this instrument are mounted the Telescope Mount,
M23, and the Elbow Tclcscope, 33:l&Al.
Three range drums are provided, bearing
range graduatiurls for high-explosive shell
for zones of fire III, V and VII.
A built-in lighting system with power
supplied by four flashlight cells provides
illumination
for the elevation and anglcof-site scales and micrometers, the range
drum, and the levels. The cells are contained in a battery box on the mounting
bracket.
RANGE

QUADRANT,

M5

.

RANGE
QUADRANT,
MS--The
mounting bracket of this instrument
is
supported on an extension of the right
trunnion of the gun and on the guard of
the gun cradle. ‘I’hc Telescope Mount,
R1.23, which supports the Elbow Telescope, RI 13A1, is fastened to an extension
on the upper part of this range quadrant.
Fonr range drums are provided for use
with four (liffcrcnt kinds of ammunition.
This instrument
has a built-in lighting
system similar to that used in the M4.
RANGE QUADRANT,
M-This
range
quadrant is mounted on a support on the
right sitlc of the howitzer cradle. The
$~lbOW

r~CkwOpC,

hI61,

fits

iIlto

a

damp

iI1 the upper part of the range quadrant.
Only one range (hum is provided. It is
graduated ill terms of the semifixed H.E.
Shell, 311, with P.D. Fuze, ;\IAS, for
zone I\‘. This range quadrant makes use
of fnstrumcnt
Light, 3118.
RANGE
QUADRANT,
MloC-This
range quadrani is similar to 11~ R1d and
ItI 5 range qllnclrants, except that it has a
r;irlgc (irum for the 3 inch 1I.E. Shell,
R142, with Fuze, P.1). , 12248, muzzle
velocity 2,800 feet per second, and mounts
by four bolts wit,hout a trunnion
pin
SlIpport.
RANGE QUADRANT,
MlOC AND
TELESCOPE MOUNT, M23

li~~~~~ri~~~~~:s-~r~I g-236; TM 9-15 17;
‘1’11 g-1551; Till g-1552; I’M g-2005,
v. 5.
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ELBOW TELESCOPE, MS

ELBOW TELESCOPE, M14, Ml6, OR M29. THESE MODELS ARE iDENTICA1
EXCEPT FOR DIFFERENCES IN THE RETICLES

T

hesc elbow telescopes are mounted on
the right side of a gun or howitzer c;Lrriage and nre used for laying the gun in
elevcltion in direct fire. They ztre 3-power,
fixed-focus,
prism-erecting
instruments,
with line of sight dways parallel to the
axis of the bore of the gun. There is a 90”
elbow, thus permitting
the ohscrvcr to
f$Lcc the side of the curri;tgc while observing.
Each lclescopc bus a ret irlc
etched with range lines iqqdictablc to llic
Elbow
Telescope
.----_---~
M5

- -..- I-~

-__I-.

M5

. ,

M14,

Mi4Al

M14,

Ml4Al..

Ml6,

Ml6AlD.

.

. ,

.

.

. ,
.

. . .

, _.

_.

.

.

1. .

. .

.None.
MP3.
M23

. . . . . .

, M23.

.

None.

. . .

M5---on

cithcr

Gun
__II

_

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
. .
,

:;;.

.~.~.~.~.~,‘.~.‘.~,‘.‘.‘.~,~,~,

___.--

.
.

. .
.

. . . .

::.::::::.::‘:::::.:‘1;::::;65”

mm

. . . . .

. . . .

. .

. .

. . . . .

. . .

.
.

,.,

,...

mm

.
.

.
.

. .

.‘.‘,‘,..
. . .

&A

Howitzer

.

. .

3”

HowitzerCarriage,M3Ai

Howitzer
.75

. ,105

_--_--

-mm

~~~~~‘~‘~‘~‘~~~~~.~,~,‘.‘.~.‘.‘.~.~

75 AI;
._.,

Carriage

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...75
75

’ I.

.,...__

M42

,....,.
. .

TELESCOPE,

This tcIcscope has no separate mount,
but is clamped into the upper part of the
Range Quadrant, Jf3. The Range Quadrant has an azimuth
worm knob, anti
when large latcrd clcflcctions are being
applied, it may bc used in order to bring
the target, within the field of view.
ELBOW TELESCOPE, AM-This
instrument fits into it damp in the Range
Qudrant,
MS. Th c reticle pattern has a
normal point nc2lr the top and a series of

,.M23...
, ,::.

. . . . . . . . .
. . . .

.
.

.

.

.

. ..None

. .

.

. . . . . . . ..__
. . . . .

. . .

ELBOW

siclc of the vcrticd
axis, the reticle is
etchd with a sclric5 of lolrg and short horizont:Ll linc5, numbed
to rcprcsent range’s
from 400 to 3,000 yarcls. ~1 letter “N”
rcprcscrlts the norm)il line of sight,
Telescope
Mown)
.- - ----ll_--~------

____

.
_.

M29...................
.

.

. . . . ,

Ml&Mi6AlC...
Mb1

_

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I.._.__

ammunition
used. Tclescopcs,
Ml4AI,
34 lGil.IC,
I\Zl(ji~Il>,
L+.II~ iC12(3Al, ~tre
e~h to bc proviclcd with a window for
illumination
of the rcticlc by me:tns of
Instrument
Light,, M3G.

Carriages,
mm

Gun

M3
M2A3

Carriages,

MI,

MIAl,

M2A2

Carriages,

M2,

MBAI,

M2A2

mm

Howitzer

Motor

Anti-tank

Gun

Carriage,

. .

MPAl,

Carriage,

.I05

mm

Howitzer

Carriage,
M6,

M7
Ml

Carriage,

Al
M3

~~~~~~~~~~1~~

,-W&D
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ELBOWTELESCOPES
M5, M14, Ml4A1,
TELESCOPE
MOUNTSM23, M42, M50
(Continued)
interrupted
horizontal
parallel lines denoting elevations for
ranges of from 400 to 2,800 ynrds. These ranges are applicable
to the semifixed, high-explosive
antitank shell, Mti7. The telcscope is used primarily for direct aiming at moving targets.
Ml+ M14Al -The
reticle of this type
telescope is marked with nine range lines, representing ranges of
ELBOW

TELESCOPES,

from 0 to 1,600 yards at 200 yard intervals. The 0 graduation
passes through the optical center of the telcscopc, and the remaining lines arc below the center.
ELBOW
TELESCOPE,
MIX-The
reticle of this type telescope is also graduated for the 105 mm H.E. Shell, RI1 Charge
V at ranges of from 0 to 1,600 yards at 200 yard intervals,
with the 0 graduation
passing through the optical center
of the telescope. All of these telescopes are to be modified to
MlGAlC
or MitiAlD
status.
ELBOW
TELESCOPE,
M16AlC-‘rhis
elbow telescope has a
two-purpose reticle, with graduations arranged according to the
antitank pattern. The range graduations on the right-hand side
of the reticle are applicable to the 105 mm H.E. Shell, Ml, and
those on the left-hand side to the 105 mm IIX., ,4.T. Shell, M67.
ELBOW
TELESCOPE,
M16AlD--‘The
reticle of this telcscope is graduated for the 105 mm H.E., A.T. Shell, MO7. It
can also be used with the H.E. Shell, Ml, Charge VI, which has
approximately
the same railge elevation relation as the MG7
up to about 2,500 yards.
ELBOW TELESCOPES,
M29, MWAi-The
reticle of this type
telescope is graduated for 3 inch A.P. shot, RIG2, as used in the
3 inch Antitank Gun, M5.
TELESCOPE
MOUNT,
MI%--This
mount has a threaded
support which is inserted and secured in the mounting bracket
to
of the range quadrant. The support is thus perpendicular
the bore. The housing, attached to the support, holds a rotating bracket in which the objective arm of the telescope is
fastened, perpendicular
to the housing, and parallel to the
axis of the bore.
By means of an elevating worm, the housing may be rotated on the support in a vertical plane, thus enabling the telescope to be adjusted in elevation with respect to the bore of
the gun. The rotation of the telescope in the rotating bracket
enables the range lines to be made parallel to the horizontal
axis of the bore.
TELESCOPE
MOUNT,
M42 -This
telescope mount replaces
Telescope Mount, M23, for use on the 105 mm Howitzer
Motor Carriage, M7. The USC of this mount makes it possible
to position the telescope between the range quadrant and the
howitzer instead of outside the range quadrant. This change is
necessary in the howitzer motor carriage because, with the
telescope mounted as in the field howitzer, the antiaircraft
machine gun mount interferes with the line of sight.
TELESCOPE
MOUNT,
Mso--This
is the Telescope Mount,
M23, with a modified bracket which enables it to be mounted
directly on the carriage without use of a range quadrant. It was
formerly required on 3 inch antitank guns, but since a new group
including a range quadrant, has been
of sighting equipment,
standardized the M50 will no longer be required.
REFEHENCES-TM

TELESCOPE MOUNT,
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QUADRANT

O.lJADR+NT
MOUNT,
Ml-This
mount is standard
oncarriage equipment for the 155 mm gun and 8” howitzer carriage,
Ml. It provides a support for the gunner’s quadrant which is
used for laying the guns in elevation.
The bracket. of the quadrant mount is firmly attached to the
right-hand trunnion. The leveling feet of the gunner’s quadrant
are placed on the level shoes of the quadrant mount.
The quadrant mount also contains a cross-leveling
mechanism actuated by the cross-level knob which is located at the
bottom of the mount. The cross level is illuminated
by fnstrument Light, Ml2, and power for the latter is secured from a
dry cell which is lodged in a tube below the cross level. The
light is clipped’on to the cross level.

I~EFERENCES-TM

QUADRANT
Gun

Carriage

155 mm Gun Carriage,
M3 (Field Artillery)
155 mm Gun Carriage
M3 (Coast Artillery)
155 mm Gun Carrigge,
Ml 917, Ml 917A1,
Ml918,
Ml918A1,
MP (Field Artiflery)
155 mm Gun Carriages,
Ml 917, Ml 917A1,
Ml 918, Ml 918Al
MS? (Coast Artifleryj
155 mm Howitzer,
Ml91 8Al
155 mm Howitzer
Carriages,
Ml 917,
Ml91 8, Ml 917A3
240 mm Howitzer
Carriage,
Ml 918A4
240 mm Howitzer
Carriage,
Ml 918

9-1553;

TM

9-335; TM

g-2005, v. 5.

SIGHT, M1918Al-STANDARD
Status of
Carriage

Quadrant
Sight
Bracket

Substitute
Standard
Substitute
Standard
Limited
Standard

QF4AI,
D45816
QF4Al
D45816’
QF4Al
D45816’

Limited
Standard

QF4A1,
D45816

Panoramic
Telescope,
MPAl
(mifs)

Substitute
Standard
Limited
Standard

QF301
D743&
QF3CI,
D74340

Panoramic

Telescope,

Mb

Panoramic

Telescope,

Mb

Substitute
Standard
Limited
Standard

QFSAP,
D43840
QFSAP,
D43840

Panoramic

Telescope,

M6

Panoramic

Telescope, M6

Additional
Equipment

Sighting

Panoramic

Telescope,

M6

Panoramic
Telescope
Panoramic

Telescope,
M8
Mount, M6Al
Telescope,
Mb

SIGHT, MI 918Al

QYADRANT
SIGHT, Ml918Av---The
quadrant sight, in conjunction
wrth a panoramic
telescope, is used for aiming a
weapon in direction and for aiming or laying it in elevation and
site. The quadrant
sight is mounted on a quadrant
sight
bracket which is bolted to the left trunnion of the cradle. On
the upper part of the quadrant sight is a sight shank which
supports the panoramic telescope. The latter is secured by a
ratchet. If necessary, a 14” extension is used so that the panoramic telescope clears the shield or other obstacles on the
carriage. The extension is removed during travel or when the
weapon is fired.

This instrument consists of three sighting elements, each operated by means of a worm gear. These include the cross-leveling mechanism, the angle-of-site mechanism, and the elevation
mechanism.
The angle-of-site and elevation mechanisms operate in such
a way that their data are added together. The angle-of-site mechanism has a level, a scale and a micrometer. The scale covers
600 mils at lOO-mil intervals, with 300 representing a zero angle
of site. The micrometer covers 100 mils at 1-mil intervals.
The elevation scale contains two rows of graduations, the outer
covering elevations from 0 to 800 mils and the inner covering
elevations from 800 to 1,160 mils. By means of a throwout
lever, rapid elevation is possible.
QUADRANT
SIGHT BRACKETS-Bracket
QF3C or D74349
is attached to the carriage by a bolt and taper pin. Bracket
AF5A2 or I)43840 has a shank and mounting feet which are
attached to the elevating arm bearing cap of the howitzer carriage and an arm extension which fits onto the auxiliary trunnion of the howitzer carriage. Bracket QF4AI or II45816 is
attached to the gun carriage by three flat-head screws.

REFERENCES-TM

9-330;

TM

9-345;

TM

9-1555;

TM

g-2005, v. 5.
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SIGHTM&-STANDA

T

his instrument
is usc~l for laying the
60 lrJrll mdar,
112. d
th 81 Illnl
,ILorlar, 111, in elevation :m(t :izimuth.
‘I’hc sight is mountccl on the left. side of
the mortztr with the dovctailctl port ion of
its bracket fitting into a yoke on the
mort:tr.
By mcitns of it knob, the clcvation of
the mortar rthq1Grccl for the desired range
is set off on the cle\~ution scale which is
graduatctl from 40” to 90” at 10” inter\-rals.
The clcvation micromctcr covers 10” at
x0 steps.
The dcflcction to tlic left or right is set
off 1x1 the dcflcction mictwmctcr
which
is
+,a
graduated for 150 mils in either direction,
1
at 5-mil inter\&
with the propvr direc-

SIGHT, M4

tion iriclicatcd by the letters L anal It, and
arrows ncilr the intics. \~\‘hcn tlic in&.x is
scbt at 0, it indicates it. nornm:tl setting.
The inrtrument
also contains
crossleveling and longitutlinttl-1r~~eliIlg
mechanisms and m open and a collimating
sight. Tliesc~ sights have vertical reference
lilies. They may bc clcvatcd independently
of the elevation mechanisms to bring the
target into view.
\l’hcn not in use, the sight is removed
from the weapon ;md kept in a Carrying
case, _Ir I-i.
Instrument, Light, X136, proviclcs
illumination for the sight.
Rr~~r~~~1i~~~~:~-T~r9--I535;T~29-2005,
v. 5.

ELBOW
TELESCOPE
M&~-STANDARD
TELESCOPE
MOUNTM%STANDARD

E

1kWW Tclcscopc, 1162, and Tetescope
Moullt, J,15!), comprise the complete
cquipmcnt for laying the 4.2 incll C’hcmical Mortar,
1112, in indirect fire. This
weapon is a standard Chemical 1Varfare
Scrvicc item, but its sighting quipmcnt
has been tlcvclopetl amtl stand:~rdiscd by
the Ortlnance Depurtmrnt.
The teluscopc
mount is a modification
of Sight, >‘I&
which is essentially Sight, M4, with a

TELESCOPE, M62, AND
MOUNT, M59

ELBOW

TELESCOPE

G,-SOO-rnil azimuth circle substituted
for
the 300-mil dcflcction mechanism. Instcatl
of the collimntor mounted on the top of
Sights, ,114 and IU6, ‘I’elc~scopc %/lount,
$159, mounts ati adapt,er into which is
clamped Elbow Tclcscope, 3,162.
Telcscopc 12ount, M59, which consists
csscntially of a supporting bracket asscmbly, an elevation mechanism, a deflection
mechanism, and a telescope holder asscmbly, fits on the upper end of the barrel of
the mortar, thus moving with the mortar
in elevation and traverse. The instrument
is removed from the mortar during firing.
The supporting bracket assembly consists of A supporting bracket, a clamp, and
a holding spring. The supporting bracket
is shaped to fit the outer surface of the
mortar tube, and the clamp fits the inner
surface. The holding spring connects the
two parts and permits the clamp to bc
pulled outwarcl for inserting and removing
the mount, yet to hold the rnourl~,
firmly
in place in all positions of the mortar
tube.
The elevating mechanism permits the
weapon to be laid in elevation from +GOO
to + 1,100 mils. The clcvation scaIc, :Lttached to the supporting
bracket,
is
graduated at 1OO-mil intervals and the
micrometer,
Iocatecl on the elevation
worm, covers 100 mils. It is graduated at
1:mil interv&
and numbered at IO-mil
intervals. -lttached to the elevation gear
housing are a cross level and au elevation
level. The elevation
level is used for
determining when the gun is elevated to
the amount indicated on the elevation
scale and micrometer.

Deflections
are set off by turning a
micromctcr
located on the deflection
worm.
This serves to rotate the upper
part of the t&scope mount, thus causing
the line of sight of Elbow Telescope, M62,
to bc moved
to the left or right of normal
positioil. The micrometer is graduated at
1-mil iritcrvals and riumbercd at IO-rniI
intervals.
One complete
turn of the
micrometer causes the azimuth index to
rcgistcr lOO-mils deflection in the same
direction on the azimuth scale, The scale
covers 6,400 mils at 100-mil intervals.
It is numbered at 200-mil intervals from
0 to 32 and from 0 to 32 again. A throwout mechanism disengages the deflection
worm from its mating gear to permit
rapid movement in azimuth to an approximate setting.
Elbow Telescope, M62, is a 3-power,
fixed-focus instrument
with a field of
view of 12’ 12’ and a reticle pattern
consisting of a horizontal and a vertical
crossline. Tt is supported on the mount
so that it moves in azimuth only with the
rotating part of the telescope mount and
with the gun. 11II independent movement
in the vertical plane between -300 mils
and +300 mils is permitted to keep the
aiming point within the field of view.
Lifter the deflection is set in, the mortar is
traversed
until the crosshairs of the
reticle arc on the aiming point.
-411 open sight
is located beside the
tr+Wopc.

REFERENCES-Notes
Frankfort1
T47.

Arsenal,

on lHat&iel FCDD - 40 - Sight,
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TS FORANTITANK
GUNS

IR

A

sighting cquipmcnt
by which 11i(>
cluickly in direct fire 1)-y one mall.
This inclutlcs :I tclcsrope, moui~ted so thitt the liilc of sight
may bts m;ltIe I>itralIcl to the bore of tllc gu11. Lost of’ these
instrumcn1.s arc mounted so that they move w-it11 the gun in
ntitulk

wc:LpoI1

Telescope
M6

gllns

rct~nirc

m1y

iw :tilnvtl

Magnifim
cation
Li%Tpe
0

ckva t ioIl ;trltl t reverse. For some W’C‘;L~NJILS,
such a telescope
;t11(1mount comprise the complete sighting equipment.
Other
g1tns :tw provicletl with xlditiod
equipment
for two-man
laying iI1 direct or inrtirect fire.

li$ment

Status of Telescope
and Mount

R~dwof

Weapon

Ml9

IX

11”

None

Standard

37 mm Antitank
Gun Carriages, M4 and M4A1

M69C

M63

3x

10” 27’

M33

Standard

57 mm Gun Carriages,
MlA3
and MP

Ml8

M24 or
M24Al

lx

IO” 52’

None

Limited

M79C

h&IA1
M61

3x

‘IO” 27’

M33

Standard except
M61 --Substitute

or

*Additional
Sighting Equipment:
Panoramic
Telescope, Ml 2A3 (5) or M5A6
(SS); Telescope Mount, MP1 Al; Instrument
Ml9 or MS, all mounted on lelt side of gun; Elbow Telescope, M29Al;
Telescope Mount,
M23; Instrument Lrght, M36;
Quadrant,
MlUC;
all mounted on right side ol gun.

TELESCOPE,
Ma,
AND
MOUNT,
M19-STANDARD-‘l’his

TELESCOPE
telc-

scope has a rcticlc elchecl with ~lols,
lines, ant1 a circle used as reference poirlts
with different
ranges and leads. ‘l’hc
reticle is illuminatctl
by a flashlight-type
lamp which is couuocted to two st:tnclard
flashlight ~11s in the tool case, The exit
pupil has a diameter of 0.6 inch and the
eye distance is 4.384 inches.
The mount is assembled to the left sicle
of the top carriage behiud anti slightly
above the cradle trunnions. It is in the
form of a hinged bracket,
which constantly assumes the shape of a parallelogram, thus keeping t,hc telescope parallel
to the bore of the gun.
TELESCOPE,
M69C, AND
TELESCOPE
M63-STANDARD-‘&kwopc,

MOUNT,

Standard

5&, ZF
Telescope
Standard

Mount,

Gun Carand M6*

bracket

(fastened to the gun carriage by
and
bolts},
mounting
rings
for holding the telescope, boresighting
adjustment
mechanisms,
a clamp for
holding
the instrument
light, and an
open sight.
Two mounting rings serve to support
the telescope firmly. The rear ring is split
and hinged to facilitate
installation
and
removal of the telescope, and is itself
movable both horizontally
and vertically
for collimating
the telescope with the
bore.
hlil-graduated
scales and micrometers, each with matching indexes,
are located to the left of and below the
rear ring. Th ese are used for making
approximate
measurements
when boresighting. When alinement is completed,
the telescope is locked in position. On the
mounting rings is an open sight, consisting
studs

TELESCOPE MOUNT,

g&&-y

3 inch Antitank
riages, Ml Al

Carriage,

Light,
Range

mw,
is a straight,
lens-erecting
tcleSCOp2. 13ccause ot’ its shnpc, it is often
or “potato
rcferrcd to as a “dumb-bell”
has
rn:~shcr“ telcscopc. The instrument
red, amber, arid neutral filters, and is
fitted with a reticle dcsigncd according to
the standard antitank pattern, and graduated for the 57 mm Gun, All, firiiig the
A.P.C. NBC>projectile at a muzzle velocity
of 2,700 feet per second. The reticle is
illuminated
by Instrument
T‘ight, M33,
consisting of a battery cask which fits into
a spring clamp on the telescope mount,
and a reticle lamp at.tached to the case
by a cord. The reticle lamp assembly fits
onto the body of the telescope. In addition to two dry cells, the battery case
contains a rheostat for controlling
the
amount of illumination.
Telescope Mount, MG3, consists of a

TELESCOPE, M6, AND TELESCOPE MOUNT,

Gun

M63

TELESCOPE, M69C

Ml9

C HI E I:
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DIRECT-SIGHTING
TELESCOPES
AND MOUNTSFOR ANTITANK GUNS (Continued)
of a V-notch on the rear ring and a post
on the front ring.

‘Ih raitgc scale is gr:ktfu:~tccl :in(l 11urnbt~rctl at ?‘ (t tic set tiltg for l)orcsigllting),

TELESCOPE,
M18,
MOUNTS,
M24 AND

ant1 thcrcaftcr
up
lOO-yard intcr\~nls.

300,

AND

TELESCOPE

M24Al--This

tck-

scope and mount were formerly standard
equipment with all 57 mm guns, but have
been reduced to limited standard wit 11
the standardization
of Telescope, JZGSC,
and Telescope Mount, M63. This limitotl
standard sighting equipment
will continue to be supplied for the 57 mm Gun
Carriage, MlA2.
This weapon is used
chiefly by Brilish troops who prefer the
older type of sighting equipment.
Tclcscopc, &118, a straight t&scope of
simple construct ion, is a 1-power
fixeclfocus instrument.
The reticle pattern
consists of a horizontal
and a vertical
crossline, with a dcflcction scale along the
horizontal line. The deflection scale measures a total deflection of 1>4” to the
right and lyz” to the left, graduated at
vz” intervals. h carrying case, with sunshade and protective
end caps, is provided for this telescope.
The telescope is set in elevation by
means of the elevation mechanism on
the mount. The telescope and mount
move with the gun in traverse and in
elevation.
In addition,
an independent
movement of the telescope in elevation
allows the instrument
to be set for the
proper range by means of the elevation
mechanism of the telescope mount, Then
the gun is elevated and traversed until the
crosslines of the telescope reticle or the
horizontal line and the applicable deflection line are on the target.

700,

900.

1,100,

arId

1,300

yarcls,

to 2,500 yards

at

TELESCOPE,
M79C, AND
TELESCOPE
MOUNTS,
M61 AND M6lAl-‘l’clcscope,
hIiSC
is a 3-power instrument
with a

TELESCOPE,

M18,

AND

TELESCOPE

MOUNT,

M24

reticle of the stanclurcl antitank p:tt,tern
graduated for the 3 inch Gun, h’I5, firing
tile .1L’C Projectile, ,ll(iZ, muzzIe velocity
2,600 I’cct per s~cot~d, in accordance with
Firing Table FT 3--K-2. C’ -2. The instrument has an .1bb6 mirror-erecting
system
which rtbsults ii] rc’tlucing ils hgth
below
that of a comparable straight tclcscope
and produces a characteristic
offset. The
significant
featureof this type of telescope
is its large 1‘I exit pupil and ils long 6”
eye distance which greatly improve the
to track a moving target.
gullner’s ability
The trtlescopc~ has a protective rubber eyeshield. A sighting vane is mounted on the
top of the instrument
for aiding the
gunner in alining the telescope on the
target. The reticle of Telescope, NL79CZ,is
illumirlatetl
by Instrument
Light, M33,
which is clamped to the mounting bracket
of the telescope mount.
TELESCOPE
MOUNT,
TUTE STANDARD-‘l’his

Mm-SUBSTI-

consists of a
mounting
bracket and an adapter assembly. The mounting bracket is bolted
at the left-hand side of the gun carriage
so that telescope and mount move with
the gun in elevation and traverse. The
adapter assembly consists of a body which
holds the telescope, and a longitudinal
shaft about which the body rotates to
level the telescope. At one end of the
shaft is a spherical collar which is held in
the mounting bracket by a lateral springheld adjustment mechanism. At the other
end of the shaft is a “T” or “hitching
post” which is held in the bracket by a
hinge clamp mechanism. The latter mechanism, of which the throw is from left to
right, serves to secure the hitching post
against turning.
The telescope mount
has knobs for moving the telescope up and
down
and to the left and right for making
horcsighting adjusLments. JIil-graduated
scales and matching indexes, as well as
micrometers
on each of the knobs, are
used in making
measurements
when
boresigh Lhg.

TELESCOPE MOUNT,
MD-‘l%is
consists of a bracket assembly, cradle, telescope holder, elevation eccentric, elevation quadrant segment, rear open sight
assembly, and shutter assembly.
The bracket assembly is attached to
the elevating gear of the gun which is
itself fastened to the left trunnion of the
gun cradle. The cradle of the mount,
pivoted so that it may move in elevation,
forms a support for the tclcscopc holder.
By loosening the adjusting screws which
hold the telescope holder on the cradle,
the telescope may be moved for boreoriented, the
sighting.
W;l’hen properly
screws are tightened to hold the telescope
firmly in place.
Movement of the cradle in elevation is
controlled by the elevation eccentric, or
range lever, which is attached to the
elevation quadrant assembly. The latter
supports the range scale which is graduated and numbered at 0, 300, 500, 700,
and 900 yards. Zero is the setting for
boresighting.
The rear open sight ltssembly consists
of a rectangular
open sight with horizontal and vertical
crosswires and an
index. It, is attached to the cradle of the
mount and moves with it in elevation and

2 8 6 6

500,

TELESCOPE

MOUNT,

M61Al-STAND-

ARD-This

is identical
to Telescope
Xount,
1161, except that direction of
throw of the hinge clamp is from right
to left instead ot’ from left to right. This
arrangement
makes the hinge clamplocking wing nut more accessible to the
gunner and facilitates
the seating and
removal of the tclcscope.
b~El~~~NCES-rr~~
g- 303; ‘r&x 9-1578;
TJL
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INSTRUMENT

LIGHT,

T

hese are self-contained
instrument
lights, with power supplied by dry-cell
batteries. They are mounted on weapons
not connected to a main source of power
and are used to illuminate scales, indexes,
r&i&s,
and Ievel vials of fire-control instruments.
The various models are similarly
constructed
and operated.
The
models vary in order to meet the lighting
requirements
of the particular
instruments with which they are used.
An instrument light consists of a case
for holding
the dry cells, clamps for
mounting
the light, a control switch, and
one or more lamps. In some models light
is conducted through plastic tubes from a
lamp to retitles or scales. Finger lamps,
which the operator may direct on various
parts of the instrument, are also provided
with certain instrument lights.

Ml2

INSTRUMENT

Instrument
Light

Instrument

Ml2

Quadrant

Mount,

Ml3

Panoramic
Telescope

Telescope,
Ml
Mount,
M3

Panoramic
Telescope

Telescope,
Ml 2
Mount,
Ml 8Al ! ’ * ” ’
Telescope,
M5A5
... .
Mount,
M25
1

Ml6

Panoramic
Telescope
Ml8

Range

Ml9

Range Quadrant,
Telescope Mount,

Quadrant,

Panoramic
Telescope

M3..
Ml
Ml

Gun Carriage
. . , 155 mm Gun-8”

.,..... ..
.... ..

tiowitzer

I - . 75 mm Pack Howitzer

Carriage,

Carriage,

Ml

Ml

>
. . . 155 mm Gun Carriage,
. . . 4.5”

.........
5Al(’

\

Gun -155

Ml

mm Howitzer

-, . 75 mm Howitzer

Carriage,

. . . 75 mm Gun Carriages,

*. ’ ’ .

. . . 8” Howitzer

Panoramic
Telescope

Telescope,
Ml 2
Mount,
Ml 8At > * ’ * ’ ’ ’
Telescope,
Ml IA3
Mount, MPI Al
i ’ ’
Telescope,
Ml IA2
Mount, M21 Al
1 ’ .

Panoramic
Telescope

Telescope,
Ml PA1
,,.
Mount,
MPP
>

. . . 75 mm Gun Carriage,

-Panoramic
Telescope

Telescope,
Ml
Mount, M16

Panoramic
Telescope

MPO

Ml.

LIGHT, Ml3

.

Carriage,

Ml

M3Al

MP,

MPAl,

MPA2

Ml

3” Gun Carriage,

Ml Al,

105 mm Howitzer

Carriage,

I
. .75 mm Howitzer
(’ ’ * * * ’ ’ . . -

Carriage,

M6
M2

MIA3

Carriage,

M3Al

.

INSTRUMENT

LIGHT,

~16

INSTRUMENT

LIGHT,

M20
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T

he Compass, M2, is used for obtaining
angle-of-site, and azimuth
clinometer,
readings. It is designed for use as a reconnaissance instrument
for the Field
Artillery,
The apparatus is contained in a compact case and is protected
by a glass
window which keeps dust, wind, and moisture from the interior of the instrument
and protects the internal part, On the inside of the hinged cover is a mirror with a
black line engraved across the center. A
small oval window in the mirror coincides
with a hole in the cover. When the cover
is fully opened, an escutcheon pin serves
to place the cover assembly in line with
the instrument
case.
Hinged front and rear sights are attached to cover and case. These may be
opened out when in use. Levels are provided for USCwhen the base is held either
horizontally
or vertically.
The angle-of-site
mechanism is actuated by a lever which is clamped to the
index by means of an adapter which protrudes through the base of the instrument.

Any movement
of the lever moves the
index along the angle-of-site
scale. The
latter is engraved on the base of the
compass.
In the center of the magnetic needle
is a jewel housing pivoted on a needle
point which is attached to an adapter in
the center of the base. The points of the

compass are engraved on the base with
the E and W reversed so that courses
may be read directly from the face of the
compass. When the cover is closed, the
magnetic needle is automatically
lifted
from its pivot and held firmly against the
glass window of the compass.
Contained on a movable rim is the azimuth scale which is divided into 320
equally spaced graduations,
each representing 20 mils. The graduations
are
numbered
at 200-mil intervals
from 0
to 6,200 mils. By loosening the azimuth
scale adjuster, the scale may be rotated
approximately
1,800 mils. Teeth cut in
the under side of the scale engage with
the pin teeth of the adjuster, thus affixing
the scale firmly on each position.
The leather Carrying Case, M19, is designed to hold the closed compass when
not in use. The case may be suspended
from the user’s belt by means of a leather
loop.

REFERENCES-TM 9-l 596 ; TM 9-2596.

AIMINGCIRCLE
MI-STANDARD

T

his instrument
is designed principally
for measuring angles in azimuth, but
small angles of elevation
may also be
measured by it, and simple survey work
carried out. The instrument
is equipped
with the Tripod, M5, Instrument
Light,
M2, and Carrying Case, M6Al.
The aiming circle proper includes a 4power telescope pivoted above a compass
box. Leveling devices insure accurate laying of the telescope on the horizontal. The
instrument
may be elevated
and depressed about 85 mils above and below
the horizontal,
and it may bc rotated
through a complete circle either slowly by
turning of the azimuth worm knob or
rapidly by use of a throwout device.
The reticle of the telescope is engraved
with a horizontal
and a vertical
line.
Along each line is a mil scale, marked at
5-mil intervals, measuring 85 mils at each
side of Lhe central point. This scale provides the only means for measuring vertical angles and it is also used for determining small horizontal angles.
In general the azimuths are measured
on the azimuth scale which measures a
complete circle in 100-mil intervals, with
every even hundred mils marked from 0
to 64. An additional
scale is graduated
from 0 to 32 with 0 at the 32 mark on the
main scale. It is used in reciprocal laying
of guns which have panoramic telescopes
graduated
in two 3,200-mil scales. Still
another scale is the upper or plateau scale
which measures a quadrant divided into
t I&l/al AP~trrrn

200-mil spaces. It is used only in conjunction with the French collimator sight,
M1901.
On this scale, each space is divided into two sections, one plain, the
other cross-hatched. At each quadrant on
the main scale, there is an index for the
plateau scale. On the worm knob are two
micrometers, the azimuth micrometer and
the plateau azimuth
micrometer.
Each
micrometer
measures 100 mils at I-mil
intervals. When using the plateau scale,
the plateau azimuth micrometer
is used
when the index points into a cross-hatched
space. If not, the regular azimuth micrometer is used.
The compass is used in orienting the
zero point on the azimuth scale to magnetic north. It may also be used in finding
the declination
of arbitrary
grid lines
from magnetic
compass directions.
In
such cases the 0 is often oriented to the
Y grid line.

AIMING

CIRCLE,

REFERENCES-FJI 630:
OS 9-19;
TM 9-305; TM g-1530; TJ4 g-2005, v. 3;
TM g-2005, v. 5.

Ml

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TELESCOPE
Field of view.
.. ... ......,.
. . . .lO”
Power.
. ,
I4
1 :‘.‘.‘.‘.‘.‘.‘.‘.‘.‘.‘.‘.b:i5k’in.
Diameter
of exit’&iii:

MATiRlEL

WITH

All 75 mm field artillery
guns
:y,,~u~Ho$tzers,
MPAl
and MP
dl!

155 r(rm howitzers

WHICH

Aperture
Effective

AIMING

of objective.
. . . . . . . . . . .0.625 in.
focal length of obiective..
.3.125 ins.

CIRCLE,

Ml,

IS USED

155 mm Guns, Ml and Ml Al
All 8” howitzers
All 240 mm howitzers
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Powet...........~....,.........*,,*............~..........~.....10X
J%ld of View. . . . . . . . . . ..__............,.I...............~.*......
4” 10’
Diamefer of Exit Pupil.. . . . ~ . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . ..0.13”
of Objective..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.78”
ckmr Aperture
Effective Focal Length of Obiective
. , . , , , . , . +. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,fl.55”

A battery commander’s
telescope is a
binocular observing instrument
equipped
with mechanisms for the mcasurcmcnt
of
horizontal angles and angles of site. It is
used with practically
all field artillery
weapons. It is chiefly designed for spotting
and observing the effect of fire, but it is
often used for position and range finding
as well. The instrument consists of a telescope, a mount, and a tripod.
BATTERY
COMMANDER’S
TELESCOPE, M1915Al -The
telescope proper
is made up of two prismatic telescopes of
the same optical characteristics.
The telescopes are mounted on a common pivot by
which they can be moved to a horizontal
or a vertical
position. When the telescopes arc vertical, the objective prisms
are about 12 inches above the eyepieces,
Thus, concealment
of the observer is
facilitated.
When in horizontal
position,
the telescopes are spread outward so that
the objective prisms are about 10 times
as far apart as the eyepieces. This brings
the objects viewed into strong stereoscopic relief. When so used it is possible
t.o judge comparative
distances of very
distant objects.
Interpupillary
distancescan be adjusted,
and a diopter scale on each eyepiece provides for independent
focusing of each
telescope. Sunshades for the objective
lenses and ray filters for the eyepieces are
provided.
The telescope for the right eye has a
reticle marked with horizontal
and vertical lines. These lines are chiefly used in
measuring
lateral and vertical deflection
of &ots. A reticle-adjusting
telescope ring
provides a means for rotating the reticle
yo that the lines remain horizontal
and
vertical, no matter what the position of
the telescopes. By means of an InstruMl,
the reticle may be
ment Light,
illuminated.
The angle-of-sight
mechanism is connected with the right telescope. It consists of a worm and wheel mechanism, a
scale and micrometer,
and a level vial.
YI&lfll

a~@rclcn

5A1

M65
10x
6”
.177”
1.77”
10.75”

By means of this mechanism, elevation
or depression of the target can be measured through 300 mils in either direction.
The mount contains a lower vertical
spindle by which the mount is fastened
in the tripod and an upper vertical spindle
which holds the telescope on the mount.
A circular level vial indicates the level
position of the instrument.
The mechanisms for moving the telescope in azimuth through a complete circle and the
scales and micrometers
by which the
azimuth is measured in l-mil intervals are
also contained in t.he mount. There is also
an orienting
mechanism
by which the
instrument
may be moved in azimuth
without
changing the readings on the
scale and micrometer.
The tripod, Type G, consists of three
extensible legs which are hinged to the
tripod head so that they may be opened
out and clamped at any desired angle.
The head is bored to hold the lower vertical spindle. A key in the tripod head is
used for locating or positioning the mount.
Provision has also been made for the
use of this telescope while the observer is
lying in a prone position. For such use.
Tripod,
MlO, and Telescope Adapter,
M12, are used. The adapter is a cylindrical
casting which is screwed into the head of
the tripod. The upper part of the adapter
is in the form of a collar with a split projection which is drilled and stamped to
receive the clamping screw. Attached to
the outer end of the clamping screw is the
lever by which the collar is released or
tightened.
Two leather carrying
cases
are provided for this instrument
when used on
Tripod, Type G. One holds the telescope
and certain
auxiliary
equipment.
The
other is used for the tripod and the mount.
A special wooden carrying
case is providcd for the telescope, the Tripod, BZIO,
the telescope mount, and the telescope
adapter.
BATTERY
COMMANDER’S
TELESCOPE, M65--This
telescope consists of

BATTERY COMMANDER’S

BATTERY COMMANDER’S

TELESCOPE, Ml91

5A1

TELESCOPE, M65

the Telescope, M65, the Tripod, M17, and
the Telescope Mount, h’I48. The instrument, generally like the M1915A1, has a
fixed vertical telescope which cannot be
extended horizontally.
The optical system
has a greater field of view than the
M1915A1, and minor changes have been
made in the mechanisms of the t.elescope
and mount to insure more accurate readings and to facilitate
the operation.
Instrument
Light, M28, is a standard
component of this telescope.
To adapt Battery Commander’s
scope, M65, for use with Tripod,
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instrument
p:ind iamp. The light has 21
metal hood UIICI red and grccu fittws.
Jlodificti with
clamp to fit s~]~l;trc’aiming post, this lighl I5 llwig!x!tc~l
Sl L3. :ml
is standarc for iwrra
with
th
s(t!r:irc
ClwmicaI
Ser\-ic*r~ :I itiling ])os1.
ilfld

i1

AIMING
IlOt
mrr>-ing

illY*

if

tfc.~igticvl
str;!p
is

AlMING

tOr

tri!!ls~)Or~,

il

rivc>tctl to C’iLC’I!post.

POST, Ml&---.‘l’his

i4 f”tJr 11% b-it I! (i() tI!II!

\YilrfilrC'

I);!Ck

POST, Ml, WITH CASE

;iirTlirlg

:lIlcl 8 1 Illill

I)ost

lll(~r~!lrS.

In<1 is :! (~orn~)ii!;!tioli ;!iir!ing posI
:tncl :!ii(I:!(I<$. (‘otist r!ic*tcBrlof st(~C~I,.\imillg
1'04, ItI 10, is 24.7:’ iwhc3 iotig anrt of tltcb
tliilill~~t~~~
:iS .\iriiitig
i’<Wt, 11 I. .I

‘IIriS

AIMING
POSTS, M4, Mb, M7, M8 AND
M9 -- ‘i’l!(~ :!luminu~t! j!ost pi, 31 1 :!t!tl ;\I(;,

iklol~g with tl!cx 315, w~~r(~:!(lo~ftc~i in i!G!I
:is st a~irlartl c~cj!ii~!r!!(*!it l’or N I mm tllorst.bc.titrl! (If 1111’ Stilk(’
iS Ctllt it\\ily
itIlt I
tars. IIrrc to tiic* Ac)rt;ig~* of ;!Irirr!iri!tti!,
pivrbt(vl
lrp :I tdt.
so th:!t
it i!!;~y
1~
it was clecicl(~cl 110t to rn:t!~r~f:tdr~rc~ t tic% I)chit ic!!wcl at right ;ti!glcs to t hck l)ost, t 0
illU1llil!llIl!
lbOSt.S, hut tct ;~tfoltt ;IS s111).4ti- S(‘T\‘C iI5 ill1 :ilict:l(l(~. .I mil SCiiiC.’011 tit<
llltc
htaricl;tr(l
1voo111’!1 ilitt!iI!~
[!(t\ts
Of
alirtwll~~ is tiwtl iii rwttiiig clcfiwtious. ‘1‘11~
Simililr climcrisioris it!l(l t’llilr:Lt’tc,riStic~S. j!ost i.- s!tpportcbtl in hxrtf grour!(l by il
‘I’hc Ji 5 h:rs wwllt iy IICW ~lwlarc~l
rc~pl;~~c~;tl~l~~
mcbtaI sl)ik(a. :I rc~t~l;~c~~~~lr~
CilI)
cd,solctt* t,cr:t11w it wts nc~\-u n!;!ri!iI!rc\‘cbiits (liltI!~l~~ t 0 the pivotcat part.
facturctl itnd this tyj~ of list is hcbitlg
AIMING
POST, Ml!&--‘l‘his
aiming post
supplat!tctl t!y tl~ SI 10. In atltlitior!, tl!c
is st:t~!dartl with the 4.2 iI!ch (‘hcmical
~VOO(it?ll:lirr!inp I’OStS, Jl7, >I8 itlltl >I!1
YIIortr-lr, 2111 I:id(t .\rtillwy
awl sclfll;fVe bee!! r~~ctassificcl
timitctl st;lIltlr~lYl,
])ropcllcYl i!rtillory ~YcapOns of 4.5 inches
since the !iluminum aiXlliIlg lmsts arc IIou
;!I!(1 ik.ciu(d t(l t hC iif!Cl z!l)cb\,c. arlcl with the 155 mm gun ii1
IZy mcicns of this
fichl. Aiming Post, 31-t ;IMI its wooclt~!! scaco;~st instillti~tioils.
post it is possibtc to compcns;ltc~ for the
courltcrpart,
the 319, ;trf’ ICi il!cl!cs lolig
m~ct are use!1 \vliyti the niortar
is cilrrictl
l;!tc~r;!t dis~~i;~ccnicrit of the sight from the
cc9tc.r of rotatiorl of ttic gun. It, consists
by pack. ‘l‘lwy art’ job! tc(1 for wll\*cnicrw
in pack transport . .iirning I’OStS, 315 ikrl(l of tt!c 11 I ;!ilt!ir!g I!ost to \vhi& is weIdctl
\VlIiCll iiiClS iri
11’7, were 24 i~~chc~s!ali, ailci ttt~signeti ;11l f’l~l]>liL(‘itl~
ptilcilIg ttlt: post and prcvcuts tiic wind
for use ulltlrr ;i~iy cou(lit ion of I r;iul;port,
frcjm ttlrtiiitg
the pwl wl~ri ~~!~)htcc~t,
,~imillg
l’(JStS,
SIG wrrct SIX. arcs (i fret
-1lSO Sll~J~)fied is :1 str:C!l CiYJSSlIilr 26 inches
high. Since tlio lut ter Iwo tyJ>cs of I,ost
Sitlll(’

iiS

to

hC

I~~~itl~lfit~t~I~~~~I

I>rilCk(‘t

CITl-

1ottg,

This

,I6 i!!vIi
thick
ittlrl 2v7s inches Wide.
is fastcncbcl to the) Aruing post by

Irtc’t\Ils of ztnothcr bracket. ‘1%~ crossbar
is I)i!itltc‘d I)l:lr*k. it11(1 is marked with
(~v(~111yS~NLC’C~I
white gwmctric
figuras.
‘l’\Vo ]M!StSilIY' sul)ltlic~tl with VitCll WC’~lpO11,
( ‘orrcrt ior!s for sight clis$acr*mctlt
are
ni:~(lt~ l)y siglitir!g oii lhr i(l(~ntic!~l tigurcs
oii t 11th two (~IWSSbitbi which arc iii liw.
LIGHTING
EQUJPMENT-St~~rlc~ur(~
for
IISC \vith .\iming Posts Al-C, Illi, 117, 318,

)I!), ilt!(l AI 10 !trC’ lnslrumcnt I,ight, 2137,
!tilcl :\iming Post, I,igllt., 3141. ‘I’hc instrun!cnl tight consists of a batttcry citsc which
is at t!cchc<l to ouv of the t+otl legs of the
mortar; it sitiglc Cclt, 144 volt battery; a
c()lii~~li~t(~I~light, ~k~(t tt tlitn(l light, both
;~tt :tcll~(t to t tl(: l);Ltt.cry <:iksc hy flexible
ci~l)lcs; and a rhcostrtt for controlling the
illumination
of the collimator. The rheostat is built i!!to the battery case.
Th
Aiming
Pout Light,
M41, is
clanipctl to the top of the aiming post and
is :L single unit, consisting of a flashlight
bat tcbry case, it hooded light bulb, and a
switch. llctl and green filters are provicle(t+ :Iirning
Post. Light,
n/114, is
limited stuntlard for use with mortars.
R ICI’ E:It E h’ c 11:
s - 1‘ kl
O-2005, v. 5.
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GUNNER’S
QUADRANT
Ml-STANDARD
arc sulq!tic*(i with a
\vliic*h is LIsc~(1 for
clcvatio!!
or for
iayiilg the
checkirlg on thr clcvatior! CJf a wca],‘m
xhich has ticcn laid by other means.
This il!strumcl!t
c+o!!sists of a frame
mounting ;I11 ~~l~\~i!tit!~ ;ltT, SCi!lctl 011OllC’
sitle for elc\*rttions fron! (1 to 800 tnils at!tl
on the other frolr! 800 to I ,CiOOniils. .I
quadr!!nt arm, l)ivo2cstl :it OI!C cbi!tl of t hc
frame, may 1x3rr!o\~c.tl !Ilor!g t 111:r+a\.:iting
;krc lint{ Wt Otl tilt’ elcvxt ior! SC’i!lCilt ittly
of the* lo-n!il tfiVisir)ns. ‘l‘i!~ l~*\.(*l holder
and a micrometer drum
att;LchcYf to
the quadrant arm. ‘I’hc micronrtbtcr clrurn
is used for scbtting the i!!strumci!t
at
closer intervals, 85 small as 2 mils.
lllls iltl(l

G

gt!Il!l~r’,s

i!owitzcrs

t{!li!(1r~lilt
\veapon
iii

ilrC

B

pgti”6’y;‘i

l~‘lwn tlt(* ~lt~i~(lri~nt SCAN has hen set
at tt!c prc)l!vr :~nglc, the instrumcr!t
is
l)lilct*tl (III the clt~:L(trant se:Lt of the gun.
If the sratt ir!g is n!ore than $00 mits, the
Ic~veli!!g feet 011 the sitlc of the frame
containing the scuic are used. Otherwise
the Ic*\Vcblii!gfct:t on the sirlc Ix~rl)c’rlclicul:rr
to that iiW uswf. ‘l’tic gun is the!! clevatcd
or clqxchsctl unt it the level bubble is
ccn tc:rvcI,
‘l‘l!(~ g!l!tr!(*r’s cl!I;itlrant. h:ts no crossicx*clirig clc*viccn.‘I‘hcrc~forc, Ilic* tritnnions
of ti!c tratllcb must be lcv~l before the
ct~vi~tinl~ OF tlkr. ~UII ~a11 IW chcckctl
correctly from this instr!!rncnt.
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BRACKETFUZESETTERS
Ml916,M~~~~A~---~~TED STANDARID
HAND FUZESETTER
hi191 ~&~~~IITED STANDARD
FUZESETTERS
Ml!& Ml7 LIMITEDSTANDARD--M%!,M23 STANDARD

FUZE SETTER, M17,

SHOWING

SCALES

fuzesetterisamechanicaldeviceforsetting a time fuze so that the projectile
will detonate at a definite time after being
fired
or at a definite distance from the
muzzle of the gun.
This instrument,
contains
two rings
which are sloped to fit the contour of the
f uze. One ring, known as the range or
worm ring, is used for setting the range.
It carries a scale graduated in yards. The
second ring, called the corrector scale, is
usecl for setting in corrections
in the
xleight at which the projectile is to burst.
cXhese are usually scaled from 0 to GO
with 30 representing
normal. ISach fuze
setter has rings scaled to correspond to
she fuze, ammunition
and weapon with
+vhich it is used. Some models may be
tlsed interchangeably
with different ammunition,
fuzes or mat&el,
by merely
substituting
a different range ring.
A

-

UNCLRSWED
,..

..

$2 . . l,,,l...,,,.lll.

BRACKET

A fuze setter is operated by turning the
range ring by means of a worm mechanism
until
the index is opposite the desired
range. if a correction is necessary, the
corrector scale is likewise turned until the
proper correction is opposite
the index.
Otherwise the corrector scale is set at
normal, These settings serve to position a
stop and a notch in the fuze setter in
angular relation corresponding to the desired setting. When the fuze is inserted in
the faze setter it can be rot,ated until the
stop in the fuze setter encounters
a
fixed pin on the fuze body. During the
rota,t,ion the movable time-train
ring of
the fuze is revolved so that the final
sctting of the fuze corresponds to that on the
fuze setter scales.
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BRACKET
FUZE SETTER, M1916-This
fuze setter is used with 75 mm guns,
M1897, Ml916
and modifications,
and
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FUZE SETTER, M1916A2

M1917.

It operates upon the reguIar
ammunition
for these weapons, as
equipped with the 21-second combination
fuze, Ml907.
It is mounted
on the
anchor, 1613, which is carried on the fuze
setter anchor rod of the caisson. The
range ring, with a scale graduated from 0
to 6,600 yards, is operated by turning a
crank on the side of the instrument. The
corrector scale is set by turning a knurled
knob. A canvas cover is provided
to
protect the fuze setter when not in use.

service

BRACKET

FUZE

SETTER,

M1916A2-

This is the M19lti fuze setter as modified
for use with drill cartridges with the 75
mm howitzer carriages, ;\12Al, M3 and
M3Al. It differs from the X191 G in the
range scale, which is graduated from 0 to
5,GOO yards, and in the mount. The
;11191&12 is mounted
on
the anchor,
J..%l415-3-5.The latter is placed on the
ground instead of on the caisson.
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GRAPHICAL
FIRINGTABLES

GRAPHiCAL

GRAPHICAL

A

graphical firing table is a device by
means of which corrected firing data
for
a particular
weapon and charge of
ammunition
can be determined
quickly
without
lengthy calculations.
It can be
used in numerous ways to obtain required
information.
One of its advantages is that
when
corrections are ascertained, further
corrections
due to changes in meteorological
message or other conditions and
factors
can be determined
with little
dZiculty.
Once a correction
has been
oWained
and set in on the graphical firing
table,
corrected
data can be read as
easily
as can uncorrected
data from an
ordinary
firing table. Two types of graphical
firing tables have been adopted for
use. ‘I’he 12-inch tables are standard, and
tkle IS-inch tables are suhstitute standard.
le-INCH

GRAPHICAL

FIRING

TABLES

----Each
of these tables is constructed for
use with a particular weapon and consists
of from one to three rules and two indicators,
all of which arc supplied in a canvas
carrying
case, M57, which is treated to
be
water- and fungus-proof.
The rule is
11%
inches long, 2 inches wide, and x
inch
thick and contains on each side a
range
scale (plotted logarithmically,
as
are
the other scales) and a scale giving
the
deflection shift in rnils necessary to
mcive
the center of the sheaf 100 yards at
e~ch range. There is also a mark for converting
range readings from yards to
meters.
On each side of the rule are two
S.63ditional sets of scales, each set contsini-g
data for a different powder charge
Snd
specific ammunition+
If the rule is
dc signed t 0 determine tiring data, for low
a~glc
fire, the scales are elelation,
“c”
in elevation
for 100 yards
(change
,--.bange
in range), “f”-fork
(change in
elevation
necessary to move the center

UNCbASSlFlED

FIRING

FIRING

TABLE, M4

TABLE, M4,

REVERSE SIDE

of impact four probable errors), drift, and
fuze setting or time of flight. For high
angle fire, the remaining
scales include:
elevation, drift, time of flight and IO m SI
(change in quadrant elevation for a lomil change in site). The transparent indicator, which slides over the rule slightly
above the surface of the rule, is 2$/z
inches wide and each of its two faces is
0.04 inch thick. At the center of each
face is a hair line to serve as an index.
Each face is slightly frosted to permit its
being marked with pencil. Furnished with
each table is a card 1 lv2 inches by 2
inches made of a transparent
plastic
material
Printed on this card arc jump
and shift and deviation
corrections,
tables for use in the conduct of observed
fire.
l&INCH

GRAPHICAL

FIRING

TABLES

-The
1%inch graphical firing tables are
Mannheim-type
slide rules. Each table
consists of a stock, a ballistic
slide, a
mathematical
or transit
slide, and an
indicator. The stock is uniformly marked
for the lorlg range or the short range
graphical firing table. The slide contains
the individual
data for a particular
guu
with various charges. The indicator is a
transparent
window which may be slid
along the rule without
disturbing
the
relative position of stock and slide. It has
a vertical line which serves as an index.
Carrying Case, RI23, holds a stock and
three slides.
On the front of the stock just above
the slide is a range scale, plotted logarithmically.
The long range tables contaiu
ranges from 10,000 yards to 26,000 yards
and the short range tables are graduated
from 1,000 yards to 15,000 yards.
Along the upper edge of the stock is a
scale giving the deflection shift in mils
A

necessary to move the center of the sheaf
100 yards at each range. Between this
scale and the range scale is a scale giving
the amount for each range by which a
loo-yard sheaf must be opened to form a
2OO-yard sheaf. It also indicates
the
increment to add to the site in time fire
to secure the correct height of burst.
On the front of the stock below the
slide are two more scales. On one of the
scales may be read the “IX” or range
correction
for each 1,000 yards. The
second scale is used with a special mathematical or transit slide in making arithmetical and trigonometrical
calculations.
The back of the stock contains
a
deviation table, or a shift table, a wind
component table, and a weather effects
table. Short range tables contain a shift
table. Jvhile long range tables have a
deviation
table. The wind component
tables are identical on each short range
rule and vary on each long range table.
The weather effects tables differ in each
short range rule and the weather effects
table of each long range rule is identical
to that of the corresponding
short range
rule.
Some older models of graphical firing
tables contained
only a shift table, a
deviation table, and a chart to be filled
in by the user of the table. This chart was
designed to show at a glance the most
suitable charge to use for a gi\reu range
and various pertinent data for each charge.
Each ballistic slide has scales for four
charges. There are two scales on each
side of the slide. To eliminate all chance
of confusion and to insure that the scale
to be used is placed against the fixed
range scale, the slide is marked so that
the scale not being used on each side of
the slide is turned end-over-end. When it

GRAPHICALFlRING TABLES(Continued)
is desired to use the second scale, the
1 a-INCH
GRAPHICAL
FIRING
slide is removed from the stock and
SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD
replaced in an inverted position.
z;iaRghical
The scale for each charge contains four
lines as follows: elevations in mils; the
Table
Weupon
change in elevation to the nearest mil;
....................
M4 .....
... 105 mm Howitzer,
MI to M2A2
for a loo-yard
change in range; drift,;
and time of flight or fuze setting. For
.. ,105 mm Howitzer,
Ml91 7, Ml91 8, and modifications
M5
ammunition
which is not time fuzed this
,155 mm Gun, GPF .....................................
M6 .........
line of the scale gives time of flight in
.....................................
.......
M7
.155mmGun,Ml
seconds. For time-fuzed ammunition,
the
fuze setting in seconds is shown instead.
....................................
8
inch
Howitzer,
Ml
...
M8
This figure differs only slightly from time
........
,240 mm Howitzer,
Ml .................................
M9.
of flight.
A mathematical
slide is provided with
....
Ml0
.75 mm howitzers (pack and field). .......................
each short range table. This has no con.....
Ml2..
..I5 5 mm Howitzer,
Ml ..................................
nection with the ballistic functions of the
......................................
.4.5 inch Gun, MI
table, but is used with the second scale Ml3 ........
on the lower part of the stock in solving
...................................
Ml5..
......
..I5 5 mm Gun,GPF
A similar slide, graduvarious problems.
.....................................
......
..I5 5 mm Gun, Ml
Ml6
ated in degrees and minutes instead of in
....................
mils, and' 'designated Slide, 3111, is also
Ml 7 .........
.8 inch Howitzer
(Schneider).
supplied for use with the 2%inch graphi,240 mm Howitzer,
Ml ...................................
Ml9 .........
cal firing table. It is often referred to as
.......
M20
4.5 inch Gun, Ml ......................................
a transit slide.
REFERENCES-FM 6-40; TN1 9-526.
M22..
. . . . .8 inch Gun, Ml
_. . . . . . . . , . . . . . . , , . . . . .

12-INCH
Graphical
Firing Table
M23

M24

Number
Rules

Shell

Weapon

. . . .75

..

mm Howitzer,

. . . . . . . Ml

.. ., ...

mm Howitzer.

.. ......,

. ..

. . .

.M48...

.. . ...

.. .....

....

. .

.. ..

. . . . .I..

..

(data

not available)

(data

not available)

.M65..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

.

.

.

.

.,

1.

.

.

.I 55 mm howitzer.

....

,

.M107...

.

... .(data

M30

... .(data

M31

............

M32

M33,.

M34.

. (data

not available)

not available).

.. .75 mm tank gun ..............
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PLOTTINGBOARD

T

his instrument, formerly known as the Flash Ranging Plotting
[Board 1515, is used for locating hostile batteries by plotting
the azimuth of the flashes or smoke from enemy guns as reported
from
two or more observation posts. The center of impact of
friendly
fire may also be determined.
The board consists essentially of a rotating
circular table
mounted
on a circular base supported by four braced legs. A
grid
is engraved on one side of a disk fastened to the table. The
disk
can be reversed and special grids or maps drawn on the
clear
side, Around the edge of the table is an azimuth scale
graduated
at IO-mil intervals. A drafting machine is fastened
to
the edge of t,he base by means of a bracket. Attached to the
toy
of the bracket is a vernier graduated at $$-mil intervals to
Provide
for the reading and setting of the azimuth to the nearest
Yz mil. Also contained within the bracket is a braking mechanism
which
keeps the table from rotating while the plot,ting is being
done.
A straightedge, with graduations corresponding to the markings of the grid, is attached to the drafting machine. For orientation,
the straightedge is made to coincide with the north-south
grid
line. IThen the grid has been properly oriented, the locations
af
the observation stations are plotted in the proper positions.
I’Ile
straightedge may be moved across the board only parallel
to
its original position. When the azimuth of a flash is reported

PLOTTING

BOARD

M5

from an observation
station, the board is rotated until that
azimuth is indicated by the scale and vernier. Iliith the board
set in that, position, the straightedge
is moved to touch the
station location, and a line is drtLGn along the straightedge
from the station. The location of the flash or burst is represented
by the intersection point of the lines from all the observation
posts.
REFEMZNCES-2’11

9.1569, TJI

g-2683.

SOUND RANGINGPLOTTING
BOARDMl-STANDARD
his board is used for locating the approximate
position of
enemy fire by plotting
certain data derived from the differences
in the t,ime when the sound of gunfire reaches ezch of
several
microphone stations situated at uniform distances along
either
a straight line or an arc. By plotting data relating to the
sounds
of bursts, this instrument
can also be used for adjustments
of fire of gun and howitzer batteries.
The functioning
of this instrument is based on the fact that,
if
the time is known when a sound is heard at three known
locations,
a circle can be drawn with its center at the point of
origin
of the sound. Since constructing this circle is impractical,
the
principle
of the hyperbola is used instead. Y’hese curves
represent
all points located so that the difference of the distance
from
two stations is constant. The point of intersection
of all
hyperbolae
marks the approximate
location of the point of
origin
of the sound.
For further simplification
hyperbolae arc not actually drawn.
Instead,
two straight lines, called asymptotes,
arc associated
with
the hyperbolae.
They intersect at the midpoint
of the
straight
line joining the two foci and become tangent to the
byperbolae
at infinity. By means of an asymptote
correction
chart,
values secured from the use of asymptotes are expressed
in
terms of the corresponding hypcrbolae.
This instrument
consists basically of a frame supported on
four
legs. Two carriages are provided,
one for straight-base
stations,
and the other for curved-base
stations. When the
board
is in use, a grid is drawn on the plotting surface or on a
piece
of vellum. A straight or curved-base platen, with holes
representing
the location of the midpoints
of each pair of
-Gcrophone
stations, is affixed to the rear of the frame.
In order to set the plunger in the locating mechanism in the
holes
representing
the midpoints
of the successive stations,
the
straight-base
carriage is moved across the frame on rollers
snd
the curved-base carriage is rotated about a spindle mounted
irx the frame.
A straightedge, graduated from 1,000 to 20,000 yards at 50-yard
to a scale of 1:200,000, is known as the asymptote
rsnge
arm. It is pivoted at, the rear of the frame and rides in an
Src-shaped
rail which has four time-difference
scales graduated

SOUND

RANGING

PLOTTING

BOARD

Ml

WITH CURVED BASE

intervals
-~ -

IlNC\-ASSIFIED

SOUND
A

RANGING

PLOTTING

BOARD

Ml

WITH STRAIGHT

BASE

SOUND RANGING PLOTTINGBOARD Ml

(Continued)

in hundredths of a second and one graduated in degrees attached
to it. With the locating mechanism properly set, the asymptote
for each pair of microphone stations is drawn with the index of
the asymptote
range arm set at the difference between the
time of hearing of the sound at the two stations, along the
proper time-difference
scale. The difference is given as plus
when the time is greater for the second of two microphone
stations. Otherwise it is minus.

The intersection
of the asymptotes
indicates the plotted
position of the sound source. When asymptote, wind, and temperature corrections are applied to this plot, the correct location
of the battery or burst can be ascertained.
AUXILIARY
rector Ml.

INSTRUMENTS -Sound

Ranging

Wind

Cor-

REFERENCES-TM 9-1569; TM Q-2005, vol. 5; TM 9-2684.

SOUNDRANGINGWINDCORRECTOR
Ml-STANDARD

T

SOUND

RANGING

WIND

CORRECTOR

Ml

his instrument is used with the Sound
Ranging Plotting Board Ml, to determine the changes in time differences due
to the direction and velocity of the wind.
It gives the time-difference
corrections
in both value and sign, with plus and
minus having the same significance as on
the Sound Ranging Plotting Board.
The components of the instrument consist of a circular rotating correction disk
surrounded by an inner and an outer
azimuth scale. Pivoted at the center of
the disk is the wind arm which is scaled
according to wind velocity, with a different scale for each sub-base length.
‘The correction
disk is marked with
time corrections graduated to .005 second,
every .OlO second graduation being numbered, The proper sign is indicated in

each quadrant. The inner azimuth scale
is used for marking the azimuths of the
microphone stations as directed from the
second station to the first, by means of
sub-base markers. The outer scale indicates the wind azimuth, with the wind
arm used as a marker. An index on the
correction
disk is placed opposite the
index of the proper sub-base marker.
With the wind arm marking the wind
azimuth, the sub-base markers indicating
the azimuths of the sub-base, and the
correction disk index pointing to the index
of the sub-base marker, the wind correction for that sub-base will be found
opposite the wind velocity on the wind
arm.
REFERENCES-TM 9-1569 ; TM 92005, vol. 5; TM 9-2684.

PLOTTING
BOARDMlO-STANDARD

P

lotting Board Ml0 is used with heavy
infantry
weapons
in det.ermining
quickly the azimuth and range from gun
to target when the azimuths and ranges
from observer to target and from observer
to gun are known.
The board consists of a translucent
plastic
disk eight inches in diameter

PLOTTING
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BOARD

Ml0

’

pivoted at the center to a flat base of
water-repellent
material. The base is of
essentially the same size and shape as the
disk, except that half of it is squared
off to furnish a grip for the left hand. In
addition,
there are short extensions on
the movable disks, projecting
over the
circular edge of the base, to aid in pivoting the movable disk. The disk is prepared
so that it candeceive pencil marks. The
periphery of the disk is graduated in a
clockwise direction
at lo-mil intervals
from zero to 6,400. On the left half of the
disk are additional
scales, one reading
counterclockwise
from zero to 3,200,
marked in red, and the other clockwise
with 0 at the 3,200 graduation and 3,200
at the 6,400 graduation, marked in black.
The first additional scale is for use with
machine guns, and the second with infantry artillery.
Along one diameter of the base is a red
index line with an arrow at one end close
to the edge. Ucyond the arrow is a vernier
scale covering
10 mils of azimuth
at
l-mil intervals, permitting
closer reading
of azimuths than by the main azimuth
scale alone. The index line is marked off
into one-fifth of an inch graduations,

~11~~~~~~~1~~~~
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each representing a, distance of 100 yards.
Parallel to this line is a supplementary
double value scale for use in situations
involving longer ranges. The zero point,
at the center of the board, represents the
observation point.
For convenience in using this plotting
board for finding vertical angles of site,
plus and minus signs are placed on the
right and left sides respectively
of the
zero line of the movable disk.
Perpendicular
to the index line are
other graduations, half as far apart, representing 50-yard intervals. These graduations are joined by perpendicular
and
parallel lines to form a grid.
The operator plots in turn the position
of gun and target, with respect to the
observing station, by rotating the disk
until the proper azimuth is opposite the
index and then marking the range from
the observing station along the index line.
The disk is rotated until the two plotted
points are parallel to the index line. Then
the azimuth from gun to target can be
read opposite the index, and the range
from gun to target can be determined by
counting the number of squares between
the two points.
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TELESCOP
TELESCOPE
MOUNTS

TELESCOPE, M3 I

1

hese straight
telescopes, mounted on
the side of a barbette carriage, are used
in direct fire for aiming the gun, laying it
jin azimuth, and making lateral adjustments of fire. The telescopes are similar,
but vary in size and power. Each telescope
has crosswires or a clover-leaf design for
centering
the target. A protective cover is
provided
for the objective end.
The mounts are in the form of a cradle
supported
on a bracket which is attached
to a trunnion bearing of the carriage. The
mounts
support the telescopes so that
they can be moved vertically
in order to
keep the target sighted. The telescopes

UNCkASSlFlED
7

Status of
Carriages

Te,escope
M31

Mount
M35

4” Barbette

Carriage,

Ml

Standard

M31

M35

8” Barbette

Carriage,

Ml

Standard

Ml9lP,
M31

3”

Ml91 4 3,,
I

Ml9fPM1,

Barbette

3”

Carriages

12”

Barbette

Carriage,

Ml91

M35

16”

Barbette

Carriage,

M4

Ml918

16” Barbette Carriages
Ml919,
Ml919M1,
MP,

move horizontally
as the weapons are
traversed. The mounts also contain the
mechanisms for limited horizontal motion
in both directions in order that deflections
may be set in. The deflection scales, scaled
in degrees, and the micrometer
in hun-

7

Standard
Standard
Limited

Standard

M3

dredths of a degree, are located on the
mounts.
All these mounts have open sights.
Illumination
of the crosswires, micrometer and index is provided from the main
power source on the mount.

TELESCOPE, ~1912
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TELESCOPES
Ml 912,M31
TELESCOPE
MOUNTS M1912M1,
M1918,M35
(Continued)

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
T&;;ype,
Power..

. . . . . . . . . , . .15

Field of view..
Diameter

. . . , , . .3”90’

of exit pupil.

.3”

T&scope,
8
8” 45’
.976”

TELESCOPE,
M1912, is approximately
25.75” long; it has a clover leaf pattern
on the reticle.

TELESCOPE, M31, is about 16” long and
the reticle pattern consists of a horizontal
and a vertical crosswire. The telescope is
provided. with amber and neutral filters.
TELESCOPE

MOUNTS,

M1912M1,

Ml918

-These mounts follow the general pattern
of mounts for direct-sighting
seacoast telescopes, differing from each other only in
minor details. The MlS12Ml
allows a
total deflection of 12”, with the normal
setting marked by the 6” graduation. The
Ml918 permits 20” deflection, with the
10” setting representing the normal.
TELESCOPE MOUNT,
Ma%--T h i s r e sembles the earlier mounts and is designed
to replace the corresponding elements of
Mounts, M1912Ml
and M1918. A total
deflection movement of 20’ is possible,
with IO” as the normal set.ting.
TELESCOPE MOUNT,

M35,

_---

----_

K
10

REFERENCE-TM 9-2005, V. 5.

WITH BRACKET

---_

I/I 1
lL _~.-
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HEVATIONQUAD
-ST
QUADRANT
ADAPTER IrMlO--STANDARD

7

he Elevation
Quadrant, Ml, is used
for laying various weapons in elcvation. It -is standard on-carriage equipment for 8” railway mounts and certain
barbctte
carriages. With the Quadrant
Adapter,
X3, it is used on the 155 mm
Gun Carriage, Ml. Its only application
ozltside
the realm of seacoast artillery is
on the 240 mm Howitzer Carriage, Ml,
and the 8” Gun Carriage, M2.
The elevation
quadrant
is a metal
casting
containing an elevating mechanism,
a cross-leveling mechanism, and a
lighting
system. Tt is pivoted to a mounting bracket by which it is attached to the
right
gun trunnion.
Elevations
are indicated on an elevation
scale which is graduated in lOO-mil
increments
from a depression angle of 200
mils
to an elevation of 1,200 mils. The
elevation
micrometer is graduated in lrzzil increments. A longitudinal
level indicates when the actual eIevation of the gun
is the same as that shown on scale and
micrometer.
The cross-leveling mechanism is actuated
by means of a cross-leveling knob.
‘The
centering of a cross-level bubble indicates
a level position.
The levels, scales, and indexes on the
quadrant
may be lighted electrically
by
Iamps
which are controlled by a toggle
switch
on the right underside of the
quadrant
body. Electric power is drawn
From
the main power source on the gun
m aunt.
The Elevation Quadrant, 311, is standard
on-carriage equipment for the following
railway and seacoast matirriel:
8” Gun Railway
155 mm Gun

-4dapter,

Mount, MlAl
Carriage,
M1

(S.)
(with

ELEVATION

QUADRA

NT, MI

Quadrant

M8) (S.)

8” Gun Railway Mount, Ml (L.S.)
8” Ihrbcttc
Carriage, Ml IL.S.)
8” Hsrbette
carriages, M1918, M1918Ml
16” Hnrhettc Carriages, M1919, M1919Ml
16” Rarbette Carriage, Rf2 (L.S.)
16” Ihrbctte
Carriage, AI3 (L.S.)

(LS.)
(L.S.)

QUADRANT
ADAPTER,
M8-This
is a
device
which is used to enable the Elenatrr>n Quadrant, 311, to be mount4
on the
155 mm Gun Carriage, 321, when used as
sx, seacoast weapon.
QUADRANT
ADAPTER,
AW-This
is
hrackct which serves as a support fol
g1 evation Quadrant, >Il, when used on
j-be
240 mm IIowitzcr
Carriage, 1x1, or
-t;$~e 8” Gun Carriage, 1112.

gy>r

g-2005, v. 5.

QUADRANT

ADAPTER,

M8
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P,INORAMIC
TELESCOPE
M&-STANDARD
11IESCOPE
MOUNTS
M20,M&-STANDARD

T

he Panoramic Telescope, >18, standard
for use with certain sebcoast guns, is
generally similar to the panoramic telescopes used with field artillery. Its main
differences are that it has greater power,
is much larger, and its scales are graduated in degrees rather than mils.
Instead of the dove-reflecting
prisms
usually used in panoramic telescopes, there
are a 90” rotating-head
prism and two
erecting prisms in the lower horizontal leg
of the telescope. This telescope contains
an amber and a neutral filter. There are
also a diopter mechanism and scale for
adjusting the eyepiece. The reticle pattern consists of a horizontal and a vertical
crossline intersecting at right angles at the
center of the reticle.

NORAMIC TELESCOPE, M8, ON
TELESCOPE MOUNT, M20

TELESCOPE MOUNT,

PC nerumic
T4 krcope

Telescope
Mount

MI
MI
MI

MPO
MPO

Ml

M6Al

M43

M43
(Substitute

Standard)

The elevation indicators consist of a
scale and a micromctcr, both actuated by
the elevation knob. The only marking on
the scale and micrometer is an index which
matches with another index on the head
to indicate normal elevation. Stop rings
in the elevating-worm
knob limit the range
of elevation and depression.
The azimuth scale is graduated from
0’ to 360” in 10” intervals. Another distinguishing point of this instrument is the
fact that there are two large micrometer
knobs, each covering 10” of azimuth, graduated at intervals of .05’ and numbered
at intervals of .5”. The micrometer on the
left side of the scale is used for case III
pointing and that on the right side is used
for case II pointing. The former is numbered from 0 to 9 with 0 as normal, and
the latter from 5 to 14 with 10 as normal.
A correction scale is etched on the worm
shoe opposite the left micrometer.
It is
graduated at .05’ intervals and allows as
much as lo correction on each side of
normal.

When used on the 155 mm gun carriage, the telescope is slightly modified
to permit the setting of the azimuth index at 0 when the telescope is mounted
with the eyepiece at an angle of 45” with
the axis of the bore. The M8 telescopes
already in service are being modified in
the field.
TELESCOPE MOUNT,Mrro-Thismount
is secured to the left trunnion of the gun
and the left side of the top carriage. It
contains leveling, cross-leveling, and azimuth-compensating
mechanisms.
TELESCOPE MOUNT,
M43---This
is a
modification
of the Telescope Mount,
JrIl8A1,
which mounts the Panoramic
Telescope, 3112, on the 155 mm Gun Caruse. When
riage, ,1/Il, for field artillery
the 155 mm gun is used as a coast defense
weapon, the Mount, M18A1, is given a
new socket to accommodate
the Panoramic Telescope, >lS.

ILLUMINATION-Electric
power to illuminate the scales, levels, and retjcle of
the telescope and mount is drawn from
the main power source on the fixed gun
mount and controlled by a switch on the
upper part of the support. Self-contained
instrument lights are under development
for use on the 155 mm gun carriage.
REFERENCES-TM
9-1582; TM9-1674;
TM g-2005, v. 5; TM 9-2684.

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF PANORAMIC TELESCOPE, MS
Power....................................6
Field of view.. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .6”40’
Diameter of exit pupif. . . . . . . . .
. .0.40”
Effective focal length of objective.
, . .7.58”
Effective focal length of eyepiece.
.
1263’

Gun Carriage

Status of
Carriage

Additional
Equipment

8” Gun Railway
Mount, Ml Al
8” Gun Railway
Mount, Ml
155 mm Gun Carriage,
Ml

Standard
Limited Standard
Standard

155 mm Gun Carriage,

Substitute

Elevation
Elevation
Elevation
Quadrant
Quadrant

M3

Standard

Quadrant,
Ml
Quadrant,
Ml
Quadrant,
Ml
Adapter,
M8
Sight, Ml 918A’i
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-STANDARD

e

plotting board is a small-scale rcpreLty sentation
of the field of fire. On it
be plotted the present and predicted
urse of a moving target.
The board is generally sector shaped.
w center of the circle, known as the
*ecting point, represents the location of
2 directing gun. The gun arm, scaled to
licatc
distances from the directing
int, pivots about the directing point.
9 metal plate, known as the station
bte, has its center at the directing point,
L this plate, properly located as to disIce and direction from the directing
int, are placed sleeves representing the
rious stations. Pivoted on two of these
eves are the two station arms which
: scaled with ranges from the respective
:tions. At the end of each station arm
Gvotcd a coupler equal in length to the
llcd distance of that station from the
aecting point. Each coupler is attached
an index box which rides in a groove
lng the arc-shaped edge of the board to
Iicate on the azimuth circle the azi10~ of the target from the observation
.tion. The use of the couplers and index
scs enables the azimuth circle, with its
lter at the directing point, to bc utilized
show the correct azimuths from other
lters.
With the correct azimuths indicated
the index boscs, the location of the
:get can be located at the intersection
mt of the two scaled edges of the stan arms. The range and azimuth from
: gun arc determined by setting the gun
ns so that it passes through the point.
By plotting
the position of the target
regular intervals
its course can be
,pped out, and its regular rate of travel
lcrtained. Then, by means of the pretion scale and the set forivard rule, the
lge and azimuth of the target
at the
le when the projectile will strike are
;ermined.
Plotting boards are used with all types
fixccl coast artilIery cannon. The four
ndard models are all operated in the
ne manner, but diflcr in certain details.
ch board of the 313 and 11-2 classes is
for a particular
battery
and
*ies in certain details.

PLOTTING

BOARD,

PLOTTING
BOARD,
Ah-This
board
provides for continuous plotting through
a field of from 200” to 260”. There is a
plotting radius of 5824 inches, with scales
of 400, 500 or GO0yards to the inch. The
arms arc graduated from 2,000 to 35,000
yards.
The M3 is equipped with optical as
well as mechanical station arms. An optical station arm is used to represent any
station at a great distance from the dircctij)g pint,
It is usccl to avoid the use of
very long and unwieldy
couplew. An
azimuth indicator takes the place of the
index box. It is installed at the junction
of the base line and the azimuth circle on
the station side of the directing point.
The indicator is connected mechanically
with a mirror. \Vhen the dials of the intlicator are set at the &sired azimuth, the
mirror is positioned accordingly.
5110, is placed
The Elbow Tclescopc,
near the end of the optical station arm.

Ml91 5

The station arm is correctly positioned
when a vertical black line in the telescope
reticle appears in the mirror to be superimposed upon the reflected image of a
broad white line on a strip in front of the
objective km.
When a station is located in front of
the directing point, a special optical arm
and a special elbow telescope,, the MlOAl,
are used.
PLOTTING
BOARD,
M-This
is like
the X3 except in size. It is designed for
longer ranges, having a plotting radius of
67% inches scaled at 800 yards per inch
arlcl arms graduated
from 4,000 to 54,000
yards.

Auxiliary
Prediction
Set Forward

Equipment
Scale, Ml
Rule, Type

j
B.

REFERENCES-FM h-15; TM
TM

9-2005, v. 5 ; TM

g-1570;

9-2681.

;igned

BOARD,
Ml9l5--This
trd represents a 110’ arc, but 360” of
muth can be cov~cd due to the fact
it thcrc are four sets of azimuth scales
ng the azimuth circle, each rcprcsenla different quadrant. Crlln and station
ns arc gracluatccl to 20,500 yards.

‘LOTtlNG

BOARD,
M1918--This
is
511915 as adapted for use with newer,
gcr-range cannons. It can represent a
g0 of 30,000 yard

%OTTlNG
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PLOTTING
AND RELOCATING
BOARDS--CL
STANDARD

CLOKE

A

plotting
and relocating
board is a
plotting board modified for use with
mobile coast artillery. On the board, the
target is represented as a fixed point and
the positions of observation stations and
guns in relation to the target change after
each observation, The board can be used in
either one- or two-station position finding.
These boards have two arms, known as
the plotting arm and the relocating arm.
They are pivoted around the point which
represents the target. By the irlsertion of
interchangeable
scales in lhcse arms, the
board may accommodate
long or short
ranges. Since both arrns rotate around the
same center, no couplers or index boxes
are needed. At the outer end of each arm
is a vernier for accurate setting of the azimuth. Along the azimuth circle is a slot
into which may be fitted the azimuth scale.
The base line is represented by the
platen, a movable metal plate pivoted to
a slide which fits over the plotting arm.
Push buttons a.t each end of the platen
are used to indicate each station every
time the observation is made,
Moving
along the platen is the gun slide
which is used to locate the directing point
and the relative positions of the guns. The
directing point is represented by the gun
push button.

PLOTTING

AND

RELOCATING

BOARD,

Ml923

batteries and with all other railway mat&l
and mobile coast artillery gun batteries except 8” (45 calibers), 12” and 14”.
It is scaled for ranges of 300, 600, 750,900
and 1,200 yards to the inch. It can
represent a range of 47,000 yards on the
plotting arm and 51,400 yards on the relocating arm. The azimuth
scales are
marked in mils or degrees.

,;_‘j

degrees only. It is like an endless chaill,
representing a total of 360°, and may be
moved until the most suitable range of
degrees is visible.
The Ml also possesses a base line stop t
This keeps the base line in orientatiorl
while the plotting and relocating arms are
being set.

PLOTTING
AND
RELOCATING
BOARD,
Ml-This
board is standard

for
use with 8” (45 calibers), 12” and 14” railway guns. It is scaled for 200, 400, 800
and 1,000 yards to the inch. It may
represent a maximum
range of 64,000
yards. The azimuth scale is marked in

Auxiliary
Prediction
Set Forward
REFERENCES-FM

‘I’~1 9-2005, v. 5.

CLOKE
PLOTTING
AND
RELOCATING BOARD,
h&923----T h i s board
is

standard

for use with 12” railway
I ikIT\

mortar

AC'C'lrlT'-n

PLOTTING

AND

RELOCATING

BOARD,

Ml

Equipment
Scale,
Rule,

Ml ;
Type

4-15;

B.

TM

9-1570;
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SET FORWARD

1

he set forward rule is used in conjunction with a prediction
scale and a
plotting board to indicate rapidly the distance traveled by a moving target
during
the time required for firing the gun plus
the time of flight of the projectile.
The rule is constructed like a slide rule.
The stationary
scale on the left side of
the rule is gaged for from 50 to 700 yards
per minute travel by the target. The slid-

RULE, TYPE B

ing central scale is gaged for a projectile
flight time of from 20 to 75 seconds. The
right-hand stationary
scale indicates the
yards traveled during the time
of flight
plus 1 minute.
All scales are gaged
logarithmically.
This scale can be used only when the
“dead time” equals one minute. A scale
may be constructed,
however, for other
times of firing.

The set forward rule is used in conjunction with the following instruments:
Plotting
or M4 or
9
Plotting
“I

Board,

M1915,

and Relocating

M1918,

M3,

Board, Cloke,

g23 Or “I1
Prediction Scale, R/11

REFERENCES-FM 4-G;

TM

9-1570.

PREDICTION
SCALE
Ml-STANDARD
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he prediction scale, a straight piece of
metal resembling an ordinary r&r,
is
used in conjunction
with a set forward
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SCALE, Ml

rule, to locate on a plotting
board the
point which a moving target is expected
to reach at the time when the projectile

will arrive at

this

same point.

REFERENCES-FM 4-15; TM g-1570.

SCALE
ARMSMl906--STANDARD

SCALE ARM,

M1906,

FOR USE WITH HARBOR

CHARTS

SCALEARM,E-f334

/

SCALE ARM,

S

tale arms are for use as arms for improvised plotting boards and, in conjunction with harbor charts and land maps,

~~~~~~SSl~lED

M1906,

FOR USE WITH LAND

MAPS

for making approximations
of distances.
0ne scale arm ccntcr is furnished for each
scale arm. The scale arms for use n-ith

harbor charts are furnished with a scale
of 1 :$O,OOO.Those for use with land maps
have a scale of 1:62,500.

WIND COMPONENT
INDICATOR
Ml-STANDARD

T

he wind component indicator aids in
determining the adjustments necessary
in the clcvation and traverse of a weapon
in order to compensate for the eflects of
the wind. It is used on all seacoast batteries not provided with the Deflection
Board, Ml, which has its own wind
component indicator.
This instrument, which is 1354 inches
in diameter, consists of a circular plate on
which are engraved cross-section lines,
marked with reference numbers. These
lines represent wind mileage, wit.h the
vertical scale representing the component
of influencing the range. The center of the
circle represents a “normal and ballistic
wind.” On the vertical scale the figures on
the upper half of the circle represent tail
winds, while the lower half represents
head winds. The horizontal
scale represents winds from the right and from the
left, At the base of the vertical scale is an
index used to set wind azimuth.
Surrouncling the plate is an azimuth
circle, ma&cd
in mils and degrees.
Pivoted at the center of the circle is the
target arm marked with velocity of wind.
A pointer slides along the target arm and
may be set with one end at any point
along the arm, to represent the wind velocity. The reading is made at the opposite end of the pointer.
Instruments
used in conjunction
with
Wind Component Indicator, Ml :
Prediction Scale, M 1
Set Forward Rule, Type B
Plotting Board, Ml915, M1918, M3 or
XT4

Range Correction Hoard, MlAl
Mortar Deflection Board, Ml906
WIND

COMPONENT

INDKATOR,

REFEREKCE--FM 4-15.

Ml

DEFLECTION
BOARDSM1906,Ml-STANDARD

A

deflection board provides a means for
computing
and adding algebraically
the corrections in azimuth due to wind,
drift, angular travel and other factors.
Thus it gives the corrected azimuth to bc
used in traversing the weapon. It is comparable to the range correction board and
the percent,agc corrector which intlicatc
similar corrections in range.
At prcscnt there are two standard dcflection boar&, quite different in appearance and method
of operation.
The
principles of operation, however, arc the
same. Each instrument
is designed with
several auxiliary
charts and scales, the
movement or setting of which affects the

main recording device which is originally
set at the uncorrected azimuth. When all
the auxiliary
charts have been properly
operated, the main scale will show the
corrcctcd azimuth.
MORTAR

DEFLECTION

BOARD,

Ml906

-This
instrllmcnt
is used for case III
pointing
with any type of cannon for
which wind and drift charts are available.
It was originally
designed only for use
with mortars. It applies the corrections
due to wind, clrift, and adjustment to the
uncorrcctcd azimuth of the set forward
point, It can indicate a total correction of
about 20” of azimuth.

The main parts of this instrument are
a cylinder, a carriage, a slide, a fixed
pointer to indicate the uncorrected azlmuth, and a second pointer which moves
from the position of the set pointer as each
correction is recorded. When all corrections are applied, the second pointer,
known as the read pointer, will indicate
the corrected azimuth.
DEFLECTION
BOARD,
Ml-This
is a
newer instrument
than the Ml906 and
computes the corrections in azimuth due
to travel, wind, drift, and rotation of the
earth. These various corrections and any
adjustment
corrections are added alge-

MORTAR

‘)3raically.
It can be used with either case
II
or case III pointing for any type of
weapon
for which the proper charts have
been
prepared. It can cover about 40” of
azimuth
and can be adjusted to operate
in either degrees or mils. \Vhen operating
Irr degrees, it can correct the firing data
For parallax due to displacement.
This instrument consists chiefly of the

DEFLECTION

BOARD,

Ml 906

azimuth-indicating
mechanism, wind-rcsolving mechanism (which is practically
like the wind component indicator), wind
and
and drift computing
mechanism,
angular
travel
computing
mechanism.
The main azimuth
scale rotates on a
pintle and, by 9 to 1 gearing, its movcments arc imparted
to auxiliary
scales
which indicate tenths and hundredths of

degrees. The uncorrected azimuth is set
on the auxiliary
scale which forms the
base plate of the wind-resolving
mcchanism, while the corrected azimuth is set
on the second auxiliary scale. The latter
scale forms a base plate for the clisplacement correction.
REFERENCES-FM 4-15; TM g-1570;
n-l g-2005, v. 5.
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RANGECORRECTION
BOARDMM-STANDAR

-

RANGE

T

he range correction board is a device
by which corrections in percentage of
range due to variations in muzzle velocity,
atmospheric density, height of the site or
the tide, ballistic wind, weight of the projectile, elasticity, and rotation of the earth
are added algebraically.
As a result the
percentage of correction to be applied to
the uncorrected range is ascertained. This
instrument can be used with any seacoast
artillery.
This instrument consists of a chart bearing curves for individual
corrections, a
ruler that makes the algebraic additions,
and a scale which indicates the ballistic
corrections, all mounted in a metal case.
Each chart represents one particular combination of gun, powder charge, and projectile. By means of the rollers, the correct
chart for the conditions at hand can be
placed in position.
Each chart contains seven sets of curves,
each set representing one of the seven fac-

CORRECTION

BOARD,

.
A;

‘1e
2::
.‘,i’,

:

MlAl

tors under consideration.
Increasingly
curving lines t,o the right represent contfitions increasing the velocity of the projectile, while similar lines to the left represent
conditions slowing the projectile.
IIorizontal lines, uniform on all curves, reprcsent the distance from the directing point
to the set forlvard point. The chart is set
with all curves at the proper range by the
first operation of the rollers.
The correction ruler is a strip of metal
with two raised bars extending along its
whole length. The lower bar may be slid
to the left or to the right. An ‘index is
attached to the molTable bar. Fixed to the
ruler below the index is the correction
scale. It is graduated in reference numbers according to percentage of range with
300 as normal. Numbers denoting conditions below normal are on the right side
of the scale and those denoting conditions
above normal are on the left.
Below each of the seven curves is a

knob mounted on a rectangular metal slide,
At the top of the slide is a pointer. The
slide is mounted over the correction ruler,
and by turning the knob the slide may be
clamped to either the fixed bar or the
movable bar. With the index originally set
at normal, each of the slides in turn is
clamped to the movable bar and thr?
pointer set at the proper curve. This cause%
the movable bar with its index to move?
along the percentage SC& until the pcrc
centage of elevation for the situation
represented by the curve is shown. W:er~
all seven slides have been moved in turn ~
the result, as shown by the index, will
he the algebraic sum of percentage of
range cleviation due to all seven factortim

Auxiliary

Instruments

Wind Component
Indicator
Percentage
Corrector

REFERENCES-FM 4-15; TM 9-1570 L

PERCENTAGE

hrough operation of the range correction board, the ballistic correction in
percentage
is obtained. This is the correction
for range given in percentages of the
uxxcorrected
range to the set forward point.
‘I-he
percentage corrector multiplies
the
uncorrected
range by these percentages,
giving the corrected range in yards.
The percentage corrector consists of a
box
containing two rollers upon which are
xxxounted
the proper one of three scales, a
transparent
window engraved with a fixed
irxclex
line, a ballistic correction scale, an
adjustment
correction scale with the bal-

thus

CORRECTOR,

Ml

listic pointer attached to it, and a read
pointer attached to a slide.
The index line on the window is used
for setting the uncorrected range and also
coincides with the normal on the fixed
ballis tic correction scale which is located
on the top of the box. The index of the
ballistic pointer coincides with the normal on the adjustment
correction scale
which can bc slid up and down to set in
the ballistic correction. The long or read
pointer is used to set in adjustment
corrections. The corrected range will always
be indicated by the read pointer because

if no adjustment corrections are made the
read pointer will be set to normal on the
adjustment
correction scale and thereby
coincide with the ballistic pointer.
Additional
scales, operating
concurrently with the main scale, are provided.
They give the corrected range in terms of
the corresponding elevation of the gun or
in terms of any other type of unit with
which the gun pointing device is marked.
There is also an interpolator
for use when
the firing interval is less than the interval
between predictions on the plotting board.
REFERENCES-FIAS 4-15; TM g-2005,
v. 5.

SPOTTING
BOARDSM3, MhTANDARD

A

spotting board determines corrections
for range deviations in percentage of
range
and
corrections for lateral dcviati ens in angular units, both read in rcfcre~xcc
numbers. Tt is a
cxAng
oil which are mounted the various
r.~cchanisms,
the entire device being supported
on a &legged pipe stand.
On one cricl is mounted a rectangular
,lcviation
grid with the central
rCsenting
the target. The
5t’ i th cross-section lines, one
of parallel
li~x es indicating range corrections and the
SCcOnd
set, perpendicular
to the first,
s~lowmg
lateral corrections.
These
are
graduated respectively for lateral cor=,ctions
from 0 to 600 and
range corrections
from 240 to 360. In both cases,
300
represents the normal.

At the other end of the board is the
station arm plate with its center, directly
in line Gth the target position, rq,rcsonting the directing point. The station arm
plate is moved along the gun target line
to indicate on the propc’r scale, the range
to the target or set forward point.
Two station arms, \I-ith attached targs
rcprcscnting
the spotting
stations, are
locked in guides which arc pivoted about
the center of the disk. These arc oriented
in azimuth by rotation of the guides to
the proper azimuth reading on the scale
of the station arm plate. The targs then
indicate on the integral scale of the spotting arms the ranges from the spotting
stations.
Attached
to each spotting
arm is a
deviation arm and a deviation disk. The

rectangular
bnsc
poirltrcpgridismnrkd
set

1inc.s

for

rJNCkASStFlED
w

latter has a movable inner plate marked
along the outside with a logarithmic range
scale lvith an index for setting the distance from spotting
station to target.
Surrounding
the inner disk is an outer
range disk for setting the range from gun
lo target.
In the center of each deviation disk is
a series of curves representing deviations.
Deviations are set ofi by means of pointers attached to the de\-iation arms. The
movement
of these pointers moves the
deviation arms laterally across the spotting arms. ThGr poitlt of intersection 011
the grid represents the location of the
splash instead of the target. Corrections
for range and azimuth deviations can be
read from the grid at that point.
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SPOTTINGBOARDSMS, M7

(Continued)

SPOTTING

SPOTTING

BOARD,

M3--This

hoard

is

designed for use when bilstcral observation is possible, and may he used when
both spotting stations arc on the same
side of the directing point. Earlier spotting boards did not possess this latter
feature.
SPOTTING
BOARD,
W---This
instrument was developed for use in certain
situations
where the NE3 could not be
used, chiefly where the angle of interscc-

BOARD.

M3

tion between the spotting arm and the
line between the gun and target exceeds
116’.
This board may also be used when
the target is between the directing point
and the spotting baseline. It is required
for USC by long-range fixed seacoast batteries above 6 in&s in caliber, with spotting stations 20,000 yards or more from
the directing point.
The X17 is a longer board with hand
wheels and scales for setting range and

uNChASSIFfED

SPOTTING

BOARD,

M7

azimuth at both ends of the board. The
bracket which supports the grid is mounted
so that it can be revolved through 180”.

Auxihy

Instruments

Azimuth
Instrument, Ml 91 OAl
Plotting Board, Ml 915, Ml 918, M3 or M4 or
Plotting and Relocating
Board, Ml 993 (Cloke)
or Ml

REFERENCES--FM
TM- 9-2005, v. 5; IX

TM
9-2682.

4-15;

g-1570;
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FIRE ADJUSTMENT

T

he fire adjustment
board provides a
the
means for representing graphically
deviations of shots even when these shots
h ave been made with different adjustment corrections, thus solving graphically
the proper adjustment
correction to be
applied. It also forms a record of adjustment corrections.

ing

The board consists of a wooden drawboard mounted in a metal frame. At
the top of the board is a fixed logarithmic
ranges from
range scale, representing
1,000 to 50,000 yards. In conjunction
with this, there is a. sliding deviation
scale, graduated from 10 ards to 5,000

.s
UWL/'tWlED

BOARD,

Ml

yards, and two additional scales by which
the deviation in range is transformed
to
a deviation rcfcrence nunibcr. When the
deviation scale is moved so that its pointer
is set at the correct ratlge, the deviation
refcrcncc number appears opposi tc the
deviation in yards.

zontal lines parallel to the metal slide.
The slide can be moved to the left and
right, and whenever corrections are applied, the normal point on this scale is
moved to the center of impact
of
the shots upon which corrections
are
based.

1Ming along a groove in the left side
of the fire adjustment board is a T-square
with a horizontal
metal slide, n-hich is
scaled in reference numbers rpprcsenting
percentages of range. A piece of crosswhich a group of
section paper, upon
shots is to be F>lotted along a horizontal
line, is inserted on the board with hori-

By using a different set of scnlcs at the
top of the board, this device can be used
to plot angular del-iations of shots as well
as deviations
in range. This is less frcquently done, however.

m

I~EFEIZESCES-FM 4-15; TM 9 -1570;
TM 9-2005, v. 5.
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GUN QATA

COMPUTER,

Ml-Front

T

hcse instruments compute continuously
the firing data for a two- or four-gun
seacoast battery.
By means of a data
transmission
system, the applicable
resultant firing azimuth and elevation are
transmitted
electrically
from the plotting
room to one or more guns and received
there on azimuth and elevation indicators.
An independent
clcctric source supplies
the I IS-volt, GO-cycle electric power by
which the gun data computer is operated.
Data regarding the present azimuth or
the present. range of the target are transmitted to the computer from one or two
base-cnrl stations by means of a data
transmission
system or by telephone.
‘l’hcsc data, as well as cf,rrcctions for certain variable factors, arc introduced into
rlWI

AN?KIrn

M8 SERIES-STANDA

and Right End View,

Showing

Triangle

Solver Panels and Target Position

the input section of the computer. By
means of carefully constructed and positioned mechanisms or by the operation of
electrical
devices, the firing data are
computed.
GUN DATA
COMPUTER,
Ml---Thecomputer furnishes firing data for two identical
major caIiber guns, situated up to 1,000
feet apart. The instrument
is of the
mechanical
type, making use of such
mechanisms as gears, cams, differentials,
and variable speed drives, as well as accurately
constructed
charts, the positioning of the pointers of which causes the
deflection, to the correct degree, of other
mechanisms of the computer.
This is a rectangular instrument about

Genetaror

Panel

7 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 4!,/$ feet high,
mounted on a stand at convenient operating height. The mechanism is contained
in the interior, and the controls, dials,
counters, and warning lights arc on the
sides and ends of the instrument.
The gun data computer makes use of
uniform orientation data giving distances
and azimuth relationships
between observation stations and gun emplacements.
In addition there are incorporated
into
the instrument
various charts designed
only for the particular gun and battery.
These charts cover possible variations
due to wind and drift, rotation of the
earth, elasticity, time of flight, (load time,
atmospheric
conditions,
and influences
causing variation of muzzle velocity from

GUN

DATA

UIMPUTERS

Ml,

GUN DATA

SEWIIES

(Continued

>

COMPUTER, Ml-Rear,
and Left Face, Showing Ballistic
Panel, Parallax Panel and Wind Component

standard. The final group of data used by
this machine consists of information rclating to the posilion of target and splash as
sent by olxcrvation
stations and an obscrl-ation airplane.
‘l’lic~ computing antI inrlicating clemcnts
cc,nsist of the +1,13, and (’ triangle solvers,
locatcti in the front of the instrument, the
target position generator on the right end,
the wind component indicator on the left
end, and the ballistic chart, rangr-clcvation conccrtcr, and parnlhs
unit in thr
rear.
‘t’hc predictor is locutcd bchillcl the A
tri:tI)glc solver. It is wholly 1\,ithin the
mnchinc with no indicators or controls or1
the sitlc.
‘1’11~.\ triangle solver rcccivw vttriolls
\ pq
nfx!y-j-)
G,:
I

Chart Panel, Range Elevation
lndicutor Panel

orientation
data, including the azimuth
of the target from observation
stations
,4 and 13. It computes the distance
from
each station to the target. This distance
is Etutomatically entcrcd on a counter on
the ~1 triarlglc solver and OH a corrcsponding match clial on the I3 triangle solver.
‘1’11~B triangle solver also receives the
azimuth and length of the base line from
obscrvstion station I3 to the first gun. Tt
computes the azimuth of the target from
the gun by triangulation.
The value of the
angle is chxngc~cl until the wll1e of its
opposite siclc matches that on the match
dial. The range from gun to target is cornput& at the same time.
‘l‘lic (‘ trinnglr solver is only used if
tlicrc is a third obsrrvation
station, and
1

Converter

permits a rapid change to an adjacent
baseline. It does the same work as does
the A4 triangle solver, but computes data
relating to B and C stations and the
target.
The azimuth and range of gun and
target arc automatically
sent to the
target position generator. The latter computes the rate of change of range and the
linear rate of change of azimuth. The
rates of changes and the present range and
azimuth go to the predictor where the
corrected future range and azimuth are
computed.
Xetcorological
and ballistic
corrections arc introduced on the various
charts on the wind component indicator
and ballistic chart panels. Adjustment
corrections as reported from an airplane

GUN

DATA

Ml, M8 SERIES

COMPUTERS

arc applied by means of a spotting board
located on the target position generator.
Adjustment
corrections as reported from
observation stations are applied by use of
an external spotting board. All these cor-

(Continued)

rections ;Lrc added to the future range
and azimuth within the predictor.
The range is converted
to quadrant
elevation in the range-clcvntion
converter.
The final azimuth and elevation are sent

to the first gun for firing and to the parallax unit where the azimuth and clevntion
for the seconcl gun arc computed and
transmitted.
Among other components of this instrument is a I 15-volt, l-phase transformer
located on tbc mounting plate on the
underside of the base, between the Asolver and the parallax corrector. It reduces voltage for the various lamps which
illuminate each of the counters, dials, and
charts. There are also warning lights on
the triangle solvers and on the target
position
generator
panel. These light
automatically
when a solution is incorrect and indicate whether the correct
solution is higher or lower than the incorrect one.
In addition, there are two heater elements which protect the mechanisms of
the gun data computer in cold or damp
weather. Also, thcrc is a protective canvas
cover for the instrument when not in use.
GUN

GUN DATA

COMPUTER, T12-POSITION

GUN DATA

Predictor
Gun Data
Computer
.
M8C. . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . MZC.
M8F..

MaN.+.

M8P

. . .

. . . . . . . . . . MIF..

_. .

. . . .._

_..

. . . . . . . .MPN

. . . . . . .MZN

COMPUTER,

g;d,Ftor
.

. . .

..

.

.

. .

.6” Guns,
Carriage,

.

.8” Guns,
Carriage,
Mount,

. . . . . . . I . . . . ..I55

GENERATOR

T12-TARGET

mm

RELOCATER

Has Ballistic
M1903A2
Ml
type

and

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155mmGuns,Ml

UNCLASSIFIED

Ml

and

andMlA1

COMPUTER,

M8

SERIES

Units

for the Following

Ammunition

TP,

6” Barbette

(a)
(b)
(c)

105 lb. A.P.
Proiectile,
Mk.
XXXlll
90 lb. H.E.
Projectile,
Mk.
IIAI
Subcaliber75 mm Shell,
H.E.,
M48

on 8” Barbette
8” Railwuy

(a)
(b)
(c)

260 lb. Projectile,
240 lb. Proiectile,
75 mm Shell,
H.E.,

(a)
(b)
(c)

Shell,
H.E.,
MlOl,
supercharge
Projectile,
A.P.
Ml12
Shell,
H.E.,
M48,
75 mm subcaliber,

normal

charge

(a)
(b)
(c)

Shell,
M.E.,
MlOl,
supercharge
Proiectile,
A.P.,
Ml12
Shell,
H.E.,
M48,
75 mm subcaliber,

normal

charge

Mk.
VI, Mod.
3A2,
Ml
type
mounts
and
Ml Al
Guns,

DATA

-These
instruments, based on Gun Data
Computer,
T12, are designed for use
with two guns, situated no more than
450 feet apart. These gun data computers use electrical rather than mechanical computing
elements. Many of the
principles and elements used are those of
the electrical directors. Input data can be
received not only from the transmitter of
the azimuth
instrument
or depression
position finder, but also from a radio range
finder located at one base-end station.
Each instrument consists of five separate
units : power unit, line balancer, one or
more triangle solvers, position generator,
and predictor. The Power Unit, M8, is
used in all the computers of the 318 series.
It converts the 115-voIt alternating
current to the various forms in which it is
used.
Lint Balancer, Ml, is the base-end
tel.minating
unit. Changes of base line

MIA1

on

A.P.
8”, Mk.
XX,
supercharge
Ml03
supercharge
M48,
normal
charge

Wd

DATA

COMPUTERS

ad Changes from horizout al to vertical
he
hue can be made without delay. It
is possible to change from one target, to
another within the field of fire of a given
base line or vertical base observing station
with a delay of no more than 45 seconds.
The triangle solvers compute the present
position of the target from the base-end
data. Gun Data Computers, M8C and
M8P, arc each supplied with two Triangle
Solvers, MlC.
Gun
Data
Computer,
M8N, has one Triangle
Solver, MlD
which differs from the M1C in that it is
supplied with legs for mounting in a trailer.
Gun Data Computer, MW, makes use of
Triangle Solver, 312, which is constructed
to receive data from a Navy radar set,
while the nirlC receives data from Radar
Set AN/MPG-l.
This triangle solver is also
provided with legs for trailer mounting.
The Position Generator, M5C or IVI5D,
furnishes present position while the target
is temporarily
invisible from the observation station by assuming constant course
and speed. The M5C is supphed with
Gun Data Computers, M8C and M8F.
The M5D, provided with legs, is a Component of Gun Data Computers,
M8N
and M8P.
Predictors of the &!I2 series are used
with these computers,
Except for predictor, M2N, which is used with both Gun
Data Computers, M8N and M8P, each
predictor bears as a sufEx the same letter as
does the computer with which it is used.
The predictor contains present position
and target relocator dials. The use of the
latter insures that with a change in base
line, the same target is being tracked. In
addition, the predictor has ballistic elements which make provisions for corrections for wind, drift, rotation of the earth,
muzzle velocity, air density, and height
of site. Ballistic
corrections
are made
automatically,
once the original data are
introduced,
but ballistic corrections obtained from external sources can be made
without delay. Other elements of the predictor include the triangle solver switch
and meter, spot controls, zero set panels,
and output, dials. The instrument, also
has clemcnts for computing the azimuth
of the target from any base-end station
qrhen its present position in respect to
any
other base-end stat ion is known.
By a change of the ballistic units in the
predictor, this gun data computer can be
adapted
for use with different models of
guns. Each ballistic unit makes provision
for three types of ammunition.
The instrument
can be used at any battery
quipped
with the applicable model of gun.
REJTERENCES-FM
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AZIMUTHINSTRUMENTS

LIMITED
STANDARD

lOAl,M2Al STANDARD-

iak,
f
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ti,
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f
f
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AZIMUTH

INSTRUMENT,

T

AZIMUTH

INSTRUMENT,

M2

%fWIAWFIED

M19lOAl

hc azimuth instrument is used with scaco,zst artillery both
for mc;lsllring the azimuth of the target
and for inthcating
the angular deviation of a splash from the target. The instrument consists d the Teletype,
1J.191OA 1, the base (or moullt),
similar to the tripod is
:tlld the tripod Type A. A pier mount
also ~~rovidcd. This mount is securctl in coucretc or steel suppods whcri the instrument, is uscrl in permanent base-end stutions of fixed settcoast artillery.
AZIMUTH
INSTRUMENT,
M19ioAl-‘I’ht!
Tulcscope,
3119 10-11, has two interchangeable
eyepieces, with IO-power
and I5-power magnification.
There is a reticle with a vertical
crosslinc and ;L horizontd
deflection scale. The telescope is
mnuntcrl on the h;bse x-hi& contc2ins lcvcling dcviccs, itn azimuth circle :Lnd micromctcr for measuring azimuths, and the
mechanisms which provide for a v&id
movcmcnt. of itpproxiatcly 10” :Lnd ;z traverse of 3W”.
AZIMUTH
INSTRUMENT,
MI-This
consists of hzimuth Instrumellt, A\Il!)LOAl, quipped
with Azimuth Transmitter,
$17,
by which the azimuth is automatically
and continually
transmittcct to the gun data. computer. Tt has been reduced in classification to limitccl standard and 1~11instrumr~nts of future manufacture tlcsignctl for use with 5 gun data computer will be of
the 312.41 type.
AZIMUTH
INSTRUMENT,
MQAI-‘l’his
azimuth instrument,
stanclarcl
for new manllfxt\lrc
for use with the gun clatn computer, consists of the 1119 IOAl instrument equipped with the
Azimllth
‘l‘r~nsmitter,
1118. The A118 transmitter
permits
higher ant1 more uniform rste iI1 traversing. l’nlikc the 117, the
tr;msrnittcr
proper does Iiot rotalc tlbout ;t vertical usis tlurilig
dewing, but remains fixed with respect to the azimuth instrument.
REFEKEYCES-FM
A-15; T1I g-2005, v. 5.

DARD--M2 :!‘!ik,,

B
he (~~pl”Cw4ott posit ion firiclc>r, consisting wscrlt idly 0f N ~c~csco~)(~,1r1011111,
:m(l
p3htaI,
is
rrsctl
iri vc>rtid-l)asc>
positioll-fintlillfi
systr~ns f01 mcasurill~ n
rilQT by mcms of the clcprcssion ;tnglc.
It determines thch horizontd
range of the
t;lrget, by triangulation.
l’he instrument
is djusted for the cffccts of rcfraclion and
the curvature
of the earth. Adj~rstxncIlt
CSn bo made to compensate
for tidal
changes.
DEPRESSlON

POSITION

FINDER,

MI-

This instrument
is issuetl in 10 clt~sscs,
covering all height s of instrument
from
74 to 1,395 feet, nnd another doss, known
as class 12, which covers heights of from
2,250 feet to 4,100 feet. It is mounted on
a. base of heavy cast metal ;tnd contains
a Telescope, Ml. This instrument has :tn
eyepiece which can bc set for any tlosirctl
power from 10 to 30. This telescope performs the same functions :ks dots that on
the azimuth instrument, being comlectecl
with an :bmuth
scale xnd a sul~~~lc for
more exact mertsurement.
Tn nddition,
however, it is connected with a runge

rJNCbASSIFlED
s

SGilC whiclt ill~liCiltW
tllc
r:LIIgc
Ol
tllc
oi)jcct l)cli ng sij.$Itul.
1-IIlil~c~
tllc
ilZiInllih
ittstrttmettt, tltis ittstrritrtctitt Itas tto spI;tsh
scdc. It cittt 1)~ tt.s~~l as ;iti azimuth ittstrllmcnt
1vhc11 trackitlg
is done l)y thcl
hOrizOIllal-~,i~S(~

DEPRESSION

SyStCW.

POSITION

FINDER,

Ms-

This instrument is limitccl st antl~ti for ~11
l)at.tcries with gun clIttzt c0rnpittcr.s. It is
a l>cprcssion J’osition IGntlcr, 11 1, with
r2n Azimuth
TrHnsmittcr,
118, installccl
on the side. The trt-Lnsmit tcr itut<)~n;tt ically and continuously
trarsmits
t hc mimuth to the gun cktta contputw.
DEPRESSION

POSITION

FINDER,

M2A1

-This
instrument
will suJ~pIant. the 312
in fitlure manufacture.
Tt, consisls of an
311 dc~prcssion posit ion fincler, with ;~n
improvccl azimuth trxtismittcr,
the 3219.
iizimuth
Transmitter,
AI 19, is Iike the
h118, used on the i~zirriuth Tnstrr~rncnt,
~JI!~lOAl,
but 1IilS ciifkrctlt
moutttirtg
brnckcts to fit t I IC‘ (Icprcssiou Iusition
find cr.
HEFPXENC~ES--F~J -2-2 IO; TXJ 9-2005,
v. 5.
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AIMINGRULEMl918-STANDARD

T

hc aiming rule is a device which serves as an aiming point for the indirect pointing of mobile seacoast artillery. It consists of two vertical steel stakes
and a horizontal connecting bar. LA panoramic telescope is mounted on an adapter which is connect.ecI
to the bar in such a manner that it can be slid along
its path without rotating about it.
The panoramic telescope on the cannon is oriented
so that it reads the correct azimuth for the bore of
the cannon. The aiming rule is set up at any convenient distance from the cannon within visible
range so that it is approximately
perpendicular
to
the line of sight of the cannon telescope. The aiming
rule telescope is then adjusted so that its line of sight
passes through the cannon telescope.
With the change in the azimuth of the bore of the
cannon, the successive lines of sight of the cannon
telescope will be parallel to each other. To operate
the aiming rule, its telescope remains set at the azimuth used when adjusting. -4s the telescope on the
cannon is moved, the aiming rule tclcscope is slit3
along the rule so that the cannon telescope is always
kept in the line of sight.
AIMING

REFERENCE-FM
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DATATRANSMISSION
SYSTEMS
MS,M7,MB,M9,MlO,
M13,M14,M15,MlhTANDARD

T

hese data transmission systems, each
designed for a coast artillery battery of
two guns, are used for the electrical transmission of elevations and azimuths from
the auxiliary
plotting room instruments
or the gun data computer to match-thepointer indicators
on the gun mounts.
One system, the 315, was originally standardized for use with all barbette carriages
of 8” caliber or above except for the 8”
BarbetteCarriagcs,~~1918and~11918311.
Since certain modifications
were nccessary in order to adapt the equipment to
all mounts, different model designations
have been given to the moctificd systems.
At present, the standard models include
the m,
317, M8, s19, 3110, SI13,
RiIl4, &$15 and 1117.
ELEVATION

AND

AZlMUTH

TRANS-

MITTERS-These
instruments arc located
in the plotting
room and transmit azimuths and elevations computed by the
auxiliary plotting room instruments. The
azimuths and elevations to be transmitted
are set into the transmitters
by means of
the knobs and handwheels. Hy internal
gearing these values are indicated on the
coarse and fine dials fastened to the shafts

of synchronous transmitters which in turn
are connected clcctrically to the synchronous repeaters of the indicators on the
gun, The only differences between the
clcvations and azimul h transmitters
arc
the gearing ratio and the engraving on
the dials. The dials of the azimuth transmitter are graduated in degrees and the
dials of the elevation
transmitter
are
graduated in mils. The transmitters
are
used only upon failure of the computer.
AZIMUTH

AND

ELEVATION

INDICA-

TORS-Thcsc
instruments
are mounted
on the gun. On the face of the indicators
are coarse and fine dials known as the
eIectrica1 dials, graduated the same as
their respective transmitters.
The electrical dials arc fastened to the shafts of
synchronous repeaters. Mso a mechanical
dial encircles each coarse and fine dial.
The mechanical dials arc geared to the
elevation and azimuth handwhecls of the
gun.
1Vhen the electrical system is energized, the clcctrical dials assume the same
position as the dials of the transmitters
or gun data computer. The gun crew traverses and elevates the gun until the in-

dexes of the mechanical dials match the
indexes of the electrical dials at which
time the gun is positioned for firing.
ARRANGEMENT

OF

BOXES

AND

CABLES->rulti-conductor
cables connect the power source and the transmitters or gun data computer to the mairl
junction box in the plotting room. From
the main junction box, multi-conductor
cables distribute
electrical data to the
guns of the battery, either to an emplaccmcnt box or to a gun extension box. Frorrk
there the connections follow to the gur>
junction box, The gun junction box contains step-down transformers which provide a G-volt circuit for the trouble lam13
and the lights of the indicators. I3y rncan&
of single-conductor
wires in a conduit, a
switch box is also connected to the gurx
junction box. The switch box provides a
means of turning the lights of the inclicstors of7 and on and also 511 outlet for q,
trouble
lamp. Single conductor
wire%
through conduits and elbow assemblie*
carry the electrical data to the indicators.
The elbow assemblies arc used to facilitatqx
the wiring of the carriages.

DATA TRANSMISSIONSYSTEMS

14,

OnXarriage
Parts
(one per gun)

Off-Carriage
Parfs
(one per buttery)

Azimuth
indicator
Elevation
indicator
On-carriage
wiring
Gun junction box
Switch box

Azimuth
transmitter
Elevation
transmitter
Connecting
cables
Main junction box
Emplacement
junction
(where necessary)
Gun extension
box
(where necessary)

and conduits

Elbow

assemblies

Outlet
Contact

boxes (where necessary)
ring assembly (where necessary)

Indicating
Dafa
transmission
System
M5
M5
M7
M8
Eo
Ml3
Ml4

Ml7

M6

Elevation
Transmitter
M&

M5

M10

M5

M6

M3

M8

M5

Mb

M5

M5

M5

M6

M5

M5
Ml0

MM:

Mb
M6

Ml6

M8

M5

M6

M6

Ml0

M5

Mb

(Type not
determined)
Ml0
M6

M5

M6

M5

M6

Carriage

Mb

REFERENCES-FM 4-15; TM
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box

Elevam
tion
Azimuth
Indim Transcator
miffer
M5
M5

16” Barbette carriage,
Ml 919 (2 plotting rooms)
6” Barbette carriages,
M1900,
Ml910
12” Barbette carriage,
Ml 917 (1 plotting room)

Ml5

(Continued)

Devices
Azimuth
Indim
cafor

16” Barbette carriages
MP & M3, Ml919M1,
M4 (1 plotting room)
16” Barbette carriage,
Ml 919 (1 plotting room)
6” Barbette carriage,
Ml
(Hydraulic)
8” Barbette carriage,
Ml
(Casemated)
8” Railwav mount, Ml Al
12” Barbeke Carriage,
Ml,91 7 (2 plotting rooms)
Gl 9y;witzer
carriage,

Ml51 Ml7
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t
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p
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ELEVATION

TRANSMITTER,

A;..
a,,<

M6
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REMOTE
CONTROL
SYSTEM
Ml&-STANDARD
CABLE
SYSTEM
MlikSTANDARD

REMOTE CONTROL

SYSTEM, M14-

R

emote Control System, M14, used with
Cable System, M12, receives and applies elevation data to the 6-inch Barbette Carriages, M2 and M4. In addition,
it receives azimuth data at the carriage
where it is indicated by the movement of
the electrical pointer of the Azimuth Indicator, M9. A member of the gun crew
keeps the gun constantly positioned at the
proper azimuth by turning the azimuth
handwheel of the gun carriage so that the
position of the mechanical pointer on the
azimuth indicator coincides with that of
the electrical pointer. If great speed of
operation
is not essential, this type of
semi-automatic
operation
may also be
used in laying the gun in elevation.
Unlike the remote control systems used
with antiaircraft
materiel and the Water1 lilr\l

At?@lelL-n

SHOWlNG

ARRANGEMENT

OF PARTS ON BARBETTE CARRIAGE

bury speed gears which it replaces, the
Ml4 system is completely electrical, with
no hydraulically
operated units. It provides for the automatic positioning of the
gun at the loading elevation and the firing
elevation. It decreases the average dead
time of loading the gun by about two
seconds per round.
The cable system, which requires a
source of 1 lo-volt,
single-phase power,
consists of the cables through which the
correct firing elevation and azimuth are
transmitted
instantaneously
from the
plotting room to the indicator system, an
element of the remote control system
which is located on the gun carriage.
When data are obtained by use of a plotting board and related instruments,
the
cable system also includes an Azimuth
s-

Transmitter,
M5, and an Elevation
Transmitter,
M6, which are located in
the plotting room. The correct azimuth
and elevation are set in the respective
transmitters
by members of the plotting
room staff. When the Gun Data Cornputer, M8, is employed, the cable system
is connected directly
to the computer
which has its own transmitting
elements I
The Remote Control System, M14, es-sentially
a controlled
variable voltage
system, consists of the Indicator System,
M7; ,Motor Generator Set, Ml; Amplifier,
M2; and Power Control, M6. The Indi.
cator System includes an Indicator Regu.
lator, M2, on which elevation data are
received, and an Azimuth Indicator, M9on which azimuth data are received, a,well as certain on-carriage cables and

REMOTE CONTROLSYST
CAw.

SYSTEMMl2

<Continued)
other
electrical
components.
In laying
t-he gun in azimuth no further components are employed.
Indicator-Regulator,
M2, is mounted
on the right side of the carriage above the
elevating
mechanism.
It consists of a
coarse
and a fine synchronous repeater,
each
of which has an electrical and a
mechanical
index. The electrical
index
is positioned electrically
from the elevation transmitter.
The mechanical index is
connected
to the elevating
mechanism
arid
is brought into alignment either by
turning
the elevation handwheel in semiautomatic
control or by the operation of
the elevation driving motor. When the
first
method is used, the shifter lever on
the
side of the indicator-regulator
is in
(*hand”
position, and when the second
method
is employed, it is in “automatic”
position.
When thesemi-automatic
method
is used, the operator must stop turning
the
handwheel when the position of the
electrical
pointer is matched. When the
automatic
method is used, the contacts
i II _the indicator-regulator
are actuated by
Coarse and fine repeaters and when synchronism
is reached power to the elevation
drive is shut off with the gun at the
proper
elevation.
The amplifier,
power control, motor
generator,
and associate cables and electrical
components are used only in elevating
the gun electrically and automatically.
The
motor generator, located in a separate
room,
is connected to a 440-volt, 3-phase,
A _C. generator, and is started and stopped
by
a starter switch. It consists of an A.C.
motor,
which drives the Motor Generator
Set, and a constant voltage exciter,
which
furnishes direct current for the
generator
field excitation,
driving motor
field,
motor brake, relay coils, and pilot
lights
in the cut-out switch. In addition,
tl~e Motor Generator Set includes a direct
current
generator which produces a vari=ble
voltage by means of controlled generator
field excitation,
thus controlling
the
speed of the driving motor. The amplifier,
located in the motor generator room,
serves
to supply a flow of current for
smooth
and uniform control of the gun,
Power Control, ,M6, consists of the oncarriage
components by which the move-cnt
of the weapon in elevation is effected

-..
,.

_

,
:
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MOTOR

GENERATOR

UNIT

OF REMOTE CONTROL

and controlled. It s major components are
the power contact ring, the driving motor,
the elevating mechanism, the relay box,
the limit switch, the transfer switch, the
resistor box, the breech interlock,
and
various connecting elements.
The power-contact
ring connects the
off-carriage equipment to the on-carriage
equipment in such a way, that although
there are a number of separate cables
leading between different
components,
360’ rotation of the carriage is permitted
without snarling the cables.
The driving motor is used to drive the
elevating mechanism when automatic or
semi-automatic
control is used. The direction and speed in which the motor drives
the elevating mechanism depends on the
voltage which is supplied by the generator.
The elevating
mechanism consists of
gearing which connects the driving motor
on the handwheel to the rack on the gun
cradle. To connect the elevating mechanism to the driving motor for automatic or
semi-automatic
control the shifter lever
a the front of the elevating mechanism
is set at the “power” position. For hand
operation,
the elevating gears are connected to the handwheel by moving the
lever to the “hand” position.
The relay box contains the nine relays
which control the direction and speed of
elevation of the gun. They are connected
with the elements of the motor generator
by which the proper direction and speed

SYSTEM, M14

of gun travel are determined. Two of the
relays, one for each direction, are controlled from the contacts operated by the
coarse repeater. They control the advance into high speed when on automatic
control. The operating coils of the various
relays are themselves controlled by contacts in the indicator-regulator,
the loading position switch, the limit switch, and
the transfer switch.
The limit switch, contained within the
cIevating mechanism, prevents the driving motor from moving the gun beyond
the upper and lower limits of elevation for
which the weapon is constructed. Thus
there is no danger of injuring the mechanisms of the gun.
The transfer switch has two positions,
“automatic”
and “load.”
When in the
first position the relays of the reIay control are connected with the contacts of
the indicator-regulator
and the gun is
then moved to the position of the electrical pointer on the indicator-regulator.
In the second position, the relays of the
relay control are connected to the contacts of the loading position switch by
which the gun is brought to the loading
position.
The interlock is used to prevent automatic movement of the gun in elevation
when the brcechblock is open. It is automatically
operated by the opening and
closing of the breech.

REFERENCE-TM 9-428.
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GENERATING
UNITMl-STANDARD

T

his portable, gasoline-driven
gencruling unit is used to furnish light and
power to plotting rooms ant1 the battery
commander’s station or comm:tncl post of
mobile SeaCOitSt
battcrics. It contains :tll
the equipment
necessary to supply the
current for a lighting system which consists of sis 3-cantllepow~~r incantlesccnt
lamps, eight. 21-candlepower incaxdesccnt
lamps ant1 two 3-candlepower illuminating lamps.
GENERATOR-This
weatherproof lmit
is w G50-watt , 1%volt direct-current
generator with ;Lfield rheostat mounted on the
yoke. It is quipped
with a two-pole receptacle and cover as well its a switch
box with an ammeter, a cut-out switch
and a 250-volt, GO-ampere fuse.

CHARGING PANEL--‘l’his
irlstrrlmc>nt
which is conncdecl t.0 the gcncrator by a
Emoot

)

Cd,lP

t~~~o-c~,nclllctor

Md

plug

assembly, is installccl in it steel cahinct.
Its cc(uipmcnt consists of ;t single-pole,
50-;Lmpcrc toggle type generator switch
:Incl iL11auxiliary charging switch, cithcr
of which cm act :ts a circuit brexkcr to
open the circuit if overchargccl. ,1 scrics
rhcostnt is connectctl to the ausili;try
charging switch. In addition, there are it
30-volt voltmeter, a 50-ampere ammctcr,
three .+ohm resistors, a dash or pilot
lamp to illuminate
the panel and to indicate the prcscncc of voltage, anti six
two-pole reccptaclcs with two binding
posts for cnch.
STORAGE BATTERIES-Therearethrcc
G-volt, 120~ampere-hour storage batteries
conncctecl in pardlel
and wired to the
charging panel. In the switch box of the
generator thcrc is a switch which prevents

the b:Ltterics from discharging thrOugh
the g<‘llcriLtOr
Whcln the unit is for any
rc:Lson not operating.
SOCKET PANEL-‘l’his
is contained in a
steel cabinet ant1 is connected to the
chargiltg panel by nWans of a 25-foot,
two-con~luctor
CiLhlc 2tII(l plug arrangement. Tn addition, there are 14 sockets for
extension co&, it voltmctcr, ammeter, :L
d:~sli or pilot lamp, and a single-pole, 50ampere light switch to disconnect all lamp
circuits when the batteries
are being
charged. This serves :Ls LLcircuit breaker.
ADDITIONAL
EQUIPMENT-Twentyeight lamps are included with this unit,
half of which serve as spares. There WC
also fourteen extension cords, each 15
for testing
feet long, and a hydrometer
the batteries.
REFEI~ENCES---~L’~~ 9 2005, V. 5; TM
9-2615.

MOTORGENERATOR
i&STANDARD

M

otor-Gcncrator, M2, is a commercially
procured generator which serves as
an auxiliary power source for the operatio11

of

batteries

gun

data

CorIlputers

at

scacottst

where the main power supply is

direct current. This 110-120 volt gcncrater supplies 3 kilowatts at 80% power
factor, and generates 125 volts at 60
cycles when running at 1800 r. p. m. It
delivers single phase power.

OBSERVATION
TELESCOPE
Ml908--STANDARD
GENERATING

OBSERVATION

UNIT, Ml

T

his slraight telescope is used for general
observation
purposes by the seacoast
artillery.
Two eyepieces are furnished,
011~‘ 12 md
the other 24 power. The eyepiece c:m be focused by turning a knurled
knob.
TLe telescope is supported on a cradletype fixed-pcclcstal mount which permits

vertical
movement
of the instrument.
A packing chest for the telescope, one
for the mount, and a protective leather
cover are slso provided.
IIorizontal
movement through a complete circle is also possible. The instrumcnt is positioned horizontally
and vertically by the tightening of nuts.

TELESCOPE, Ml 906

mOMETERMl9~i!!Al--STANDARD

T

CLINOMETER,

Ml912Al

hc clinometer
is ;t measuring device
for vertical anglec; and is used to tlctermine whether 2~caIlIl011
has been elevated to the proper angle. The standard
clinomctcr is sc;tlecl in mils, being a modification of the 111912, which is scdecl in
degrees. It is put into position by means
of a clinomcter rest, which is >Lmetal plug,
fitting firmly int,o the rnuzzlc of the can-

non, and has a projecting axis coinciding
with the axis of the bore. The clinometer
may be rotated 011 this axis for cross leveling. When the clinomctcr has been set at
the desired angle of elevation, the gun is
raised or lowed
until the leveling bubbles are ccntercd. IThen this occurs the
gun is at the correct elevation.
Ii.EFEHENCES-‘J‘,1I 4-2 15; TM 9-2005.
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-STANDARD
46A2,

ABOVE-TELESCOPE,
M38, M40, OR M47; BELOWTELESCOPE, M38A2,
M40A2, OR M47A2

A

periscope is designed to permit members of the tank crew, from concealed
positions
inside a tank, to observe the
field and sight upon a target. Gun sighting periscopes are designed so that a telescope may be fitted into the right side.
The periscope
is positioned,
through
parallel gun sighting linkage with the gun
In0unt, so that its lint of sight tno\-cs
Jvith the gun.
X periscope is approsimatvly
p;Lr:lllclcpiped in shape. Its main cornp,oncnts ;~IY:
body, head, and lower elbow housing.
The body is thy frwmcwork
of the
On the front MC’ springs for
pcriscopc.

PERlSCOPE~l$

bi~&~{ifB”

ABOVE-TELESCOPE,
M39 OR M46, ASSEMBLED TO MOUNT; BELOWTELESCOPE, M39A2 OR M46A2, ASSEMBLED TO MOUNT

holding the periscope in plslcc in the
periscope holder. The telcscopc holder
in l’criscope,
512, like the bracket in
the old type observation
periscopes, fits
into an opening in the right side of the
body, It1 Periscopes, ,li-fAIl alit1 AISLI1,
the t&scope
holder is ;tttwhcd
to the
right inside \vall of the periscope.
‘I’hc hc>td is attached to the botiy by
pins or clamps. The old type hcxd consists of a vCartic;J window through which
light cntws from the outsitic, ;i mirror,
anti a horizontul window. Periscopes 11oU
in production
use R solid prism in the
head insteaci of a mirror. This strliti prisnr

Ml 9A 1

h/b47A%-STANDARD

has been adopted because of its better
light-trawxnitting
powers and generally
improved optical qualities.
The elbow housing, attached
to the
lower part of the body, contains the same
sighting elements as does the head, and
prisms arc now being substituted
for
mirrors. ‘1’1~ vertical &ss surface is in
this cilSsc uwd for obscr\-ing. -4 handle for
removing the periscope from the holder
to the lower part of the
is at twlw1
elboxv housing.
Each periscope has H removable head,
rn;~de of a light plastic material; which,
i11 CHSCof ;L direct hit, will shatter rather

PERISCOPE, M4Al

PERKCOPESM2,

M4A1,M6, M8A1,M9, Ml0
TELESCOPES
M38A2, M39A2, M4OA2,M46A2, M47A2
TEllSCOPE Ml 9Al
(Continued)
by adjusting knobs, for lateral deflection
than become wedged in the mount.
and elevation adjustment of the telescope.
Several spare heads are furnished with
For each type of adjustment, a total range
each periscope. The heads for Periscopes,
of about 70 mils is possible. Scales,
M4, M4A1, M6, M8, M8A1, and M9,
graduated in mils, surround the knobs.
are interchangeable
and identical.
For use in night firing, provision has
PEWSCOPE,
W-Fitting
into the right
been
made for illumination
of the teleside of the body is the telescope holder
scope reticle by means of Instrument
adapter assembly which holds the teleLight. M30. To adapt the periscope for
scope in position in the periscope. Prouse with the instrument light, it has been
vision
is made for longitudinal
and
provided
with electrical
contacts and
lateral adjustment of the telescope by the
an opening for the contact. In addition,
rotation
of two knobs attached to the
the glass surfaces of the telescope are
lower part of the adapter.
coated with a film to reduce reflection.
The horizontal windows of instruments
of late manufacture are etched with cross- This periscope replaces the X4 periscope
lines for rough sighting. Periscopes of which has no provision for illumination.
PERISCOPE,
Mb-This
periscope is
early manufacture
are equipped with an
mounted in place in a holder which fits
Instrument
Light, M15.
PERISCOPE,
M4A3--This
periscope is into a mount. The periscope is not linked
to the gun, and both mount and periscope
mounted in place in the tank by a holder
can
be rotated completely and tilted manwhich is assembled in the turret and is
ually over a wide field. It is like the M4A1,
linked to the gun. It moves with the gun
but since it is used for observation only,
in elevation and direction. The head and
it has no telescope, holder, control aselbow assembly are attached to the body
sembly, and electrical contacts.
by means of clamps which engage with
PERISCOPE, M8AI-In
appearance and
latches on the body. The latter are
this periscope resembles
construction,
actuated by means of eccentric assemblies
the 334Al. It is different only in dimenon the body. A label, for recording data,
sions and the addition of a few mechanical
such as elevation and deflection settings,
devices, It replaces Periscope, W3, which
is attached to the rear of the head.
has no provision for illumination,
In the sighting control assembly of the
periscope body are mechanisms, actuated
PERISCOPE, M9-This
periscope differs
.j. ./ i
-‘z”,$
.,:
^b’.s.I

’

.I
I.*,:.,

<
-(:

,

_
:
I

from the MSAl in that it lacks a tele*
scope and the elements connected with itincluding the electrical contacts.
PERISCOPE,
Mgo--This
periscope 5s
constructed on principles entirely differerxt
from those previously considered, for it
is really two self-contained
telescopes
in one body which is linked with the gurr There is a l-power optical system which
is used for firing at near targets and a 6power system for firing at distant or indistinct targets. The 6-power telescope
has a true field of view of 11° 20’, a 7 mmexit pupil, and eye relief of 29 mm. The 1power instrument has a vertical field of
view of 8” lo’, a horizontal field of view
of 42’ lo’, and unrestricted
eye reliefThe I-power telescope has an infinity
reticle and the B-power instrument
has
the standard antitank type reticle, graduated for use with the tank gun.
STANDARD
TELESCOPES-The
seven
telescopes standard for use in periscopes
are tubular
instruments
producing
axx
erect image. The magnification
of these
telescopes is low so that the movement of
the telescopes will keep the movement
of
the field of view to a minimum, yet there
is enough magnification
to permit the
reticle to be seen easily. Each telescope
except the limited standard, M19Al. has
an opening for illumination
of the reticle
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PERISCOPE, M4
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PERISCOPES
M2, M4A1, Mfi,
TELESCOm
M38A2, M39A2,
TELESCOPE
M19Al

A2

bA2/

(Continued)
TABLE

by means of the h~rurr~er~t
tight. The
optical
surfaces are coated with no11reflecting film.
Within
each group listed, the tclcscopes differ from each other only it1
reticle pattern. All reticle patterns, csccpt
the >ll$Ml,
however, &~ere to the rcccntly adopted antitank reticle pattern.
REFEHENCE-‘I’>1

Length of tube
Diameter
of objective
Diameter
of eyepiece
Diameter
of exit pupil
Effective focal length
Effective focal length
Field of view
Power.
..

9-1608.

STANDARD
Dimensions

Used With

MB
M4Al
(Substitute Standard
Medium
Tanks, M4 series)

81/z x 61/z x 1 3/4 ins.
11 l/l6 X 6l/2 X 1 3/4 ins.

Telescope,
Telescope,
Telescope,
Telescope,

of objective
of eyepiece

Ml 9Al
M38A2
M40A2
M47A2

i 1 l/l6 x 61/z x 1 3/4 ins.

143/4x 61/2x 1%
143/ x 61/zx 13/4

ins.

Telescope,
Telescope,

87/8 ins.
11/e ins.
0.875 in.
.0.33 in.
1.918 ins.
1.918 ins.
.6”
1.8X

end
end

PERISCOPES

Periscope
in

#‘A”

Telescopes,
M39A2,
Md6A2

M39AP
M46A2

ins.
Self-Contained
Telescopes

AND

E;yi’;P

e,

Telescopes,
M4oA2,

.4l5/1~ ins..
1 l/4 ins.
.0.64 in.
0.28 in.
2.193 ins.
2.193 ins.
..ll”..
.
.1x..

5%4 ins.
1 1% ins.
. .0.75 in.
.0.472
in.
3.156 ins.
. 2.193 ins.
e.......
. . 1.44;

.

TELESCOPES

Used In

Used For

Medium
Tank, M3
Medium
Tanks, M4 series
Light Tanks, M3A1,
M3A3,
M5, M5Al;
76 mm Gun Motor Carriage,
T70; M18;
Medium
Tank M4 series (76 mm)
Light Tanks, hn3At,
M3A3,
M5, M5Al
Medium
Tanks, M4 series and M4 series
(76 mm); Heavy
Tanks, M6, MSAl;
3”
Gun Motor
Carriages,
Ml 0, MlOAl;
76 mm Gun Motor
Carriage, Ml 8; 90 mm
Gun Motor Carriage,
M36
Heavy Tanks, M6. M6Al
Light Tanks, T9, T9El
75 mm Howitzer
Motor Carriage,
M8
Medium
Tanks, M4 series

Gun sighting
Gun sighting

Observation

Gun sighting

and observation

Observation
Gun sighting

and observation
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and observation
and observation

PERISCOPE, Ml0

PERISCOPE, M9
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M47A2
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DIRECTISIGHTING
TELESCOPES
FORARMOREDVEHICLES

T

hese telescopes are used for the direct
aiming of some of the weapons on
certain tanks, gun motor carriages, and
armored cars. The telescopes are secured
to the respective gun mounts in such a
way that they move with the gun in
elevation
and traverse.
Therefore
the
target can be correctly sighted in reference
to markings on the reticle of the telescope.

Telescope,
Telescope
Optical

‘Characteristics,

M53A1, and
Mount, M40
Telescope,

Power.
....,.,...
. ..,.....
Field of view. . . . . , . . , . . . , , . .
Diameter
of exit pupil, . . . . . , , . , .
Effective focal length of objective.
..
Effective focal length of eyepiece.
. .

.
.

M53At
. .3 X
. 10” 27’

.O.300 in
I .3.447 ins.
. .2.250 ins.

Telescope, M5311.1, is an adaptation of
Elbow Telescupe, 1MI6,to a straight, lenserecting telescope. It has a characteristic
“potato masher” or “dumb-bell”
shape.
The reticle is of the recently adopted
antitank
pattern
in which corrections
for drift have been incorporated.
The
reticle is graduated for use with the 155
mm II. E. Shell, MlOl, supercharge, >lV
2,410 feet per second. The telescope has
an adjustable sunshade and an eyeshield
which insures the maintenance
of the
eye distance at the point where the maximum field of view is obtained. Red,
amber, and neutral filters are provided.
Telescope Mourit,
$140, is a metal
bracket which places the telescope in the
most convenient position for sighting and
which is firmly
fastened to the left
trunnion of the gun so that the telescope
moves with the gun in elevation and in

traverse. The rnount contains provisions
for making bore-sighting
adjustments
of
the telescope.

Telescope, Ml1 D, and
Telescope Mount, M57
Optical

Characteristics,

Telescope,

M71D

Power _.......,.........,_.
. . . . . . . . ...5
. .
..
Field of view., . . . .
.
Diameter
of exit pupil.
.
.6.7
Effective focal length of objective.
. .5.525
Effective focal length of eyepiece.
. . .I.625

X
13”
mm.
ins.
ins.

Telescope, YI71D, is a straight, lenserecting telescope with provisions
for
dioptcr adjustments in accordance with a
scale reading from -2 to +2. The telescope contains a reticle of the standard
antitank
pattern applicable
to 76 mm
A.P. Shot, M6‘2, Two spherical collars,
one near the front of the telescope, and
the other at the rear, fit the locating
A
surfaces on the telescope mount.
locating pin in the rear collar serves to
position the telescope correctly
in the
mount. There is a window to allow
illumination
of the reticle. A soft rubber
eyeshield is mounted over the end of the
eyepiece assembly.
Telescope Mount, M57, which consists
essentially of a mounting bracket and a
support mechanism, is bolted to the righthand side of the gun cradle. The mounting
bracket is a casting 14 inches long and
about 9y2 inches wide. It contains a
surface for supporting the telescope tube,
a clamp for the battery case of Instrument Light, 5133, and a holder which
surrounds the front mounting collar of
the telescope. The holder includes two

locating pads for positioning
the front
end of the telescope and a spring-loaded
plunger
to hold the telescope firmly
against the pads. In the rear part 01 the
mounting bracket is a lateral slide which
fits into a slot in the support mechanism.
The support mechanism consists of an
adapter, a lateral adjusting mechanism,
an d a’vertical adjusting mechanism. The
adapter serves to rnount the rear telescope holder and the other components
of the support mechanism. The lateral
adjusting
mechanism is actuated by a
screw which is turned by a micrometer
on the left-hancl side of the adapter. This
mechanism serves to slide the adapter to
the left and right. The amount of movement can be read on a scale on the rear of
the mounting
bracket.
The scale is
graduated in reference numbers closely
approximating
mils and covers 20 units
to the left and 20 units to the right of the
zero point. The vertical adjusting mechanism, operasted by a micrometer
at the
bottom of the-adapter, provides a means
for raising and lowering the telescope
through about 20 mils of elevation and 20
mils of depression as indicated on a scale
on the rear of the adapter. This telescope
mount is provided with a headrest.
TELESCOPE
M76C AND
TELESCOPE
MOUNT
M55. Telescope, N76C, is simi-

lar to Telescope, M71D, in construction
is 3
and appearance. Its magnification
power and the field of view is accordingly
increased to 21’30’. It has some decided
improvements
in optical qualities and,
like all recent telescopes, has coated
optics. The body is slightly larger and
heavier than the M71D Telescope, but
the mounting rings are identical in size of
bearing surface. Like Telescope, M7 1D,
the M76C has a reticle of the standard
antitank
pattern graduated for the 76
mm APC projectile.
Telescope Mount, 3155, is similar to
Telescope Mount, M57. It is about an
inch longer than the M57. The mounting
bracket has been modified to permit bolting the mount to the left hand side of the
gun mount rather than the right side,
as is the case with Telescope Mount, M57.

M70 Series Telescopes

TELESCOPE, M53Al
II

Optical

Characteristics

Power,.................,..,.,,,........3
X
Field of view. . . . . . . . . . , , . , . . , . , . . 12” 19’
Diameter of exit pupil,.
. , , . . . , . , . .O.217 in.
Effective focal length of obiective..
, . . , .3.75 ins.
Effective focal length of eyepiece.
, , . , . .i .25 ins.

The lens-erecting telescopes of the M70
series are identical except for the reticle
patterns, each of which is marked with
ranges and deflections applicable
to a
different type of ammunition.
Each of these instruments
consists
essentially
of a tube and a sleeve. A

~t~E~~~st~~~t~~YEILESCOPES
FOR ARMOREDWMU~

Konfinued)

TELESCOPE, M71 D

collar, attached to the tube, provides a
mounting surface. Except for the 3170H,
P and Q each telescope of the 3170
series is about 24 inches long. The length
of the M70H has been increased to permit
mounting
the instrument
on Telescope
Mount
5155 or M57. The increase in
length is achieved by the use of an adapter
set which attaches to the telescope tube
between the erector lenses where the light
rays are parallel. Thus there is no effect
on the optical
characteristics
of the
telescope.
The objective end of the 3170 type of
telescope is made as small as possible so
that only a small hole is needed in the
armor plate. A rubber shield is fitted on
the eyepiece end. All these instruments
are provided
with
red, amber,
and
neutral filters.
The 11170series of telescopes consists of
the M51 type of telescope, utilizing improved types of glass, and with retitles of
the recently adopted antitank pattern in
place of the Armored Force type rcticlcs
used in the telescopes which have been
reduced to Limited
Standard classification.

TELESCOPES,

hA51, M54,

Telescope
Mount

M53Al

M40-S

Ml7

155 mm Gun Motor

Used In
Ml 2

75 mm Howitzer

Component

of vehicle

M32

Light Tanks M3A3
Armored
Car, M8

MSOF-S
M55L-S

Component

of vehicle

M34 or M39C

Medium

M70G-S

Component

of vehicle

M32

3” Gun Motor

Carriages,

Ml 0

M51 .LS

Component

of vehicle

Carriages,

Ml 0 and Ml OAl

M71 D (S)

M57

M70H

or M39C

or M39C

.+g
L, .>’ 3G”

MS5

Iviotor

Tanks,

Carriage,
and

MSAl,

MB

M29

3” Gun Motor
Medium

Tanks, M4

Light

Tanks, M4

and MlOAl

series, 76 mm

shell,

3 M48,

M4 series

M33

155 mm H.E. shell,
2,410 f/s

75 mm Howitzer,
Ml Al,
75 mm H.E.
charge IV, MV 1,250 f/s

M3P or M39C

1

TELESCOPE MOUNT,

155 mm Gun, Ml 918Al;
Ml 01, supercharge,
MV

of vehicle

M70D-S

:.

Used With
Carriuge,

Component

M54-LS

M40

M56Al

REFEREWES: FCl)D-35,
Sates
on
hfatcricl-Telescopes
T92, T92E 1, and
T92E2; FCDD-43,
Xotes on ?JaterielTelescope NounI,, T85; FCDD-47,
Sates
on YIateriel-Telescope
JJount, T82.

Telescope
-S

M55,

TELESCOPE
MOUNT,

-In
appearance,
these telescopes resemble those of the -XI70 series. They
contain the Armored Force Reticle instead of the recently adopted antitank
reticle.
Telescopes,
M51,
M55,
and
MiXAl,
are identical with the M70 type
except in the type of reticle and optical
glass. Telescope, M54, possesses slightly
different optical characteristics.
All these
telescopes are to be replaced by Xl70
type instruments
whenever
they are
turned over to Ordnance personnel for
adjustment.

Reticle
Illuminated
By Instrument
Light

M’IOC-S
M56Al -LS t

e

Instrument
lights are provided for all
these telescopes. Instrument
Light, M32,
is used with the 3170 type of telescope
having
the binocular
eyeshield,
and
Instrument
Light, M39C, is used with
such telescopes equipped with the monocular type of eyeshield.

37 mm Gun, M6;

37 mm A.P.

Shot, MS1

75 mm Gun, M3;

75 mm A.P.

Shot, M61

3” Gun, M7;

3” A.P.

3” Gun, M7; 3” A.P.
76 mm Gun, Ml ; 76
(1 mil jump)

Shot, M62
Shot, M62

mm APC

Projectile,

M62,

M51

M32

Medium

76 mm Gun, Ml ; 76 mm APC Proiectile,

M62

M76C (9

MS5

M33

76 mm Gun Motor

Carriage,

Ml8

76 mm Gun, Ml ; 76 mm APC Proiectile,

M62

M70H

M55

M32

76 mm Gun Motor

Carriage,

Ml 8

76 mm Gun, Ml;

M62

(LS)

(LS)

series, 76 mm
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PANORAMIC
TELESCOPE
MKMS--STANDARD
MOUNTMb&-STANDARD
TELESCOPE

G

un and howitzer motor carriages are
self-propelled artillery, and therefore
their sighting and fire control requirements in some cases resemble more
closely those of Field Artillery
weapons
than those of tanks. The 75 mm Howitzer
Motor Carriage, MB, is provided with an
observation
periscope, a direct-sighting

tclcscope
the gun
iritfircct
3112,15,

of the AI 70 series, and, for laying
in both elevation and traverse in
Telescope,
fire, a Panoramic
and T&scope Mount, B144.

PANORAMIC

TELESCOPE,

MlPA5

;-$4
5 f!
,A ,*

PANORAMIC

TELESCOPE, M12A5

-

This differs from the other panoramic
telescopes of the 3112 series in that it has

AND

TELESCOPE MOUNT,

M44

a special reticle for the 75 mm H.E.
shell, M48, as used in the howitzer motor
carriage. It is a grid-type
reticle, graduated for ranges up to 1,600 yards and
for deflections of 40 mils to the left and
to the right.
TELESCOPE
MOUNT,
M44--This
mount, which is located on the right-hand
side of the gun mount, serves to position
the telescope so that the eyepiece is
parallel to the bore of the gun. To secure
parallel movement of the telescope mount
with the gun in traverse, the mount is
bolted to the right side of the gun mount
above and behind the trunnions.
The
telescope possesses no azimuth-compensating elements, to permit accurate firing
with the trunnions out of level, because
there is no space on the mount for these
elements. Cross-leveling of the gun partially solves this problem.
In order that the howitzer may also be
laid in elevation by means of the panoramic telescope, there is an elevation
linkage which is bolted to the right-hand
side of the cradle. Through this linkage,
movement of the gun in elevation from
- 175 mils to +750 mils is transmitted
to the telescope mount and indicated on
an elevation
scale. There is also an
attached range drum scaled in yards.

AZIMUTH
INDICATOR
M2&-STANDARD
AZIMUTH

AZIMUTH

INDICATOR,

Ml8

1 IAlPt

AZIMUTH

APPIl-Icn

INDICATOR,

M19-TOP

VIEW

INDICATOR,

Mno-STAND-

ARD-This
instrument
is used for indirect laying of tank guns in azimuth. It
is standard equipment for the Gun Motor
Carriages, MlO, MlOAl,
3118, and T71;
Light Tank, T24; Nedium
Tanks, 344
series; including those with the 76 mm
gun ; and Medium Tanks, T23E3, T25E1,
and T26El.
It consists of a mounting
bracket, a circular azimuth scale and a
micrometer, pointers to indicate the readings of the scale and micrometer, and a
lighting system.
The mounting
bracket
serves as a
support for the instrument and contains
the mechanism by which the pointers are
geared to the turret ring. The azimuth
scale is graduated
in mils at lOO-mil

AZIMUTH INDICATORM20

(Continued

)

illt~~rvids
from 0 to 32 in two conscculiv(~
semicircles. .1rouud the edge of tlle azimuth scalr is the micrornetcr sc;~le gr:~tluated ;~t I -mil irltcrva1.s from 0 Lo 100.
Both scales are read in collnt,crclocliwisc
direction. The third poiulcr l~iicuth Ihc
azimuth pointers iutlicatcs 0 wlrell the gili~
on the vehicle is point.iiig straight ;tliwci,
As the turret is rotated,
the p0iilter.s
move concurrently
to iudicate the azimuth of the gun.
Azimuth
Indicator,
Ar20, is stanclarcl
for production, superseding the >I 18 and

11 19. Origi1liLlly the Azimuth Tnclicator,
JI 18, was ticsigut4
for use with Gun
Sl otor ~‘arri:qy3,
while the All9 W:LS
dcsignctl for tank use. The Azimuth
Inclicator, Af20, has been designed as an
inrprovemr~ilt over the 11118and lsll9 and
is to bc used with both gun motor c;trriagcs bind t anlcs. rt s improvc~mct~ t s over
the 1\I IX iilltl
1119 inclutic it dllSt
2,lld
moisture scull, new poiutcrs for micrometcr ailci scale, a new rlrtised tlial readmg coulItcrclock\~isr~
instead of clockwise, id
R guuucr’s
aid. This is an

:L(iditioual dial which permits the gunner
to apply azimuth corrections directly to
the indicator, thereby obtaining a “new
zero.”
.1zimuth Indicator,
31118, differs from
the ,121I) chiefly in the graduations of the
:tzimrrth scale. The %‘I18 is graduated in
a clockwise clircction from 0 to 3,200 in
two semicircles, while the %I19 is graduated from 0 to 6,400. There is also a
slight diffcrcncc in the mounting arrangements of the two instruments.

ELEVATION
QUADRANTMhTANDARD

E

levation Quatlrant,
319, is used for the indirect laying of
tank guns in elevation. It is standarcl fire control equipment
for Light Tank, T24, 1Iedilim T;mks, JI4, including those with
‘l’;tnks ‘1’23I53, 1’25, and T26.
a 76 mm gun, ad JIdim
Heavy Tanks, BJ(i WA &I&l. I, :md Gun %Iotor Carriages, ;I1 10,
MlOAl
U18, and ‘1‘71. The adoption of this instrument
has
eiimina&
the necessily for the gunner’s quadrant,
which is
inconvenient
for use in a tank.
The instrument, contained in a metal casting, has an clcvation mechanism, scale, ant1 micrometer.
The unit is screwed
firmly to a mounting
bracket shaped to fit. the mounting
surfact of the tank gun mount. It is install~~cl on the gunner’s
side of the mount, in ;-Lpositiou convciiic~tlt for use by liim.
The elevation quadrant prqwr
contains
a levc~l vial and an
index ;Intl is driven by :I worm mcch;mism. The worm knob
contains a micrometer scale which me;Lsurcs 100 mils at 1-mil
intervals. As the worm knob is turned, it moves t,he quadrant
and the index along a scale measuring from 200 mils depression
to BOO mils elevation until the dcsircd clcvation or depression
has been set to the correct 100-mil indication.
By turning
the
micrometer scale further, the exact elevation or depression in
mils may be set iu, 1Yhen the actual elevation or depression of
the gun corresponds with the setting indicated on the scale and
micrometer, the level bubble is centered.

,:* “.,; j.
!i ,
’

ELEVATION

In strument Light,
SC&:s at night,

QUADRANT,

M30, is provided

M9

for illumination

SIGHTM6--STANDARD

S

ight, 116, is the complrte
sighting
equipment for the Ilulf Track 131mm
Mortar
Carriers, Rlf and M21, and is
used for l:lying the mortar in clcw~tion
and in traverse. The instrument,
is a
IIlOdifk~itkJll
of Sight, 11-i. The major
difference between Sights, AI4 and >I(;,
is that, for the 300-mil dcflcction mcchanism of the m, thcrr has been substituted a (i,lOO-mil azimuth circle, thus
pcrmitt ing full utilization
of the wider
traverse of the mortar wlirn niountc4 in
the mortar
carrier. \Vith the aim of
I INCI bvNwl

expc(litirig
prodllction,
a certain amount
of ease of operation has been sacrificed
by the omission of an azimuth
worm
throwout
drvicc from the iuslrument.
The cross 1eveI incorporated in the 114
sight has been eliminated
from the JIG
because there is a satisfactory
level on
the yokel of the biI)od which supports the
mort:Lr. The vertical
crosshair 011 the
reticle of the collimator
sight is also
eliminated.
Carrying
CIasc, AlM, is provided for
this sight.

SIGHT, Mb

of the

3

FIRECONTROL
’
ARTI- AIRCRAFTARTlLLERY

ELB
TELESCOPE
MOUNTS
M46,M47-SUBSTITUTESTANDARD

.: .,j:,I
‘%.
J.&:llrr
$g$y
I1
ELBOW TELESCOPE, M24 (M24Al

T

HAS LIGHTING

hese elbow telescopes and mounts are
for 3
standard on-carriage equipment
inch and 90 mm antiaircraft
gun caragainst
riages for direct fire sighting
mechanized land or sea targets. They are
operated by the azimuth and elevation
trackers of the gun crew independently
of
the regular antiaircraft fire control system.
The three telescopes are identical in
construction
and optical characteristics,
instruments
being 3-power, erect-image
with a field of view of 13” ‘20’. Their only
differences are in the reticle patterns.
is designed for aiming
Since the M24Al

ELBOW TELESCOPE, M25,

WINDOW)

Telescope

AND

TELESCOPE MOUNT,

Position
lndygent

Elbow
Telescope

Mount

Gun

M44A-l
MPSAI
MP4Al
MP6A1
Me4Al
M46Al

MP6
M!27
Me8
M54
M47 (S. S.)
M46 (S. S.)

3” AA
3” AA
90 mm
90 mm
90 mm
90 mm

M27
of

Mount
Gun
Gun
AA
AA
AA
AA

Purpose
Mount, MPAP.
Mount, MPAP.
Gun Mount,
Ml Al
Gun Mount, MIAt
Gun Mount, M3
Gun Mount, M3

Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right

side
side
side
side
side
side

Azimuth
Elevation
Azimuth
Elevation
Azimuth
Elevation

in azimuth,
it has a horizontal
reticle
scale graduated in mils lead. The M25Al
and M26h1, being used for aiming in
elevation, have retitles marked to indicate ranges in yards for specific ammunition. They have a series of horizontal

range lines with the normal line on the
horizontal asis of the reticle.
Each telescope has a lighting window,
so that the reticle may be illuminated
by
meaIls
of Instrument
Light, 3536.
The Telescope Xounts, 3126 and B/28,

ELBOW TELESCOPE, M26, AND
TELESCOPE MOUNT, M54,
fNSTALLED ON GUN CARRIAGE

ELBOW TELESCOPE, M26, AND
TELESCOPE MOUNT, M46

Wd

TELESCOPE MOUNT,

M26

i,jp&'~ASS\f~ED
w

~~~~~lll~~~~l~l~~~~~[~~lll~~~llll~~~l~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~lllllllll~llllllllllllll~lllllllllllllll~lillillllllllllll~illlllll~~llllllllllllllll~lll
OFF ICE CHIEF
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ELBOWTELESCOPES
M24A1,M25A1,M26Al
TELESCOPE
MOUNTSM26, M27, M28, M54-M46,
are attached to the left side of the top
carriage above the azimuth handwheels
and they rotate only in azimuth with the
respective guns. The mounting brackets
of the two mounts are differently shaped
in order to fit the mounting surfaces of
the particular gun.
Telescope Mount, M27, is mounted on
the right-hand side of the gun cradle in
front of t,he right trunnion, thus rotating
with the gun in elevation as well as in
azimuth. It is similar to the M26 and

M47

(Continued)

hI28 mount except that the bracket is
fastened to the right side of the gun with
the spindle in an inverted position and
the elevation
adjustment
is made by
screwdriver
instead of by means of an
elevation worm knob,
Telescope Mount, M54, is mounted on
the right-hand
side of the gun cradle
at the rear of the elevation indicator. It
performs the same functions as does the
i\lount,
BI27, but differs in constructional details so that it can be mounted

on a different weapon in a diff crent
location. It supersedes the now obsolete
Mount,
M29, which was found to be
unsatisfactory
because, when the gun
was clcvated, the eyepiece soon went
beyond the gunner’s reach.
The substitute
standard
Telescope
Mounts, 3x46 and M47, are similar to
the standard mounts, with only such
modifications as are necessary for use on
diff ereut materiel.
REFEILENCES-TM 9-370; TM g-1600.

ELBOWTELESCOPE6Al-STANDARD
TELESCOPE
MO NTSii52(,

E

lbow
Telescope,
?HCgAl, and the
Telescope Mounts, M52C and iU52D,
comprise the azimuth sighting equipment
for Case II pointing of the guns of a
fixed anti-motor-torpedo-boat
battery,
consisting of four 90 mm Guns, JiIl, two
on Rfounts, &llAl,
and two on &Iounts,
M3.
ELBOW
TELESCOPE,
M6Al -This
is
an S-power instrument
with a field of
view of 8” 45’. The reticle pattern consists of a single vertical line through the
center. The telescope has facilities for
adjustments,
and has
diopter-setting
clear, red, neutral, and amber filters, any
one of &icli may be inserted in place by
the turning of a filter selection knob. X
socket in front of the eyeshicld provides
connection for a lamp which illuminates
the reticle.
TELESCOPE

MID-Tekscope

MOUNTS,

M5zC

-STANDARD

left and right for a setting of plus or
minus 7” deflection with 10” as normal.
Deflections are set in by turning a micrometer knob, which is located opposite the
micrometer drum on the worm gear. The
deflection scale is graduated in degrees,
from 3” to 17”, and the micrometer drum
in hundredths
of a degree. A knob in
front of the micrometer knob is provided
for moving the telescope in elevation,
independently
of the movement of the
gun, thus permitting
the making
of
adjustments.
Indexes are provided on the deflection
scale and the micrometer
drum. By

movement of these indexes, the instrument can be aligned correctly.
Illumination
of the telescope reticle and
the deflection scale and micrometer drum
is provided by means of a 6-8 volt source
brought to the mount from the trouble
light outlet on the gun junction box.
To insure that the mount holds the
telescope firmly in place when the gun
is fired, two braces have been installed.
One attaches the pivot point of the telescope mount to the azimuth indicator
bracket and the other connects the left
rear bolt of the telescope mount to the
gun junction box.

AND

>lount, 3152C, is used

on each of the two 90 mm Gun Mounts,
M3, and T&scope
hg1ount, >I52D, is
used on each of the two 90 mm Gun
%Iounts, 121Al. The mounts are identical
except in having slightly difl’ercnt types
of braces to fit the mounting surface of
diff ercnt materiel.
The mount is fastened to the left side
of the gun carriage so that telescope and
mount move lvith the weapon in traverse.
The telescope is secured to the upper part
of the mount which can be moved to the
1 IRlPi

ncclrticn

ELBOW TELESCOPE, M6Al

TELESCOPE MOUNT,

M52-WITHOUT

BRACES

I

T

hese sighting systems are mounted on
antiaircraft
gun carriages to provide
for direct sighting of the guns agai~lst
ground or naval targets or against aerial
targets under emergency conditions n-hen
the remote control system is not. in
operation.
SIGHTING
SYSTEM,
MS-This
sighting system is mountccl on the 37 mm
Antiaircraft
Gun C’nrriage, ;113:11. Pormerly it was also used with tlic 37 mm
gun on Combination
Gun i\lotor Carriage, M15A1, but the 315 is now obsolete
for this installation,
having been supcrseded by Computing Sight, &I 14.. It consists of two l-power
telescopes, the
necessary supports, and lighting equipment for illumination
of the telescope
rcticles.
Telescope, M7, mounted on the left
side of t,he carriage, is used for tracking
in azimuth, and rfelesccq~e, X(i4, mounted
on the right side, is used for tracking in
elevation. Each telescope is attached to
the top carriage and the cradle so that it
moves with the gun in both azimuth and
elevation.
The tclescopcs are identical except for
reticle yattcrn. Tlw RI 7 has a continuous
vertical
line and a horizontal
crossline
broken at the center. ‘I’hc operator of the
azimuth
hxndwhcel
keeps the vertical
line on the target.
Telescope, MN,

-STANDARD

line and a corJtiJJuolJ.9 horizontal
liilc
which must be kept constantly
on t hc
aerial target. Ilelow the lJorizoJita1 line
arc four horizoutal range lines for 11s~iJJ
sighting land or nav;~I t,argets.
Ring sights arc used as auxiliary sights
~1lcJ1 the tdcswpc~s are not in working
order due to fogging of the lenses or
clog:ginp of the telescope with santl 01
dirt. \Yhcn the mormt is mckccl by rcooil,
the target is often kept in view maw
easily through use of the ring sights.
The a&Jut 11riilg sight is clwnpecl ovcJ
‘I’ehcope,
3r’;. It consists of’ :L war
clcmcni in the form of an apc~rture !,s inch
in diameter, and a front clement matic up
0T a large ring 2 inches in diameter with
a wire on its vertical diameter.
The clcvation ring sight is used on
Telescope, 3264, for cmcrgency tracking
in t’lCv:Ltion. Tt, diffws from the azimuth
sight only in that the cross\\+
of the
front sight is on the horizontal diameter.
The vertical and lateral deflection dials
serve to move the t&scopes to account
for deflections. ISoth lateral and vertical
deflections are set in by moving the same
knob. The deflcct,ian knob is rotated for
setting lateral deflections a1Jc1is elevated
or &~prcssc~t for setting in vertical deflections. A lateral and a vertic;LI d&ction s&e indica tc the a~lOwlt
of tleflectiolls set in. Each scale can indicate 400
mils deflection in either direction.

~~~~~~~~~f~a~

SIGHTING SYSTEM,
Mb--‘l’llis
is ;t rcof Sightiltg S,ysC~m,
115, to fit the
top carriage uwcl on tlw )Iultiple
C;un
hlo tor ( ‘arriage, 3,I 15. It. cotJsists of the
wnc tdcscopw-117
;LII(~ Alt.4, witI1 the
ring si.&ts, vertical wtr(l IittPYill
(I&&o*
mechanisms opcratccl simil;trl,y 1~7 rotating or olcvating and rlcprc’s.sitJ~ :L siJJ&
lever, lighting cquipmc~nt, a.1~1;L slightly
tIifFercnt mounting wr;~rJq~nwJJt.
design

SYSTEM,
MT---‘l’his sightis rnouJltr>tl on I~IV {JO mm
Guil C”at’t‘Jilg(~, 112, :LJld is
in clirwt. sighting
;qaiJJst
llSt!d
ody
mcchu~~ized t;q$*ts. It c0tJsicst.s of two
3-power Tel~‘scopC~s, 11CO, il nti the IlCCCSs;iry supports antI liJlk;l~CS.
SIGHTING

ing system
All tiaircral’t

()ne of the telcscol)cs is mount,ctl on the
left-]l;inJ side of the gull in front, of the
allcl the wcollti is similarly
trunnion,
located on the right-hsntl si& of the gun.
‘JJle left,-haIltI telescope is USC(~ by the
and the right-hand
azimuth
tracker
tclcscope is used by thcb &vat ion tracker.
ISo& t&scopes mow with thr: gun in
tt$avcrs(x tl~roug]l 3BO” iltl(l in clcvalion
and deprc&ol~ from - j 75 Inils to j-270
n)ils. Jyh(blj tjle gUtI htLs ~WCI~clevutd
to abollt 15” C;L& tclcsc~pc
is released
from

e]cv&joJl

linka@

l)y

r~IWJlS

of

a

gui(le ~~llc~roller IIICC~I.~~~~S~II&n
the
grrrl hats ;be,nn Jqjr~kd
until it has again
reaclled an elevation of about 15”, the
. .;&T,,l-

,OAA
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SIGHTINGSYSTEMS
MS, Mb, M7

(Continued)

CJ

SIGHTING

SYSTEM,

TELESCOPE,

M6

rollers are guided into the groove in the
guide and the t&scopes again follow the
gun in elevation and depression.
Telescope, M60, which has a field of
view of 13” 25’, is a pcriscopic-type
instrument with the line of sighting about
12 inches higher than the line of viewing
in order that the objective end may clear
the top of the shield. ‘I’hc telescope is
fitted with two rcticlcs, a fixed reticle
marking ranges from 0 to 3,000 yards
at 500 yard-intervals,
and a movable
reticle marking 50 mils of deflection to
the left and to the right of the ccntcr.
By turning the range-setting knob,
which
is located in front of the cycpicco of the
telescope, the dcflcction
scale can bc
moved opposite the desired range graduation of the fixed reticle.

M60,

USED

IN

SIGHTING

‘7
i

i

!

j

b

The telescope is pro\Gded with a sunshade anal red, amber, and neutral filters,
any one of which can he inserted into the
end of the eyepiece after unscrewing the
knurled eye-shield adapter.
Each telescope is supported
on a
mount. The mounts differ only in that
the azimuth mount has a elevating knob
by which the lint of sight of the telescope
can bc clcvatcd or depressed through a
limited angle.
1bDx!mxCES-T~l
Mat&iel-Frankford
System, 315.

9-708; xotes on
Arsenal-Sighting
SIGHTING
4 lAIT\I

!icc1II1cn

SYSTEM,

Mb,

IN

MULTIPLE

GUN

MOTOR

CARRIAGE,

Ml5

SYSTEM,

M7

I

COMPUTING
SPEED RINGS

SIGHT, M7, HAS BEEN MODIFIED
BY THE ADDlTlBN
OF 4D0-MILE
ON THE FORWARD
AREA
SIGHTS
AND
BY THE PROVlSlON
OF
SPff D-RING SIGHTS YO BE CLAMPED
OVER THE TELESCOPES

T

hesc computing sights are mechanical
devices for use in direct pointing of an
antiaircraft
gun when the director or
remote control slystem is out of order and
when it is necessary to open iirc so
quicklY that the automatic iire control
instruments
cannot be set up. The instrument <+omPutcs the lateral and vert ical leads anal displaces the tracking
telescoPcs bo that whc~l
the
trackers are
sightiiig clireclly on the target, leads are
applied, Since the telescopes move with
the guru in elevation 911~1I ral’crse, the gun
is aimcbtl at. the predicbted position of the
ta~*gct ii 11011tl~cu <*rossh;lirS r,l tclcscol)c
;lrc ,slll)Crir~l))c,~st~~l
on largC>t,

rcticlcs

COMPUTING

SlGl-lT,

MA2

‘Ilk

com-

putitlp \lght ccjnsists cs3(*nt ially of tlic
computing rncchaliisrn, t\vo trackilig telt+
SCVPCSconncc~t ed l>y purallel 1irik:tgcs ;m(l
rxro~mtcci c~u a support bar, an<1 a fiexible
shaft nhich tr;msrnits 111~~
azimuth tci the
comj)uting mecharlisnl, E’ro\ i.sion for borcsighting and dry-cell operated lightillg
tlevic*yb for illumlmrting
tclcscopc rctic’lcs
are all a part nf this sight.
The computing
mechanism, which is
locuted 01~ the azimuth side of the gun,
contuins mechanisms by which the (lircction anal thca q)red of the target are
set. in. I)ircAct ion is set in by an arrow
\vhich is rotutcad ulttil it is Parallel to the
targ,rct course and I)oiIlts in tlic same t-iircct ion ;ih the targi*t. Spc~~~dib 3ct ill l),v
turiilllg
;L halltl1\ hcbr~l 011 the computing
n~Wll:ilii~m. Hot 11Ol’ t llc~sc~mOVClmC’llt3 arc
tr:tn,hmit tctl to tlic sights in the form of
deflections by ~n~‘tllls
of
;l linkage.
Elenation CffCW 011
ti0n is 311tOmatically zlpPlic)tl by mc:ms of xnothcr sliuft
which, as the t~~lc~scopeis clc\*ntetl or dePrcsscd, ~li~~~lac~c~s
the telcscopc in .superclev:it ioli to t hc>~rr’cll)cr drgrcbck.
SiIlccL t limb statt irig:i ill tllrx c*onlputing
t

SllpelTl~\~il

I~l(‘(‘llillli~Ill
nlay

:IIX’
Ilot

1)~.

tlrc\
ob,sctr\-ation of
~~i~trnc~lrt

I

of

l);\sCL{I

cor’rcvt

011
:t*

cst iruatcs
tr’iiCCr5.

iirst

~~~tiIll:lt(~~.
apl)licvl.

tllcxy
.1(3-

ib mati~a hv the
‘1‘11~tlir~&~~-of-

I]k:GLl,SS!I-IED

COMPUTlNPJ
FORWARD

SIGHT,
M14,
HAS
BEEN
MODIFlED
AREA
SIGHTS
AND
SPEED-RING
-9GHTS
COMPUTING
SIGHTS

course setting is adjusted 50 that tr;iccrs
pass through the projccled course. Speed
setting is adjust,cd so that tracers pass
through the target.
The azimuth-tracking
telescope,
mounted on the right-hand
side of the
gun, and the elevat,ion-tracking
telescope,
mounted on the left-hand
side of the
gun, are identiral.
They are designated
M7 and each contains a crosshair reticle.
Formerly Telescope, 3x7, was used only
for azimuth tracking and the 3174 was
supplied for elevation tracking. The M73
was identical to the M7, except for reticle
pattern. In adclition to the crosshairs for
the tracking of aerial targets, the reticle
of Telescope, M74, had horizontal range
lines covering ranges up to 1,700 yards.
This Part of the reticle was used only
when the weapon was employed as an
aI1titank gun, In such cases, tile telescores of the cumPuting sights were used
without the computing mechanism. Since
these range lines were very confusing to
aerial t,rackers, Telescope, 3174, was made
obsolete and replaced hy the M7.
There are circumstances in which Telescopes, 117, do not perform satisfactorily.
It has recently been required that the
ring sights used in Sighting Systems, ,115
ant3 116, bc provided for emergency ust on
Computing
Sigllts, 117, M7Al,
317x2,
and ,\llA. Orica is clamped to the crossbar
adjac(bnt to the azimuth tracking talcscope and the other’ to t llc cross-;bar adjacvnt to clrxvat ion tracking t el~~s~ope,
In acldition to the basic elements of
(:omPuting
Sight, 327, two additional
devices are mounted
on each side of the
optional
methods for
gun to provide
Pointing the gun when the straight telescope cannot be used. A collimator type
of sight is mounted on each straight telesr‘opc. For use wheu the computing sight
remo\-able forward area
is inoperative,
Ggh t s are &so pro\-i(leri.
‘1%~ rt3tr element is a small aperture,
and the forward element is a cartwheel

BY THE
ADDITION
OF
AS ON
THE M7-TYPE

type of sight with concentric speed rings
for 100, 200, 300, arid 400 miles per llour.
between the 100 miles-per-hour
and tile
400 miles-per-hour sPeed rings are twelve
radial clock hour wires. Within the loomile speed ring are horizontal and vert ical crosswires only. The vertical crosswire has notches applicable
to antimechanized targets crossing at a range of
500 yards aurl at 20 miles per hour.
COMPUTING
SIGHT, WAl--This
is a
instrument
than the
less satisfactory
M7A2. \‘\*hilts the ,1IT;12 has an improved
gear t)os, using a differential, and resulting in the cour>e arrow control handwhcel
remaining stutiunary,
the M7;\1 has a
gear box with a slip clutch, Thus the
handwheel rotates lvhile the gun mount
is traversed. \Vith the lITAil, it is more
difficult to ;ldjust the course arrow, and
the settings arc less accurate.
COMPUTING
SIGHT,
MT--This
is an
older lrersion of the M7A1. It has a
smaller course handwheel and the linkage
used to keep the axis of the course arrow
jrertical is in a different Position.
COMPUTING

SIGHT,

~14 (Tss)--This

computing sight is standard for use on
Multiple
Gun Motor Carriage, M15A1,
which mounts a 37 mm antiaircraft
gun
and two Wl. .50 machine guns. It Performs the same functions as the &X7-tYPe
computing
sights, lout has a different
tvpe of computing mechanism. The latter
iA located t)clo-iv the center part of the
mounting bracket.
‘Jlis instrument
is also Standsrd for
use n-it11 (‘ombination Gun Jlount, @4C*
‘ihe latter is a modification of &mblnation fun Mount 3II54, which is a cornPoncnt of C’ombination Gun ~lotor Carriage, 111
. S-11. (‘oml~ination Gun Mount9
,\l&&(‘, is m0untd
on railwaY c:trs f0r
protect iou of r;iilwaJ+ cyuipmentS
~~;~:~c~~~;s(~E;s- .I?rankford
Arsenal
Sotcs 011Jlatcricl, JKl)I)-55,
C:omputlng
Sight, TS.

I
HEIGHT
FINDERS
MIASSTANDARD-

STANDARD

HEIGHT
FINDER,
Ml

A

height finder is primarily
used to
determine
the slant range or the
altitude
of enemy airplanes,
and to
transmit
the resulting
data to the
director. The instrument
may also be
used for the spotting of antiaircraft
fire,
Recently the standard height finder also
has been adopted as the standard range
finder for use in seacoast artillery
batteries. The complete instrument includes
the height finder proper, the cradle, and

the tripod. Metal carrying cases are provided for each of these components.
The height finder is fundamentally
a
13% foot stereoscopic range finder which
converts the slant range to altitude. By
means of measuring wedges, the image of
the target is moved in space until it
appears to have the same stereoscopic
relief as the reticle in the instrument.
The amount of movement of the wedges
necessary to produce this result is re-

HEIGHY
FINDER,
M2

lated to the range, and range may be read
directly from a properly calibrated scale.
The height finder proper consists of
two telescopic systems, one for each eye.
Each telescope has an objective, erecting
lenses, reticle, eyepiece, and other optical
components. By changing the position of
the erecting lenses, the magnification
can
be changed from 12 power to 24 power.
Diopter settings and interpupillary
distance of the eyepiece are adjustable, and

(Continued)

various
filters
are I)ro\.itlctf
for u3c
against
1~2,
glare tttlti ~~~ifhgd
targets. ~1x1internal acljuslr~ietll mc~.haukm provides an artitiicial
turg::et :tt u
known
range against \j.hic*h the ill,$tru-.
merit
may
be calibrated.
The objectives,
retictes, and erecting
lenses are niou~lted in a rigid tube krlon-11
as the optical
tube. This tul~,
the
measuring wedges, internal adjuster me&
anism, and end reflectors are mounted in
and

proteCted

by

a

dO~ble-~ah’l

tJdy

tube.
The wedge mechar~ism for detcrmir~ing
range or altitude
is contained
in the
right-hand telescope system. ‘I’he measuring scale is calibrated from 530 to 50,000
yards, and indicates
either rarqe CJI*
height according to the position of the
range-height
lever.
The outer tube is covered with a layer
of heat-insulating
material and a layer of
canvas, to minimize temperature charigcs.
The instrument
is tightly
scaled and
filled with dry helium at approximately
1
pound per square inch pressure, to reduce errors due to unequal heating of the
various parts. Since helium has a tow
index of refraction,
its use reduces
stratification.
Mounted
on the outer tube are two
g-power Elbow Telescopes, ,1.17, one used

for

ir:icki

01 her for

11g tlit* target 111azimuth,
1rackirlg irl elc\Ya tiou.

the

‘1%~ cradle supl)orts
the
proljer :tnd coutairh
ttlc
Illecllurlisxrls
t’s’ \vhich
Lhe iristrurncut
rua!,
be elc\,atrtl
and traversed.
011 it are
rnoiu~teci Ihe mechanisms for recciviug
and traiisniitting
azimuth,
altitude
or
height, :cncl elevation data.
\‘arious electrical uliits are coutuiucci
iri the cradle for power supply, data
trntisrriiasiun, and illuminatioIi
of ret&s,
scales, arid the internal
adjustment
mechanism.
Level vials are provided on the cradle
for le\*&ng the instrument.
firider

‘I’he tripod

TRIPOD
SLIlJport

fur

the

ser\-es as a firm

Cradle

bird

the

CXll\‘&S

finder

CRADLE

hcigllt

iI

hCight

finder. Leveling is performed by indcpendent adjustment
of each tripod leg.
EQUIPMENT--:I cylindrical
metal carfor the height
rying case is provided
finder proper arid inct ucles a shock-proof
carriage
~vhich facilitates
sliding
the
height finder proper in or out. Both the
cradle and tripod ha~c individual packing
cases. Spare parts arid tools are kept iri
the cradle and tripod cases.
The instrument
is also provided with
an electrically
heated cover to permit
operation at very low temperature,
arid
to maintain an even overall temperature.

covering the height
ih provitle(l
to keep the

StlIlSllil(le,

proI)t’r,

illStrllIlIWt

frclIn

~JeWIlliIlg

lllleVeI1

iI

temperature.
Among other ecluipmeut provitieci with
each height finder arc end-window diaphragms with slot openilq+
‘The use of
tllese rliaI)hrtlgms decrease5 the number
of ruys of light eilterinfi the in.strumeIit
and intersecting
the reticle l)tane at
different points. ‘Thus the possibility
of
blurrirlg the target image is lesi.s~‘ucdaud
the accurucy of the observer’s readings
is increased.
HEIGHT

FINDER,

MlAI-STANDARD

--This instrument, is the lleight Finder,
311, with tl Iiltrrll~r of moctificut,iot~s designed chiefly fur improving
the optical
parts ol the height finder, for stre~lgthenirig Ihe ulcchanical poustructiou
of the
ilistrurrierit, auti t’or. f;icilitatiltg
the operalion, adju>tmeut,
u1ld trarl3port of the
height finder.
HEIGHT FINDER,
STANDARD
All

Ml AND M!z-LIMITED

of the height fintiers
which have l~een pr~euretI are either the
111 or 112. ‘I’lie IIeight
Finder, >I2
operates 011 the same prijiciples as the
111, but differs in coustruction, and weighs
200 pouuds more than the JIl.
~~IsFEIII~S~‘ES--~~I. 4 -110; ‘l’J2 9 lU3;
TIU 9” 2005 v. 6; TM 9-2623.

RANGE
INDICATOR
MK.I-STANDARD

R

angc Indicator, 1lk. I, is a simpl,y
constructed, but accurate,
no1ioptictL1, studia-tyl)e ra;lge fiuder, used to measure quickly
the slant range to various enemy aircraft. ‘The iustrurnent has
the appearance of a small hand-mirror with a two-ix& circular
opening in the center. The wide rim is: di\Gtied into quadrants
which are marked off in ranges for designated airplanes with
wing spans of 45 feet, 60 feet, 75 feet, and 90 feet respectively.
Through the center opening are seen two par:&1 wires. One
is fixed along the diameter of the circle. ‘I’he position of the
second parallel wire may be changed by rei.olving a narrow
the edge of the opening. A4 cIockwise movecircular rim arou~ld
ment of the rim serves to shorten the distance between the two
parallel wires arid a counter-clockwise
movement spreads them
farther apart.
The indicator is S~lS$JeIlded
around
the
cJbser\rer’s
neck by a
lanyard which insures that the instrumcrlt is 23 inches from his
eyes when held outward and stretched tightly. The wires are
adjusted to iutficate the maximum range of the guu and ammunition used, anti the type of airplane observed. \Vhen the
wing spau of the airplane can be measured between the wires,
the
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HELIUMFILLING
KITSM6A1,M8--STANDAR
cry-, =”
“-:< ‘?- _
I . ~ -+
-‘fa,*.-<‘,
,&-s’.-

T

hese kits contain material
and equipment
necessary for charging a height finder with
helium and for checking the purity of the helium
filling,

. ..g$g
$Jgj
~: &Y
;*-3

//

KI”f, MbAl-This

kit is standard for use by Ordnance personnel. It consists of a
helium purity indicator (katharometer),
a helium
pressure regulator, 3 brass connectors, two 6-foot
lengths of F{s-inch rubber hose, a small screwdriver, a wrench, and printed instructions.
HELIUM

FILLING

.;g$
::,5<.
* i&F.
J
’ ra
.Q,p*
‘gg
i’
-.
i-‘_

HELIUM
FILLING
KIT, Ms-This
kit is used
only in filling the height finder and not for
checking the helium purity. It is standard for use
by antiaircraft
personnel
who check on the
degree of purity of helium by a method not
requiring a katharometer.
The MS differs from
the M6Al only in the fact that the helium purity
indicator has been eliminated.

+.
, ;Tf
-.‘. *-<
.=
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‘$
‘>*Cr
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STEREOSCOPIC
TESTER

Ml Al-STANDARD
T

HELIUM

FILLING KIT, M6A1,

SET UP FOR CALIBRATION

his instrument is used to test and train stereoscopic vision. Through its use it is possible to
determine whether a man’s stereoscopic vision
is satisfactory
enough to fit him for work as a
operator or
stereoscopic range- or height-finder
a spotter. It is also useful for strengthening
and
exercising the eyes.
The stereoscopic tcstcr is a table model stereoscope with a calibrated shaft, a slide holder and
slides with an electric lighting arrangement. There
are two series of slides, the first of which, known
as the D.B. series, provides a means for testing
muscular balance, astigmatism,
visual acuity,
fusion, color blindness and, to a certain extent,
stereo-acuity.
The second series of slides, the
D.C. series, is usually given only to those who
successfully pass the first tests. This series is used
for the testing and training of stereo-acuity.
The
results are measured in percentage of stereopsis.
In addition, there is a target slide which demonstrates and tests the making of stereoscopic
contact for practice in using stereoscopic range
and height finders. It is provided with a reticle
which has an image of an airplane, and a slide
with a similar image. By turning a knob, the two
images can be made to fuse in depth to indicate
comparative
accuracy of stereoscopic vision.

REFEREKCES-TM g-2005, v. 5; T&M 9-2653.
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STEREOSCOPIC TESTER, MIA!,

WITH SLIDE

STER
<,
r,

PIG

STEREOSCOWC TRAINER,

T

M7

he stereoscopic trainer is an instrument
but this gives the student practice in
designed principally
for training operameeting the situations encountered in the
tors of stereoscopic
height and range
use of a height finder.
finders in making stereoscopic contact. It
The student, stands at right angles to
can also be used in training operators of the operator, and all parts used by him
coincidence type range finders in bringing
are on the upper surface of the trainer.
target images into coincidence. In addiThe knobs and dials usecl by the student
tion, the instrument is a valuable means
are arranged, spaced, an{1 shaped so that
of exercising the eyes and testing vision.
the operation of the trainer is exactly the
same as that of the height finder. Toward
The trainer is a table model stereothe left is a binocular eyepiece. Adjustscope, of cylindrical
shape, with dimenments may be made for iriterpupillary
sions similar
to those of the central
settings and diopter settings. ‘l’hcre is a
portion of the standard height finder. In
head rest which has a means for turning
use, the trainer, in the lower part of its
on the reticle lamp. On the central control
carrying case, is placed on a sturdy table
heavy enough to bear its weight, which is pa~ie1, located to the rigtlt of the student,
is a range knob by which the operator can
more than 100 pounds.
control -the depth position of the target.
Stereoscopic Trainer, M7, requires two
Tie aims to keep the target at the same
operators---an
instructor
and a student.
apparent intensity as that of the central
The instructor stands at the left-hand end
line of retitlo markings.
of the trainer and all the parts of the
\Vhen the instrument
is used to give
instrument which he must operate are on
coincidence training,
the range knob is
that end. There is a target turret knob,
turn4
to bring the: two target images of
which is turned to select any one of four
images into
target images. A reticle turret knob is the two split half-target
coincidence.
The double-target
images
used to select either of two reticle patterns
are secured when the student turns the
or a semihalf-wave plate. ‘l’he first. reticle
polarizing filter levers half way between
pattern
simulates
the stanclard height
the ortho-stereoscopic
position and the
finder reticle pattern when viewed at 12 x
pseudo-stereoscopic
position.
The split
magnification.
The second is the same
target imagi’s are secured by use of the
pattern as it appears at 24X magnificasemihalf-wave
plate and by correct adtion. The third choice is a circular plate
justment of the polaroid filters.
which covers one half of the image field
Also mounted on the central control
with a semihalf-wave
plate pcrmittirlg
panel are the reticle lamp socket, the
the use of the trainer in split field coincidence training. The instructor can also knob which controls the illuminnt ion of
the reticle when a slide is used, which
make use of an elevation and an azimuth
simulates night conditions,
and the intracking cam knob. Either of these may
tcrnsl acljustcr which is used in making
be used in any one of two posilions. The
zero adjustments.
first causes the target to move in a steady
To the left of the student, just as in a
lateral
course, The second simulates
standard height
finder, is an elevation
movement from the steady course, thus
knob. The stllclent turns this knob ~~hcn
making it ncccssary for the opcrat!)r to
ncccss;~rv to keep the target behind the
for errors made by the
compensate
central fine of reticle marliingselevation tracker as often ov’cur in height
‘L‘hc aCYY]ri~cy of t tic student’s operation
finclcr operation. (‘arns in the interior of
to retain stereoscopic
the trainer are the mechanisms by wl1ic.h and his ability
the t arpt
arc rccordctl
this eflcct is r)roduccd. Tt is impossil>lc to con tat t with
automatically
by a pencil held over a
errors,
compensate for azimuth trackin
1 \Ald’\ AW! Bx4-l
A

roll of recording paper which, when set
to operate,
unrolls for a lOO-second
period. If the student, wishes to note
particularly
his achievement
at a given
moment he makes use of tlic pencil lifter.
At this point, a white space is left on
the paper.
The simulation
of the conditions
of
binocular vision, as well as the resultant
attainment
of stereoscopic contact and
coincidence of two separate images, is
brought about by the optical
components of the trainer. In front of the target
slide is a fixed Wollaston
prism which
separates the beam of light from the
target image into two components, reprepenting respectively
the image as seen
‘by the left eye and the image as seen by
the right eye. These images are polarized
at right angles to each other. Uy means
of a beam splitter, the component representing the image seen in the left eye is
directed into the left telescope and that
representing the image seen by the right
eye is directed into the right telescope.
Because of the action of the Polaroid
filters, however, the eye appears to see
only one target image.
The displacement
and convergence of
the two images are controlled by means
of the range knob which moves longitudinally
the
second 1Yollaston prism
which is located just after the reticle.
This niovemcnt causes an apparent movement in depth of the stereoscopicalIy
fused image. If the images are superimposed in the plane of the reticle, the
target appears to be at the same distance
as the reticle. If the left eye image is at
the left of the right eye image, the target
appears behind the reticle. If the left eye
image is at the right of the image it
appears in front of the reticle.
The semihalf-wave plate, which is used
to provide training in operation of coincidence range finders, consists of a halfwave plate over one half of the irnage
fiehl. It serves to retard the light entering
that half of the field so that its plane of
polarization is rotated through 90”. M’hen
both polarizing
filters are in the same
position thcrc will be two slightly drsplaced images of the target. In the upper
field, they M-ill be pseuclo-stereoscopic,
with the ‘image seen by the right eye
appearing to the left of that seen by the
Ieft eye. Turning the range knob makes
the one image appear in front of, behind,
or in stereoscopic contact with the other
image.
For split-field coincidence type images,
filter levers are turned
the p&rizing
Then there is a
to
opposl~lg
1)ositions.
split inlagc which can be brought into
coincidence by turning the range knob.
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MECHANICAL
ANTIAIRCRAFT
DIRECTORS
lose antiaircraft
tlirwtors
compute
mecha~~ic~~liy and cant inuonsly the firing data for the indirect fire of antic!;1sc of
carlicr
aircraft
guns. 111 tlw
clircctors, ;L dttla Irallsmission system w:ls
usctl for scntling thcW (liLti
:~lltorn;~tic;tlly
to one or rnorc guns from tninsmittcrs
within tlic tlircctors. The data wcrc then
applietl to the gu~~sby manually controllccl
“m;ttch tllc pointcl ” illdicators. J\‘ith the
most modern tlircctors, the chta art” 21ppliccl autoniatic;llly
to the gull by means
of :1 remet c control system which h;Ls its
0w11 cable system for transmitting
the elcvations ailtl azimuths. l’owcr for the operation of these instruments is sccurd from
a generating unit, locatccl in the vicinity.
The director is enclosed in a metal case,
supported at convenient operating height
by a tripod. In the interior of the instrument are various interconnected
cams,
gears, differentials, and other mechanisms,
carefully constructed
and positioned to
represent, calculate, and solve accurately
mathematical
functions and relationships.
By means of these mechanisms known data
relating to the present position of the
target, such as azimuth, elevation, and
range or height are conxrerted mechanically to future position data, representing
the position of the target at the instant
of shell burst or impact. Thus the correct
firing azimuth and quadrant elevation for
the gun are determined. For weapons using time fuzes, a fuzc time is also calculated and transmitted
to the fuze setter.

T

The operation of the different models
of directors is based on various principles
of triangulation,
the more common being
the angular travel method and the plan
prediction
method. In the first method
the rate of travel of the target is derived

from the changing angular position of the
target. In the second, rates are established
along three axes, two at right angles to
each other in the horizontal plane.

tude of the plane is constant. Others can
apply corrections to account for gliding
or diving targets.
DIRECTOR,

The present azimuth and the present
angular height of the target are introduced into the machine automatically
by
means of mechanisms geared to tracking
telescopes which are kept directed at the
target.

Ml-LIMITED

STANDARD

-This
director was made in England by
Vickers Armstrong, Ltd. It is used with
3” antiaircraft guns, fixed or mobile. Data
are transmitted
by a D.C. step-by-step
transmission
system which is not selfsynchronous. The instrument operates on
In most directors, including the 1117
the angular travel system and can apply
type, the altitude of the target is sent
only constant altitudes. Unlike the later
electrically
from the height finder. The
models, many of its computations
are
M5 type, however, is not connected with
solved by matching pointers to curves of
a height finder. The operator estimates
charts mounted on drums. The director
the range,or, as with the Director, M5A2,
and tripod weigh 250 pounds and six operdetermines it by means of a special range
ators are required.
finder. He sets the range in the director by
means of handwheels at the rear of the
DIRECTOR,
MlAl-LIMITED
STANDinstrument. Corrections are made by obARD-This
is the 141 modified to make
servation of the tracer stream. Except on
use of an American data transmission systhe M5 series, other handwheels are used
tem, the MZ. It is larger than the Ml,
for introducing
ballistic corrections, spot
having a total weight of 811 pounds. It is
corrections and parallax corrections.
now under further modification
for use
At present a number of different models
with the Data Transmission System, X13
of mechanical directors are in use, but
or M4.
only the M5A2 is standard. The older
models are considerctl
here, howcvcr,
DIRECTOR,
MI-LIMITED
STANDARD
because many or them are in general
-This
is the first American-made
direcuse and bccausc the M7 type director
tor, being manufactured by Sperry Gyrois a, modific:Ltion
of many of the older
scope Company. It is used with 3” fixecl
models.
or mobile guns and with the M2Al or
The various models differ in principle
of operation, in the number and type of
corrections applied, and in the limits of
operation. By limits is meant that each
model is usually able to register and handle only such data as will be encountered
in normal operation of the weapon with
which it is used. In addition, some dircctors work on the assumption that the alti-

M2A2 data transmission system. It is a
very complicated
and exact instrument,
making corrections for wind, drift and
time of flight. It is so heavy that it can
be transported only on a large trailer, on
which it is mounted for operation. The
plan prediction method is used, and only
constant altitudes are applied. Eight to
12 operators are required.

ELBOW TELESCOPES FOR DIRECTORS
Director
MP,

M3,

M4

series

M5 series

M7

series

M3Al

Tracking
Telescope

Power

Field of
View

Reticle

Spotting
Telescope

Power

EVf

MI

8X

8” 45’

Plain

Ml Al

4.4 x

11” 10”

M6

8X

8” 45’

Single

MlAi

4.2 x

11” 10”

Mf7 (to be replaced by M75C)
M58 (parallel
procurement
with Ml 7)
M75C (Standard)

8 X
8X

6”
6”

Interrupted
Interrupted

8X

6”

MI 7 (Standard)

8X

6”

Crosshair with azimuth
scale in mils.
Interrupted crosshairs

4.2 x

II”

8X

6”

Interrupted

M58 (parallel
with Ml 7)
1 IAlPl

procurement
AcCIIzTt&n

crosshairs
hair
crosshairs
crosshairs

crosshairs

Reficle
Mils crosshairs
Mils crosshairs

NlXle

Ml Al

IO”

Mifs crosshairs

MECHANICAL,

ANTIAIRCRAFTDIRKPOR

DIRECTOR,

DlRECTOR,

T8E3-LlMlTED

(Continued)

STAND-

ARD-This
is a forcrunner of the nirector, Rl3, and is designed for USCwith the
Data Transmission
System, T8E3. Like
all early directors it is used only with 3”
antiaircraft
guns. It weighs about 650
pounds.
DIRECTOR,

MB-LIMITED

STANDARD

--This director is :L simpler modific;Ltion
of the M2, weighing only 750 pounds and
requiring only 5 operators. It. is i~setl only
grins and
with 3” mobile antiaircraft
with the nata Transmission System, 113.
(‘orrections
are made for time of flight,
wind, drift, cluadrant Cl~ViLt,iOl~, ;md fuze
settings. C”orrections for firing at tfi\rilig
or climbing
aircraft
illl(l for horizorital firing iIt lan(l Or rlitVil1 t;lrgCtS arc
applied.
DIRECTOR,

M3Al-LIMITED
t ri16\

STANDncet~tFTi

DIRECTOR,

Ml

is usctl with 105 mm fixed
guns and makes use of l)ata Transmission
System, JI3M or J14,il. This is the 113
director modified to accommodate
the
greater range of the 1OFimm gun.
ARD--‘r&s

Ml Al

insure that both instruments
ing the same target.
DIRECTOR,

h&-LIMITED

are track-

STANDARD

---This director is used with 37 mm and
40 mm antiaircraft
mat&G1 in connection
with
Remote
Control
System, Ml or
DIRECTOR,
M4-LIMITED
STANDARD
315. It is a comparatively
simpie mechan-This
director is used with 3 inch or
ism, making no corrections for non-stand105 mm antiuircr:tft
guns jvith l)ata
ard ballistic conditions or for parallax and
Trxnsmission
System, AI3,11 or _114A~I.
with no fuze datta, It is useful against lowIt is a modific:~tion of the >I3 director,
flying planes at short range and high
lacing ;Ibou t 100 pou~itis
heavier. It makes
angular rates of tra\-el. ‘l’hrte operators
the same corrcctiolls as does the 113.
are required.
‘I’ll0 director CiLII bc used with several
DIRECTOR,
MsA+-LIMITED
STANDtypes of ammtuiition
hy niakiq
ccrtaiii
ARD-This
instrument is the 315 modisllbstitutions
iI1 mrdinnisms
ant1 rlids.
fied by the addition of a. synchronous unit
‘I‘hc~sc spire parts are included in the
which permits cumplcte self-synchronous
Wgulitr tvlrli~mleIit.
operation in elevation as \vc11 as azimutha
l)ircctor, 1114,also fllrnishcs the prcscnt
In addition, the torque rlmplificrs have
angiilar height ;ln(l the present rizimuth
becrt removed ;~id various modifications
made within the director to make the
of the tar@
to the height finder to

MECHANICALANTIA1RCRAFl’DIRECTORS

(Continued)

DIRECTOR, M3 OR M3Al

DIRECTOR, M2

removal possible. This director
System, M9 or M10.

is used with Remote

Control

DIRECTOR,
MAI-STANDARD-This
newly standardized
M5 type director is made up of Director, M5A1, modified
by the addition of the 30-inch-base Range Finder, MIO, and
provided with an altitude converter and a servo mechanism
for setting the slant range into the multiplying
mechanism of
the director. All M5 type directors in the field are to be modified
to M5A2 status as soon as practicable.

Range Finder, MlO, is an 8X, coincidence type of instrument, utilizing
the principle of color separation of the two
images. The image seen through the right window is in one
color and that seen through the left window is in the complementary
color. When the two images are in coincidence,
the coIors merge and one image appears in natural colors. This
range finder has an additional eyepiece which is used in spotting
by the tracer observer to determine how close to the airplane
the tracers pass.
DIRECTOR,
MI-SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD-The M7 director
is used with 3 inch, 90 mm, or 105 mm antiaircraft
materiel.

With 90 mm Gun Mount,
M2, is used.

MlAI,

the Remote Control

System,
DIRECTOR, M4

The 117 tlircctor is like the 31 1 cscq)t thal il 11a.s
tlcressccl limits of opntt ion ;ulrI Iws ~JIJC’ ilc+w
neclra~lism~ iThi& mxko its rcbs~~lts morc~ nwrly
,cciwatc. ‘i‘he
inclutlc :t fuzc ~Ic:)ci I into correct io11
n&a&m
an(l separation
of rat1p~ ;1.11(1al1 it rlclc
ate knobs from the range an(l alt ituclcb ha~~rf\~~hr~cls.
111317 clircctars arc to be motlificltl as swr~ as possi~~l~
0 R17ii I13 I OT h17iI1132 StittI\S*
DIRECTOR,

M7AlBl

-SUBSTITUTE

STANDARD

-This

is IArcctor, hT7, motlifi4
by the tldditiorl 01
, mechanical
smoother. ‘l’hc srnoothc~r is ustGl ii1
moothing the input data of the tlircctor, sir~w blight
‘rrors in input are often amplifictl
to C:LIISC*wirlc
‘rrors in output data. It \~tts rwcntly
wclassifictl
ram standard to substitute strtrlrlitr(l, lwving only
:lectrical directors stantlartl for m;Ljor calilwr guns.
DIRECTOR,

M7A1B2-SUBSTITUTE

STANDARD

-Director,
h47hl132, consists of I)irwlor,
317,
nodified by the installation
of a slightly less sa&+
actory
smoother
than that used iI1 lkwtor,
vI7AlPil.
REFEJ~ENCES---FM k-1 10; PJ4 4 --I 12; OS 9 -@3;
IW 9-1650; TM 9-1055; TA\I 9 l(i58; ‘L’YI 9 -1 ci59;
I-M 9-2655; TM 9-2658.

DIRECTOR,
\I

&#11

M5
P n~lrr!-n

OR

M5Al

DIRECTOR,

MSAlEl,

WHICH

IS MODIFIED

DIRECTOR,

M7

AS M5A2

DIRECTOR
TRAINER
hh -STANDARD

DIRECTOR TRAINER,

MI-SET

UP FOR OPERATION

T

he Director Trainer, M8, is an instrument for
training the range setter of Director, M5 or
M6, used with 37 mm and 40 mm antiaircraft
guns.
The trainer contains a director assembly and a
target assembly. The director assembly simulates
an M5 or M6 director, as far as range handwheel
and dial are concerned. It also contains a “canned
course” apparatus.
The target assembly contains a miniature
airplane which is made to turn on a support,
giving the appearance
of a hostile plane in
various positions of a normal course. Behind the
plane is a drum covered with a lithographed sky,
which is revolved at a speed representing
the
plane speed selected by the instructor.
The
courses of the plane are changed by changing
charts in the director.
The trainer is devised so that the instructor, at
the control panel, can cause the representation
of various representative
target courses. The student turns the range input handle as on a real
director,
making adjustments
as indicated
by
observation
of simulated
tracers displayed
as
shorts, hits or overs, depending upon the accuracy
of the range value set in. Time delay in the
to time of
appearance of tracers, corresponding
flight of a projectile, is introduced electrically.

1iM!-lASSII--IFD

DIRECTOR TRAINER,

Ma-TARGET

UNIT

he electrical antiaircraft
directors inthe
RI9
type
for
WC
with ~1 mm
clude
. .
~ntramx~~ft guns, and the hf 10 for use
with 120 mm antiaircraft
guns. ‘I’he &r7
type director, however, is retained along
with the J19 as the substitute
st.antlard
director for use with 90 mm antiaircraft
mat6riel.
The M9 series of directors includc the
M9, the M9A1, and the M9A2, while the
series includes the M 10 and the
Ml0
&I1 OAl. Director, M9, is designed for USC
with the 90 mm H.E. Shell, M71, in accordance with Firing Table, 90 AA-D-2.
The M9A1 is constructed
according to
revised and more nearly correct firing
data according to Firing Table, 90 AA-B-S.
In addition,
Director,
R19AI. has new
spinner motors in the azimuth, elevation,
fuze, and time of flight servo motors, a
new type of oil pan with improved fittings,
and slip rings and a slip ring spring wiper
ztssembly in the azimuth servo, made of a
different metal from those in the MY,
Director,
M9A2, is the RIgAl
with
numerous modifications
made chieflv to
insure smoother input data and mnrG accurate computed data, and to increase the
durability
and serviceability
of the dircctor. Director, M9A2, is standard, and the
j%I9 and M9hl
are limited standard. All
directors of this type to be manufactured
in the future will conform to specifications
for the M9112. Those actually issued to
troops in the field, however, will be given
only such changes necessary to conform
to MSAl standards.
All Ml0 directors are being modified at
the factory with new spinner motors in
the azimuth, elevation, and fuze servos.
Thus modified, the director retains the
designation
3110, and is classified limited
standard.
Incorporated
in all Ml&type
directors of new manufacture
will be imtxovements
similar to those of the ;\ZSX2.
Yhcse directors will be standard under
t-.hc designation MlOAl.
Electrical directors differ from the generally used mechanical directors in that
mat&ematical
calculations
are made by
electrical devices such as gotcntiometers.
resistances, capacitors, vaduum tubes, anj
inductances.
Tn the mechanical &rectors.
calculations
are Derformctl bv means of
mechanical
&vi&s,
such as diffcrcntials,
cams, gears, and variable sneed drives.
These directors are compl~cutecl dcviccs,
weighing more than 3,35ij pounds. They
me installed
in Director
Trailer,
1122,
N 14, or 8113. The major
. components of
an electrical director arc a tracker. a comrxitcr, a power unit, and an altitude conGcrter, ill interconnected
by a Cable
System, ,117.
.Y

CCMAPUTER,

M3

SERIES-T

he com -

pu ter mechanism
receives in electrical
rcctangulatr coorditiattb form the present
position clata supplictci by the tracking
instrument.
It makes continuous
automatical electrical computations
of firing
data and transmits
these data continuously to the 90 mm gun. A number of
corrections
and spots are introduced
through thcsc elements. Clomputer, L1/113,
is used in Director, XI9. C’ompu ter, M3A 1,
is the 113 computer, constrllctcd according to the revised ballistics of Firing Table,
YO AA-IN,
for usu in Director,
Xt9~11.
Computer,
X3.12 is used in Director,
1IYA2,
COMPUTER,
Ad4 SERIES-Computer,
M4, used with the Director, M10, and
Computer, M-&11, with Director, &%1OAl.

,

TRACKER,
MP -.The tracker consists
0f a rotating head, mounted on a tripod,
carrying
two elbow telescorxds and -two
seat; fir the ohs

m

scopes move together in elevation. The
rectangular co-orciinatcs of tllc target position, as tietcrniined by tracking, are transmitted clcctrically to the computer. IXals
on the tracker indicate continuously
the
azimuth ant1 elevation. iidjustable
illumination is provided for the tclcscope retitles
and the dials. The t,rackcr is used only
when the target is visible. When the target is invisible,
this director
is used
with the Itadar Systems, SC&545
and
%X--584, and the tracker is not used.
Aided tracking is provided in both azimuth and elevation. It is a combination
of manual anti motor drive, controlled by
the same handwhecl. Tt can be disengaged
when desired.

COMPUTER,

M3 OR M4 TYPE

1 Mu
&J-, 4 g 4 4
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ELECTRICAL
ANTIAIRCRAFTDIRECTORS
(Continued)

TRACKER,

M2, WITH TRIPOD, Ml2

They are like the M3-type
computers,
but each computer of the Jl-1 type has a
ballistic network incorporating
data for
the firing table usctl with the 120 mm gun
rather than that ~tsed with the 90 mm gun.
POWER UNIT, M8--‘I’his
unit rcccives
3-phase, 11fi-volt, GO-cycle j)owcr from
the prim:Lry
source, the Guncrating
Knit, 317 or 1,118. It is converted into
direct curwn t of scvcral different highly
regulated voltages by means of wcuum
tube rectifiers.

ALTITUDE

ALTITUDE

CONVERTER,

MI-\%tn

ranges or altitudes arc transmitted to the
director by means of a height finder or
the Radar System, KR-268,
an altitude
convwtcr is used to convert the data into
the clcctrical form required hy this director. \Vhcn used with Radar Systems,
S(‘It-545,
the altitude converter is not
usccl, its data are tllrcatly supplied in electrical form.
CABLE

SYSTEM,

M7-rl’lx

cable

sys-

tern 11scr1with this series ol directors has
rcccntly been modified by the incorpora-

DIRECTOR TRAILER,

Ml4

CONVERTER,

M2

tion of a cloud switch into the cable
system. The cloud switch cnablcs a quick
changcovcr from visual to radio t,rucking
and vice versa.
DIRECTOR
TRAILER,
MIS-This
trailer, a modificxtion
of the present substitute standard Ml4 trailer, 1~a.sinside
dimensions of g’/ feet by 794 feet. The
1’122 also has an msulatcd wooden ceiling,
and dust-, rain-, and gas-proofed doors,
windows, and cable outlets. Blackout provisions are also made. X11 cables are
concealed bcncath a false floor and in
risers. There are a folrling workbench and
various storage provisions for tools and
accessories. A heater is provided. I&ctor Trailer, hfl3, is limited standard for
this purpose.
ADVANTAGES-The
electrical directors have been proved just as accurate as
the mechanical directors, and are superior
to the mechanical directors in certain rcspf2et.s. The important
advantages of the
l>irectors 119 and Ml0 over the XL7 arc:
aided tracking; complete ballistic solution
for nonstandard conditions, such as muzzlc velocity, wind, air density, and drift;
and Ihe elimination
of dynamic errors
i~ilierent in the prediction mechsnism of
the l)irwtor,
117.
In adclitiort,
the electrical
directors
have a minimum
slant range of 1,200
yards instwtl of the 3,000 yards of t,he
mechanical directors. \Vith a horizontal
range of 28,000 yards, thcsc clir&ors
have almost twice the range of a mechanical director of the 117 type.
lt~~~r~l~rs~ces-r~~~C3-G71;T~tT'3-1671~.

--STANDA
distribution
box where separate cables
lead to the elevation indicator on the right
side of the carriage and to the gun junction box on the left side. From the gun
junction box separate cables lead to the
azimuth indicator
and the fuze setter.
The gun junction box &lso contains a stepdown transformer to provide low-voltage
power for illuminating
the breech lamp
and the fuze setter lamp.
i
Special equipment
furnished includes
twelve cable reels, five trouble lamps, an
ammeter, a voltmeter and an ohmmeter.

hex data transmission systems provide
a means for the electrical transmission
of azimuths and elevations from an antiaircraft
director to electrical pointers on
an azimuth and an elevation indicator on
the gun carriage. hl1ember.s of the gun
crew constantly operate the azimuth and
elevation handwheels on the gun carriage
so that the indexes of the mechanical and
electrical
dials of the indicat,ors always
match. The weapon is thus elevated and
traversed with little dead time elapsing.
Fuzc data signals are also sent from the
director
through the data transmission
system to the fuze indicator, and from the
height finder to the director. Power for the
data transmission system is provided by a
generating unit.
A data transmission system consists of:
(a) &ll indicators
and associated onCarriage wiring on as many as four guns
of a battery; (b) a main junction box; and
(c) cables and plugs for interconnecting
the guns, junction boxes, height finder,
director, and generating unit.

.

There arc two standard antiaircraft
data transmission systems, the M4 and
the M4Al. They are the same in principles and methods of operation, but they
differ in some of the electrical components.

DATA

AZIMUTH

DATA

OR ELEVATION

INDICATOR,

TRANSMISSION

SYSTEM,

M4

M4

-This
system is used with t,he Antiaircraft Director, M3 or M4, at 3” mobile
Antiaircraft
Gun Mounts, M2, M2Al and
M2A2. With some changes, the system
can be adapted for use with the Director,
M2.
In this system, the cable leads to a receptacle box which is located in front of
the top carriage of the gun mount. From
the receptacle box, the cable leads to the

TRANSMlSStON

SYSTEM,

M4Al-This
system is used with 3” 6xcd
Antiaircraft
Mounts, M3, M1917MI
and
M1917MI1,
as well as the 105 mm Antiaircraft Gun Mount, MI. It is used where
the cable can be buried. The same directors are used as with the M4. It differs
from the M4 only in certain details as to
arrangement of components, in the addition of an extension junction box and in
the substitution
of a contact ring assembly for the receptacle box. The use of
contact rings prevents the long cable from
moving
with the carriage,
becoming
twisted, and interfering with operation.
REFERENCES-TM 9-1656, TM g-2005,
v. 5.

REMOTE
CONTROL
SYSTEM
NM i’iiD4M, M5 !?kdVl~!j KCKF
hese remote control

systems provide a
gun is
automatically
traversed and elevated to
the correct angles as transmitted
electrically from the director, thus pointing the
weapon more accurately and rapidly than
by manual operation.
is possible by
Each remote control system consists of
a double set of components, one for receiving and applying azimuths, the other
using elevations in the same manner. A
single Cable system, not a part of the
remote control system, is used to connect
the M5-type
Director
electrically
with
this on-carriage eyuipment and the generating unit.
Limit switches are provided
for the
automatic breaking _; of connections withthe
out harm to any mechanism when the
Or
weapon has reached its maximum
or
minimum elevation.

f means by which an antiaircraft

REMOTE

CONTROL

SYSTEM,

MI-

This remote control system provides for
continuous automatic tracking of 360” in
azimuth and elevations between 0” and
85”. The maximum speed is 20”
20” per second, suflicicnt to fallow practically
any
target encountered at the presentpresent time.
The system operates 011 a 3-phase, BOcycle, 115-volt current.

REMOTE CONTROL

SYSTEM, M1 or M5, ON 40 MM A.A.

The gun is automatically
moved in azimuth or elevation by means of an oil
motor which receives its oil from an oil
pump, ilself operated by a separate electric motor. This apparatlls, known as the
oil gear, is assembled on the weapon and
couptcd to it.
Each oil gear consists of an oil pump
and motor unit assembly and the electri-

GUN CARRfAGE,

M2

cal differential and transmitter
assembly.
The induction motor drives the oil pump,
while the electrical differential and transmitter control the operations of the oil
motor in synchronism with the director.
In the azimuth oil gear, the oil motor in
turn drives the gun carriage through a
system of gears causing the upper part of
the carriage to revolve in azimuth as the

~~~~~~ss~~I~D
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REMOTECONTROISYSTEMMl01 Ml,
target is tracked by the director. The oil
motor in the elevation oil gear operates
the elevating mechanism of the gun.
The azimuth
indicator
is connected
electrically
to the coarse transmitter
in
the director and mechanically to the azimuth drive of the gun carriage. It is used
as a coarse azimuth indicator when synchronizing
the gun with the director,
after slewing,
The wiring set comprises the rest of the
on-carriage equipment and includes the
gun junction box, the contact ring, the
azimuth indicator, azimuth and elevation
switches, and the necessary cables and
wiring.
There is no Standard or Substitute
Standard remote control system to correspond with the Ml because the 37 mm
guns, on which it is used, are being replaced by 40 mm materiel.
Remote
System

Control

MS, Ml5
REMOTE

(Continued)
CONTROL

SYSTEM,

M5-

The M5 is a modification of the Ul system for use with -40 mm mat&iel.
The
differences between the two models arc
as follows. In the MI the azimuth oil gear
is mounted on the left side of the top
carriage and the elevation oil gear on the
right. The positions are reversed in the
315. The wiring set of the Ml system has
no distribution
box, while the M5 has a
distribution
box. The azimuth indicator,
switches, gun junction boxes, contact ring,
and wiring are sorncwhat different in construction or arritngemcnt, but no1 in principles or methods of operation. Xl1 315
Remote Control Systems are to bc modified

to Ml5

status.

REMOTE

CONTROL

SYSTEM,

A&O--

This system is a motlification of the ;1’I1,
using an improved oil gear, the h13, which
provides a means of eliminating
the lag
$;Zf;nents

of

Cable
2s;;m

Gun Carriage

40 mm

Gun Mounts,
M5

Oil Gear, M3 (azimuth)
Oil Gear, M3 (elevation)
Wiring Set, MB

M8

A.A.
MPAI,

Gun Mounts,
M5

Oil Gear, M3 (azimuth)
Oil Gear, M3 (elevation)
Wiring Set, Ml2

M8

M5 (L.S.)

40 mm A.A.
MI, M2A1,

Gun Mounts,
M5

Oil Gear, Ml (azimuth)
Oil Gear, Ml (elevation)
Wiring Set, M5

MB

Ml

37 mm A.A.
M3Al

Gun Mount,

Oil Gear, Ml (azimuth)
Oil Gear, Ml (elevation)
Wiring Set, M5

M8

Ml 0 (S.)

MI,
Ml 5 (S.S.)

40 mm
MI,

(L.S.)

A.A.
M2A1,

which is inherent in the XI1 system. In
addition, a coarse receiver in the oil gear
takes the place of the azimuth indicator.
This coarse receiver makes it possible to
when used
slew the gun automatically
with Directors, ,XL5hl and %15X2, each
of which has coarse transmitters.
It has
recently been required that Wiring Set,
MB, a component of this remote control
system, be modified by the incorporation
of an elevation linkage extension and power
switch for the clutch on elevation oil gears.
These additional mechanisms enable the
elevation tracker to engage or disengage
the clutch without requiring him to lean
forward and take his eyes off the target.
They also eliminate the risk of injury to
the tracker or damage to the oil gear.
REMOTE

CONTROL

SYSTEM,

M15-

The designation Ml5 has been assigned
to the modified Ml system, which uscs
the improved oil gears, M3, as in the Ml0
system. In addition, the Ml system incorporat,es the wiring system, NI12. This
wiring system employs the elevation linkage extension and power switch as in
wiring system, M8, used in Remote (:ontrol System, IflO. Its use of the other
improvements of wiring system, MB, over
the wiring system, h’I3, which is used in
Remote Control System, 111, is optional,
but preferred.
REFICKENCES-OS
9 -42; TM 9-1643;
Tnll g-2005, v. 6; T&!I 9-2643.

REMOTE
CONTROL
SYSTEMS
M2,M12,hhl%STANDARD

T

hese remote control systems, designed
for use with 90 mm materiel, perform
the same functions as the remote control
systems used with 37 mm and 40 mm
materiel. Each system consists of all the
on-carriage equipment required for elevating and traversing the gun by remote
control. This includes the indicator system
and the power control, Electrical
connection between the power source,
the M7 or M9 type director, and the
remote control system, is made by means
of a cable system, not itself a part of the
remote control system. One cable system
is designed for a battery of four guns.

.

e-.
REMOTE CONTROL

SYSTEM, Mf3I tklol

SHOWING

flPcIc11cln

ARRANGEMENT

d
OF PARTS ON

These three remote control systems are
all operated on the same general principles, and contain the same major elements. Differences between the individual
systems are mainly to adapt them for use
on different
weapons with somewhat
different requirements.
In addition, the
Ml2 and Ml3 systems, being modifications and subsequent developments
of
the M2, incorporate certain improvements
over the parent system.

12,Ml3 (Continued)
NTRQL
SYSTEMS
M

REMOTE CONTROL

SYSTEM, MZ-ELEVATION

Remote
Control
Systems

Gun

MP

90 mm AA

Gun Mount,

MIP

90 mm AA

Gun Carriage,

MP

Ml3

90 mm AA

Gun Carriage,

M3

STATION

INDICATOR-REGULATOR,

Components
of
Remote Control System

Carriage
MIA1

Each system uses 3-phase, 60 cycle,
109-121 volt current. They can traverse
the respective guns through 360”. Both
the M2 and Ml2’systcms
have a maximum rate of traverse at 12” per second.
Remote Control System, M2, can elevate
or depress the weapon between 0” and
80’ elevation at a maximum speed of 12”
per second. The 11’112can move the gun in
elevation between - 10” and +YO” at a
maximum speed of 11” per second. The
Ml3
can elevate or depress the gun
between -8” and +SO”.
Each indicator system, also known as
the signal system, “consists of two Tndicator Regulators,
Ml, one for azimuth
and one for clcvation;
various junction
and termina1 boxes, a contact ring, and
the necessary on-carriage
cables. The
indicator
system is actuated
by the
director system and itself actuates the
stroke control system. Each signal system
has a synchronizer which brings- the gun
._
into exact synchronism.
The fine and
coarse dials on the face of the indicatorregulator indicate the workings of thcsc
two mechanisms during manual operation.
dUWm

CONTROL

Indicator
System, M4
Power Control, M4
Indicator
System, M5
Power Control, M3
Indicator
System, Mb
Power Contra!, M5

Cable
System
Used
Ml
Ml
Ml0

Th e power control
consists of two
hydraulic systems and two electric stroke
control systems, one of each for azimuth
and one for elevation.
Each hydraulic
system is made up of an oil pump and the
oil motor which actually moves the gun
in elevation or in azimuth.
The stroke
control system regulates the speed and
direction of the flow of oil pumped by the
hydraulic
pump. A limit stop valve is
provided for the elevation hydraulic systern for protection of tl1c gearing at the
mechanical limits.
Tn cases of emergency, the weapon can
be pointed mechanically
to match the
electrical pointer, just as is done when a
data transmission
system is used. A
transfer valve is provided
in each hydraulic system in order to bypass the oil
flow between the pump and the motor
during manual operation.
System, I\r13, is so constructed that
it can be opcratcd manually on one axis
and automatically
on the other.
Remote Control Systems, III12 and
ILI 13, diticr from the RP2 chiefly
in
allowing increased movement of the gun

trol

Ml

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM, Ml2
POWER CONTROL, M3-ELEVATION
UNIT

Remote
Con-

in depression, in modifications
to adapt
the systems for use on different mathriel,
in difl’erences of arrangements
of components, and various improvements.
The
latter
include : elimination
of certain
problems of installation
and production,
increased ease in making adjustments,
and reduction of the number of operations
for changing from automatic
to manual
operation from three to one.

REFERENCES-TAI
9-370; TAI 9 -372;
TM 9-373; TM 9-1632; TM 9-2005 v. 6.
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TORQUE
AMPLIFIER
Ml-STANDARD

T

he Torque :Implifier,
Ml, is lhe fire
control element of Combination
E’uze
Setter-Rammer,
XJ.20, used with the 90
mm Gun, n12, and the 90 mm Aiitiaircraft Gun Mount, M2. It, continuously
and automatically
receives fuze time data
from the director, amplifies the cl&a, and

AMPLIFIER,

use’s the amplified data to position the
pltrnger
in the fuze setter-rammer
transmission.
The position of the data
plunger serves to determine the amount
of rotation in the fuze setter jaws.
The instrumeiit
consists of Motor
Drive, Ala, and Amplifier, Ml or Ml’t31.

The motor drive is located on the side of
i.he fuze setter-rammer transmission, and
the amplifier is mounted against t,he side
of the top carriage of the gun mount.
The Amplifiers,
Ml
and R’IlBl,
are
similar,
but are made by different
manufacturers.
The Motor Drive,
R12, contains a
self-synchronous transformer and an electric driving motor, both of which are
geared to the output staff, which itself is
connected with the data plunger. The
self-synchronous lransformerreceivesfrom
the director the electrical
data corresponding to the mechanical position of
the fuze dial on the director, and converts
the data back to a mechanical position
corresponding
to that of the fuze dial.
Electric voltage built up in the secondary
winding of the transformer is led into the
amplifier,
where it is amplified into a
signal strong enough to drive the motor
in the motor drive, thus turning
the
output shaft. When the fuzc dial position
of the transformer
is synchronous with
that of the director, the voltage becomes
zero and the driving motor ceases to turn
the output shaft unlil the position of
the fuze dial of the director is again
changed.

data

MOTOR

M1

9-372.

RICFE~WNCE-TN!

DRIVE, M2

CABLE
REPAIR
KITSMl, M2, M3, M5, STANDARD-MT
(NO CLASSIFICATION)

A

cable repair kit is a portable metal tool-box containing
the tools and supplies needed for the making of electrical connections and sheath repairs on antiaircraft
data
transmission
systems and remote control systems. The
four standard kits, N!l, h”2, M3 and Y!Af5,are all basically
the same. The contents include such items as vulcanizers,
soldering iron and solder, diagonal wire-cutting
pliers,
crimping tools, electric scissors, linoleum knife, wood rasp,
paint, 1,rush, vulcanizer liners, compression splicing sleeves,
insulating bleeves, vulcanizing and insulating tapes, benzoI,
rubber cement, mould dressing and brush, a 6 inch metal
ruler, a carborundum
stone, and a prevulcanized
spider.
‘I‘lie \-arious models differ in the vulcanizing
equipment
furnished and in certain substitutions in the tools supplied.
Cabte Repair
Ml

.

MI

. .

M3
M7.

CABLE REPAIR KIT, M2

.
.

.

.Data

. .
.

M5.

Used With

Kit
.

.
.. .

.

.
.

Transmission
.

. .
Remote

.
All
Used

data
by

.
transmission
Ordnance

Systems,
Remote
Control

M4,
Control

Systems,

.Remote
and
remote
Maintenance

Control

M4A1,

M6

System,

MI

Ml

and

System,

control
Companies

M5
Mb

systems.
only.

he Slide Rule, Mt ) is an instrument desi~utd primarily
for the rapid logarithmic solution of triangles. ‘l’l~is device
is a flat plastic disk, with four concerrtric scales engraved
cm the face, labeled from the oulsicie inwardly,
I), 13, B
and C. Scales I>, 1Eand C arc usctl to solve triangles ~vheu
a particular
element of data is missing. Scale 13 is a
logarithmic
scale of numbers used to transform into numerical values the logarithmic
values obtained by the use
of the other scales.
Pivoted from the center are two transparent plastic arms
of different lengths. The short arm is usually placed along
the index and the long arm is moved along the proper
scale until it indicates one of the known acute angles.
Then the relative position of the arms represents the
unknown logarithmic
value,
Instructions
and charts showing the various uses and
methods of operation of this device are shown on the
center of the face and on the reverse side of the slide rule.
Also engraved on the reverse side is a grid for the construction of triangles.

‘>\\;
.
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REFERENCES-FM 4 -110; ‘KM 9-370.

SLIDE RULE, Ml

SLIDERULEi&-=--STANDARD

S

lide Rule, 112, provides a means for
determining
quickly a height finder
Observer’s unit of error without the necessity of first Converting the altitude error
into the corresponding error in slant range.
Two rules are issued to each height finder.
The rule consists of a base, 2 inches wide,
and three top sections. The two outside

ALE SHOWS
NGE OR HEIGHT

THIS

sections each 56 inch wide, are fixed and the
center section, an inch wide, is movable.
The lower fixed scale is the unit of error
scale ad is graduated from 0.1 to 100.
Just above it is a sliding scale with ranges
or altitudes
from 200 yards to 20,000
yards along the upper edge and with the
corresponding
linear range or altitude

SCALE

SHOWS

DE YOE SLIDE RULE, WHICH IS BEING

v

errors from 0.1 to 100 along the lower
edge. ‘l’he upper fixed scale contains
angular height graduations
in mils from
20 t,o I ,fjOOl
h transparent
runner with a hair line
is provirlecl, and a fiber or leather case is
to be issued tvith each rule.
REFERENCE-TM
4-250.
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ANTIAIRCRAFT
BATTERY
COMMANDER’S
OBSE

INSTRUMENT
Ml-STANDARD

ANTIAIRCRAFT

T

he antiaircraft
battery commander’s
observation instrument is used for observing aerial targets, for measuring azimuths and elevations, and for spotting.
The instrument consists of an Elbow Telescope, M35, and an Elbow Telescope, M2,
which move concurrently,
a mount, a
type A tripod, electrical equipment, and
the necessary packing chests.
ELBOW TELESCOPE, M%---This instrument is used in order that the battery
commander may keep his eyes level and
face the observer at the elbow telescope
on the opposite side of the mount. The
telescope may be set for a magnification of
either 10 or 20 power. The eyepiece may
be focused in accordance with a diopter
scale, but the objective is fixed focus.
There are a blue and an amber internal
filter. To make use of either filter the special lever for that fYter is rotated.
The reticle is marked with a horizontal
1 IhlPl ACCIC\fIri

BATTERY COMMANDER’S

OBSERVATION

INSTRUMENT,

Ml

and a vertical mil scale measuring 50 mils
in 1-mil intervals in each direction from
the central point. These scales are usually
used by the battery commander in spotting for measuring deviations in azimuth
and range, while the observer keeps the
target tracked with Elbow Telescope, M2.

port for the telescope. In addition, it contains other important
mechanisms for
leveling and orienting the instrument, and
for positioning the telescope in azimuth
and elevation.
Azimuth
and elevation
scales and micrometers are also contained
in the mount.

ELBOW TELESCOPE,
Ma--This
8power, fixed-focus instrument is mounted
on an adapter which is firmly supported
on a shaft extension opposite the eyepiece
of the Elbow Telescope, M35. By means
of the adapter, the elbow telescope may
be adjusted so that the lines of sight of
the two telescopes are parallel. This instrument
is provided
with removable
amber and blue filters and with a reticle
marked so that the image of the target
may be kept at the center.

TRIPOD, TYPE A-This
tripod has a
metal head. The extensible wooden legs
are provided with adjustable metal braces
of the rod and tube type.

MOUNT-The
mount,
which
is
screwed onto the head of the tripod by
means of a leveling plate, provides a sup-

ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT-Ihmination for the various retitles and scales
is provided by means of a 6-volt alkaline
storage battery. A rheostat is provided for
adjustment
of illumination.
Lead wires
from each of the lamp brackets and the
rheostat are carried to the battery through
a central cable.

REFERENCES-TM 9-360; TM g-2005,
v. 6.
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FUZESETTERS
MB,M9, MlO,M&-STANDAR

FUZE SETTER, M9

T

hese fuze setters for antiaircraft
use are manually operated,
but are connected electrically with the director, from which
data are automatically
transmitted. Each fuze setter is attached
to a gun carriage by means of a bracket. The major components
include a fuze indicator,
adjusting
mechanism,
and setting
mechanism. The round to be set is inserted in a guide connected
with the setting mechanism.
The fuze indicator
receives electrically
and indicates the
fuze range (i.e., time of flight in seconds) to the target. A cable
leading to the gun junction box serves to connect the indicator
with the director.
The indicator
contains a standard A.C.
synchronous repeater with an electrical index mounted on the
shaft. The repeater positions the electrical index so that it
indicates the range on the fuze setter scale in accordance with
the continuously
received fuze range data.
A mechanical index is located between the electrical index and
the scale. The adjusting mechanism, driven by an adjusting
handwheel, is located below the fuze indicator and is geared to
the mechanical index. The adjusting handwheel is turned so
that the mechanical index constantly
matches the electrical
index. If no indicator is used, the mechanical index is merely
moved to the desired range. The turning of the adjusting handwheel also rotates the movable or adjusting ring of the fuze to
the correct setting for the range. The setting mechanism, operated by the setting crank, completes the work of setting the
fuze. When the final position is reached, the fuze setting corresponds to that on the fuze setter scales. Once the fuze has been
set, the adjusting mechanism can continue to be operated in
accordance with subsequently
received data until the round is
removed for loading.
Electric lamps are provided to illuminate
important
parts
of the fuze setters where necessary. Power is secured for the
lamps by means of a step-down transformer in the gun junction
box of the data transmission system.

FUZE SETTER, M&---This device is used with any 3” antiaircraft ammunition
equipped with the 21-second antiaircraft
powder-train
fuze, Mk. III, or modifications,
or with the 30second mechanical fuze, M43. It may also be used with 3”
dummy ammunition.
In order to adapt the fuze setter for use
with different fuzes, separate scales, setting rings, and adjusting rings are supplied.

10I

(Continued)
Electric
lamps are provided
for the
guide and the fuse indicator. They are
inserted in lamp wells. Luminous paint
in the electrical and mechanical fuze indexes also serves to adapt this model for
night use.
FUZE SETTER, M9-This
fuze setter was
developed for setting the M2 time fuze
on the fixed H.E. shell, M38, as used in
the 105 mm antiaircraft
gun. It functions similarly to the M8 fuze setter, but
differs in appearance.

FUZE SEYTER, Ml3

This fuze setter has an additional auxiliary scale and index located below the
indicator
for direct indication
of fuze
range. The indicator against which this
scale is read can be offset to introduce an
arbitrary correction.

Fuze Setter, M9, has but one electric
lamp for night illumination.
It is located
above the guide.
FUZE SETTER, Ml-This
fuze setter is
used on 105 mm antiaircraft
ammunition fitted with the mechanical time fuze,
M43A2. It is an enlargement of the M8,
with many of its component parts interchangeable with those of the M8.
FUZE SETTER, MIS-This
fuze setter,
modeled on the M8, is designed primarily
for mounting on the 90 mm Antiaircraft
Gun Mount, Ml, and is used with 90 mm
antiaircraft
ammunition
fuzed with the
30 second Mechanical
Time Fuze, M43,
or with dummy
drill cartridges
fuzed
with the Dummy Fuze, M44.
REFERENCES-FM 4-l 10; TM g-1635;
TM g-1640; TM 9-1641; TM g-2005,
v. 6.

FUZESETTER
Ml%STANDARD
uze Setter, M19, is a power-operated
mechanism, by which the Mechanical
Time Fuze, M61 or M61A1, as used in 120
mm shells, is automatically
set to the
time setting corresponding
to the fuze
range data computed
by the director.
The fuze setter, mounted on rails over
the breech ring of the 120 mm mobile
Antiaircraft
Gun, Ml, acts in conjunction
with the Power Rammer, M9. The rammer automatically
moves the fuze setter
back over the nose of the shell which is
held in the rammer tray. When the fuze
has been set, the mechanisms
of the
rammer draw the fuze setter forward into
the original position, and lower the loading tray so that the shell is in line with
the bore of the gun into which it is then
rammed.
Essentially, the fuze setter consists of a
synchronous repeater, a driving motor, a
rotating
paw1 assembly, and a control

FUZE SETTER, Ml9

diiw

unit. The synchronous repeater receives
the fuze data from the director, indicating
it on a dial. The repeater contains the
electrical
contacts by which the firing
circuit to the control unit is closed when
the fuze setting
corresponds
to that
indicated by the position of the repeater.
The driving motor, which is provided
with thermal cutout protection
to cut
off the power when there is danger of
burning out the motor, is a x-horsepower, 1lo-volt, 60-cycle, 3-phase, 3,450
r.p.m. induction motor which drives the
moving parts of the fuze setter. These
include a holding paw1 and a setting
pawl, which operate at reduced speed
through a planetary
gear system. The
driving motor runs only while the fuze is
being set.
The motor is started by the closing of
the 2-pole starting switch. This is accomplished by a plunger which is actuated
by the end of the fuze as the projectile
and fuze enter the fuze setter. At that
time, the plunger withdraws the knockout
sleeve against spring pressure, and is
itself withdrawn
from a switch which is
closed when there is no projectile in the
fuze setter. Another
switch, which is
wired in series with the opened switch and
with the coil of a solenoid on the reciprocating
cam control mechanism
of
the rammer, is closed. Thus no current
flows between the two switches, and the
fuze setter remains in position.
The planetary gears rotate the setting
paw1 until it engages the fixed slot in the
fuze. This portion of the planetary
differential then stops rotating, thus causing

UNCLASSIFIED
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the setting paw1 to rotate in the reverse
direction until the setting paw1 engages
the fuze setting slot. Rotation continues
until the motor comes to rest after the
fuze is set. The spur gear differential receives motion from each paw1 ring, so that
its casing moves in proportion
to the
angle between the pawls, regardless of
orientation.
The round may therefore be
inserted while in any radial position,
without affecting the accuracy of the fuze
setting.
When the fuze setting corresponds to
that indicated by the repeater, an electrical contact is made which allows the
central circuit to fire, thus moment&y
energizing the disengaging solenoid. This
sofenoid releases the knockout
sleeve
which ejects the setting paw1 from the
fuze setting slot and opens the motor
starting switch. The motor then coasts to
a stop and cannot be started until the
cycle is repeated.
The movement of the knockout sleeve
also closes the switch which was opened
when the starting switch was closed. At
the same time, the second switch is held
in a closed position and thus current flows
in the coil of the solenoid which operates
the tripping
mechanism
on the main
reciprocating
cam. The latter moves the
fuze setter from the projectile. As a result
of the withdrawal
of the fuze nose
plunger from the end of the fuze, the
current in the solenoid is cut and the
reciprocating
control of the rammer is
reset to normal. With this step, all units
of both mechanisms are ready to start the
cycle again.
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TURE
INDICATORS
M12,M13,
POWDER
TEMPER

A

powder temperature indicator is a device by which the temperature
of the
powder in fixed rounds can be determined
without danger to personnel. The instrument consists of a Powder Temperature
Thermometer, M 1, a cartridge case for the
ammunition
being tested, and a metal
plug. The cartridge
case contains the
standard propelling charge, but no igniter.
The plug serves as a seal for the cartridge
case and contains a hole through which

the stem of the thermometer can be inserted to protrude into the powder.
Each indicator is kept in a fiber container similar to those in which the
corresponding
rounds are shipped. The
container is longer than the container for
a live round to accommodate the increased
length of cartridge case and plug. At the
end of the container is an insulated plastic
window through which the dial of the

14
I

STAND-AR5

thermometer can be read without removing the round from the container.
All standard powder temperature indicators are used with antiaircraft
rounds.
The four models are identical except for
size of cartridge case and amount and type
of powder used. The MI2 is used with 3”
ammunition,
the Ml3 with 90 mm ammunition, the Ml4 with 105 mm ammunition and the Ml5 with 120 mm ammunition.

SCORING
REGISTER
Ml-STANDARD

T

he Scoring Register, used with automatic antiaircraft
weapons firing tracer
ammunition, is an instrument which indicates, on dials and on recording tape, the
deviations of the tracer stream from the
target. The instrument is issued to antiaircraft training centers and to the Antiaircraft Artillery
School for use in target
practice with rocket targets or towed
targets.
The unit consists of two cabinets, one
containing the seven dial register and the
other containing
the tape recorder. In
addition, there are cables which connect
the spotter’s controls and the register.
When in use, the scoring register and the
tape recorder are placed on a recording
desk about 6 feet in length by 3 feet in
width.

dials, the signal sent by each spotter.
These data are recorded by two additional
operators, the azimuth recorder and the
elevation recorder, who occupy positions
at the scoring desk. When a hit is spotted,
a gong sounds automatically.
Each dial register operates relays which
close when the dial actuating armature is
pulled back. These relays connect to the
tape recorder circuit by a multiple-connector plug and cable. The tape is supplied from a roll and it is driven through
the recorder by a spring motor which
starts when the first electrical impulse is
received. After the last impulse has been
received, the motor continues to run

A flank spotter and a front spotter,
each situated
in a good position
for
spotting,
hold the respective
spotting
controls. The flank spotter observes the
tracers for vertical deflections and the
front spotter observes for lateral deflections. In the flank spotter’s hand control,
there is one button which the spotter
presses to indicate overs and another to
indicate unders. Similarly, the front spotter presses one button to indicate a shot
to the right of the target and another to
indicate a shot to the left of the target.
If the shot appears to be a hit, the spotter
presses both buttons simultaneously.
The seven-dial register automatically
registers, in the proper one of the seven

UNCLASSIFIED

only long enough to feed out all tape upon
which signals are recorded.
Signals arc recorded on the tape by
means of two pens, one of which is controlled by each spotting control. When a
spotter signals “Right” or “Over,” his pen
is moved to make a short dash on the
recording tape. When a spotter signals
“On,” his pen will make a long dash.
When both spotters signal “On,” there
will be two long dashes side by side to
indicate a hit.
The scoring register
its own self-contained
auxiliary batteries and
supply may be used, if

is provided with
power supply, but
an external power
desired.

up ST’“3 2
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SCORING
REGISTER,
MI-LEFT,TAPERECORDER;
RIGHT,
SEVEN-DIAL
REGISTER

ANTIAIRCRAFT
MACHINEGUNT AINERi&-STANDARD
components of the trainer, except the air
compressor, can operate unless the main
switch is on. The firing switch is turned
on to permit the firing mechanism of the
gun
unit to operate. The recoil switch
causes the gun to simulate recoil, In
conjunction with the recoil, the gun sound
switch is employed to cause the reproduction of the sound of the muzzle blast,
The battle sound -switch controls the
shunt which cuts the recorded battle
sounds out of or into the circuit.
Under daylight conditions, white plastic pellets are used, and in darkness
fluorescent pellets, painted red for easy
identification,
are employed.
An ultraviolet lamp, located below the water
jacket of the gun and controlled by a
switch on the gun, makes the fluorescent
pellets visible in darkness. The source of
power for the ultraviolet
lamp is an outlet below the main switch on the control
cabinet.

ANTlAtRCRAFT
MACHINE
GUNTRAINER,
M9

T

he Antiaircraft
Machine Gun Trainer,
M9, is used for training
gunners in
aiming antiaircraft
machine guns against
aerial targets. It consists of an electrically
controlled,
pneumatically
operated device simulating the appearance of a watercooled machine gun; a control unit; an
air compressor; a target assembly; and
an ultraviolet
lamp. One advantage
of
the trainer is that by its use the gunner
can obtain experience which would otherwise be attained only in actual combat.
In addition, the unit can be set up at any
time, indoors or outdoors, and its use
eliminates
the expenditure
of valuable
ammunition.
The gun, which is set up in a range
scaled at 1:30, releases plastic pellets
when the firing mechanism is actuated.
The pellets are ejected from the barrel by
air pressure at regular intervals
corresponding to the intervals between tracers
when the cal. .50 machine gun is fired.
The gunner elevates and traverses the
gun and fires the pellets at a scale-model
airplane
which may be set to fly a
straight course, to climb, or to dive. The
i trlnt

Rc\ClKlCl-l

time of flight of the pcllct to a target at
a 50-foot range is approximately
the same
as that of a cal. .5O projectile to an airplane at a 500-yard range, accurately
retaining the I :30 scale.
In a cabinet contained in the control
unit are the electrical units by which the
trainer is operated. In addition, the control unit contains a record player with
automatic record-changing
apparatus, the
mechanism for reproducing the sound of
muzzle blast, an amplifier,
and storage
space for records and other equipment.
A loudspeaker
is mounted on uprights
attached
to the front of the cabinet.
The control cabinet is usually set up
about 15 feet behind the gun and 30 feet
to the right of the compressor unit.
On the upper part of the right-hand
side of the control cabinet is the control
panel on which are mounted five electrical switches, a volume control for the
a fuze to protect
the
record player,
speaker unit., three electrical outlets, and
a pilot light which indicates whether the
main switch is on or off. None of the
.

The target assembly is usually set up
50 feet in front of the gun, to reproduce
the I :30 scale. Four metal airplanes serve
as targets. Three of them, for daylight
use, bear the insignia of the United
States, Germany, and Japan respectively.
The fourth one has no insignia and is
treated with fluorescent paint so that it is
visible in darkness by means of the ultraviolet lamp, and with phosphorescent
paint so that it is visible when beyond
the range of the lamp. In either case, it
resembles an airplane in the beam of the
searchlight.
To provide
a permanent
record of hits, a paper target with a picture of an airplane is supplied.
In use, the target selected is suspended
one of three trolley wires, strung on a
horizontal course, a diving course, and a
climbing course. A tow line, controlled by
a reel, is attached to the target and operated by the instructor.
It is possible to
move the target at a speed corresponding
to 300 miles per hour. A target towed by
an actual airplane cannot ordinarily
attain a speed above 150 miles per hour.
Thus this device gives training facilities
superior to those otherwise obtainable.
on

For more advanced training, the position of the gun with respect to the target
unit can be changed, to give the student
experience with targets approaching from
various angles, For example, the planes
can appear to approach from behind the
gunner, or to pass overhead in a climb
away from or toward the gunner.

REFERENCE-TM 9-221.
---

PLOTTING
BOARDS
M8CANDM8b-STA

P

lotting Roar&, MSC, designed for 90
mm ballistics, and M8D, designed for
120 mm ballistics,
provide means for
plotting the present and future course of
an airplane and determining
the proper
azimuth,
quadrant
elevation
and fuze
setting. They are intended only for emergency use in case of failure of the director.
These boards, still under design, are being
constructed
by modification
of the T9
Plotting Hoard.
Plotting Board, T9, is a circular board
surrounded
by au azimuth
circle, and
divided in half. Inscribed on the left hand
semicircle
are angular
height
curves,
while the right hand semicircle contains
intersecting
quadrant elevation and f uze
curves. On the left hand side, just inside
the azimuth circle, is an altitude scale
graduated at 20-yard intervals and numbered at 100-yard intervals
from 0 to
12,800 yards. Revolving on a pivot at the

center of the board, and clamped to the
azimuth circle, so that the azimuth circle
revolves with it, is an azimuth arm with
an index inscribed along its entire length.
The azimuth arm is used in setting the
proper azimuth opposite the altitude of
the airplane. At the points where the
index coincides with the angular height
of the airplane, the successive plotted
positions are marked on the plotting
surface and connected by a line. The
plotting surface is a disc of translucent
material
on which are inscribed
the
diameter and parallel chords. It is pivoted
about the center of the board over the
azimuth arm. Also pivoted about the
cent,er, and located above the plotting
surface, is a radius arm pointed at one
end, The radius arm is also constructed to
slide to the left aud right along almost its
entire length. This plotting board is also
provided with a parallax rule and a time

speed scale, which are used respectively
in correcting for gun displacement and in
determining
future position. When the
radius arm is made to follow the plotted
course with the flat end on the predicted
point, the pointed
end will indicate
the proper quadrant elevation and fuze
time.
The production models will be modified
by increasing the horizontal
range to
24,000 yards and in the case of the M8D
Plotting
Board increasing the altitude
range to 16,000 yards, redrafting
the
present position chart and the ballistic
chart, and provision of improved parallax
and time-speed rules. In addition, there
will be certain mechanical improvements;
the parallax lines will be heavier and of
a distinctive
color; and the plotting
surface will be modified to prevent warping and to permit the use of an ordinary
pencil.
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SUBMARINEMINE PLOTTINGBOARDSM9C,
on its ollter end for indicating the azimuth
at which the arm is set.
The sccontlary arm is pivoted from a
sliding block which is set at the point on
the base line corresponding to the tiist:Lnce
Of tllC WCOIl(lWy
Stilti
from the priIIlilry
station. The secondary station i~ltlcx l~ox
is attikched tcj the arm by a coupler rcI)rc’sent+
the rlistancc hetwcen tbc two staCons. An ausiliary ;tm
is pivotcvl
from
the center of the board and is attached to

M9D, M9F, M1906, M1918Al (continued)

the iritlcs 1,0x of the secondary arm. It
provides a I~ltil~ls of keeping the ~eco~~dary
itrm parallel to a raclius from the center of
the hoarc I.
SUBMARINE
Ml918Al--‘l’his

PLOTTING

BOARD,

is ;L largtbr plotting board
with a plottilrg r;trliIls of 75 incbcs. The
boarcl is Ilot
fllll semicircle, for the ;izirnilth circle covers only ;dwul lti0”. The
base lille is not a diamctcr of a circle, pcrpencticular to the 1lorma1 ttzinluth of the
it

board. The stations are attached perrnancntly to a fixed plate on slccvcs correctly
positioned in distance and direction from
the center of the circle. No auxiliary arm
is ~ie’cdcd, and the primary and secondary
arms are coupled directly to the index
hoses. 1G~ch coupler is equal in length to
the scaled distance between the station
reprcs”I ted and the center of the azimuth
circle. The index%oxes have subscales for
reading the azimuths of the station arms
to .05”.
PLOTTlNG
BOARD,
M9C--‘be
standard submarine plotting hoard is an adaptation of Plotting Board, Rl4, with a plotting
radius
of (i7>$
inches and a scale of
150 yards to an inch. Tt has been standardized in place of the ?ull906 and the
34 1918hl to facilitate production.
PLOTTING

W-type
inch.

WD-This
is the
scaled at 300 yards per

BOARD,

board,

BOARD,
M9F-This
is the
hoard, scaled at 100 yards per

PLOTTING

MS-type
inch.
SUBMARINE

PLOTTING

BOARD,

REFEXENCES--TIM

Ml91 8Al

g-1570; TIAI 9-2571.

MINEPREDICTOR
M19kSTANDARD
.

he mine predictor is used in conjunction
with the submarine
mine plotting
hoard for determining
when a moving
target will arrive at the location of a
mine. The instrument is a triangular piece
of xylonite
marked into a series of similar
triangles. The radial lines represent time
at. 5-second intervals ranging from 0 on
the left to 45 seconds on the right-hand
edge, Between the left side of the predictor and the O-second line is a wider
triangle with radial lines representing the
travel of the target in 15 seconds.

T

The course of the target is plotted on
the plotting hoard at 15-second intervals,
therefore the distance traveled in 15
seconds can be quickly ascertained. The
predictor can be placed on the last plotted
position of the target so that the distance
between the left-hand edge and the zero
graduation is equal to the distance traveled
in 15 seconds. The time required for the
target to reach the nearest mine can be
read on the predictor.
Ml916

REFERENCE-FM

S-6.

ARD
-SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD
STANDARD

I

I
BINOCULAR
M---This
instrument
is standard to meet all requirements for
an g-power, 56mm objective binocular.
It is designed with a large objective for
use as a night glass. At present, it is
supplied only to the Engineer Corps
for use at searchlight control stations.
Binoculars
M7 and 1115hl are substitute standard for this requirement.
BINOCULAR
MIS-This
power, 50-mm
objective
which has been waterproofed
it to withstand a 5-minute
test. It is limited standard
the Engineers and the Air
well as for other services
large objective binocular.

is a 7binocular,
to enable
submersion
for use by
Forces, as
requiring a

BINOCULAR
MlSAl--Binocular
M15, modified to permit the use of
Filter Ml, is standard for issue to the
Army Air Forces. Tt consists of the
Ml5 with the soft rubber cycshiclds
and the polarized filter and associatetl
mechanism removed. Sew plain phcnolic eyeguards to accommodate Piltcr
Ml are added.
BINOCULAR
Ma--This
is the stantlard instrument to meet all requirements
for a G-power, 30-mm binocular. It has a
field of view of 8” 30’. This instrument
was recently adopted as Stan(lard for
procurement
in lieu of I);inoculars 313,
118, and 319, which arc now Substitute
Standard.
The >I13 is made to the
same specifications
as lhe M3, 328,
and 119, except that whereas the latter
are subjected to a rain test, the )I13 is
required to meet a 5-minute submersion test. hnother
binocular
of this
group is the limited standard 316 which
is similar to the 313, M8, and MS. It
was originally procured for the British
only and had reticle graduations
to
meet their needs. Since it’ has been
issued to the t’. S. Army Air Forces, it
has been given a standard designation.
BINOCULAR
Ml&---This
is an unwaterproofed
7 x 50 binocular, with a
reticle similar to that of the JI13 type
of instrument. This binocular is usecl in
limited
quantities
by cavalry, infan-

try, and armored units with special
rcquircmcnts
for a binocular
with a
reticle for laying the gun and for
spotting. It has better light gathering
qualities and higher magnification
than
the 3113 type binocular
but is substitute st:tndard for the Ml7 because
it is less waterproof
than the latter.
This binocular without
the reticle is
designated 317.

BINOCULAR

M2

BINOCULAR

M8

BINOCULAR

Ml 5

BINOCULAR
Ml7 -This
consists of
i~inocular 1115, modified by the addition of a reticle. It is standard
for
issue to those units requiring such an
instrument.
BINOCULAR
MK.
alAl-This
is a
7 x 50 waterproofed
Kavy binocular.
Tt has been adopted as substitute standard for issue to the .4ir Forces with
cast and neck straps but without spare
parts.
:Ul these instruments
have porroprism rrecting systems.

-This
variable
dcrlsity
filter is to be issued as a standard accessory for every Binocular M3, m,
317, W3, WI, 3113, M15A1, 1117, and
11 k 21 .I I . These filters prevent glare
and permit observation
in contlitions
of strong light without damage to the
eyes. The filter consists of two pairs of
polarizing
tlisks, mounted in a frame
which can be attached to the c;yeguards.
Each disk is a sheet of polarizing film
between glass. Each pair of disks consists of a fixed disk which serves to
neu tralizc reflection
from horizontal
surfaces, and a movable
disk. The
movable disks may be rotated concurrently
by means of either of two
levers. \Vhen in the same axial position
as the fixed disk, maximum light transmission is permitted. \Yhcn rotated 90’
from the original position, only a small
fraction of the incident light is transmitted, The advantage of this filter is
that the light transmission
may be
varied to suit almost all conditions of
visibility.
REFEIZENCES-TM
S-2005, vol. 5;
TM 9-575.
FILTER

Ml

CHARACTERISTICS
$k5;41Ml
Magnification..
Diameter
of
Diameter
of
Field of view
Weight less

__I

MB
. . . . . . . . . . . .8X
entrance pupil.
. . . .56 mm
exit pupil.
..,
. .7 mm
. ..
. . , . . . .I00 mils
strap + . . . . . , . . .501/z oz.

7,

r9,

;t3M%

mm
7mm
127 mils

6X fl
30 mm
7 mm
150 mils

52 oz.

22.25 oz.

7x

50

C HI EF

MT,
7X

Ml6

50 mm
7 mm
127 mils

41 oz.

BINOCULAR

111
3 ,/,,wI,I,
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WATCHES-STANDARD

POCKET WATCH,

15 OR MORE JEWELS

POCKET WATCH, 15 OR MORE JEWELS
-This
watch has luminous-coated
hour
and minute hands and a black second
hand. It has black minute and second
graduations,
and small red numerals to
indicate l-minute intervals.
POCKET WATCH, RAILROAD
GRADE
-This
21-jewel watch is authorized for
railway use. It has black numerals and
blued-steel hands. The case has a nickelfinish surface.

POCKET WATCH, RAILROAD

GRADE

WRIST WATCH, 7 OR MORE JEWELSThis watch is authorized for issue to all
services. The hour and minute hands and
hour numeraIs are luminous-coated
for
night use. The instrument
is somewhat
resistant to water and shock. The wrist
strap is of water-proof canvas instead of
the leather or webbing which was formerly used.
STOP WATCH TYPE B, CLASS 15This l&jewel
watch has a second dial
registering up to 60 seconds in x second

WRIST WATCH, 7 OR MORE JEWELS

I IAlP\

?mx-IFn

intervals, and a minute dial registering
up to 30 minutes in l-minute
intervals.
It is controlled by pushing the crown or
the pushpiece which extends through the
crown.
O.C.M. 19034, 15 Oct. 1942, requires
that all watches procured in the future
be equipped with a 24-hour face by superimposing figures 13 to 24 in red within
the standard 12-hour figures. All watches
must successfully pass a test for water
resistance.

L

~-LIMITEDSTANDARD

hese clocks are timepieces of proven accuracy which are used
in message centers. The 311 clock has two adjustable
hour hands, one of which is used to indicate the hour in the
operation zone and the other to indicate the hour at the point
of origin of the message. The timepiece has a black dial and
white, radium-inset
hands and hour numerals. As in all Ordnance timepieces, there is an inner set of figures from 13 to
00 so that the hours can be read easily according to the 24hour system. The minute hand is set by an outside stem and
the clock has a high-grade,
&day movement.
Accuracy
to
within 30 seconds in 24 hrs. at temperatures
from 0” to 105°F.
is one of the specifications of the message center clock.
A carrying case is provided for this clock. It can be opened
out to serve as a table support when ,necessary.
MESSAGE
CENTER
CLOCK,
MS-This
clock has a dial 6
inches in diameter. The instrument
is moisture resistant, but
not completely waterproof and dustproof.
MEgSAGE

CENTER

4% inches in diameter

Ml-This
timepiece has a dial
and is less moistureproof
than the 1112.

CLOCK,

MESSAGE

CENTER

CLOCK,

Ml

BORESIGHTS-STANDARD

A

bore sight is used to determine
whether
the asis of t.he bore is
properly oriented for direction. Each bore
sight consists of a breech element and a
muzzle element, designed for one particular model of gun only. In most cases
this model number is engraved on the
breech element. Several types of bore
sights are standard.
For most weapons, the breech element
is a disk which fits into the breech end of
the gun. There is a small hole in the center
for sighting and four large holes used in
grasping the disk. The muzzle element for
small arms and light Field Artillery
consists of black linen cord which is stretched
across the muzzle of the gun through
notches on the muzzle. A web belt is
fastened around the muzzle and holds the
cord in place.
For larger weapons the muzzle element
is a second metal disk with center clearly
indicated by intersecting chords.

BORE SIGHTS,
Ml0 AND MIS-These
bore sights are standard for use with 37
mm antiaircraft
guns. The XI10 is used
in the breech and the XI12 in the muzzle.
The breech bore sight consists of a metal
tube which is inserted in the bore and a
mirror held at a 45” angle behind the
tube. The mirror permits bore sighting
by looking down from above the tube
extension. It is thus unnecessary to remove the back plate, the driving rod assembly, and the lock frame as must be
done when the ordinary type of breech
bore sight is used.
The muzzle bore sight consists of a
tube which is inserted in the muzzle of
the gun. There are two Cross wires for use
in the actual bore sighting. On the projecting end are three arms which ttre
visible from the rear of the gun. These
serve as a warning to the gun crew of the
presence of the bore sight.

Procurement
of these is being held
pending results of tests of Bore Sight
Kit, T5.
BORE SIGHT,
Ml7---This
breech bore
sight, standard for the 40 mm Antiaircraft
Gun, XII, is used in conjunction with the
conventional
type of muzzle bore sight.
It consists of a disk which fits into the
breech of the gun, with a mirror positioned at a 45” angle to permit bore sighting from above without any disassembly
of the weapon. The bore sight is correctly
positioned by means of a small lug on the
forward end which fits into a notch in the
barrel. X’ot only does the lug serve to
hold the bore sight in proper vertical
alignment,
but its upper part interferes
with the barrel lock and prevents the
closing of the top cover when the bore
sight is in the breech.
KEFERENCES-FlI
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BROWNING
MACHINE
GUN,CAL..30, ihit, AIRCRAFT-STANDARD

BROWNING

11\Yorl(l I\-ar I tllc* .:30 tb;llil)c*r
gt\ II \v;1s
tllca l)r~~(lomit~:~t~t

I

\\‘rbrltl

IT

;

rcrlu~tl

to ;t sc~~~rt~tl~tr~~
rok
1,~ gun?; of
c;klllx~r. Ii:, tit(‘l I(,:\1 11.4~’
110\\’ is ;t<

\\‘ilI’

i\

ilil*C~;lfl

\VC’:l J”“’

licavivr

in

rn;lralriIi(b
Jlil.5

I)cY*ft

MACHINE

GUN,

CAL.

30,

M2,

AIRCRAFT,

ON

FLfXlBLE

of StOJ,J)~~~CS.
;I
lo:~cli~ig:, ;tllci (~JCW~lll~~
caldc~ may 1)~ at tachccl to permit rcmok
cotitrol. ‘i‘h~ fiscal gun is ~~o~-n~ally itssvml)lctl \\-i t 11 ;L hck
platv ~ka\virrg 0, horizotl
td
SJ~JC
griJ)s.
huffc*r l)t~t lvi thoul.
‘I’hc fiscal guu, ~11~11mourkit(l ;t(ljacont

MOUNT

gun is proviclctl with a back plate carrying
it horizoflt:LI
buit’cr, cloul)le spittle grips,
aiitl it hand trigger. It tlelivcrs full automatic fire.

l~rs~~~liENCE~-TRX. o-205; ‘I’M g-1205;
TS1 9-2200.
to t lk(b xir~)l:tr~r c~llginc, is fired throlrgh
ISron-llilig
~f:lc~llinr~ (;III~, (31. .:SO, thv ;~rv of 1m)Jx4Icr rotxtion l)y n syiichroCHARACTERISTICS
312, .iircraft,
i.s rc.c,clil-c~l)(‘;;~It~(l
aricl ;iirnizillg system lvhich rlclivcrs semi-autolink,
(Ii?000l<Vl. It ih fwl I)y iL rrlc*I:ilIk
matic fiw I irrlcvI \\-ith tliv rc~\vc>lutiorls of Weight
of fixed
gun
. .
. _.
. . . .21.5
lb.
Weight
of flexible
gun
. . .
. . . .23 lb.
irltcgrati~lg
Iwlt
iti alI firilrg. ‘I‘llis gr111i.5 ilit~ prolx~llt~r. k’iru of ~vitl~-l~lori;ltu(I gulls
Length,
overall
. .
. .
. . . . . . . .39.8
ins.
rlcsigrlc~rl for 1rotl1 fislvl :~II(I flr~sil)lc u.‘;(* i3 cor~trdl~~1 I,y ;t solelioi(l anal opcratc(l
Weight
of recoiling
parts.
. . . . . . . . . . .6.56
lb.
I,\- :t .s\i,itch, llsll:dly
IIIOUII ted oi1 the
and, by rcphcing some of tilt component
Weight
of barrel.
.
. .
.
. . . .3.81
lb.
parts, it rnax 1~ fc(l from c&itlicr the Ic>ft jjilcjt‘s Control .st.ick.
Length
of barrel.
. .
. ,
.
. . .23.9
ins.
or the right
s~tle ils tl~3irt~cl. ‘1%~ fisd anti
Length
of rifling..
. . . . . . .70.9
cals.;
21.35
ins.
FLEXIBLE GUN --‘I’llis tylw is irrshllctl
flexible gulls arc i4l(brlt ic:ll caxcq)t for lhc
Rifling
ii1 IIIP fllsc~l;k~c~
011;t Iuourit. \vllich lkbrrnils
mounting pxrts.
Number
of grooves.
. . . .
. . . . . . , , . .4
slitlc+,
oli
frtbc. :iimitig. I! has ;L rc~lrxtillg
Right-hand
twist:
1 turn in.
.33.3
cals.;
10 ins.
Depth
of grooves
. . .
.0.0040 in.
FIXEDGUN-‘I’lris
f,b’~)~’
i\
rigi
t iicb right GIt* of’ th(b ~IIH, whic,tl corlllcbct s
Cross-sectional
urea
of bore.
.
.0.0740
sq. in.
nllmntt~] ill tilf’ f~lVb!;\~~’ ifi frlJllt Or t/I{’ \vitlr llitk I~olf l~v I~(N;LIIS01’ IIIC rcllr:lctirlg
.
. . . . . . ,I ,000-l
,350 rds./min.
glltlr,cbr
or
il
rtl;iy
INS 1~101111i(vf itI III(b
sli(l(, l,olt ~ilI~l.“l’li~~ r(~II.iI(st illg slicI(b 1)(-t-- Rate of fire
Firing-pin
release
~\-ings
for firing
lb), rcntcht~~ ~v~~~fr(rl.
ItI
Illits
r(*ttx(k(irrll
of ttlch l)r(~clk rrlccll:~tiisrn
Pressure
applied
to sear: 12-17
lb.
11;\11(1
crl)c~raiioii ;111111)(‘1’ilt illg *liclv rc.1r:tc45 11.~ll:1114!For lo:tclirlg, urllo;irliijg. a1111c’lcbarPressure
applied
to sear holder:
25-35
lb.
the I)rcBc*c*lirn(~c*li;It1ihrk1for loaclirrg:, ilu;IIIm* of stc,lqmg:‘5 i~i firiI)g. ‘1’11~flcsil)lc
Ammunition,
types..
Ball;
A.P.;
tracer;
incendiary
SllJ)J’l~‘I”~‘llt~~r~

il

cyclic
‘I’lie

mtcx

for

\\‘cYkJ)oll

fir<% at dose

\Vitll

;l

Jligh

r;kugrx

BROWNING
MACHINE
GUN, CAL.20,

M2,

AIRCRAFT-STANDARD

I~CW arc tllrt%P rri:lirl !y\)(b~ ctf IIro\vfiirlg
grt*iLtIJ’ fucilitates ma’is lxductiort.
with
mdlillo (;ljtj.ci, WI. .50, 312 \vatc.r- tlic s:llllf’ tocdirig setup.
‘l’h(~
Ilro\vni~rg
Slaf~liiikf~
(;IIII,
ml.
.50,
CO01(Y1,
JIC’ilIv~
l)arrc~l. ;11111il;iY*riift
:lIlll
:liI’f’r:lI’I
t?‘lJc’
\ViLS
gi\.cbii .\I& .\ir~*r;~ft , is ;Lrc~coil-oJ~c~r~terl,belt-fctl,
:irl1f
JIlj:
t ilW;I’
t ltc’
I)riIllrJ cc)lliicl~*r;itioli ifI :III tbl\:~h~*sol’ (I(&- :I i r-cooi(~~l wt:apon. ‘l’llc l)arrel rkprof*i.lI4’.S
iI1 il sl(bel c)rltcr j~~c~lic~tcirill~d to
s;igl. .]I] tltchict gIlI rll;iT IJ(* 11~cvlin tllc
3zit111(’
nlorrrlt ; ;111(1
1137
cImf1gijlg Imm.l~ xl111 c~r~lr~tr~c~~*of)ling. JEy rc~l)ositioriin~ sorrlc’
(Jf tllc’
f:f,nl~,fJrl(,~lt
I’;ti-tS,
the’
#lIi
rrl&y
h’
barrel jackets, and IIy &mgirl~
tllc I&tioll of ccrtail~ minor wmpof~cnts, :k11y of fr~l f’ronl vither the right or left side. ‘l‘hc
rnctallic
link belt is used
the three types may txx converted
to tli~itltcgrating
5vith
all
instalIatinns
of
the gun.
eitllcr of ihc otllcr two. ‘1’hi.s irltc~rcharigcability of the imI)oftallt parts of the pun
BASIC GUN--rht
l3roFvning Nachine
T

,/L ,_s

b

t~p~r,lnss!r\ED
* c ’ .I. ‘ , .i’ /_ .:
/III..
!* L..‘

u..,.,..;,,:,:L;;;iOFFICE CEIEF

of:

Gun, cd. 50, $12, Aircraft,
is now furnishe(l as a basic gun which may be
r*ciuippc’ct wit~i tither iln opxtirig
slide
group assembly, a retracting slitlc: group
~~SXTkl~dy,
asscrrltdy

ViLI’iOIlS

CJr

ii

rctractillg

sJi&:

gr()uJI

arrtl sjd(* grip hucli $Llc. The
i~~stnllations are classified as

follows :
WING GUN-?%is
is the basic gun on
a fixed mount in the wing of the aircraft.
The wing gun may bc equipped with a
retracting dide assembly, in which case a

OR DN A N C E iiill,~~,l~,~iili.lllll~liili,illil;ll!~~lll~ll~iii
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BROWNINGMACHINEGUN, CAL. 050, M2, AIRCRAFT(Continued)

BROWNING

MACHINE

charging cable is attached to the slide
lever. With either this cable attachment
or a hydraulic charger the gun is charged
from the cockpit.
Wing-mounted
guns arc fired by a
solenoid attached to the gun receiver and
controlled from the cockpit. The solenoid
and hydraulic charger are supplied by the
Army Air Forces.
synchronized firing, the basic gun is supplied with
the operating
slide assembly which is
provided
for retraction
of the breech
mechanism by hand. The synchronizing
mechanism, consisting of an impulse generator attached to the airplane engine, a
solenoid, and a trigger motor mounted on
the receiver side plate of the gun, is
supplied by the Army Air Forces.
SYNCHRONIZED

GUN-For

FUSELAGE
GUN -This
type
is
mounted
in the nose, waist, or tail of
the plane on a flexible gun mount adapter
supplied by the Army Air Porces. The
gun mount
adapter is equipped
with
spade grips, back plate trigger, and trigger
safety, and is usually provided
with a
shock-dampening
device. The fuselage
gun is equipped with the retracting slide
assembly, locat,ed on either the right-hand
or left-hand
side of the gun. In some
flexible installations,
the back plate assembly with spade grips is added. Nosemounted guns arc fired by a solenoid.
TURRET

fixed
?TI;

mount
nv-

installed
on a
in an airplane turret, the

GUN--‘(l’hen

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,li,,,I,,AI,,C.I
A..dl.!Z! r: I F n

GUN, CAL. SO, M2, AIRCRAFT,

MOUNTED

IN AN ATTACK

basic gun is equipped with a charger and
is fired by a solenoid mounted on the back
plate, top plate, or side plate. A shockdampening adapter is usually mounted on
the gun. In some turrets the gun is
moved both horizontally
and vertically
by moving the turret as a whole; in others
the gun and mount only are moved.
SIGHTS-Sighting
equipment
for the
Browning aircraft machine guns is considered to be plane equipment
and is
furnished by the Army Air Forces.
ACCESSORIES-Parts
added to the gun
for firing by trigger motor or solenoid are
supplied by the Army Air Forces.
Two devices for accelerating the rate of
fire arc supplied with the gun as accessories-these
are the Flash IIider, Cal,
.50, Ml, and the Aircraft Machine Gun
Booster, cal. .50. Either device may be
attached to the muzzle end of the barrel
jacket and when assembled takes the
place of the standard front barrel bearing.
The flash hider is usually attached to
flexibly
installed guns and the booster
is used mainly on wing guns or those of
fixed installation
where muzzle flash is
unimportant
and where added air resistance would be detrimental.
The flash
hider boosts the rate ot fire approximately
50 rounds per minute and the booster
raises it 100 rounds per minute.
RATE OF FIRE-bring
trainingamaximum burst of 75 rounds is permitted
from a cool gun, One minute after firing
A

BOMBER

this first burst, firing may be resumed at
the rate of one 2O-round burst per minute,
Combat firing is unrestricted
but bursts
longer than 75 rounds (5-second bursts)
will overheat the barrel and if repeated
without pause may cause stoppages or
“cooked-off”
rounds. Prolonged
firing
may lead to the scrapping of the barrel,
since a new barrel may bc ruined by a
prolonged burst of about 45 minute cluration. After long bursts from synchronized
guns the mechanism of the gun must be
locked to the rear for 2 minutes to avoid
h aving “cooked-off”
rounds strike the
propeller blade.
REFERENCES-TM

g-22,5; TM 9-1225;

TM g-2200.

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight
of basic
gun..
. ,. . , . . . . .
, .58.34
lb.
Weight
of retracting
slide group
assembly.
3.00 lb.
Weight
of operating
slide group
assembly.
1.64 lb.
Weight
of back
plate
with horizontal
buffer
assembly.
. . . . . . . .
. .4.68 Ib.
Weight
of back
plate
with spade
g&s)
trigger
safety,
trigger
assembly..
. . . .4.01
lb.
Weight
of side plate
trigger
assembly.,
. .0.44
lb.
Weight
of recoiling
parts.
. . . . . ,. .
. .l9.P
lb.
Weight
of barrel.
... . . .
. .
.
. . . . . .9.8 lb.
Length
of basic
gun,
overall.
. . . . . . . . . .57 ins.
Length
of barrel..
. . .
, . . . . . . . . ,36 ins.
Length
of rifling..
. . . . . . . . .63.8
cals.;
31.91
ins.
Rifling
Number
of grooves..
.. . .
. . . . . , , . . . . ,. .8
Right-hand
twist:
I turn in. - . .30 cals.;
15 ins.
Depth
of grooves.
. . . . . . . a . . . .O.O050
in.
Cross-sectional
area
of bore.
. . .
O.BOPl
sq. in.
Rate of fire. . . . . . ,
. . .
. . .750-850
rds./min.
Firing-pin
applied
to sear: IO-PO
lb.
release
, . . . Pressure
Pressure
applied
to sear slide:
30-35
lb.
Ammunition,
types.
Ball; A.P.; tracer;
incendiary

ATIC

BASIC20 mm AUTOMATIC
GUN,AN-M2

T

he 20 mm Automatic
Gun, AN-ML!,
is a fully automatic
aircraft
cannon
with a muzzle velocity of 2,850 feet per
second and a cyclic rate of from 600 to
700 rounds per minute. It is an air-cooled
weapon of the gas-unlocking,
semi-blowback type. Designed for fixed mounting in
the wing or fuselage of an airplane, the
gun may be mounted to fire through the
hub of a propeller, and it may also be
mounted as a flexible gun in a turret. The
gun is seared electrically by remote control
but it is not designed for synchronized
fire between the blades of a propeller.
The 20 mm Gun, AN-M2,
was standardized in February,
1941. The 20 mm
Automatic
Gun, Ml, classified as Substitute Standard,
is identical
with the
AN-M2
gun in the tube and working
parts, differing only in the dimensions of
some of the receiver parts.
The principal components of the basic
gun are the receiver, housing most of the
working parts, and the tube. The breech
end of the tube is screwed into the receiver
and secured with a locking pin to prevent
its vibrating loose during firing. Mounted
on the tube is a gas cylinder and sleeve
group, the function of which is to unlock
the bolt. In firing, the only parts of the
gun that do not recoil are the forward
mount ring, the magazine slide assembly,
and the magazine.
Changes in the 20 mm Automatic Guns,
Ml and AN-M2,
made early in February,
1943, included :
(a) The removal of & inch from the
back of the key slot of the standard firing
pin (making it a floating firing pin).
(b) The adoption of a modified extractor spring (Wallace-Barnes
strut type),
(c) The strength of the brecchblock
slide springs was increased.
(d) The chamber was shortened 1 mm,

There are seven gun type designations
based on the kind of adapter, sear-actuating mechanism, and charger used with the
basic Ml or AN-nil.2 gun, as follows:
Type A, used by the U. S. Army Air
Forces, consists of the basic Ml or AN-M2
gun with AN-Ml
adapter, AN-Ml
electric trigger, and M2 manual charger.
Type B, used by the U. S, Army Air
Forces, consists of the basic RI 1 or AN-M2
gun with M6 adapter, AN-Ml
electric
trigger, and M2 manual charger.
Type C, used by the U. S. Army Air
Forces, consists of the basic Ml or AN-M2
gun with 117 adapter (with thread protector), AN-Ml
electric trigger, and M2
manual charger.
Type D, used by the U. S. Army Air
Forces, consists of the basic Ml or AN-M2
gun with 117 adapter (with Ml muzzle
brake), AN-MI
electric trigger, and 322
manual charger,
Type E, used by the U. S. Navy, consists of the basic AN-M2
gun with the
AN-M 1 adapter, AN-M 1 electric trigger,
and Ml hydraulic charger.
Type F, used by the British, consists of
the basic Ml gun with M7 adapter (with
thread protector) and Ml sear mechanism.
Type G, used by the British, consists of
the basic AN-M2
gun with M7 adapter
(with thread protector)
and Ml sear
mechanism.
ADAPTERS-The
AN-Ml
adapter is a
self-contained
tubular unit consisting of
a ring spring in series with a coil spring.
Fitted over the tube of the gun, it serves
as a front mounting and also controls the
recoil of the gun within definite limits
(0.875 inch to 1.25 inches) sufficient to
operate the feed mechanisms which derive their operating power from the recoil
movement of the gun.

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight of basic gun, AN-M2
or Ml . . . .I02 lb.
Length of basic gun overall. . . . . . . . . . . . .94 ins.
Weight of 20 mm Adapter,
AN-Ml
. . . .I 1.3 lb.
Weight of 20 mm Adapter,
M6. . . . . . . . . .14 lb.
Weight of 20 mm Adapter,
M7 (with
thread protector).
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7.5 lb.
Weight of 20 mm Adapter,
M7 (with
muzzle brake). + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .li.z
1:.
.
Weight of Muzzle
Brake, Ml . . . . . . . . . q , .
Weight of Electric Trigger, AN-Ml.
. . . . . . .5 lb.
Weight of Sear Mechanism,
Ml . . . . _ . . . .1.3 lb.
Weight
of Manual
Charger, MP. . , . , q . . .I.5 lb.
Weight of Hydraulic
Charger, Mf . + , . . . .2.6 lb.
Weight of 20 mm Feed Mechanism,
AN-M’IAI..
._. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .181/2 lb.
Weight of 20 mm 60.round
Magazine,
Ml Al (empty). . . , , . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . .22 lb.
Weight of proiectiles
H.E.f., Mk. I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .0.286 lb.
A.P., M75. . . . , . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .0.363 lb.
Ball.
. , . . . . e . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.274 lb.
Muzzle velocity
EEp.‘.,z71g
I.. . . . . . . . . . . a . . .2,800 ft./set.
.2,615 ft./set.
Ball.‘:. . . . . .. ‘. ‘, : 1 : : : : : : : : : : : : : .2,850 ft./set.
Maximum
powder pressure.. . . .48,000
Rate of fire . . . . _ ._ _. . . . . . . . . .600-700

Adapter, 316, consists of an AN-Ml
adapter with a rear extension body added
to increase the overall length of the adapter
by S& inches in order to meet special Air
Force mounting requirements.
Adapter, M7, consists of a dashpot piston, a recoil spring with a recoil spring
filler sleeve, a recoil spring sleeve, and a
muzzle brake lock. It reduces the force of
recoil on the airplane structure by the
resistance of the spring which is compressed against the shoulder in the mounting when the gun recoils. Muzzle Brake,
Ml, is screwed on the barrel of the gun
when the 317 adapter is used in conjunction with the 60-round Magazine,
MlAl, to reduce recoil distance. When the
AN-MlAl
feed mechanism and M7 adap-
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20 AM AUTOMATICGUN &N-M2 (Continued)

CUTAWAY

VIEW OF 20 mm AN-MI

20 mm ADAPTER,

20 mm ADAPTER,

SEAR-ACTUATING

MECHANISMS-

Electric Trigger, AN-Ml,
is designed to
fire the 20 mm guns in airplanes that are
equipped with 24-volt electrical systems.
It consists essentially of a mountmg plate
assembly and solenoid body and is attached to the receiver plate of the gun.
The solenoid plunger and attached sear
shaft are moved magnetically
against
spring tension by a force of approximately
75 pounds to depress the sear and fire
the gun.
Sear Mechanism,
Ml, uses a bowden
cable to move a sear spring plunger against
the sear. A groove in the bowdcn connection shaft accommodates a safety trigger
pin operated by a safety lever which is
held in two positions, “Safe” and “Fire.”
CHARGERS-IIydraulic
Charger, Ml,
is used with Naval installations
of the
20 mm AN-M2
gun where it is required
that the gun be charged or “safetied” by
remote control.
Rlanual Charger, M2, was previously
designated
as the 116 charger by the
U.S.A.A.F.
It consists essentially
of a
flanged charger slide for engaging and
retracting the bolt assembly.
FEED MECHANISMS-The
20 mm Feed
Mechanism, AN-Mlhl,
utilizes the recoil
energy of the gun to draw a belt up to
the gun, separate the rounds from the
disintegrating
links, and feed the rounds,
one at a time, into the breech of the gun,
This feed mechanism is made for both
right-hand and left-hand feeding.

1 lh!P!

Ac:ffFtFn

ADAPTER

M6

M7, WITH MUZZLE

ter are used together, the muzzle brake
must be replaced by a thread protector.

The 20 mm 60-round Magazine, MIAI,
is operated by spring tension alone. Initial
tension is applied during assembly and
further tension is applied progressively in
loading. The tensioned spring acts through
the tensioning tube, feed arm axis tube,
and feed arm to maintain the platform or
follower in contact with the last round.
Thus a round is always in position in the
magazine mouth. The MIA1 magazine
differs from its predecessor, the Ml, in
that the spring was changed to that used
with the Oerlikon magazine, the spring
case cover was changed from a forging to
a stamping, and an improved method of
fastening
the spring to the case was
adouted. A muzzle brake must be used
wit& this magazine as it does not perform
the function of the Feed Mechanism,
AN-MIAl,
in absorbing a portion of
energy from the recoil.

BRAKE.

Ml

In the cylindrical
metal case of the
AN-MU1
feed mechanism four sprockets, with hubs keyed on a rotatable central
shaft, form an assembly which rotates as
a whole. A link-ejector bracket is mounted
on the hub of the front sprocket, a front
feed lever carrying a last round retainer
is mounted on the hub of the center
sprocket, and a rear feed fever is mounted
on the hub of the rear sprocket. The fourth
sprocket was added in the AN-MIA1
mechanism at the forward position of the
shaft to aid in supporting the projectile.
Riveted to the front sprocket is a driving
spring case within which is a spiral driving spring.
The mechanism is operated by the tcnsion of the initially wound driving spring,
this tension being maintained by the recoil of the gun which actuates a charging
cam assembly. A recoil of approximately
g inch is required to operate the feed
properly. As each round leaves the mouth,
the driving spring acts in the driving
spring case to rotate the shaft and the
feed sprockets, thus feeding another round
into the mouth.
Changes distinguishing
the AN-MIA1
feed mechanism from the AN-Ml
included
an increase in the torsional pull of the
spring from 180 pounds to 210 pounds,
welding of the clutch into one piece, and
hardening of the lips of the feed mouth
to reduce wear.
The cartridges and disintegrating
links
can be assembled into a belt by hand or
Linkby means of the 20 mm Ammunition
ing Machine, M4.

FlRlNG
CYCLE-When
the sear is depressed, releasing the bolt assembly, the
driving spring forces this bolt assembly
forward, picking up the round from the
mouth of the feed mechanism and forcing
it into the chamber. When the round is
chambered and the bolt assembly is in the
forward position, the bolt lock drops into
position and releases the breechblock slide
assembly which allows the driving spring
and breechblock slides to carry the firing
pin forward to strike the primer. As the
projectile passes the gas port a pressure
is exerted against the gas piston which
actuates the bolt-unlocking
mechanism.
The bolt is then forced backward by the
then-existing
pressures in the chamber
and the force of the piston rods, compressing the driving and buffer springs.
Extraction
is accomplished by an extractor on the face of the bolt and ejection
of the round is done by an ejector attached to the magazine shde upon which
the feed mechanism
is mounted. For
automatic firing the sear is held in a depressed position, allowing the gun to fire
continuously
until the sear is released to
engage the bolt assembly at the rear of
the receiver.
AMMUNITION-This
is issued in the
form of fused complete rounds of fixed
ammunition,
cla.ssified as high-csplosiveincendiary,
armor-piercing,
or ball. The
Ml, AN-M2,
and British Hispano-Suiza
guns fire the same ammunition.
Service
ammunition
includes cartridge,
H.E.I.,
Mk. I, with fuze, percussion, D.A., no.
253, Mk. III/AI’; cartridge, A.P.-T., M75;
and cartridge, projectile, ball.

REFERENCES- Cuns,Ml and Af2:O.C.M.
16429, 16530; Gnn, AN-iWR: O.C.M.
18019, 196.54; Adapter, AN-MI: 0.ir.M.
17820, 18109; Adapter, MG: O.C.M.
20968; Adapter, M7: O.C.M. 20853; &fanunl Charger,
M2: O.C.M. 21192; Feed
Mechanism, AN-Ml Al : 0.C.M. 20746,
TM 9-227.
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37 MM

T

he 37 mm Automatic
Gun, M4, is a
plane-to-plane
and plane-to-ground
weapon with a muzzle velocity of 2,OOa
feet per second and a cyclic rate of 150
rounds per minute. The armor-piercing
projectile, MSO, fired from this gun will
penetrate 1 inch of homogeneous armor
plate at 500 yards. The gun is constructed
to fire in any position, all of its parts
functioning
independently
of gravity. It
is magazine fed and may be fired manually or by remote control through a solenoid mounted at the rear of the gun. The
37 mm Gun, M4, was standardized from
Limited Procurement type, T9, in December, 1939.
Recoil and counter-recoil are controlled
hydraulically
by means of a piston and
spring combination
connected to the recoiling parts and operating in an oil-filled
recuperator cylinder mounted on the stationary
trunnion
block assembly.
The
recoiling parts of the gun include the tube
and tube extension, the recuperator piston
and piston rod, the lock frame assembly,
the driving
spring assemblies, and the
breechblock
assembly. The nonrecoi1ing
parts include the trunnion block group,
the feed box and feeding mechanism, the
recuperator
cylinder
and bushing, the
back plate group, and the manual charger
assembly.
MOUNTS-The
gun may be mounted
in either a flexible or fixed mount, as provided by the Air Force.
FEEDING
MECHANISM-As
the gun
was originally designed, ammunition cou1d
be fed by a 5-round clip, a l&round link
belt, or a nondisintegrating
30-round endless belt (horsecollar) magazine, The 30-

-

AUTOMATIC

GUN, M4

round endless belt Magazine, M6, is now
used exclusively
with this gun. The M4
gun feeds only from left to right. Mounted
on the trunnion
block assembly is the
feed box containing the feed mechanism
which draws the be1ted ammunition
from
the magazine and feeds it into the gun
automat.ically.
The 30-round endless belt
Magazine, MF, is an oval-shaped framework providing
a track for the endless
belt, The articulated
link belt contains
33 clips, although only 30 rounds are ordinarily loaded into the magazine. Modified
M-6 magazines are provided with a loading index, the purpose of which is to
provide a lock for the belt when the feed
slide is half-way across the full travel and
thus reduce double feeding, particularly
when the magazine is half empty.
FIRING
CYCLE-Initial
loading
and
cocking of the gun are accomplished manually. A safety feature incorporated
in
the design of the trigger mechanism prevents firing the round until the breechblock assembly is in the battery position.
The breech is locked and unlocked by
recoil action which brings the operating
lever guide pins against cams to raise and
lower the breechblock.
The function of
the breechblock
is to assist in the final
chambering of the round, close the breech,
and actuate the trigger trip. It also provides a mounting fur the firing pin.
The lock frame, during automatic firing, is retracted by recoil action and is
forced forward by the driving springs. The
major function of the lock frame assembly is to force the cartridge into the chamber, actuate the breechblock, fire the round
by means of the hammer striking the fir-
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CHARACTERISTICS
Weight of gun.. . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . , . . . .S!l3 lb.
Weight of 30-round
Magazine,
Md (empty).
,
...........
. . .35.5 lb.
Length of gun overall.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . I .89.5 ins.
Weight of proiectiles
H.E., M54..
.. ....
. . . . . . . . . , . . . .1.34 lb.
~;tic~8~55Al
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.34 lb.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._...
1.64 lb.
* ‘,
Muzzle velocity
H.E., M54..
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . .P,OOO ft./set.
Practice
M55Al
..
. .P,OOO ft./see.
A.P.,tiSO
. . . . . . . ::::::::::..l,sn5ft./sec.
Maximum
powder pressure.. . . .43,POO IbJsq. in.
Length of recoil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .95/ ins.
Rate of fire.. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . .‘.i5b
rdr.fmin.

ing pin, extract the cartridge case from the
chamber, and operate the ejector.
The back plate assembly, by absorbing
the energy of the lock frame, reduces the
shock against the carrier pin as the lock
frame is latched to the rear.
The driving spring assemblies hold the
lock frame against the carrier dog until
the carrier is released by the carrier catch
which is pivoted by the incoming round.
The springs then drive the lock frame
assembly forward, to operate the ejector,
chamber the round, and raise the breechblock.
Initial extraction
occurs during recoil.
Extraction,
ejection, feeding, and loading
are accomplished during counter-recoil.
If
the trigger is held in the firing position,
the gun will continue to fire automatically
until the magazine is empty.

AMMUNITION-Ammunition
is issued
in the form of fixed rounds, consisting.of
H.E. shell, M54, with P.D. fuze, M56;
practice shell, M55A1, with dummy fuze,
M50; and A.P. shot, M80.
REFICKEW.XS --0.C.M.

15542,

15619;

TM 9-240.
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37 MM AUTOMATIC
GUN

37mm AUTOMATIC
GUN,M9-RJGHT.HAND
FEED
GUN-LEFT
SIDEVIEW

T

he 37 mm Gun, M9, is a fully automatic aircraft
weapon firing highexplosive and armor-piercing
projectiles
at a rate of 140 rounds per minute. The
muzzle velocity
of this gun firing the
1.66-pound A.P. round, M80, is 3,050
feet per second and this shot will penetrate
3.1 inches of homogeneous armor plate
at 500 yards. It is therefore an effective
plane-to-plane
and plane-to-ground
weapon. Basically a modification
of the
37 mm Antiaircraft
Gun, MlA2, the M9
gun was standardized in January, 1943.
The 37 mm Gun, M9, may be mounted
in the propeller shaft or in the wings, for
which right- and left-hand disintegrating
link belt feed mechanisms are provided.
It is fired electrically by remote control
but it is not designed for synchronized
firing between the propeller blades.
The major components of the gun are
the trunnion block group, the tube and
tube extension, the recuperator group, the
lock frame assembly, the breechblock
assembly, the back plate group, the driving spring assemblies, and the feeding
mechanism.
The trunnion block group
may be considered as housing the gun,
as it provides for mounting the weapon
and supports all the operating mechanism.
The breech end of the one-piece tube
screws into the tube extension, the tube
extension in turn being connected to the
hydraulic
recuperator
mechanism
by
means of the piston rod and nuts. The
breechblock is of the vertical drop type,
automatically
operated.
The gun consists of two distinct groups,

recoiling and nonrecoiling. The nonrecoiling unit contains the trunnion
block
group, the feed box and feed mechanism,
the recuperator, the recuperator bushing,
the expansion chamber, and the back
plate group. The recoiling portion of the
gun consists of the tube and tube extension, the recuperator piston and piston
rod, the lock frame assembly, the driving
spring assemblies, and the breechblock
assembly.
MOUNTS-The
gun may be mounted
on either a fixed or flexible mount as provided by the Air Force.
OPERATION-Initial
loading and cocking of the gun are accomplished manually.
After the first round has been fired the
gun will continue to function automatically
while the trigger is held in firing position.
Explosion of the propellant forces the recoiling parts of the gun rearward, the
breechblock being lowered in the process.
Recuperator springs return the tube and
tube extension to battery while the lock
frame assembly, which moves indepcndently of the tube extension, is carried
forward by action of the driving springs
and the compressed buffer springs.
When the lock frame assembly separates from the tube extension during recoil
an extractor lip engages the rim of the
empty cartridge case and partially withdraws it from the chamber. Extraction
is
completed during the forward movement
of the tube extension in counter-recoil,
the case being deflected downward out of
the gun.

RIGHT
SfDE
VIEW

~~~~~~~~~~~~ED

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight of gun.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .398 lb.
Length of gun overall. . . . . . . . . . .104 ins.
Weight of projectiles
HI.,
M54. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . , . . . . .1.34 lb.
;.;.yyo59.
. . . . . . . . . * . . * . .I.91 lb.
1.66 lb.
. . . . . . . . ..#............
- ‘,
Practice, M55Al
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.34 lb.
Muzzle velocity
HI.,
M54.. . . . . .
. . . . . . .P,600 ft./set.
2.F.Ctivo59..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P,800 ft./see.
-3,050 ft./see.
P&&e,
M5’ti.A;
: : I I : : : I I : : I I .P,600 ft./set.
Maximum
powder pressure. *. . .46,000
Ib./sq. in.
Length of recoil.
..
. . . . . . . . .103/ ins.
Rate of fire*, . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .140 rds. t min.

Forward movement of the lock frame
causes the charger to drive the round into
the cartridge chamber, while coincident
rotation of the operating lever lifts the
breechblock into the closed position, the
taper on the upper front side of the block
completing the chambering of the round
as the breechblock slides past the base of
the cartridge. As it moves upward the
breechblock raises the front end of the
trigger trip, releasing the hammer if the
trigger is held in firing position.
AMMUNITION-Ammunition
is issued
in the form of fuzed complete rounds of
fixed ammunition.
It consists of shell,
H.E., M54, with fuze, PD., M56; shot,
A.P.C., M59; shot, A.P., M80; and shell,
practice, M55A1, with fuze, dummy, M50.
PREFERENCES-OO.C.lM.

9-24 1.
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75 mm AIRCRAFT

T

he 75 mm Aircraft. Gun, M4, is a modification of the 75 mm Tank Gun, M3,
designed for aircraft installation for tactical plane-to-ground
use against sea and
land targets. The M4 gun is mounted in
the airplane on Mount, M6, a development of the iMount, T3El. Military characteristics for this gun were approved in
January,
1937, and Mount,
M6, was
approved for development in April, 1942.
The 75 mm Aircraft Gun, M4, and the
Mount, M6, were standardized in October, 1942.
The 75 mm Aircraft Gun, M4, is a
single-shot, hand-loaded weapon with a
vertical
sliding, automatically
operated
breechlock. A removable, manually operated crank is provided to open the breech
in the event of a misfire and for initial
loading. A loading tray used with a
loading ram is situated in back of the
breech.
MOUNT, A&--The
cradle of Mount,
M6, consists of three tubular sections,
mounted one above the other. The center
se&ion contains the barrel assembly and
provides a mounting for the trunnions;
the upper and lower sections carry the
two cylinders of the hydrospring
recoil
mechanism. An electrical firing circuit is
mounted on the left rear side of the center
section. A cam ejector mechanism
is
mounted on the right rear side of the
center section.
RECOIL MECHANISM-IVhen
the gun
is fired the breeching, tube, recoil cylinder
piston rods, and pistons move rearward
as a unit. As each piston moves rearward,
the recoil oil behind the piston is forced
past the piston through the throttling
grooves in the sleeve. Throttling
the oil
through the orifices thus formed absorbs
a part of the recoil energy (part of the
recoil energy is stored in the counter0
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GUN, M---MOUNT,

FlRlNG MECHANISM-The
breech is
opened manually. A round is placed in
the loading tray and shoved into the
breech. The flange on the rear of the case
will engage the extractors and pull them
forward, thereby releasing the breechblock which is moved upward by the
tension of the closing spring to close the
breech. The gun is fired electrically
by
means of a firing solenoid which becomes
cncrgized when the firing switch is closed,
causing the solenoid plunger to move rearward. The solenoid plunger actuates the
firing mechanism which presses the firing
plunger, thereby releasing t;he sear and
firing the gun.
EJECT’OR MECHANISM-The
ejector
mechanism functions in conjunction with
the semi-automatic
operation
of the
breechblock.
During recoil the springOF ORDNANCE
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M6

recoil springs). The grooves in the recoil
sleeve are tapered toward the rear so
that the gun is gradually
slowed dawn
and finally
stopped when the piston
reaches the end of the grooves (21 inches
of recoil). When the recoil action ceases,
the counterrecoil inner and outer springs
force the recoil cylinder pistons, piston
rods, breech ring, and tube forward.
When the gun is six inches out of battery,
a tapered bufFcr enters a cylindrical buffer
chamber in the center of the recoil piston
and piston rod. The oil trapped inside this
chamber is forced out through an orifice
in the center of the buffer, through a
spring loaded valve, as well as between
the chamber wall and the bufler. When
the pressure inside the chamber becomes
large enough, it moves the valve which
further restricts the oil through the valve
and increases the buffing action until
the gun comes to rest. By adjusting the
compression of the buffer valve spring, the
amount of buffing is adjusted.
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CHARACTERISTICS
Weight of gun.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . + . . . . . . . -893 lb.
Weight of gun and mount. . . . . . 1 . . . . .1.400 fb.
Length of tube overall..
~ . . . . I . . . _ .ilO.s75
ins.
Weiaht of moiectites
H:E.,M;48.‘...........
. .._ . . . . . . . . 14.6Ib.
A.P.C., M61 . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . + , . .14.96 lb.
Muzzle velocity
HI.,
M48. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I,974
ft./set.
A.P.C., M61. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4,OP4 ft./set.
Maximum
powder pressure. . . . .38,000
Ib./sq. in.

actuated ejector cam is operated
by
a
boss on the crank, the spring then returning the cam to its original position. As
the gun slides forward in counter-recoil
the boss strikes the end of the cam, rotating the operating
shaft of the breech
mechanism, dropping the breechblock and
ejecting the empty cartridge case. The
boss on the crank then passes
under
the
ejector cam. Insertion of the shell causes
the breechblock to return to the closed
position.
MUZZLE COVER-An
automatically
functioning aluminum muzzle cover was
formerly provided which opened when the
breech was closed and closed when the
breech was opened. It consisted of a rear
tube surrounding the barrel and secured
to the cradle, a collar secured to the gun
tube, a retractor in the rear, and a retriever
with moveable petals on the front end.
AMMUNIION-This
is issued
in the
form of fuzed complete rounds of fixed
ammunition. The rounds include the shell,
H.E., M48, with fuze, P.D., M57, and the
projectile, A.P.C.,MGLU,
withfuze,B.D.t
M66Al. A steel cartridge case is not used
for the shell, H.E., M48, in the M4 aircraft gun because of the possibility
of
poor extraction which would jam the &unRIWERENCES
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